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1. Introduction
One of the objectives of the DIALLS Project is to develop an understanding of young people’s
cultural literacy in formal education through the teaching of dialogue and argumentation as a means to
understand European identities, cultures and diversities. This goal includes an analysis of how
structured interactions, both face-to-face and using a bespoke online platform, promote effective
intercultural dialogue and mutual understanding as students co-construct meanings with their peers
living in Europe and beyond (in the case of Israel).
Work Package 5 - Dialogue and argumentation analysis, aims specifically to collect data in order
to assess the impact of CLLP in students through dialogue and argumentation, i.e., assessing the
proficiency of these features as markers of the levels of cultural literacy in school children. Deliverable
5.2 – Dialogue and Argumentation analysis, meets the goal of identifying and analysing young
students’ cultural literacy dispositions as manifested in dialogic interactions during the Cultural
Literacy Learning Programme (CLLP) implementation.
This Deliverable builds on D5.1 – Construction of a Multilingual corpus, and uses the
transcriptions of face-to-face classroom interactions as primary data to be analysed and assessed under
the scope of cultural literacy learning. To do that, the following steps were taken:
● The construction and validation of a Coding scheme for analysing and assessing
students’ whole-class and small-group dialogical interactions during the Keypoint
Lessons 3 and 8 (see Deliverable D5.1);
● The accompanied implementation of this Coding scheme by the WP5 partners and its
application to each country dataset in the original language by the local teams;
● The quantitative and qualitative analysis of the coded data with the scope of identifying
instances of major manifestation of cultural literacy dispositions from part of the
students of each age group in each national context of the seven countries (Portugal,
England, Spain, Germany, Lithuania, Cyprus and Israel) participating in the CLLP
implementation (WP3).
Due to limitations in the data collection process caused by the recent pandemic (see Deliverable
D5.1), only two Keypoint lessons were considered, instead of three that were initially planned. To
address this limitation, a separate focus was placed on the online interactions held with the use of the
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DIALLS platform, to the degree this was possible for each partner. For this separate, additional
analysis, we counted with the expertise and collaboration of CNRS (P3), HUJI (P9), and WWU (P5).
The result of this collaboration is found in Appendixes A, B, and C.
In addition, a detailed Oral Discussion Coding Book (ODCB) which was used among WP5
partners for the coding of their local data is presented in Appendix D. We also guaranteed that the
coding scheme constructed for the face-to-face classroom interactions went through all statistical
controls of validation and reliability; these tests were designed and supervised by P10 (HUB)
researcher Dr. Elisabeth Mayweg-Paus and are reported in detail at Appendix E.
This Deliverable is composed of the following sections:
1. The theoretical background of the Coding scheme used to identify dialogue moves revealing
cultural literacy dispositions both from teachers and students;
2. The description of the analysis process based on the coded dataset at three levels, namely: a
macro-level, a meso-level and a micro-level;
3. The results of this analysis with examples from all participating countries (with some
additional examples appearing in Appendix F); and
4. Main conclusions and future steps.
In addition, as anticipated above, the following documents accompany this deliverable as
Appendixes, namely:
● Appendix A: DIALLS Online Discussions Coding Scheme
● Appendix B: DIALLS Online Dialogue Analysis
● Appendix C: Analysed Online Interactions
● Appendix D: The Oral Discussion Coding Book
● Appendix E: Statistical Validation of the Coding scheme
● Appendix F: Additional Examples of Dialogical Sequences

2. Theoretical background
As explained in D2.1 and in Maine et al. (2019), in DIALLS, we move beyond a concept of
cultural literacy as being about knowledge of culture into a consideration of cultural literacy as a
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dialogic social practice, enabled through dispositions towards dialogue and constructive encounters.
This idea is crucial for intercultural (and) citizenship education (Rapanta, Vrikki, and Evagorou 2020),
as it places the focus on the several cultural identities developed and carried within the individuals and
the role of dialogical interactions in helping manifest, negotiate and potentially transform those
identities as an object of mutual knowledge or common ground.
The possibility of dialogue is rooted in the fundamental and basic capacity of understanding
the interlocutor’s utterances, or more precisely what the other means. As the literature in linguistics
clearly underscores (Clark 1996; Grice 1957; Leech 1983; Levinson 1983; Sperber and Wilson 1995),
this understanding does not correspond to the decoding of the sentence conveyed, retrieving a
proposition through the use of the rules of grammar and a dictionary. Using an example from Gibbs
(Gibbs 1987, 591), the interpretation of the following exchange would be impossible if we consider
only the so-called “literal meaning,” or if we conceived meaning only as a property of expressions in
abstraction from particular situations, speakers, or hearers (Leech 1983, 6):
Bob: Would you like a piece of cake?
Peter: I’m on a diet.
This dialogue presupposes not only the analysis of the context in which it occurs, but also the mutual
availability of specific knowledge, which allows Bob to understand from Peter’s sharing of personal
information concerning the issue of diet that he refuses his offer. The interpretation of Peter’s utterance
is grounded on a set of assumptions concerning what a diet is, and more importantly what people do
(and do not do) when they are on diet. Without this information, this dialogue would appear as pure
nonsense. This dimension of meaning and understanding defines the way we communicate. In a sense,
the possibility of communication rests on what we do not communicate, namely what is taken for
granted in our discourse. This awareness led to a concept that is becoming crucial in a world
characterized by the meeting of different cultures, namely “cultural literacy.”
Thus far, cultural literacy has been defined as the capacity to understand and participate fluently
in a given culture (Hirsch 1987), presupposing access to and understanding of the background
knowledge that the author or speaker assumes the reader to have (Hirsch 1987, 1983). Complementing
this traditional conception of cultural literacy, a new definition of cultural literacy as a critical
citizenship practice implies a dynamic and continuous dialogical process of co-construction of
meanings and mutual negotiation of identities and points of view (Maine, Cook, and Lähdesmäki
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2019). Too often cultural literacy is reduced to intercultural communication competencies focused on
tolerating and respecting the Other’s ethnical culture (Arvizu and Saravia-Shore 1992). Instead, it
should go beyond these universal moral duties and focus on the actual enactment of those competencies
through participation in processes of negotiation, care and understanding. But how do these
competencies actually manifest themselves in dialogue?
In philosophy of language and pragmatics, one of the fundamental assumptions underlying the
mechanism of speaker-hearer comprehension is the so-called mutual knowledge hypothesis (Gibbs
1987), according to which the interpretation of utterances in conversation is grounded on a set of
knowledge and beliefs that listeners share with speakers (Bach and Harnish 1979; Leech 1983;
Levinson 1983; Schiffer 1972). Mutual or common knowledge, also referred to as “context” or
“common ground” in several pragmatic theories, is maintained to make communication possible,
allowing speakers to take for granted the information needed for retrieving their communicative
intention, which would be otherwise impossible to provide for every utterance (Clark 1996; Stalnaker
2002, 1978). This assumption is based on the problem of “knowing” the other’s mind, or simply
presuming what the interlocutors hold as true or acceptable.
The problem of mutual knowledge has been addressed from many perspectives, all related to
the problems of comprehension, interpretation, and the challenges of analysing the linguistic triggers
of presuppositions – namely how common knowledge is used in reconstructing meaning and how it is
signalled. A dimension of mutual understanding that has been practically neglected (Macagno 2018;
Verdonik 2010) is the lack or the conflict of common grounds, which occurs when the knowledge that
the speakers assume to be shared in fact is not known or is controversial. The “uncommon ground”
becomes extremely important when we move from the linguistic analysis of the products of the
interactions – the utterances – to the more complex dimension of the dialogical process – taking into
account how interlocutors detect, negotiate, and discuss the knowledge that is not shared between
them. This aspect is fundamental to several disciplines, as it relates the problem of understanding with
crucial issues such as intercultural communication, value comprehension, and cultural inclusion.
In DIALLS, the identification of common ground and how it is being made explicit, negotiated
and transformed during teacher-students and student-student interactions is possible through the idea
of “I-Thou” initially proposed by Buber (Buber, 2002[1947]), and further developed under the lenses
of cultural literacy learning dispositions, such as tolerance, empathy and inclusion (Shady and Larson
2010; Maine, Cook, and Lähdesmäki 2019).
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2.1 Inclusion, empathy, and tolerance in dialogue
The process of learning cultural values is in DIALLS mediated by dialogical interaction as an
instrument not only for delivering information on such dispositions, but developing them in students.
Dialogue, and more importantly argumentative dialogue (Kuhn, Shaw, and Felton 1997; Kuhn 1992;
Alexander 2008; Reznitskaya 2012; Rapanta 2019; Rapanta and Macagno 2016) is used as a tool for
training the fundamental cultural learning values in students. For this reason, it is crucial to understand
how such values are manifested at a dialogical level, namely how a dialogue can be empathetic,
inclusive, and tolerant. To this purpose, the philosophical and psychological literature linking these
dispositions to dialogical behaviour will be reviewed, so that the essential features of their
manifestation can be brought to light.

2.2. Empathy, tolerance, and inclusion as dialogical attitudes
Martin Buber defined dialogue through the crucial notion of inclusion, which presupposes a
conflict between the speaker’s and hearer’s viewpoints and backgrounds. According to Buber, a
dialogical relation is a relation between persons “that is characterized in more or less degree by the
element of inclusion,” which presupposes that the interlocutors live “through the common event from
the standpoint of the other” (Buber, 2002[1947], pp. 114–115). According to Buber, the possibility of
looking at the same state of affairs through the viewpoint of the interlocutor is the essence of dialogue,
which he distinguishes from other forms of disguised monologue, in which the interlocutors simply
tolerate each other, avoiding open conflicts (Shady and Larson 2010, 83).
This concept of dialogue is crucial for understanding the balance between common ground and
diversity: dialogue is characterized by the difference of perspectives and is possible because a common
ground exists (or is developed) between the interlocutors. The difference is bridged by the mutual
effort of understanding the other side (Buber, 1999[1957], p. 102), without necessarily giving up one’s
perspective (Shady and Larson 2010, 83). Dialogue is thus awareness and understanding of the mutual
“worldviews,” with all the presuppositions on which they stand and the undertakings that they imply
(Buber, 1999[1957], p. 103).
This dimension of dialogue, characterized by a balance between the complete identification
with the interlocutor (which Buber defines as “empathy”) and the mere acceptance (or better
“tolerance”) of a viewpoint perceived as distinct from and incompatible with the speaker’s, was
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captured by Buber through the concept of “inclusion” (Buber, 1999[1957], p. 102). Buber’s
terminology hides, however, a fundamental relationship between his presuppositions of a real dialogue
and the contemporary approaches to literacy, dialogue, and argumentation. In particular, he draws a
categorical dichotomy between empathy and inclusion, where the latter concept finds no equivalents
in our modern theories developed in the fields of psychology, dialogue studies, or intercultural
dialogue, and the former can be hardly accepted in our contemporary understanding of the term.
Instead, if we analyse how Buber’s concept of inclusion can be addressed and referred to nowadays,
we can find this insight as a crucial starting point for bringing to light the crucial dispositions of the
interlocutors in a dialogue, which become even more important in an intercultural dialogue.
To grasp Buber’s notion of inclusion we need to start from its theoretical alternative, empathy.
Buber uses it with a meaning that suggests a loss of one’s individuality: “to transpose” oneself over
there and in there. According to him, being empathic means being absorbed by the reality in which
one participates, excluding one’s concreteness and abstracting from one’s actual situation (Buber,
2002[1947], pp. 114). This view is very close to the aesthetical root of this word, referring to the
imaginary bodily perspective taking, the “feeling into” an aesthetic object (Ganczarek, Hünefeldt, and
Olivetti Belardinelli 2018). However, when used outside the aesthetic experience to refer to an
interaction with another person (i.e. empathising), the meaning of this term is different, involving
dimensions and processes that are extremely complex and controversial in both philosophy and
psychology (Goldie 2000, 194).

2.2.1 Empathy in dialogues
Empathy has been defined in the modern and psychological theories in many different ways.
The crucial difference is traced by the developments of Lipps’ original idea that empathy can be
described as the inner imitation of another’s feelings (Lipps 1903), i.e. the direct activation of an
emotion through the perception of another’s emotion. This proposal led to two crucial different paths
(Preston and de Waal 2002b, 2): (a) the reduction of the empathic emotion to a perceptual reaction,
leading to equating empathy to the experiencing of the feelings of another – especially the negative
ones (Elliott et al. 2011, 43) or even to emotional contagion, and (b) the distinction between the
detection of another’s condition or emotion and one’s own emotional response. The first approach has
been rejected by almost all contemporary theories (Preston & de Waal, 2002, p. 4; Scheler, 2017[1954],
pp. 14–16; Zahavi, 2008) as failing to trace the distinction between the cause and the possible effect,
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and most importantly between the self and the other, which is considered as the essential dimension of
empathy as an “other-centred” emotional state (Zahavi 2014, 102; Rogers 1980, 140). The second
approach focuses on the imitation dimension, in which the individual who is the source of the empathic
emotion (and his or her emotions) is distinguished from the empathising subject (and his or her
empathic emotion), and this gap is bridged by either the experiencing or understanding of the other’s
emotion (Scheler, 2017[1954]; Zahavi, 2008), or the cognitive understanding of the causes of another’s
emotion(Goldie 2000).
The modern idea of empathy, however, can be compared to Buber’s notion of “inclusion.” The
common denominator that underlies the different theories (including the ones that regard empathy as
based on the experience or perception of another’s emotion, see Ben-Ze’ev 2000, 110), is a form of
understanding of the other (Scheler, 2017[1954], p. 12). Empathy is regarded as perspective-taking
(Elliott et al. 2011, 43), the perception or cognitive understanding of another’s frame of reference,
without losing the distinction between the self and the other (Rogers 1980, 140). As Zahavi (2014, p.
150) puts it, “To empathically understand that your friend loves his wife is quite different from loving
his wife yourself. It doesn’t require you to share his love for his wife.” According to Goldie, this
“otherness” that defines empathy is characterized by three components (Goldie 2000, 195):
First, it is necessary for empathy that I be aware of the other as a centre of consciousness distinct
from myself (cf. Scheler 1954, Deigh 1996, and Peacocke 1985). Secondly, it is necessary for
empathy that the other should be someone of whom I have a substantial characterization. Thirdly,
it is necessary that I have a grasp of the narrative which I can imaginatively enact, with the other
as narrator.
The recognition of the other is thus combined with the narration of the other’s experience, namely a
perspective-taking in which the other’s viewpoint is adopted by the agent (Zahavi 2014; Battaly 2011)
(also called “empathic understanding,” see Ickes, 1993, p. 591), which then leads to an experience of
the “embodied mind of the other” (Zahavi 2014, 150) or to a simulation of the other’s feelings based
on one’s own experiences (Goldman 2006).
Therefore, it can be said that Buber’s notion of inclusion as understanding of a state of affairs
from the viewpoint of the other, corresponds to the modern concept of empathy, at least in its
dimension of perceiving, experiencing, or appraising the other’s perspective, reference, and “narrative”
(Bennett 2001, 41; Orange 2011, 49). The empathic aspect of dialogue has been stressed in the
literature especially in relation to the exchanges between speakers belonging to different religions. As
Smart pointed out in his concept of “structured empathy,” to understand another’s religious position
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and more importantly have a true dialogue with him, it is necessary to “understand his understanding
of the world, and that constitutes quite a complex structure” (Smart 1986, 212). Empathy thus implies
the suspension of one’s own assumptions to adopt the social, philosophical, cultural structures
underlying the other’s view (Smart 2000, 18).
Empathy, consisting in a deep understanding of the other’s viewpoint, is not only an essential
requirement of genuine dialogue, but of argumentation as well.

One of the cornerstones of

argumentation (the development of ancient dialectics) is the notion of commitment, namely the
propositions that the interlocutors are expected to defend and be consistent with (Hamblin 1970, chap.
8). Speakers, however, are not only committed to what they say, but also to a set of propositions that
constitute the background, or the presuppositions, of their discourse. The explicit (or light-side)
commitments are thus distinguished from the dark-side ones, namely the unarticulated propositions
that are the tacit grounds of explicit arguments or value judgments (Walton 1987, 144). Dark-side
commitments are crucial for understanding the deeper premises on which the interlocutor bases his or
her viewpoint. Unless such premises are addressed, the argumentative dialogue cannot address or
undermine the other’s view, leading to a change of perspective. For this reason, Walton underscored
the essential role of empathy: according to him, empathy is the ability to put oneself inside the
interlocutor’s position in an argument (Walton 1992, 255), discovering the values and the assumptions
that are fundamental for understanding why a certain viewpoint was endorsed.
This central role of empathy in dialogue and argumentation has also been stressed by
Gilbert (Gilbert 1995, 1997, chap. 8), who pointed out how a speaker’s position (a speaker’s viewpoint
on an issue) does not consist merely in the expression of a proposition (i.e. a claim). Rather, it is “like
the tip of an iceberg:” to understand a position it is necessary to uncover all the assumptions that are
presuppositions of or related with the claim (Gilbert 1995, 839). On this view, to reach an agreement
it is necessary to address the interlocutor’s position, namely all the relevant beliefs, attitudes, emotions,
insights, and values connected to a claim (Gilbert 1995, 840). For this reason, the goal of reaching an
agreement presupposes understanding a position, which in turn requires knowing why the interlocutor
holds this position, and what he or she thinks and feel about it. Deep understanding is thus the crucial
dimension of argumentation (Gilbert 1995, 843):
One cannot be said to properly understand a position unless one can comprehend all that the
position entails, and can, at least theoretically, put oneself in the place of a holder of that position.
But putting oneself in the place of a dispute partner necessarily goes well beyond adopting the
propositional component identified as the claim. It includes taking on the world view, adopting
the attitudes and values, the very psychic mantle of one's dispute partner.
8

The nature of the rhetorical argument is thus essentially related to its appropriateness to the
circumstances, which was referred to as the “kairos” (Kinneavy and Eskin 2000, 437; Kinneavy 2002).
According to Aristotle (Aristotle, Rhetoric), the rhetorical art is grounded on the capacity of the orator
to understand what the audience considers likely and acceptable in a given time (Untersteiner 1954).
Ethical and emotional arguments in particular need to be developed considering the situation of the
interlocutors, namely the event and the values that can trigger a value judgment. The speaker needs to
take into account and ground his or her arguments on what is likely to be true or acceptable for a
specific audience (Viano 1955, 281).
In order to be persuasive or overcome a disagreement, it is crucial to place oneself in the other’s
position. Deciphering the words uttered is not enough; it is necessary to grasp what lies beneath them,
namely the set of “dark-side commitments” or beliefs, values, attitudes on which they are grounded.
In this sense, dialogues, and in particular argumentative dialogues, depend on understanding, which in
turn is a matter of empathy.

2.2.2. Tolerance and inclusion in dialogues
From a dialogical perspective, empathy is can be thus translated into the effort to understand
the values, the viewpoints, and the information underlying a specific claim. In a similar way, the other
two cultural literacy learning attitudes on which DIALLS focuses, tolerance and inclusion, can be
manifested in verbal interactions as specific dialogical dispositions that can emerge from and be
learned through the dialogical practice (Kuhn 1992; Kuhn, Shaw, and Felton 1997).
Tolerance or respect refers to the “recognition of the dignity, rights and freedoms of the other
and a relationship of equality between the self and the other” (Council of Europe 2016, 40). From a
civic culture perspective, it may also refer to the tolerance of ambiguity, as an attitude towards
accepting and embracing uncertainty, complexity, and unfamiliarity (Council of Europe 2016). Both
definitions of tolerance may sound abstract, or even disrespectful (tolerating something/someone even
when not wanting to); therefore, the contrary term of ‘intolerance’ is often used as a synonym of
prejudice and stereotyping. Getting deeper into the actual meaning of tolerance as a civic attitude, one
cannot avoid referring to dialogically listening to each other, through developing a ‘caring sensitivity’
towards what others say (Cornwell and Orbe 1999). The more authentic the caring, the more genuine
the dialogic interaction, in the sense of being open to what each party contributes (Kreber et al. 2007).
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Therefore, tolerance from the point of view of cultural literacy as a dialogic practice is about
developing active listening, caring sensitivity, and genuine openness about others’ viewpoints, without
judging them as right or wrong. In other words, from a dialogic cultural literacy learning perspective,
tolerance is a prerequisite for empathetic understanding to be possible.
Inclusion is not a term commonly associated with dialogue. The literature about inclusion is
extensive and covers a wide range of areas, such as social, political, organisational, educational, or
health; and issues, such as poverty, multiculturalism, inclusive education, people with disabilities or
mental illness. In educational contexts, there are several studies about inclusive education and
integration of children and youth with special educational needs (Rodriguez and Garro-Gil 2015;
Woodcock and Woolfson 2019). Inclusion is defined not only as an active process of change or
integration but also as a result, such as the sense of belonging (Osler and Starkey 1999). This view is
shared by Freire (2008), who describes inclusion as an educational, political and social movement that
defends the right of all individuals to consciously and responsibly participate in society and to be
accepted and respected in what differentiates them from others. According to the author, inclusion is
based on values such as respect and celebration of differences, and collaboration between individuals,
social groups and institutions. This view on inclusion goes beyond individual differences in terms of
special education needs (which is better defined as “integration” rather than inclusion, see Rodriguez
& Garro-Gil, 2015), and addresses all individuals and their efforts to participate in social dialogue
fostering collaboration. To facilitate collaboration, individuals should value diversity, respect others,
and demonstrate an interest in overcoming their prejudices and reaching compromise solutions
(European Union, 2006). The main goal of inclusion is that no culture -in its broad sense, i.e. not
limited to ethnicity- overlaps or imposes itself on another (Seeland, Dübendorfer, and Hansmann 2009;
Vázquez-Aguado 2001).
In the context of classroom-based dialogue, inclusion, as a cultural literacy learning
disposition, is manifested through creating opportunities for more individuals to openly participate
in knowledge construction through discourse (Rapanta et al. 2021). This is the case, for example,
when teachers adopt an inclusive dialogic stance, one that helps students develop their own meaningmaking processes and disposition towards “a dialogic how, a personally engaging what, and an
inclusive whose” (M. Boyd 2016, 3). This genuine interest in others’ ideas and understandings,
usually modelled by the teacher, is also possible to be expressed by students, when for example they
spontaneously react in a constructive manner to another student’s idea during a whole-class
discussion, or when they invite their peers to participate in small-group discussion. In any case, for
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authentic dialogue and argumentation to emerge in the classroom, an attitude of openness towards
“otherness” (Wegerif 2010) is an essential ingredient of both the teacher’s and students’ discursive
behaviour.

2.3. Empathy, tolerance, and inclusion as levels of otherness and dialogicity
Otherness (Holquist 2002; Bakhtin 1981), understood either as respect-tolerance towards the other,
as including him/her in one’s own considerations, or as the development of an empathetic
understanding among the interlocutors, is grasped through the intermediary concept of dialogicity.
Dialogicity can be conceived in three interrelated ways: it is the disposition allowing the possibility
of a dialogue, namely the interest in and thus elicitation of another’s viewpoint (first level); it is the
active listening and openness to consider others’ positions (second level); and it is the empathetic
understanding of another’s view, in which one’s values and perspectives are confronted with
another’s through arguments and efforts to unveil the background (third level). This transposition of
the cultural literacy dispositions onto a dialogical framework is presented in Table 1 below.
Table 1: Cultural literacy dispositions in a dialogical framework
Empathy
Dialogical
attitudes

Effort to understand
the values, the
viewpoints, and the
information
underlying a specific
claim

Impact on
Deep understanding
communication
Speaker’s
attitude
Dialogical
manifestation

Other-orientedness
Third-level
dialogicity
(interacting with
another’s viewpoint

Tolerance
Active listening,
caring sensitivity,
and genuine
openness about
others’ viewpoints,
without judging
them as right or
wrong
Requirement for
empathetic (deep)
understanding
Openness to otherorientedness
Second-level
dialogicity (active
listening)

Inclusion
Creating
opportunities for
more individuals to
openly participate in
knowledge
construction through
discourse
Requirement for
tolerance and
empathetic (deep)
understanding
Allowing otherorientedness
First level
dialogicity (inviting
and eliciting others’
viewpoints)
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and the underlying
values)
As underscored above, the cultural literacy dispositions can be grasped, analyzed, and
assessed when they are manifested. DIALLS project takes into account the most relevant
manifestation of such dispositions for educational purposes, namely their dialogical expression.
Cultural literacy disposition are thus manifested in students’ dialogues; in dialogues, students express
and develop through mutual interactions their relationship with other cultures, values, and
viewpoints. Educational dialogues – and in particular the cultural literacy learning programme
proposed in DIALLS – can guide them in learning how to interact with different viewpoints and
different background knowledge. Dialogues are thus the door for understanding student’s
dispositions. For this reason, it was necessary to find how they can be mirrored by dialogical attitudes.
From a dialogical perspective, and based on the theoretical background summarized above,
the translation of the three cultural literacy dispositions into the dialogical attitudes is based on the
concept of dialogicity – the interaction and consideration of another’s perspective, namely the
orientation towards the “other.” Dialogicity can be manifested at three distinct levels. The dialogical
manifestation of inclusion reflects the basic condition of a (intercultural) dialogue, namely creating
opportunities for exchanging different viewpoints. This is the basic requirement for the two other
levels of dialogicity: without allowing the others to advance their own views, it is meaningless to talk
about to tolerance and empathy. Encouraging the others to take part in the knowledge construction
process can allow the manifestation of active listening, namely the “tolerant” (in a technical sense of
the word) attitude that involves attempts to explain and understand a view, without excluding it
through negative value judgments. This openness that defines dialogical tolerance is presupposed by
the last level of dialogicity – empathy. Dialogical empathy has been defined as deep understanding,
and leads to an active interaction between a speaker and another’s view. The interlocutors try to
unveil the knowledge and the values underlying a position and challenge and discuss it through the
use of arguments. This dialogical attitude leads to problematizing their own views, and treating them
as potentially disputable.
The three dialogical levels are thus interrelated: inclusion is embedded into tolerance, and
both tolerance and inclusion are manifested by dialogical empathy. By analyzing and coding
dialogical empathy, it is possible to grasp its two dialogicity requirements; by outlining a method for
grasping this more complex dialogical attitude it is possible to detect when each one of its
preconditions has been met, and when dialogues go beyond encouraging and listening to others’
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viewpoints. Coding dialogical empathy thus means coding also dialogical inclusion and tolerance: it
means capturing when speakers in a dialogue become engaged with views that they encourage and
accept as having equal dignity as their own.

3 Coding empathy
In the previous section, we showed how a dialogue that can be considered truly intersubjective
depends on the empathic relation between the interlocutors. Emotional contagion and tolerance
represent the two extremes of a dialogical relationship where empathy represents the necessary
balance. But what is empathy, and more importantly what is empathy in dialogue? The psychological
and philosophical theories of empathy seem to agree on one crucial point, namely that it presupposes
the understanding of a state of affair from the viewpoint of the other. The rhetorical perspective adds
another crucial aspect to this complex picture: the adoption of the other’s viewpoint is possible only if
one intends and manages to uncover the set of “dark-side commitments” related to what is expressed
in a dialogue (see also the almost identical notion in conflict management, De Wied, Branje, and Meeus
2007). More importantly, if we conceive empathy as perspective talking (Gehlbach 2004), it implies
that we are adopting the view of another, which may be different from ours (Johnson 1975). In this
sense, recognizing the other, with all his or her differences, is the essential condition of empathy and
thus genuine dialogue. This premise, however, leads to a crucial problem: how is it possible to capture
this empathic otherness of discourse?
The literature on argumentation and dialogue analysis can be of little help in this endeavour, as
rhetorical and argument studies tend to focus more on the contents (the logic and expression) of what
is said rather than the how dialogues are co-constructed, and the positions discussed interactively. An
area of study where the attitudes manifested in discourse have been taken into serious account is
education. In this field, scholars have focused on how children develop fundamental dialogical skills
and how such abilities evolve, in order to design the best strategies for promoting them. In this field,
we find a first and crucial attempt to coding the dimension of discourse otherness, detected through
the notion of “transactivity.”
In their work on moral development through moral conflict discussions, Berkowitz and Gibbs
(1983, 1985) brought to light the role of transactive discussions, namely expressions of reasoning that,
instead of merely providing consecutive assertions, “confront the other’s antithetical reasoning in an
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ongoing dialogic dynamic” (Berkowitz and Gibbs 1983, 402). These types of units of dialogue promote
justifications for moral positions, which highlight the flaws in each other’s moral assumptions
underlying their own positions. In this approach, “transacts” or transactional units of dialogue, are
divided in two groups: representational and operational. While the former units represent or elicit the
other’s position (including feedback requests, paraphrases, justification requests, and juxtapositions of
the different or conflicting positions), the latter consist in units that are aimed at developing, clarifying,
attacking and supporting a position. The latter transacts are divided in the following ten categories
(Berkowitz and Gibbs 1985, 75–76, 1983, 404–5), as shown in Table 2.
Table 2: Transactional units according to Berkowitz and Gibbs (1983, 1985).
Clarification

Competitive
Clarification

(a) No, what I am trying to say is the following.
(b) Here is a clarification of my position to aid in your
understanding.
My position is not necessarily what you take it to be.

Refinement

(a) I must refine my position or point as a concession
to your position (subordinative mode).
(b) I can elaborate or qualify my position to defend
against your critique or point (superordinative
mode).

Extension

(a) Here is a further thought or an elaboration offered
in the spirit of your position.
(b) Are you implying the following by your
reasoning?

Contradiction
Reasoning
Critique

There is a logical inconsistency in your reasoning.
(a) Your reasoning misses an important distinction. or
involves a superfluous distinction.
(b) Your position implicitly involves an assumption
that is questionable (“premise attack”).
(c) Your reasoning does not necessarily lead to your
conclusion/opinion, or your opinion has not been
sufficiently justified.
(d) Your reasoning applies equally well to the
opposite opinion.
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Competitive
Extension

Counter
Consideration

(a) Would you go to this implausible extreme with
your reasoning?
(b) Your reasoning can be extended to the following
extreme, with which neither of us would agree
Here is a thought or element that cannot be incorporated into your
position.

Common
Ground
integration

(a) We can combine our positions into a common
view.
(b) Here is a general premise common to both of our
positions.

Comparative
Critique

(a) Your reasoning is less adequate than mine because
it is incompatible with the important consideration
here.
(b) Your position makes a distinction which is seen as
superfluous in light of my position, or misses an
important distinction which my position makes.
(c) I can analyse your example to show that it does not
pose a challenge to my position.

The notion of transactivity is a crucial concept in psychology and education. Kruger and Tomasello
(1986) used this construct to detect the otherness dimension of peer-peer vs peer-adult dialogues, and
the differences between the distinct strategies for “including” the other in one’s discourse (by
requesting clarifications or by developing arguments based on the interlocutor’s). The classification
between self-oriented and other-oriented transacts was developed further by Teasley (1997), who
distinguished the strategies used for making one’s viewpoint clearer from the ones aimed at operating
properly on the other’s reasoning. This distinction shed light on the equal importance of intrapersonal
dialogical processes (aimed at operating on one’s own reasoning) and interpersonal ones, showing how
they are distinct phases of the same process of understanding dialogically deeper one’s viewpoints.
Transactive units have been also used as a criterion of “coherence” in Felton and Kuhn’s (2001) coding
system, in which they distinguish the statements that connect to the partner’s utterance (in form of a
question, challenge, or comment) from the ones that ignore the interlocutor’s move (Felton and Kuhn
2001, 140). This distinction was used to capture the quality of argumentative behaviour (in this case,
the strategic behaviour, i.e. the conduct aimed at achieving the goals of argumentative discourse),
distinguishing non-strategic behaviour (non-transactive moves) from the strategic ones.
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The concept of transactivity has been thus developed in the literature as a form of
operationalizing empathy at two different levels, namely the interactional involvement of the other,
i.e. addressing what she or he said, and the textual connectedness with the preceding discourse and the
goal of the interaction. The “interactional” and “textual” dimensions of dialogue represent two
manifestations of empathy – empathy as involving the other, and empathy as talking to the other. We
will refer to the first one as dialogicity and to the second one as relevance dimension. The two
manifestations of empathy – involving the other and talking to the other – are theoretically distinct, as
the former can be only dialogically manifested through the latter. For this reason, we distinguished
two levels of analysis: the structural dimension, bringing to light how a turn or move potentially affects
the dialogical relation (Rapanta 2019), and the connectedness dimension, which captures how a move
actually relates to the other’s discourse. This framework of operationalising empathy in dialogue as
potential and actual dialogicity is presented in the next section.

3.1 Types of coding categories
The first dimension of the coding scheme for dialogic empathy is dialogicity, namely the
potential “otherness” of a turn or move. As shown in Table 3, eight categories are distinguished and
ordered in three low-dialogical and five high-dialogical types of moves, ranging from the lowest
dialogical category 1 (Managerial) to the more highly dialogical category 8 (Metadialogical
reasoning). A move defined as more or less dialogical depending on: (a) the degree to which it opens
up the “discourse space for exploration and varied opinions” (M. P. Boyd and Markarian 2011, 515);
and (b) the degree to which it results in productive uptake or successful repair (Chin 2006). Thus, a
move is less dialogical when it is not transactive, i.e. when it does not build on the previous discourse,
and more dialogical when it is transactive, i.e. when it uses one’s own or others’ previous discourse as
an opportunity for further contributing in the dialogue (or in the fulfilment of the dialogue goal, in the
case of Metadialogical moves). Dialogicity becomes “actual otherness” when a move is also relevant,
namely when reference to the other is done textually, i.e. coherently not only to the topic or task, but
also interactionally, i.e. involving the other (relevance dimension). Thus, the dialogicity of a move can
be assessed as low or high according to three distinct scenarios: (a) a move is actually low-dialogical,
as it does not involve necessarily the other as a dialogic partner; (b) the move is potentially high-
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dialogical, but not relevant, therefore of a low dialogicity; (c) the move is potentially high-dialogical
and relevant, therefore of a high dialogicity.
Table 3: The dialogic empathy coding scheme.
Dialogicity
Low-dialogical
1. Managerial (MA)
2. Stating (ST)
3. Accepting /
Discarding
(AC/DC)

Relevance

High-dialogical
4. Expanding (EX)
5. Inviting (IN)
6. Metadialogical
(MD)
7. Reasoning (RE)
8. Metadialogical
reasoning (MD)

● Irrelevant (-): when the move
is off-task/off-topic or it does
not refer to a previously
stated
contribution
by
another speaker
● Relevant (+): when the move
directly refers to a previously
stated
contribution
by
another speaker, or to the
current state of dialogue in
the case of ‘meta-dialogical’

The dimensions and the categories of this coding scheme are summarized below and described in detail
in the annexed codebook (see Appendix D).

3.1.1 Low-dialogical categories

Managerial (MA)
A fundamental distinction in classroom discourse analysis is between “epistemic talk” (Christodoulou
and Osborne 2014), namely a dialogue aimed at the achievement of the learning outcomes, and other
types of talk identifiable in both teacher-student and student-student interaction, which are often
characterised as “procedural” and “task talk” (Sarangi 1998). Our Managerial (MA) category refers to
the moves that fall into both the procedural and task talk type, distinguishing the moves that are used
to establish the task (or norms for the task). In particular, MA moves includes both the moves referring
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to activity coordination, and the moves referring to turn-taking coordination. Table 4 shows an example
of each.
Table 4: Moves coded as Managerial.
Example
What have you written so far?

Explanation
Activity coordination

Let’s do it like this: each one says something and Turn-taking coordination
then we decide which suggestion to go with.

Stating (ST)
This coding category refers to “representations,” namely the conveyance of information, viewpoints,
and value judgments on a state of affair or another viewpoint (Labov and Fanshel 1977). This code
includes any act of stating or asserting that a state of facts or ideas is true or false without defending
such assertion. A ST move is defined based on the dialogical effect, not on its grammatical form.
Therefore, this move can be performed also through sentences that are not assertive. For example,
interrogative sentences can be used for different purposes, not only for asking questions, and a classical
case is represented by rhetorical questions (“isn’t it the most…”), which do not convey requests of
information, but rather claims. Similarly, proposals expressed in the interrogative form (“what
about…”) do not request information, but first express something, and only secondly do they explicitly
elicit what assertions and proposals normally do – a reaction that can be of agreement, disagreement,
or acknowledgment. Some examples of Stating both as affirmative and interrogative sentences are
given in Table 5.
Table 5: Moves coded as Stating.
Example

Explanation

The text speaks about diversity.
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Sometimes the norms can be improved.

Advancing a viewpoint
through an affirmative
sentence

Ahm[…] values […] for example you may think Advancing a viewpoint
that something is correct and not, like, is wrong, through an interrogative
the value, see? [… ]
sentence
But, actually that is not that important, is it?
Accepting/Discarding (AC/DC)
Any act of accepting, acknowledging (AC), challenging or rejecting (DC) an opinion or a state of affair
put forward by another speaker, without providing further reasons and without addressing potentially
problematic background values, presuppositions or linguistic terminology, is considered an AC/DC
code. It can range from a simple expression of a positive or negative reaction (e.g., “yeah,” “aha,” “you
are right,” “correct” / “no,” “not true,” “I disagree,” etc.) to a more elaborated sign of agreement with
another person’s perspective or opinion, either through restating it or reformulating it, but without
justifying such agreement. This code includes any addition of information that remains at a textual
level without the intent of making the others understand or improve their understanding of a previous
move and without advancing a new idea.

3.1.2 High-dialogical categories

Expanding (EX)
This category refers to any effort of extending or emphasizing one’s own or another’s individual or
shared perception about the issue at hand. It can take several forms, such as: giving an example, adding
details, extending a thought, expressing doubt about someone’s ideas, clarifying something that was
ambiguous, etc. Examples of such elaboration are the following (see also Hennessy et al. 2016): (a)
Contributions to the dialogue that build on, give examples, add to, reformulate or clarify one’s own or
other’s contributions; (b) Contributions that add something either in terms of content or in the way
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ideas are expressed. The repetition of one’s own or other’s ideas is not Expanding (it would be an
irrelevant Stating). Table 6 shows examples of moves coded as Expanding.
Table 6: Moves coded as Expanding (following Stating moves made by the same or a different
student).
Example

Explanation

(S1) So, at the end, he wants to dance to save his Stating
family, but he does really, 'cos he danced in, he
wants to dance to save his family. (ST)
(S1) At the start he wants to dance. No, no, no, no, Expanding (the student
with this one (pointing at the image), because it’s explains and specifies his
the same. (EX)
viewpoint).

(S1) Yeah, life wouldn’t be boring. (ST)

Stating

(S2) Yeah. Like, if you didn’t have DIFFERENT Expanding
(S2
life experiences, then you’ll never LEARN new reformulates and specifies
things. (EX)
S1’s viewpoint)
Inviting (IN)
This category includes any discourse attempt to invite others to provide (further) reasoning and/or
elaboration either on their own or on others’ contribution. The first type of attempt is expected to occur
in both teachers’ and students’ discourse, while the second is normally expected in classrooms to be
performed by teachers, as it is an expression of their discursive or dialogical agency. In small-group
discussions, Inviting (IN) moves can emerge in the following stereotypical circumstances: (a) when a
student invites other students to express their viewpoint on a certain topic, either by repeating a
teacher’s invitation or by genuinely “reaching out” to the other’s point of view; (b) when a student
invites other students to advance their own viewpoint on a certain interpretation, either by asking
simply a request for confirmation, agreement or disagreement, or by inviting in a more elaborated way
others’ ideas – opening up the space of debate among the group. Table 7 presents examples of IN
moves.
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Table 7: Moves coded as Inviting.
Example

Explanation

(T) What do you think about the story’s character? Inviting (the teacher is
Is he nice?
requesting the student’s
viewpoint)
(S) Yeah, he’s nice, to his father.

Stating

(S1) I’m doing the message of the story, yeah?

Managerial

(S2) Yeah, OK, but right now what are you going Inviting
(the
second
to say about what are the father's expectations of student is requesting
the son?
genuinely the other’s
opinion)
Metadialogical (MD)
Metadialogical actions “describe the behaviour of the speaker when he is doing something else besides
‘taking his turn’,” not moving the conversation further, but rather making a further contribution
possible, relevant, and coherent (Labov and Fanshel 1977, 60). Meta-dialogical means talking about
another move, turn, or discussion, in order to focus on a specific detail, which can be linguistic
(prototypical case) or related to the subject matter (further focusing). A first case of the Metadialogical
category refers to any verbal effort to explicitly make a connection between the current state of the
dialogue (and/or the way it is understood) and its supposed/expected goal related to the activity in
course. We call this pragmatic metadialogical type. A second case concerns the language itself and
can be directed either to the interlocutor’s linguistic uses, or the speaker’s. This type of linguistic
metadialogical moves can be: (a) requests of meaning explanation (“what does x mean?”); (b) requests
of confirmation of understanding (“is my report/interpretation of your viewpoint correct?”); (c)
statements of lack of understanding (“I do not understand x;” “For me, x is y”); or (d) explanations of
meaning (“x means y”). Examples of both cases of Metadialogical (MD) moves are shown in Table 8.
Table 8: Moves coded as Metadialogical.
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Example

Explanation

We are now supposed to learn how to listen to each Pragmatic Metadialogical
other and this is not what you’ve been doing.
We are so different that we cannot arrive at a
common interpretation.

What do you mean by “expectations”?

Linguistic Metadialogical

So, what you WANT and what you EXPECT them
to do. Like, so, what you want them to do [and]
Reasoning (RE)
This category refers to a class of conversational actions characterized by the disputable nature of the
subject matter (Labov and Fanshel 1977), and includes arguments or counterarguments (where the
doubt or potential dissent is taken for granted in the need of providing a justification). This code refers
to any expression of a more or less justified idea about an issue at hand, which moves dialogue forward.
It includes the following cases (see also Hennessy et al. 2016): (a) explicitly acknowledging a shift of
position by providing a justification (otherwise it would be Stating); (b) challenging other's arguments,
beliefs or assumptions by providing reasons (otherwise it would be Accepting/Discarding); (c)
synthesising or bringing together ideas, or generalising – when it is for supporting a specific
perspective; or (d) making reasoning explicit by using explanations, justiﬁcations, argumentation
(providing an argument or a counterargument), analogies, or evidence, or formulating justified
hypotheses. Examples of Reasoning moves are shown in Table 9.
Table 9: Moves coded as Reasoning.
Example

Explanation

(Student) Because I can be the same culture This case is the typical Reasoning case: a
as her but maybe she is a man and I am a viewpoint (implicit in this case) is supported
woman, and this already makes us different, by a reason, an argument.
for sure.
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(Student) So Pedro says it is through
education that we learn how to be tolerant, I
say it is through doing voluntary stuff, so
what about writing “learn about
volunteering”?

This case of RE is a summary of the different
positions, trying to show the common
aspects. It is a way to address a difference by
solving it.

(Teacher) So to conclude, sustainability can The Teacher is summarizing the different
be about the environment but also about viewpoints.
social things, such as?

Metadialogical reasoning (MD)
This type of move captures a unique combination of two types of moves, Metadialogical and
Reasoning, and represents the highest level of potential dialogicity. It refers to attacks to viewpoints
or arguments based on the meaning of the viewpoint or the argument. An example illustrating this
“reinforced” Metadialogical code is presented in Table 10.
Table 10: Moves coded as Metadialogical reasoning.
Move

Code

Explanation

T

Listen, after seeing some images IN
of the book, keep looking, to
check if the settings are familiar
to you, are they homogenous?
S2 what do you see?

The class discusses about a book. The Teacher
performs an Inviting move.

S1

with the differences we observe ST
in some book pictures of the
classroom it reminds me of our
classroom

Student 1 responds to the Teacher’s invitation
with a viewpoint (Stating).

S2

But what S1 says, I’m not saying MD
that it is totally incorrect, but
they are not in the same
classrooms, because these are
different settings, for example the

Student 2 attacks S1’s viewpoint based on the
meaning of the viewpoint. This move is metadialogical, and at the same time part of S2’s
reasoning.
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one below everything is a boy,
well, he is a boy, because he does
not wear a bun, and upstairs the
teacher does carry, or ... in one
there are paintings and in
another not ...

3.2. Relevance
The degree of Relevance (low or high) is a distinct dimension of a move, which refers to how related
a move is with the rest of the dialogue. In case of low-dialogical moves (Stating, Managerial,
Accepting/Discarding), relevance captures the degree to which such moves are related to the topic
under discussion or to the task/activity at hand. High-dialogical moves (Inviting, Expanding,
Reasoning and Metadialogical) are classified as highly relevant when their dialogical transactivity is
manifested, namely when they refer to the other’s move. In both cases, the “reasoning by exclusion”
rule applies, namely: if it is not irrelevant or lowly relevant, then it is highly relevant. The passage
from a textual to a dialogical level (see also Macagno 2019) is decided following this rationale:
1. Expanding. If a move expands the viewpoint proposed by the same speaker (expands his or her
own move) without considering the other moves that have occurred in the meanwhile, then it is
Expanding with a low relevance (EX-). So, the criterion of relevance is: is the speaker considering
what the others said after his or her contribution?
2. Inviting. The level of relevance is low (IN-) when it is an invitation for someone to say what (s)he
thinks, without a clear manifestation of the speaker’s interest in better understanding the other’s
opinion or relation with the rest of the discourse. High relevance codes (IN+) usually refer to a
previously stated contribution which needs to be further explained, clarified, justified, etc.
3. Reasoning. It is relevant (+) by default unless completely unrelated to the rest of the discourse, as
it includes the possibility of a doubt (another’s mind). If an opinion is expressed without a reason,
it is Stating.
4. Meta-dialogical. It is relevant when it addresses the previous move. When the MD move refers to
the dialogue process or activity itself without any connection with the moves performed previously,
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then it is irrelevant (-). When a MD move refers to the dialogue process without the intention of a
genuine reflection on the dialogue goals, then it is irrelevant (-).
Table 11 presents a coded excerpt example including the Relevance code (+/-).
Table 11: Coded excerpt with the Relevance degree indicated for each move.
Line Speaker

Transcription (translated from PT)

Code

Relev.

1

T2

You said something quite interesting a while ago, you IN
identified Aladin…

+

2

S2

ALADIN, DUMBO, RED RIDING HOOD {unclear}

EX

+

3

T2

In the middle of all this diversity, are there any things in IN
common? Where does Aladin story come from? Is it from
Europe? No?

+

4

S3

It is from the Arabia

ST

+

5

T2

But it forms part... of the children tales of the whole EX
world, isn’t it curious?

+

6

S3

This one here is Romeo and Juliette! (risos)

ST

-

7

S2

NO, THIS IS JUMANDJI!

DC

-

8

{Off task}

9

T2

Do not only... {unclear}

10

S5

I don’t know, this is a quite strange scene, when I see this ST
scene it reminds me of the Asians, but when I see the ox,
it reminds me of Egypt. I don’t know […] I don’t know
why

+

11

S2

But the ox is up there. I don’t know, I think there are more ST
than one things on the, on the same page

+

12

{off task}

13

S5

I REALLY think that this part here is the most recent and ST
that it later passes on to […] on something older

+

14

S1

I think NO-

+

DC
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15

S2

BUT WATCH what the teacher SAID

MA

-

3.3. Code predominance
The coding unit is the turn; however, turns can express more moves (Macagno and Bigi 2017). To this
purpose, the principle of code predominance is essential, which is used to decide how to code a turn
when two or more distinct moves are expressed. This principle is based on the fact that a speaker is
presumed to uptake the interlocutor’s move and continue the dialogue that has been proposed thus far
(Ducrot 1972). Thus, the more dialogical code prevails over the less dialogical. An example is the
following turn:
Yeah, you are right, but I think that the problem of migration needs to be considered as an
international problem.
The prevalence of the dialogical over the non-dialogical category is based on the assumption that
sequences express one interactional (social) goal, namely one specific function that they play within
the discourse (Merin 1994, 238; Walton 2007; Stubbs 1983, vol. 4, chap. 8.2; Macagno and Bigi 2017;
Widdowson 1979, 144). The core of the “social” or interactive act is the actual way that it modifies
the interaction (Widdowson 1979, 144):
I am sure that it is a mistake to suppose that one participant’s responses are simply reactions to
what the other has said: they are, rather, readjustments to his own communicative intents. As I
have already suggested, verbal interactions resemble games of chess: each participant works out
his moves in advance and modifies them tactically as the encounter develops. In a serious game,
analogous to academic argument, each player will be trying to project his own pattern on the
game and to force his opponent into error, or at least into a move which can be turned to
advantage.
While conversations cannot be compared to this kind of strategic behaviour, more dialogical moves
affect more deeply the conversational structure of the discourse than mere interactional ones (whose
dialogical nature is less explicit or less present). Moreover, the speakers are presumed to intend to
modify the dialogue if they make their intention explicit (Grice 1975). Thus, in the case mentioned
above, we notice two distinct codes capturing two distinct communicative intentions: an interactive
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one (an acknowledgment) and a dialogical one (an argument against a possible different viewpoint).
In this case, the two intentions are not on the same level. The overall effect of the turn is to advance a
grounded viewpoint, resulting in a deeper “readjustment” of the interlocutor’s communicative options
(Ducrot 1972). The first intention is ancillary to the latter, acting as a cohesion mechanism. Therefore,
the above utterance will be coded as a Reasoning (RE) rather than an Accepting (AC) move.

4 Analysis of dialogue and argumentation
The whole corpus of face-to-face classroom interactions was coded using the categories
described in the previous section and with the use of the detailed Oral Discussion Coding Book
(ODCB, see Appendix D). The corpus consisted of 86126 lines distributed among the seven
countries which participated with schools, namely England, Portugal, Germany, Lithuania, Spain,
Cyprus and Israel, and across the three age groups to which the CLLP was applied (5-6, 8-9, 14-15).
The corpus, which was made available as part of the Deliverable 5.1, is now enriched with its
annotated version (i.e. with the transcribed sessions fully coded using the ODCB guidelines).
The dialogue and argumentation analysis based on the coding consisted in three phases:
a) a macro-level quantitative analysis;
b) a meso-level mixed analysis; and
c) a micro-level qualitative analysis.
Each one of these is explained below. Overall, the goal of this analysis was to identify sessions,
sequences, and moves with the application of a highest dialogicity (our intermediary concept
combining tolerance, empathy and inclusion, as explained in Section 2). For DIALLS, this
manifestation of dialogicity – operationalized through the coding scheme – corresponds to an explicit
manifestation of cultural literacy learning, which was the focus of the implementation of the CLLP.
The analysis below brings to light the instances of interaction in which cultural literacy learning is
manifested as part of the CLLP lesson sequences’ implementation.

4.1 Macro-analysis (quantitative)
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The macro-level analysis consisted in the identification of the highest dialogical sessions per
country. To this purpose, each annotated country dataset was quantitatively analysed through the
statistical programme SPSS. The steps of this quantitative analysis are described below:
Step 1. A database was constructed for each country dataset with the following relevant
variables: Session ID, Line, Speaker, and Prevailing category.
Step 2. A crosstabulation was created between the variables “Session ID” and “Prevailing
Category” to have an overview of the frequencies’ distribution of each one of the
coding categories per session for each country dataset.
Step 3. A descriptive analysis of the Prevailing Categories was performed per session, to
obtain the exact percentages of each dialogical move in each session.
Step 4. A separate descriptive analysis only focusing on the most dialogical categories,
namely Expanding, Inviting, Metadialogical, Reasoning, and Metadialogical
Reasoning (see Section 3) was performed.
Step 5. The same analysis described in Step 4 was repeated taking into consideration the
variable “Speaker”, isolating the cases where the speaker was one of the students, and
not the teacher.
Step 6. A final descriptive analysis per Session was conducted, which included the totals of
the students’ moves classified as highly dialogical and their percentages within the
total number of moves identified in the session. These figures allowed the
identification of the three most dialogical sessions per country (one session per age
group).

4.2 Meso-analysis (mixed)
The three most dialogical sessions per each country were identified following the quantitative
analysis procedure described above. One sequence within each selected session was chosen as a
representative example of cultural literacy learning manifestation. This choice was based on the
following steps:
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1. Each highly dialogical session was analysed using an Excel file, to which the ‘Filter’ option
was applied to: (a) the Prevailing Category variable, only including the cases with the codes
no. 4-8 (i.e. highly dialogical moves) and (b) the Speaker variable, only selecting students.
2. All those cases/lines resulting from the application of ‘Filter’ were highlighted (with a
coloured background, with Borders, Italics, Bold, or other alternatives);
3. After the filter was removed, the session was manually checked, ascertaining whether each
previously highlighted turn was part of a sequence. In case the highlighted turn was part of a
sequence, then all the turns composing that sequence were highlighted. The term ‘sequence’
is used according its technical meaning in conversational analysis, which refers to a unit of
discourse segmentation longer than the ‘turn’ and ‘exchange’ and shorter than an ‘episode’ of
interaction. According to Schegloff (2007), there are three ways in which a new sequence is
introduced during an interaction episode:
One kind of relationship is another sequence of the same type but with reversed
participatory alignment; the second kind of relationship is another sequence of the
same type, with the same participatory alignment but a different item/target/topic. A
third way in which a next sequence following a sequence close can be related yet
separate is that it implements a next step or stage in a course of action, for which the
just-closed sequence implemented a prior stage (p. 213).

The boundaries of a sequence were established based on the following indicators: (a) a move
marking a new participatory alignment was introduced by either the teacher or one of the
students; (b) a new topic was introduced; and (c) participants’ attention was shifted towards
to a new item/target within the same topic and with a different communicative intention or
course of action.
4. For the identification of the most representative examples of highly dialogical sequences
among the highlighted ones, the following mixed (i.e. based on both quantitative and
qualitative) criteria were applied:
a. Sequences shall include a minimum of 8-10 turns/lines of length to allow a dialogical
exchange (less if it is enough to identify a more or less rich interaction);
b. Sequences shall have more than one student interacting, preferably three or more;
c. Sequences shall have a high frequency of high-dialogical codes. A high frequency of
highly dialogical codes will probably occur between low-dialogical ones, so a
sequence is expected to include both levels of codes.
d. Sequences shall have a variety of highly dialogical codes rather than only one type.
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e. A student’s direct and explicit reference to another student or the teacher – regardless
of the code assigned (even a low-dialogical one, like AC/DC) – can be used as a
criterion for choosing one sequence over another. This criterion does not prevail over
the previous ones.
f. Most of the moves composing a sequence shall be dialogically relevant.
5. Considering the criteria above, the sessions were read through several times, the sequences
compared, and the “less dialogical” ones (namely the ones not meeting the aforementioned
criteria) were discarded.

4.3 Micro-analysis (qualitative)
A parallel, separate analysis was performed at a micro-level, focusing on the quality of the
most frequent highly dialogical moves performed by the students of all three age groups. This
analysis was based on bottom-up, data-driven criteria which emerged after a thorough analysis of all
the highly dialogical moves performed by the students of all age groups in all transcribed and coded
sessions of one country (Portugal). The result of this analysis, available upon request, led to the
identification of qualitative criteria aiming at the distinction of three levels (low, medium and high)
for each one of the three most frequent (in the whole corpus) highly dialogical moves performed by
students, namely Expanding, Inviting and Reasoning. The criteria for the identification of such levels
– specified for each one of the three moves indicated above – are described below.

4.3.1. Criteria for the qualitative classification of Expanding student moves.

Basic Level – The Expanding moves belonging to a basic level show a simple addition of
small pieces of information, usually occurring in very short turns and with just a few words. These
short additions of details or clarifications can refer to one’s own or another’s contribution. We
consider that in both cases the goal is to increase the others’ understanding, therefore the same level
of dialogicity is implied.
Examples:
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[PT_6_A_KL1]
T1 Era diferente das outras.

It was different from the others.

S6 Era castanha!

It was brown!

4
4

[PT_23_B_KL2]
S20 Um babuíno é, é uma espécie de macaco A baboon is like a monkey but it is
mas só que é mais…
more...
S

É mais matreiro!

2

It’s sneakiest!

4

[PT_27_C_KL2]
S5

S4

mas não volta porque sabe que as
pessoas que ‘tão a viver lá [precisam
da lua

but he doesn’t come back because he
knows that the people who are living
there [need the moon

Ele não] consegue voltar.

He can’t] get back.

7
4

Medium Level – This level includes Expanding moves whose relatedness/connection to the
previous moves is more evident, often presenting the structure ‘acknowledging + expanding’ (e.g.
addition of information, developing, explaining, …). Instances where students develop, explain,
clarify, provide examples, reformulate, rephrase, propose based on previous turns done by
themselves fall into this category.
Examples:
[PT_7_B_KL1_PT&EN]
S18 Podia até combinar as DUAS
COISAS! Estilo luta com ballet!

He could even combine the TWO
THINGS! Like fighting with ballet!

4
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T1

Pronto!

There you go!

1

S18 Uma forma de esquivar-se dos ataques A way to dodge attacks and then to
e depois pra atacar na forma de boxe!

attack in the way of boxing!

4

[PT_28_C_KL2_PT&EN]
S2 A minha opinião é que eu acho que

My opinion is that I think the film is

o filme está a tentar demonstrar que

trying to demonstrate that humans

os humanos fazem… {como é que

do… {how can I say} they do […] I

eu hei-de dizer} fazem […] eu não

can't say it but it's ANIMALS.

consigo dizer mas é AOS

ABUSE of animals!
2

ANIMAIS. ABUSAM dos animais!
T

Ou- hum- ou seja

S2 Ou seja, os humanos mandaram o

Or- hum- that is

5

In other words, humans sent the

babuíno pra lá pra ele ter uma

baboon over there so that he could

função e não… não quiseram saber

have a role and not… they didn't

se ele tinha uma vida, se ele tinha

want to know if he had a life, if he

família

had a family

4

Advanced Level – This level includes Expanding moves of the previous type but referring to
somebody else’s previous turn; therefore, they manifest a higher dialogicity.
Examples:
[PT_6_A_KL1_PT&EN]
S11 A formiga marota salta pra cima da
poça {unclear} e depois foi muita água
para cima do buraco.

The naughty ant jumps into the puddle
and then a lot of water went into the
hole.

2
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S6

É que a água descia, só que o rio era
pequeno. E saltou a formiga, e veio
muita água e, e, e empurrou formigas.
E depois, saltaram pelo buraco, só que
elas não gostaram.

It's just that the water was coming
down, only the river was small. And
the ant jumped, and a lot of water
came, and, and pushed the ants. And
then they jumped down the hole, only
they didn't like it.

4

[PT_26_B_KL2_PT]
S

Porque um senhor tinha uma coisa pa ir
para a lua...

Because a man had a thing to go to the
moon…

T1

Foguetão.

Rocket.

S

Um foguetão e depois foi lá, parou na lua,
e depois quando se foi embora o...ele
esqueceu-se do babuíno lá na lua e
depois...

A rocket and then he went there, stop on
the moon, and then when he left … he
forgot the baboon there on the moon and
then…

2
4

4

[PT_30_C_KL2_PT&EN]
S3

Por exemplo, ahm o primeiro momento em
que ele 'tá deitado, podemos usar isso não
como se ele fosse ACORDAR, mas como
se fosse dormir.

For example, ahm the first moment when
he is lying down, we can use this not as if
he Woke up, but as if he were going to
sleep.
2

S4

Porque ele não vai ficar na lua, porque
agora nesta história vai… pra Terra. […]
Alguma coisa assim. […]

Because he won't be on the moon, because
now in this story he is going ... to Earth.
[…] Something like that. […]
4
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S3

EU ACHO que não é pra fazer uma
continuação, é tipo para mudar- tipo
imagina ele 'tá sentado, mas em vez de ele
estar sentado, ele podia, sei lá, estar tipo
[…] a jogar alguma coisa. 'Tás a ver? Ou a
olhar pra Terra. Em vez de 'tar a tocar a
música podia 'tar tipo a desenhar... Não sei
[...]

I THINK it's not to do a follow-up, it's like
to change - like imagine he's sitting, but
instead of him sitting, he could, I don't
know, be like […] playing something. 'Do
you see? Or looking at Earth. Instead of
'playing music I could' like drawing ... I
don't know [...]
4

4.3.2 Criteria for the qualitative classification of Inviting student moves.

Basic Level - The inviting moves that fall into this category usually represent a request of
information about a specific topic or issue (already discussed or introduced by the speaker), or a
request of clarification of specific knowledge. This move does not imply any kind of interpretative
process. When it is relevant, it is dialogical because it helps the dialogue move forward once the
necessary information or clarifications are provided. However, no further engagements with others’
ideas and opinions are implied.
Examples:
What's that, teacher? [PT_7_B_KL1]
So come on, where does the Baboon come from? [PT_28_C_KL2]
Medium Level - The inviting moves that fall into this category are usually aimed at asking other
students, or the teacher, to express, explain or justify their ideas or opinions. A previous contribution
can be also used for eliciting further responses, inviting additions to or elaborations, clarifications,
(dis)agreements, positionings, comparisons, or evaluations of others’ opinion or idea.
Examples:
Who agrees- OH S2 do you agree? [PT_3_A_KS1]
Lisbon or a place in Lisbon? [PT_24_B_KS2]
Ahm- ok- so tell me like examples of things you consider a home. Like your house, I
suppose, structural type, more? [PT_30_C_KS2]
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Advanced Level - The inviting moves falling into this category use strategies such as
speculation/imagining, hypothesis, or conjecture to challenge other speakers’ contributions by asking
questions that make them reflect further on their own contributions. These are prompting strategies
usually present in teachers’ discourse, but they can also appear in students’ contributions as shown in
the examples below.
Examples:
Could it be a baboon in the space? [PT_21_A_KL2]
Why isn’t she a son - why is she a daughter instead of a son? [PT_7_B_KL1]
And why CAN’T HE BE RUNNING, he’s late for [the job? [PT_15_C_KL1]

4.3.3 Criteria for the qualitative classification of Reasoning student moves.
Basic Level - The reasoning moves falling into this category do not present a clear distinction
between explanation and justification. In most cases, they present a simple explanation, and the
speaker does not provide further information to support her or his statement. The level of empathy
required to perform this move corresponds only to a minimum level of understanding – the minimum
necessary for giving some support to one’s own claim.
Examples:
Because he was just playing. [PT_1_A_KL1]
Because it’s cute. [PT_19_A_KL2]
Because I like comedy a lot. [PT_7_B_KL1]
Medium Level - The reasoning moves falling into this category present a clear distinction between
explanation and justification; however, the latter is still weak. There is reference to examples or
evidence, but without elaboration. This level is more dialogically advanced than the previous one as
the speaker puts himself/herself at a risk when using as a support a disputable statement
(justification) rather than a personal declaration of facts (explanation). This move can be the
beginning of arguments, as other people can agree or disagree with the support provided (and not
with the claims themselves, which would very probably lead to a more adversarial type of dialogue).
Examples:
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I voted for pink, only now I unagreed, because sometimes we have (good things) and
sometimes they are not GOOD. [PT_1_A_KL1]
Because that’s where we live and it can’t be dirty. [PT_19_A_KL2]
To LIGHT the Moon! Didn’t you see that it gave light? [PT_28_C_KL2]
Advanced Level - The reasoning moves falling into this category present clear and elaborated
evidence in support for one’s claims. The speaker often uses examples and evidence to clarify and
strengthen her or his own argument. In the DIALLS lessons, this evidence can be either personal, i.e.
related to one’s own experiences, or based on the cultural texts discussed.
Examples:
When someone goes on a trip, we get sad. When I go traveling, and stay with my uncles in
Cape Vert, I will, I will miss my home and my friends. [PT_19_A_KL2]
Because that way, if they took drops it would take longer to take, and the ants would get very
tired, so she pushed the water and it went a lot of water to that hole. [PT_6_A_KL1]
I think he was from the moon because if he doesn’t have a helmet it is because he was born
on the moon and can breathe there! So, when he looked at Earth, I think it was just a planet
that he wanted to know. [PT_23_B_KL2]
So then? Different experiences... Every human being has a way of thinking, has their opinion,
their way of seeing things, their personality and their habits. All of that is influenced by the
way they learned { } such as religion, where they live - the environment we live in, the
culture...[PT_12_C_KL1]
Extraordinary Level – In this level of reasoning moves, the speaker compares his or her evidence
with other evidence previously used by another speaker. In other words, in supporting their own
opinions, the speakers make explicit their agreement or disagreement with the grounds used by
another speaker.
Examples:
But it’s not always about that. Imagine you may be from a very high social class and
suddenly have a financial problem because maybe- you got a debt for some reason {unclear}
but {unclear} high class. [PT_15_C_KL1]
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[Yes, yes] but now, I’m just going to share a new idea, a school, this is what S10 observed,
that shows that has different students in the class, it shows exactly that it is like a society [...]
and therefore there will be students who do not behave as well [PT_16_C_KL1]

4.4. Analysis of the online interaction data
The online interaction data obtained from the CLLP implementation were much less than
initially expected. Due to the recent Covid-19 pandemic which caused restrictions in accessing
schools and a lower functionality of school life around the world, the CLLP’s Phase 2 (i.e.
synchronous platform-mediated interaction between classes in the same country) was only partially
implemented, and CLLP’s Phase 3 (i.e. asynchronous platform-mediated interaction between classes
of different countries) was not implemented at all. This led to a limited use of the dialls.net platform
and a reduced number of online interaction data. However, these limited data were deeply analysed,
revealing how cultural literacy dispositions were manifested also during the online implementation
of CLLP. P3 (CNRS), P9 (HUJI) and P5 (WWU) contributed to this endeavour by offering their
computer-supported collaborative learning experience for the design and implementation of an
analytical approach that exclusively focuses on online teacher-mediated (for pre-primary and
primary) and peer-to-peer (for secondary) student interaction using the dialls.net platform. The
method of analysis of DIALLS online discussions draws on the ODCB (See Appendix D) developed
for the face-to-face interactions for one of its four dimensions called Dialogue acts. In addition, three
other dimensions were used, namely: Use of concepts (i.e. explicit reference to one of DIALLS’
cultural literacy learning dispositions and their related concepts as explained in the Cultural Analysis
Framework, see D2.1), Narrative reconstruction (i.e. any other indirect reference to cultural literacy
values, manifested through students’ interpretation, understanding and knowledge negotiations), and
Polyphony (i.e. the presence of different voices that interact with each other making otherness
explicit through revoicing or referring to others’ ideas). The complete online discussions coding
scheme with its categories and examples for each is presented in Appendixes A and B.

5. Results of the dialogue and argumentation analysis
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One of DIALLS most important objectives addressed in this Deliverable is the analysis of
how structured interactions promote effective intercultural dialogue and mutual understanding as
students co-construct meanings. As explained in Section 4, this analysis was performed separately
for the face-to-face and the online interaction data. The results of the analysis of face-to-face
classroom discussions is presented below, following the distinction between macro, meso, and micro
levels explained in Section 4. The results of the dialogue and argumentation analysis of the online
interaction data are presented in the Appendix C.

5.1 Results of the macro-level analysis
The macro-level analysis consisted in the identification of the three sessions per age group
per country dataset that were considered as the best examples of cultural literacy learning
interactions. This choice was made based on the relative higher frequency of highly dialogical
categories (expanding, inviting, metadialogical, reasoning, and metadialogical reasoning moves) visà-vis the less dialogical ones (stating, accepting/discarding, and managerial). This analysis,
separately performed for each country dataset, led to the identification of the sequences (i.e.
interaction instances during the CLLP lesson implementation) that manifested students’ highest
dialogical empathy. Table 12 shows the selected sessions identified for each country dataset, using
the IDs assigned to them as part of the D5.1.
Table 12: Sessions with the greatest use of highly dialogical categories (expanding, inviting,
metadialogical, reasoning, and metadialogical reasoning) from part of students.
Age Group A

Age Group B

Age Group C

England

UK_1_A_KL1
UK_4_A_KL1
UK_19_A_KL2

UK_10_B_KL1
UK_24_B_KL2
UK_25_B_KL2

UK_13_C_KL1
UK_27_C_KL2
UK_28_C_KL2

Portugal

PT_1_A_KL1
PT_6_A_KL1
PT_19_A_KL2

PT_9_B_KL1
PT_23_B_KL2
PT_24_B_KL2

PT_14_C_KL1
PT_15_C_KL1
PT_28_C_KL2

Spain

ES_1_A_KL1
ES_12_A_KL2
ES_13_A_KL2

ES_6_B_KL1
ES_7_B_KL1
ES_16_B_KL2

ES_21_C_KL2
ES_22_C_KL2
ES_23_C_KL2
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Cyprus

CY_2_A_KL1
CY_4_A_KL1
CY_19_A_KL2

CY_11_B_KL1
CY_12_B_KL1
CY_14_B_KL1

Israel

IL_2_A_KL1
IL_7_A_KL1
IL_18_A_KL2

IL_10_B_KL1
IL_15_B_KL1
IL_19_B_KL2

IL_17_C_KL1
IL_20_C_KL2
IL_21_C_KL2

Germany

DE_1_A_KL1
DE_17_A_KL2
(DE corpus only counts
with two sessions of
these age group)

DE_4_B_KL1
DE_5_B_KL1
DE_18_B_KL2

DE_11_C_KL1
DE_16_C_KL1
DE_24_C_KL2

Lithuania

LT_1_A_KL1
LT_3_A_KL1
LT_19_A_KL2

LT_4_B_KL1
LT_5_B_KL1
LT_21_B_KL2

LT_12_C_KL1
LT_13_C_KL1
LT_14_C_KL1

N/A

5.2 Results of the meso-level analysis
The meso-level analysis consisted in the identification of nine dialogical sequences, three per
age group and per country dataset, as the most representative of cultural literacy learning processes
manifested in student interactions. This identification was based on the steps and the criteria
described in Section 4. Some of the identified sequences will be presented below, together with a
short description of the dialogical empathy processes manifested in each one. In all examples, the
first column corresponds to the assigned line number of the excerpt, the second column indicates the
actual line from the corpus, the third column refers to speaker's gender, whenever this was
identifiable, the fourth column is the transcribed/translated speech, and the fifth column contains the
prevailing dialogical category code. The codes used are the following:
0- Not coded;
1- Managerial;
2- Stating;
3- Accepting/Discarding;
4- Expanding;
5- Inviting;
6- Metadialogical;
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7- Reasoning;
8- Metadialogical reasoning.

5.2.1 Examples of sequences of high dialogicity in the English dataset
A first example of a highly dialogical sequence drawn from the English DIALLS corpus is
presented in Table 13. The sequence is composed of ten turns, eight performed by students (mixed
gender) belonging to the 5-6 years old age group. The sequence took place during lesson sequence
number 3, which represents DIALLS first Keypoint Lesson.
Table 13: Sequence Example 1 from the English dataset (5-6 y.o. age group, session ID
UK_1_A_KL1).
Line Line G

S

Speech

Code

1

79

M S13 Why were you bigger than the ant size?

5

2

80

F

7

3

81

M S13 You CAN'T be. You're supposed to be about that

3

4

82

F

7

5

83

M S13 You're supposed to be that big (indicating with fingers).

6

84

7

85

8

9
10

S10 Because I'm a grown up.

S10 Because I'm a grown-up ant.

2

S

A grown-up ant? {UNCLEAR}

5

F

T

S6.

1

86

F

I think […] why […] is she always bossy to the ants when
S6 they want to have fun and they're allowed to have fun,
otherwise they will look upset?

5

87

F

Because they're not allowed to do what they want to do,
S10 because the teacher has to be in charge of he and
{UNCLEAR}.

7

88

F

T

You're in charge, aren't you? You're the boss, so you need to
make sure they do their jobs. S14.

7

This whole-class (WC) sequence takes place during a role play activity where one student
portrays the boss ant and other students portrayed other working ants asking the boss why he was
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angry (this comes from the cultural text – short film – called Ant). Despite this being a WC activity,
it is a particularly interesting sequence as most interventions are made by the students, and the
teacher intervenes solely as a moderator (Line 7) or as dialogue/reasoning facilitator (Line 9).
Children are given room to express themselves with very little guidance by the teacher and this
results in highly dialogic interventions (see Lines 1, 2, 4, 6, 8, and 9).
A second example of highly dialogical sequence drawn from the English DIALLS corpus is
presented in Table 14. The sequence is composed of seventeen turns, sixteen of which are made by
students (mixed gender) belonging to the 5-6 years old age group. The sequence took place during
lesson sequence number 3, which represents DIALLS first Keypoint Lesson.
Table 14: Sequence Example 2 from the English dataset (5-6 y.o. age group, session ID
UK_4_A_KL1).
Line Line
473

G

F

S

Speech

Code

T

[BECAUSE] he's not DOING as he's TOLD. He can't HEAR me.
He must be DEAF. I have to say it OVER and OVER and OVER
and OVER AGAIN. (S21 becomes boss ant, sits in chair). Shh.
You're Ant General. OK.

7

1
2

474

F

S21 S5

1

3

475

F

S5

5

4

476

F

S21 Because the little ant was doing the wrong thing. S2.

7

5

477

M

S2

5

6

478

F

S21 My name is Boss Ant. S23.

479

F

S23

8

480

F

S21 So, they can build a house for us {UNCLEAR}.

9

481

F

10

482

F

S21 S19

1

11

483

F

S19 Why do they feed the trees some water?

5

484

F

S21

So it can grow and then they will ask a lovely woodpecker to peck
a hole for us to live in. S8.

7

485

F

S8

Where do we get the leaves from?

5

7

12
13

S

Why are you so cross?

What's your name?

Uhm Why do you why do you want all the ants to collect as many
leaves as they can?

I don't {UNCLEAR} them.

2
5
7
0
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14

486

F

S21 Up in the tree that I am standing on RIGHT now. S23.

2

15

487

F

S23 {UNCLEAR} a tiny little ant?

0

16

488

F

S21 S14.

1

17

489

M

S14 How cross did you feel when the ant was

5

As the previous one, this WC sequence takes place during a role play activity where one student
portrayed the boss ant and other students portrayed other working ants asking the boss why he was
angry (based on the cultural text – short film – Ant). It is a particularly interesting sequence as almost
all interventions are made by the students, with only one initial modelling reasoning move made by
the teacher in Line 1. As in the previous example, different types of highly dialogical moves by the
students emerge (e.g. Lines 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 11, 12, 13, 17), as children are given room to express
themselves with very little guidance from the teacher.
A third example of a highly dialogical sequence from the English DIALLS classrooms is
presented in Table 15. The sequence is composed of twenty turns, half of which by mixed gender
students belonging to the 5-6 years old age group. The sequence took place during lesson sequence
number 8, which represents DIALLS second Keypoint Lesson.

Table 15: Sequence Example 3 from the English dataset (5-6 y.o. age group, session ID
UK_19_A_KL2).
Line Line

G

S
T

1

761

F

2

762

M

3

763

F

T

4

764

M

S11

5

765

F

6

766

7

767

Speech
So S11, remember we are BUILDING on each other’s ideas. So,
you thought he was blowing the trumpet because?

S11 Because he wanted some people

Code
6
2

To come to the moon?

6

Uhm bec- I I mean in - he blew the trumpet so people could
come.

7

T

Come to the moon?

6

F

S5

But only spaceman can come to the -

7

F

T

Put your hand up, S5.

1

42

8

768

F

S5

Only spacemen can come to -

0

9

769

F

T

So you agREE, DISagree with S11 beCAUSE?

1

10

770

F

S5

Cos {unclear}-

0

11

771

F

T

So S5, remember I agree, disagree beCAUSE.

1

12

772

F

S5

I disagree because only -

0

13

773

F

T

I disagree beCAUSE, so say it nice and clearly.

1

14

774

F

S5

I disagree because uhm only spacemen and you need to have a
special suit.

7

15

775

F

T

So only spacemen can go to the moon. Did the baboon on the
moon have a special, special suit?

5

16

776

U

Ss

No.

3

17

777

F

T

S13, do you wanna BUILD on their ideas?

5

18

778

M

19

779

F

T

20

780

M

S13

It was - he was - he was not like in the end 'cos it was just a
S13 cartoon. It it didn’t exist. It’s just a cartoon. That’s why he didn’t
need one.

8

I see.

3

Cos they made it up their self, so they made it look like no
spacesuit.

8

This WC sequence takes place after viewing of the short film Baboon on the moon. The
children are reflecting on why the main character (Baboon) is playing the trumpet and how he could
be on the moon even though he is not in a spacesuit. Children manifest their ability to distinguish
fantasy (fiction) from reality, explaining the unnatural behaviour as imaginary. This sequence has
important highly dialogic moves (line 18 and 20), the only ones present in this age group. In these
moves, children justify their point of view and more importantly reflect on a subject that goes
beyond the story itself: the difference between fiction and real life. This shows an important
understanding of the concept of verisimilitude, which is, therefore, coded as metadialogical
understanding (Lines 18 and 20). This ‘meta’ level of awareness is an essential ingredient of
empathetic understanding, as explained in Section 3.
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Considering the 8-9 years old classrooms, the following example from the English dataset
(Table 16) represents a highly dialogical sequence composed of nineteen turns, exclusively
performed by female students, with the teacher’s intervention representing half of the moves. The
sequence took place during lesson sequence number 3, i.e. DIALLS first Keypoint Lesson.
Table 16: Sequence Example 4 from the English dataset (8-9 y.o. age group, session ID
UK_10_B_KL1).
Line Line

G

S

Speech

Code

3963 F

T

I know there’s lots of you building. I want to turn it back to the film now.
Was the dad tolerant?

5

2

3964

Ss

No.

3

3

3965 F

T

Why are we shaking back there? Was the dad tolerant?

5

3966 F

S8

The dad wasn’t tolerant because uhm he isn't accepting that uhm his son
isn't what he wants him to be.

7
7

3967 F

S1

But I kind of agree with S8, because, at the end, he does agree. He’s he
says, he kind of is happy that his son wants to be a ballerina, but, at the
start, he's like, 'No, I don't.'

6

3968 F

T

So, you agreed with what S8 said, but only for the start [of the film].

4

7

3969 F

S1

[Yeah].

3

8

3970 F

T

And then, at the end of the film, [he]

4

9

3971 F

S1

[Yeah].

3

10

3972 F

T

he became more tolerant.

4

11

3973

S

[I agree with]

0

12

3974 F

T

[Why did he] become more tolerant?

5

13

3975 F

S5

Because he thought he was really good at it.

7

14

3976 F

T

OK.

3

15

3977 F

S5

He saw that his son was really good at it and he beat the cat.

4

16

3978 F

T

S21?

1

17

3979 F

S21 Because he saved his life?

1

4

5

7

44

18

3980 F

3981 F

T

Because he saved his life. So […] does […] sorry, what were you going to
say (touches encouragingly her arm)

1
7

S

Because sometimes like people want their kids to do stuff, but then, when
they actually see that they're really passionate about that {UNCLEAR} and
they really want to do it, they let them do it.

19

In this WC sequence, students are discussing the cultural text Papa’s Boy. Students are
reflecting and discussing the concept of tolerance, drawing on the behaviour of the father in the film
and how it changes throughout the film. This sequence illustrates sharing of ideas and a genuine
reflection on the DIALLS values and contents. This is represented by different students’ reasoning
moves (Lines 5, 13, 17, 19) following the teacher’s prompts. Within this reasoning sequence, two
phenomena representing high dialogicity in classroom discourse are manifested: (a) the direct (i.e.,
without the teacher’s mediation) reaction of one student to another student’s reasoning (O’Connor and
LaRusso 2014) in Line 5; and (b) the gradual appropriation (also called ‘snowball phenomenon,’
Anderson et al., 2001) and improvement of reasoning in Lines 13, 17 and 19.
Another example drawn from the primary school English classrooms is shown in Table 17.
That following sequence is composed of forty turns, all of which are made by mixed-gender students.
It represents the part of a small-group (SG) discussion that follows the whole-class excerpt of the same
class interaction reported in the previous example. The sequence took place during lesson sequence
number 3, which represents DIALLS first Keypoint Lesson.

Table 17: Sequence Example 5 from the English dataset (8-9 y.o. age group, session ID
UK_10_B_KL1).
Line

1

2

Line

G

S

Speech

3680

F

S1

So, at the start, I think that he was feeling, well, he was feeling happy
because he wanted to do the ballet, but then

3681

F

S13

But then he got really annoyed because his dad's like boxing glove was in
the way and he doesn't really like boxing, and maybe he just wants to do
what HE wants to do and not what his father's making him do.

Code

2

7

45

S16

3

But his dad wants him to be a boxer and his dad got mad at […] hm the
mouse ballerina. And so, and when he went out, the dad was in trouble, so
he {UNCLEAR} what HE liked to

4

3682

M

4

3683

F

S1

I think, when he was boxing, when his dad came in and then he showed
him ballerina skills, he was like his dad was like kind of, 'No,' (shakes
head) but then he kind of gave up and was like, '(Sighs),' and I think he was
annoyed then. S2, what do you think?

3684

M

S2

Uhm I don't think the dad went like […] I don't think the dad he was the
dad was a bit annoyed when he first saw the boy wanting to be a ballerina,
but then he just decided, 'Fine, just do whatever you want to do.'

3685

F

S13

Yeah, and then I think, when the I think when the dad went out, uhm he
like didn't really expect anything. He was sort of [just like]

2

7

3686

M

S16

[Yeah].

3

8

3687

M

S2

[Yeah].

3

9

3688

F

S1

[Yeah].

3

3689

F

S13

I think he was still a bit ANNOYED when he was uhm going out because,
like, it was like, 'Oh, [I've]

4

3690

F

S1

[He was] a champion boxer.

4

3691

F

S13

Yeah, 'I've trained so hard and I'm trying to teach my kids, but they don't
wanna do it.' [So, I]

4

13

3692

F

S1

[And]-

0

14

3693

F

S13

think he was still a bit annoyed.

0

5
6

10
11
12

4

2

3694

F

S1

And then, when his dad got the cat got, he saw him, I think his dad was
feeling really scared, and also he was feeling scared as well because I'd be
scared if my dad was like with a cat.

16

3695

F

S13

[Yeah.]

3

17

3696

M

S16

[I think with]

0

3697

F

S1

Like a cat twice (gestures with hands), like, loads the size of him. And,
yeah, so I think he was feeling scared, very scared.

4

15

18

7

46

3698

M

S16

Uhm I think […], and when and when the ballerina came in, he he knew he
sort of knew what he was doing and he had practised so MUCH, his dad
saw that he could be what he wanted.

3699

F

S1

Yeah.

3700

F

S13

Yeah, and I also think like the mouse ballerina thought, he was quite proud
of himself, like the look on his face made me think that he was proud of
himself for doing all the jumps, like [{UNCLEAR}]

22

3701

F

S1

[Yeah].

3

23

3702

F

S13

the cat and his dad had managed to escape.

0

24

3703

F

S1

Yeah.

3

3704

F

S13

And, like, the cat was looking really like grumpy. So, he looked quite
happy.

2

3705

F

S1

Yeah, I think he was really, like, happy because, at the end, when he Well,
even in the room, when his dad said, 'Oh, fine, you can be do ballet,' but he
was I think he was happy, [but]

27

3706

M

S16

[Yeah].

3

28

3707

F

S1

also a bit felt a little bit sad

0

29

3708

M

S16

Yeah (nods).

3

3709

F

S1

for his dad, because I know he would be thinking, 'I know my dad wants
me to do boxing, but I want to do ballerina

7

31

3710

F

S13

I think that

0

32

3711

F

S1

ballet. So, it kind of is a little bit sad.

0

3712

F

S13

I think, at the end of the video and he like the dad sort of thought, 'OK, you
can follow your dreams, because, like, I can't force you to do anything.'

7

34

3713

F

S1

Yeah.

3

35

3714

F

S13

What do you think, S2?

5

19
20

21

25

26

30

33

4
3

4

7

47

36

3715

M

S2

Yeah, I agree.

3

37

3716

M

S16

Yeah.

3

7

3717

F

S1

Yeah. But, I think the […] throughout the story, they was happy, that
sometimes they were happy and sometimes they were sad. And, like, so,
uhm when he was a when they his dad was saved {later} because of the
uhm uhm mouse or something, they he was really HAppy. So, yeah.

39

3718

F

S13

I also

0

40

3719

F

S1

They were happy. So, yeah.

3

38

In this SG discussion sequence, students are reflecting and discussing the feelings of the
characters in the film Papa’s Boy. This sequence reflects a highly dialogical-empathetic moment of
sharing and reflection on the topic, as students try to build upon each other’s comments and challenge
one another to put forward more information and justify their points of view (Lines 2, 15, 26, 30, 33,
and 38). Students can maintain without the teacher’s mediation an extremely long sequence composed
of moves dialogically relevant (see Section 3 for the concept of relevance and Section 4 for its use for
the selection of sequences). The most important phenomena of dialogical empathy of this sequence
are: a) how students expand on each other's ideas (Lines 3, 4, 10, 11, 12, 18, 19, 21); and b) how one
of the students (S15) invites another student (S2) to express his point of view (Lines 35 & 36).
Our last example from the English primary school dataset is a sequence from the second
Keypoint Lesson, lesson sequence 8, on the film Baboon on the moon. The sequence (Table 18)
consists of seventeen turns, half of which are made by students (mixed gender). It represents a wholeclass discussion about the concept of home – what home means to each student, and what home means
to the Baboon who is on the moon and feels sad.
Table 18: Sequence Example 6 from the English dataset (8-9 y.o. age group, session ID
UK_24_B_KL2).
Line

Line

G

S

1

11467

M

S9

Speech
Uhm uhm I think home is where your favourite things are and what you
like to - what you like to do.

Code
2

48

2

11468

F

T

Interesting. I'm going to disagree with that point, S9, and I'm going to
disagree with that point beCAUSE the baboon on the moon - he had his
trumpet, his bed, his kitchen, his house, I presume all his favourite
THINGS are in there, right? Did he feel at home?

3

11469

U

Ss

No.

3

4

11470

F

T

Did he feel happy?

5

5

11471

U

Ss

No.

3

6

11472

F

T

Presume he LIKED playing the trumpet. He liked it enough to bring it to
the MOON with him. Did that make him happy?

7

7

11473

U

Ss

No.

3

8

11474

F

T

[Did that make him feel like he was at home]?

5

9

11475

M

S9

[But that's because he got used to it].

7

T

So what MAKES - maybe not what makes YOU feel at home, but what
made the babOON feel like he WASN'T at home? Think about that
question. Why didn't the baboon feel at home even though he had all his
favourite things that he likes to do and all his favourite items? Why didn't
the baboon feel like he was at home? S8?

7

10

11476

F

7

11

11477

F

S8

He didn't feel like home because he had no friends to speak with and he
felt lonely.

7

12

11478

F

T

So I'll add friends on there. He didn't feel lonely. Interesting. S9?

3

13

11479

M

S9

Uhm he's got used to everything he's - he loves and he - and now he's
bored of it.

4

14

11480

F

T

Interesting. So, he's got bored of those things, so WHAT happens when
you're bored of all the things that you have in your house? Does it stop
feeling like home?

15

11481

M

S9

Uhm […] kind of.

16

11482

F

T

Have a think about it. You could agree or disagree with me. This is a
healthy debate. I'm interested in where it's going, but have a think about
what you wanna reply to me, OK? S4?

5
3

6

49

17

11483

M

I disagree with S9's point because he didn't bring everything he loves - he
didn't bring his FAMily if he had one and he eventually got - I think he
wanted to be on EARTH, so he didn't bring - he couldn't bring everything
he wanted to bring.

S4

7

In the above teacher-mediated discussion, students compare their own experiences and ideas
of home with Baboon’s situation as presented in the film. Students gradually evolve in their
reasoning with the help of others (either another student or the teacher). This is evident, for example,
in Line 13, when S9 expands on what was previously said by S8; and later on, in Line 17, when S4
expresses a disagreement towards what was previously said by S9, although the precedent teacher’s
metadialogical invitation (Line 16) expressed their agreement/disagreement with her. However,
probably because of the explicit use of the term “debate” or because of previous experiences of such
types of discussions with this teacher throughout DIALLS lessons, S4 expresses a disagreement
towards another student and he also justifies it, placing emphasis on his main parts of the argument
expressed.
In the 14-15 years old age group we have identified some representative examples of highly
dialogical sequences, two from Keypoint Lesson 1 and one from Keypoint Lesson 2. The first
example (Table 19) represents a part of a small-group discussion among four male students about the
contents of the book Eccentric City. The second example (Table 20) is from the same English class,
where the same group of students jointly present the results of their discussion to the whole class
(therefore it is considered a WC discussion activity). In both excerpts, a highly dialogical empathy is
manifested as explained below each corresponding table.
Table 19: Sequence Example 7 from the English dataset (14-15 y.o. age group, session ID
UK_13_C_KL1).
Line

Line

G

S

1

25

M

S5

Could you elaborate on the bad things?

5

26

M

S12

Elaborate on the bad things? OK. Like dogs like pooing on the floor,
messing it up and like the owner not picking it up, which could cause
[…] which could cause riots in our in our streets.

7

2

Speech

Code

3

27

M

S5

I think that it's like [diversity]

7

4

28

M

S11

[Maybe]

3

50

5

between people's jobs, because you can see she's doing gardening here,
he's probably a dogwalker, there's a vet there, and there's like people just
helping each other. I think like the world should be connected as one
[…] if you agree?

7

6

Yeah, I agree with S5 because people are doing different jobs on this
page, because there's a circus, there's a […] man flying on a carpet,
there's a […] there's this, there's a music man here.

7

29

30

7
8

M

M

S5

S11

31

M

S12

I can see I can see the point you are trying to make, but, if you see here
[…]

3

32

M

S5

I think it's a strong argument as well.

3

S12

The argument you are trying to make is very good as well, but, if you
were to see her like What do you think that this person is doing here,
because you wouldn't really say that this is a job? This is like a person
relaxing on holiday.

7

33

M

9

34

M

S5

10

35

M

S10

11

Maybe if you could refer it, then he's made this by himself, 'cos like by
his cap, like they have a workman's cap, and like, if we see, he's got
something in his hands like a paper. So, it might've been like a
newspaper OR an instruction manual to make the uhm hammock. So,
maybe he was just chilling after making a brilliant hammock.
I think I see diversity with the two, these two sides (pointing on paper).
Actually, it's here, it's here a circus, yeah, a circus is a connotation of
jokes, like don't take anything serious. So, this, yeah, this is like royalty
and everything else. So, it's like people expect them to be [to act what
they]

7

7

12

36

M

S12

[More {UNCLEAR}], yeah.

3

13

37

M

S10

Yeah.

3

14

38

M

S5

Brilliant.

3

The sequence starts with an Invitation from S5 (Line 1), followed by several more or less
complete Reasoning attempts by all participant students (Lines 2, 3, 5, 6, 9, 11), and ends with
acknowledging moves by three of the four students (Lines 12, 13, 14). This dialogic openness and
inclusion of otherness is also manifested earlier on (Lines 7 & 8) where S12 and S5 acknowledge
that it is possible to have different viewpoints on the same issue. Overall, this sequence is an
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example of a mature dialogue manifesting attempts towards the construction of a common ground
among diverse participants.
Table 20: Sequence Example 8 from the English dataset (14-15 y.o. age group, session ID
UK_13_C_KL1).
Line

Line

316

G

M

1
2

317

318

S

Speech

{Actually} I think that, compared to our lives here, people in Syria,
they have to start early, they have to walk many miles to collect
water just so they can like live off the nutrients that water gives. Like
S10
maybe they live on like a small quantity of money to like eat, maybe
like a loaf of bread every day. So, compared to us, we have much
more privileges and more like

Code

7

M

S12 Wealthy.

4

M

more like wealthy compared to them, 'cos Syria is originally Syria is
right now is classified as a low-income country and they {enter like
S10
age of} war. So, they're kind like they're not really in a peaceful
environment where they can live the same luxury as us.

7

3
4

319

M

S12 Also, [we]

0

5

320

F

T

3

M

Also, a little bit went off topic, because we were talking cause we
were talking {UNCLEAR} referred to a city called Leicester, and
S12 then we were like talking about how they might their city might be
calmer than OURS because we have more cars. And then S5 said
that - go on.

321
6

[That's true].

7

322

M

S5

8

323

M

S12 When you said about the cars and everything.

324

M

S5

9

What?

5
5
5

Oh, we was also talking about how, in Leicester, there's also, you
have to pay for travel, so we're like more maybe more fortunate than
the kids living outside of London because we have Zip cards

7

10

325

F

T

Yeah.

3

11

326

M

S

that allow us to travel for free [on buses].

0

52

327

F

T

12

328

M

13
14
15
16

[That's an] interesting area to think about: the fact that, within the
UK, depends that you're either more privileged. London might have
certain privileges like that and you've got a lot of things to do
available to you, but then there are also, perhaps, more DANGERS in
London.

We also like talked about the point of pollution, because, the reason
why I was saying that London might be more hectic than Leicester
'cos there's not a lot there's not a lot of like cars in Leicester as much
S12
as there is in London, and that's why we're trying our best to become
what's call it again we're trying to become like electric. They're
going to try to use electric cars and electric buses.

4

7

329

F

T

How does that, how does growing up in an area that's more polluted
affect your lives? How does that affect your life?

5

330

M

S12

It can give us like different sicknesses, like asthma or it could cause
us to get dizzy.

2

331

F

T

Yeah, and it can actually affect your health in a negative way. Over
here?

3

This sequence takes place after the same students as in Example 7 have analysed the picture
book in their previous small-group discussion. Here, the teacher is asking them to speak about what
they saw and their viewpoints regarding diversity. Diversity is being analysed from a geographical and
socio-economic point of view, and students are explaining the differences between themselves and
Syrian citizens. The topic of the dialogue follows a discussion about poverty and ends on the topic of
environment, manifesting the students’ belief that UK citizens can consider themselves more
privileged than Syrian citizens. The teacher leads the dialogue, but students keep adding up their points
of view, building upon the previously presented ideas (Lines 2, 3, 9, 13). A particular moment of
inclusiveness in students’ discourse takes place in Lines 6 to 8, where S12 explicitly refers to a
viewpoint initially introduced by S5 and invites him to expand on it further as the person being “in
position to know” (Walton, Reed, and Macagno 2008) about this particular aspect more than anyone
else.
The last example from the English data comes from a different 14-15 years-old class, who talk
about the sense of belonging as part of the lesson sequence on Baboon on the Moon. The sequence
presented below (Table 21) consists in 21 turns – only one turn is made by the teacher (Line 8), as it
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took place during a small-group discussion momentarily “interrupted” by the teacher who was passing
from group to group.
Table 21: Sequence Example 9 from the English dataset (14-15 y.o. age group, session ID
UK_28_C_KL2).
Line

Line

G

S

Speech

Code

1

871

M

S5

So you're you're going to fill the shoes of a poor [person]?

5

2

872

M

S12

[Yes], yes, yes.

3

3

873

M

S5

Oh so you're not saying that you're a poor person?

6

4

874

M

S12

No, I'm just going to fill the [shoes].

3

5

875

M

S5

[I'm sure you're not]. Yeah.

3

S12

I'm gonna fill the shoes of a poor person. Now let's say a poor
person is a person who doesn't really have a home like how we do
and he's - what's it called again? He's poor. But now he he he
might think that the grass, the grass that he sleeps on and the tent
that his - HE has is his beLONGING. (pokes S5 with pen) Yeah
S5 do you have [anything to add on that]?

876

M

6

5

877

M

S5

[Uhm] -

0

878

F

T

[If you ever feel a sense of belonging] when do you feel a sense of
belonging and why?

5

9

879

M

S5

When you're in - in your safe zone -

2

10

880

M

S12

When you're in control, yeah.

4

11

881

M

S5

Yeah, and you feel like you're priority, where you've [got power].

4

882

M

S12

[But does that] - when you say priority, what do - could you
expand on that?

5

13

883

M

S5

So like, if you're you're the main thing in where you belong.

2

14

884

M

S12

Mmm (pardon)?

6

15

885

M

S5

If you're a main thing in where you belong -

2

886

M

S12

What - are you talking - are you relating that to like when you're at
home?

5

7
8

12

16
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17
18

887

M

S5

Yeah. So 'cos it's your house you can do whatever you want
because-

7

888

M

S12

Could you also say that to a a poor person or someone that is not as
fortunate as us?

7

889

M

S5

Well I guess yeah like I said, it's where they feel safe. So say a
person doesn't have a home, maybe they like went to go and live
there with their mother, sister, brother and - yeah.

7

S12

So on.

3

S10

Linking to what S12 said I think belonging refers to a right or
privilege that someone should have, because when some - when
S12 said that uhm poor people are less fortunate than us that kind
of refers to a privilege that they don't have like the luxury of living
in a well-constructed home, being able to sleep on a nice carpeted
bed.

19
20

890

891
21

M

M

4

In this SG discussion sequence, students are making a connection between the concept of home
and poverty/position of privilege. A very interesting element in this sequence is the fact that students
openly say that they are building upon each other’s ideas using the expression “linking to what X said.”
In addition to the several Expanding and Reasoning moves present in the sequence (e.g. Lines 10, 11,
17, 18, 19, 21), students also make more than one Invitation to each other (Lines 1, 6, 12, 16) as well
as Metadialogical comments (Lines 3 & 14) aiming at enhancing their own understanding of their
peers’ viewpoints, which is an advanced manifestation of dialogical empathy.
After this detailed description of the English data, for the other countries we will limit the
presentation to three representative sequences for each, one per age group. The rest of the highly
dialogical sequences that were identified are presented in Appendix F.

5.2.2 Examples of sequences of high dialogicity in the Portuguese dataset
A first example of a highly dialogical sequence from the Portuguese DIALLS classrooms is
presented in Table 22. The sequence is composed of eleven turns, nine of which are made by
students (mixed gender), belonging to the 5-6 years old age group. The sequence took place during
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lesson sequence number 8 (Baboon on the Moon), which represents DIALLS second Keypoint
Lesson.
Table 22: Sequence Example 1 from the Portuguese dataset (5-6 y.o. age group, session ID
PT_19_A_KL2).
Line
1

Line G
1090

F

Speech

S
T1

Espera. O S8 não concorda?

Translation
Wait. S8 doesn't agree?

Code
5

2

1091

M S8

Com a S19. Porque se ele era
With the S19. Because if he was
selvagem, ele não era pessoa, ele wild, he wasn't a person, he was
era um animal.
an animal.

3

1092

M S

Um animal macaco.

A monkey animal.

4

Ele era um animal. Então mas a
S19 disse o quê? Que ele era
selvagem, mas não era.

He was an animal. So what did
S19 say? That he was wild, but
he wasn't.

5

Que ele era selvagem, mas não
era.

That he was wild, but he wasn't.

3

Não, não!

No, no!

3

T1

7

4

1093

F

5

1094

M S8

6

1095

F

7

1096

M S8

Que ele selvagem.

That he was wild.

0

8

1097

F

A S19 disse que ele era-

S19 said he was-

6

9

1098

M S

Que ele vivia no Polo Norte.

That he lived at the North Pole.

6

10

1099

F

S

E no Polo Sul.

And at the South Pole.

6

11

1100

F

S

Em que vivia da Lua.

He lived on the Moon.

6

S19

S6

During this WC discussion sequence, the class is discussing the origin of the main character
of the film, i.e. the Baboon.The first Inviting move is from the teacher who is requesting S8 to explain
why he doesn’t agree with a previous intervention from another student. This dialogic sequence,
beginning with an exchange between the teacher and S8, turns into a broader discussion that includes
other students from Line 6 onwards. Students reflect on the origin (Moon or Earth, North or South
Pole) of the Baboon, but also on its nature (Is he wild or not?). This sequence was chosen because of
these several exchanges between students. The last four moves are particularly interesting as students
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are making Metadialogical interventions, reflecting on a previous move made by S19, which means
that they are considering other colleagues’ interventions, already from this young age.
A second example of a high dialogical sequence from the Portuguese data is presented in
Table 23. The sequence is composed of 33 turns of a small-group interaction among four male
students.
Table 23: Sequence Example 2 from the Portuguese dataset (8-9 y.o. age group, session ID
PT_23_B_KL2).
Line Line G

S

Speech

Translation

1

432 M

S1 Ahm sim, nós achamos (a escrever)

Ah yes, we think (writing)

2

433

Ss {off-task}

{off-task}

3

434 M

(a escrever o início da frase "Nós
achamos que, para nós, um lar/casa
é") Nós achamos que uma casa para
S1 nós

(writing the beginning of the phrase
"We think that, for us, home is") We
think that for us home is

4

435

Ss {off-task}

{off-task}

5

436 M

S3 é um ESPAÇO

it is a SPACE

6

437 M

pode ser… um espaço seguro para
S1 nós

it can be… a space safe for us

7

438 M

Onde nos sentimos bem. UM
Where we feel well. A SPACE
S3 ESPAÇO ONDE nos sentimos bem. WHERE we feel well.

8

439

Ss {off-task}

{off-task}

9

440 M

(a escrever "um espaço onde nos
S1 sentimos bem")

(writing 'a space where we feel well')

10

441 M

S2 Onde podemos brincar.

Where we can play

11

442 M

S

A safe place?

12

443 M

Onde nos sentimos bem, é um - é a
S2 mesma coisa que um lugar seguro.

Where we feel well means - is the
same thing as a safe place.

13

444 M

S1 Espera. Pode ser as duas coisas.

Wait. It can be both things.

Um lugar seguro?

Code
3
0

1
0
2
4
4
0
1
2
5
8
8
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14

445 M

S2 Um lugar…

A place..

15

446 M

S1 Um espaço seguro.

A safe space.

16

447 M

Um lugar, um espaço onde nos
S3 sentimos relaxados?

A place, a space where we feel
relaxed?

17

448 M

S2 Bem é a mesma coisa que seguro.

Well, it is the same thing as safe.

18

449 M

S1 Hm… vamos pensar!

Hm… let's think!

19

450

Ss {off-task}

{off-task}

20

451 M

S1 Vamos pensar mais, 'pera!

Let's think more, wait!

21

452 M

Ahm… um lugar onde podemos
S2 brincar?

Ah… a place where we can play?

22

453 M

S

{unclear}

{unclear}

23

454 M

S

Sim!

Yes!

24

455 M

Porque- porque as crianças precisam Because- because children need to
S1 de brincar!
play!

25

456 M

S

26

457 M

(a escrever) Um lugar onde
S1 podemos brincar

(writing) A place where we can play

27

458 M

S3 Onde- para convivermos!

Where- to live together!

28

459 M

onde podemos brincar, primeiro essa where we can play, first that one
S1 {unclear}
{unclear}

29

460

Ss {off-task}

{off-task}

30

461 M

Um lugar que estejamos com a
S1 família? […] Pode ser, não pode?

A place where we can be with
family? […] It can be, can't it?

31

462 M

S2 Pode!

It can!

32

463 M

S1 Um lar com a nossa família!

A home with our family!

464 M

Um lugar para convivermos com a
S3 nossa família.

A place where we can live together
with our family.

33

Sim!

Yes!

2
4
2
6
1
0
1
2
0
3
4
3
1
4
2
0
2
3
4
4
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During this sequence, which represents the only moment of a small-group discussion activity
during that class, the students are trying together to reach a consensus regarding their definition of the
concept of home. Each group member actively participates with his contributions with the goal of
arriving at one group definition to share with the students from the other class through the DIALLS
platform. During this sequence, a high degree of epistemic negotiation (Baker 2016) takes place, with
students trying to conceptually refine their definition until it includes and considers as many ideas and
viewpoints as possible. This is possible through a series of Expanding moves (Lines 6, 7, 15, 24, 27,
32, 33), intertwined with Metadialogical, including Metadialogical reasoning contributions (Lines 17,
12, 13).
A third example comes from a Portuguese 14-15 years-old class discussing the book Eccentric
city (Table 24). The sequence is composed of 20 turns, all of which were made by students (of a mixed
gender) during a small-group discussion.

Table 24: Sequence Example 3 from the Portuguese dataset (14-15 y.o. age group, session ID
PT_14_C_KL1).
Line Line

G

S

Speech

Translation

Code

1

1538

F

Não SEI mas imagina este tipo- este I don't know but imagine this typeS4 conjunto de pessoas tá tipo...
this set of people is like ...
Habituado a uma vida NORMAL
Accustomed to a NORMAL life

2

2

1539

F

S4 [monótona...

[monotonous...

2

3

1540

F

S5 Exacto.]

Exactly.]

3

4

1541

F

S4 Trabalho, casa-

Work, home-

4

But imaGINA if we go for the
part- O S4, imagine that we will
think that these are films- we can
say that each film is like ... Is there
another moral of the story, do you
see? Each film shows a scene.

5

It can also be ...! Do you know
what- that movie reminds me of?
That image-

5

5

1542

F

Mas imaGINA se a gente for pela
parte- ó S4, imagina que a gente vai
pensar que isto são filmes- a gente
S5
pode dizer que cada filme tá tipo a...
Tem outra moral da história, tás a
ver? Cada filme mostra uma cena.

6

1543

F

Também pode ser...! Sabes o que é
S4 que- aquele filme me faz lembrar?
Aquela imagem-
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7

1544

F

S5

Mas só que eu não sei a moral da
história tipo dos FILmes...

But I just don't know the moral of
the FILM-like story ...

6

The one with the little cage,
because like they end up going to
that house full of flowers and
birds-

4

8

1545

F

Aquela da gaiolazinha, porque tipo
S4 eles no fim vão para aquela casa
cheia de flores e de passarinhos-

9

1546

M

S3 Quem?

Who?

5

10

1547

M

S6 Birdbox

Birdbox

2

11

1548

M

S3 Nunca vi isso...

Never seen that...

3

12

1549

F

Este não pode ser o The Great
S5 Showman porque tinha que ter tipo
mulheres bué esquisitas e-

This can't be The Great Showman
because there had to be like weird
women and-

7

13

1550

F

S1 Não! Isso aí é-

No! That's-

3

14

1551

M

S6 Ah yah yah, não.

Ah yah yah, no.

3

15

1552

F

S1 É o Dumbo!

It's Dumbo!

2

16

1553

F

S5

But Dumbo had to have wings to
fly!

3

17

1554

F

S1 Exacto- pode ser-

Exact- can be-

3

18

1555

M

S3 Não são asas, sao orelhas...

They are not wings, they are ears
...

4

19

1556

F

S5 É a mesma coisa! (risos)

It's the same thing! (laughs)

6

20

1557

M

S3 São as orelhas.

It's the ears.

2

Mas o Dumbo tinha que ter asas
para voar!

In this sequence, students discuss the cultural text- book Eccentric city, reacting to what
others are saying, asking each other for information, and commenting on previous turns. This is
possible through highly dialogical moves, such as Invitations (Lines, 5, 6, 9), Reasoning (Line 12)
and two Metadialogical comments (Lines 7 and 19).

5.2.3 Examples of sequences of high dialogicity in the Spanish (Catalan) dataset
A first example of a highly dialogical sequence from the Spanish DIALLS dataset is
presented in Table 25. The sequence is composed of 24 turns, half of which are made by students
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(mixed gender) belonging to the 5-6 years old age group. The sequence took place during lesson
sequence number 8 (Baboon on the Moon), which represents DIALLS second Keypoint Lesson.
Table 25: Sequence Example 1 from the Spanish-Catalan dataset (5-6 y.o. age group, session ID
ES_12_A_KL2).
Line

1

2

3

4

Line

4753

4754

4755

4756

G

F

F

F

F

F

S

Speech

Translation

Code

5

T

A veure S2, tu que has vist
carinyo? Què vols compartir?

Come on S2, honey, what
did you see? What do you
want to share with us?

S2

Pues que estava tocant la
trompeta per apropar la Terra.

He played the trumpet to
make the Earth come
closer.

2

T

Tocava la trompeta perquè
s'apropés la terra

He played the trumpet to
make the Earth come
closer

5

S

No perquè si no xocarien els dos
i la terra explotaria.

No, because then they
would collide, and the
Earth would explode

7

T

Well, yes, if the moon and
Home si seria un perill, si la terra the earth come closer, that
i la lluna s'ajunten...
would be dangerous...

S34

Una miqueta i podria saltar.

5

4757

6

4758

7

4759

F

T

I perquè volia saltar a la terra? jump off to Earth?

5

8

4760

F

S35

Volia anar a la Terra.

2

Just a little bit and he
could jump off.
And why would he want to
He wanted to go to Earth.

5
4

I perquè volia anar a la Terra? And why did he want to go
9

10

4761

4762

F

M

T

S5

Espera S1... que tu ja has parlat.
S5

to Earth? Hold on, S1...
you've already spoken. S5.

5

Perquè estava solet i volia estar
amb algú...

Because he was all alone
and he wanted to be with
someone...

7

5
4

11

4763

F

T

Estava solet i volia estar amb
algú.

He was all alone and
wanted to be with
someone.

12

4764

M

S5

Per això plorava.

That's why he was crying.
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Well if we didn't see
anyone else in the video,
he was alone.

5

13

4765

F

T

Home, si no s'ha vist ningú més
al vídeo, estava sol...

14

4766

M

S6

Que esmorzava molt ràpid.

He ate breakfast very
quickly.

4

15

4767

F

T

Pot ser tenia una mica de pressa

Maybe he was in a hurry.

5

16

4768

S36

Per encendre la lluna

To turn the moonlight on.

4

T

Pot ser sí, ell tenia una feina a
fer, per això anava rapid.

Coud be, he had a job to
do, and that's why he was
going so fast.

5

Because he can only turn
Perquè només podria encendre la the moonlight on at that
lluna aquella hora
(specific) time.

4

17

18

19

20

4769

4770

4771

4772

F

F/M S37

F

F

Clar que segurament deuria tenir
una hora per anar a encendre la
lluna, tenia un objetiu. Digues,

S7.

Sure, probably he had a
(specific) hour to turn the
moonlight on, he had a
goal. Tell me, S7.

5

S7

I perquè estava solet i volia
estar... jugant amb algú.

And because he was alone
and wanted to be... playing
with someone

4

The moon doesn't have
that many colours and the
planet is more... it has
more colours.

4

T

21

4773

F

S38

La lluna no té tants colors i el
planeta pues és més... té més
colors.

22

4774

F

T

Quin planeta?

Which planet?

5

23

4775

S39

El Terra

Planet Earth.

2

24

4776

T

El planeta Terra. Digues S1

Planet Earth. Go ahead,
S1.

5

F

This is a highly dialogical WC discussion sequence, with a noteworthy participation of many
different students (all turns, except for Line 12, are performed by different students). The
spontaneous (without the teacher’s mediation) inclusive participation of so many speakers in such a
short moment of interaction showcases how the students of this class had “trained” themselves
through the CLLP to take turns at once. Moreover, in at least six moments (Lines 6, 14, 16, 18, 20,
and 21) students actively listen to each other – namely expanding relevantly on each other’s ideas.
A second example of a highly dialogical sequence from the Spanish classrooms, for the
primary age group this time, is presented in Table 26. The sequence is composed of 18 turns of a
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small-group mixed-gender interaction among four students, with the teacher, passing from group to
group, intervening twice, only at the beginning.
Table 26: Sequence Example 2 from the Spanish/Catalan dataset (8-9 y.o. age group, session ID
ES_6_B_KL1).
Line Line
1

477

G

S

Speech

Translation

Code

F

T2

I què més hi havia a l'habitació? What else was in the room?

5

My opinion is that there were
lots.. lots of posters of his
father boxing ... And there were
boxing gloves.

2

2

478

F

S4

La meva opinió és que hi havia
moltes..molts cartells del seu
pare que estava boxeant…I hi
havia guants de boxear.

3

479

F

T2

És veritat! És veritat, se m'ha
passat a mi això.

It's true! It's true, I didn't notice
it.

3

I also think the daughter wants
to be a dancer, and whta's
common with people wanting
to become a dancer, it's that
they decorate the room in a
color they like ... with dancing
stuff, not with boxing stuff,
because boxing is very different
from dancing, boxing is more
about fighting and dancing is
more about ...

7

I also agree.

3

4

480

M

S21

Jo crec que també perquè la
filla vol ser ballarina, i lo
normal de qui vol ser ballarina
pos se decora l'habitacio del
color que li agrada… de coses
de ballarina i no de boxeo,
perquè és molt diferent boxeo
que ballarina, boxeo és més de
lluita i ballarina més de…

5

481

F

S4

Jo també estic d'acord.

6

Jo també penso que…Perquè
sigui ballarina, eh S21,
S21…no estic d'acord amb la
teva opinió, d'aquesta, si per
exemple, si jo soc de ball, jo no
482 F/M S2/S22 la tinc decorada de ball, [jo no,
jo la tinc com vull, no? cadascú
la té com vol.] Jo crec que ella
no la tenia decorada, si s'ha
trobat un guant de boxeo a
terra.

I also think ... In order to
become a dancer, huh S21, S21
... I don't agree with you on
this, if, let's say, I like dancing,
I don't have to decorate the
room with dance stuff [I don't,
and I have it the way I want it,
right? everyone has their room
like they want.] I don't think
she had it decorated, if she
found a boxing glove on the
floor.

4

7

483

[I agree]

3

M

S22

[Coincideixo]
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8

9

10

484

485

486

M

F

F

S21

Ja, però jo crec que ella no volia
de tindre-la com vol, però si ho
has vist al video quan estava
ballant s'ha trobat un guant de
boxeo a terra i l'ha tirat perquè
li impedia el pas de ballar.

Yeah, but I think she didn't
want to have it as she wanted,
you've seen in the video that
when she was dancing she
found a boxing glove on the
ground and threw it out because
it didn't let her dance.

7

S2

Perquè no li agradava el boxeo,
no? Però tu acabes de dir, té
l'habitació de boxeo. Què?
(Riu)

Because he didn't like boxing,
right? But you just said he
decorated the room with boxing
stuff. What? (Laughs)

4

S4

Vale, jo també penso lo mateix,
S2 i S21. La veritat és que teniu
tota la raó del món. [...] La
meva idea és que el fill i el pare
es volen molt, però el fill vol
ser una cosa i el pare vol ser
l'altra, així que es pelean una
miqueta.

OK, I also think the same, S2
and S21. The truth is, that
you're entirely right. [...] My
idea is son and dad love each
other a lot, but the son wants to
be one thing and the father
wants to be another, so they
argue a bit.

4

No, I know, but for me the
room, I think that he doesn't
need to paint it, he could leave
it as it is, but the boxing gloves
and all that stuff, I think he
could change that, for example.

4

11

487

M

S21

No, ja, però jo de l'habitació, jo
crec que pintar-la la pot deixar
així, però lo dels guants de
boxeo i tot això, crec que ho
podrà canviar, per exemple.

12

488

M

S22

Es un poco raro. M'agrada la
teva resposta.

It is a bit weird. I like your
answer.

3

13

489

F

S2

Ja, però no sabem si l'ha tirat
perquè està molt desordenada.

Yes, but we don't know if he
throws it out because the room
was too messy.

7

However, it is true that when
the father entered the room to
go boxing, the daughter said no,
that she wanted to dance.

2

14

490

M

S21

Però sí que és veritat que a la
filla, quan el pare ha entrat a
l'habitació que ha fet boxeo, la
filla ha dit que no, que ella
ballar.

15
16

491
492

F
F

S2
S4

Ha dit, no.
Per què penseu això?

She said, no.
Why do you think that?

3
5

I think that's because when the
father entered, he saw the
daughter dancing and he
wanted her to be a boxer. But
the daughter, the son, didn't
want to.

7

Okay, I agree with you.

3

17

493

M

S21

Jo penso això perquè el pare
quan ha entrat el pare ha vist la
filla fent de ballarina i volia que
fos de boxeador. Però la filla, el
fill no volia.

18

494

F

S4

Vale, crec com tu.
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The class session from which the above excerpt was taken was an exceptional session with
several highly dialogical teacher-facilitated small-group discussion moments, and it was, therefore,
difficult to choose among all possible examples. This sequence was chosen due to its high dialogicity
level, manifested by rare teacher’s participation and the highly dialogical quality of students’
interventions. In particular, students perform several Reasoning (Lines 4, 8, 13, 17) and Expanding
moves (Lines 6, 9, 10, 11) but they also invite each other to express their opinion (Line 16) and
acknowledgement of the validity of their classmates’ answers (Lines 5, 7, 12, 15, 18), forming
altogether a strong case for dialogue co-construction.
Table 27 shows an example of the 14-15 years-old Spanish classroom data. The sequence is
composed of twelve turns, and it is part of an all-female small-group interaction about Baboon on the
Moon (DIALLS Keypoint Lesson 2).
Table 27: Sequence Example 3 from the Spanish/Catalan dataset (14-15 y.o. age group, session ID
ES_21_C_KL2).
Line

Line

G

S

Speech

Translation

Code

1

123

F

S1

Nosaltres no ho sabem, és que tenim
dues idees diferentes .

We do not know yet, we have two
different ideas here.

6

2

124

F

S13

No enciende la luna porque es de
noche .

He doesn't turn the moon on because
it's night-time.

7

3

125

F

S16

Trabaja de encender y apagar la luna
como...

He works turning the moon on and
off, like.

2

4

126

F

S1

Totes les opinions han de ser
acceptades y respectades, S7

All views must be accepted and
respected, S7

6

5

127

F

S7

Mira, aquí tenim dues opinions: o
que esta sol a la terra i vol cridar
l'atenció dels de la terra o...

Look, here we have two or opinions:
either he's alone on Earth and wants
to draw the attention of people on
Earth or ...

4

6

128

F

S13

Per a que vagin a buscar-lo...

So they come and get him...

4

7

129

F

S1

Clar, perquè es sent sol en aquella
casa tant depriment.

Of course, because he feels lonely in
such a depressing house.

7

8

130

F

S2

O que en el seu treball es sent sol i a
través de la música doncs expressa el
que sent.

Or he feels lonely in his job, and
through music, well, he expresses his
feelings.

2

9

131

F

S16

Sí, jo crec que és més la segona.

Yes, I like the second option better.

3
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10

132

F

S1

Jo me decanto per la primera.

Jo I opted for the first

3

11

133

F

S2

Clar, porque yo creo el tío no es tonto Of course, because I think the guy is
y sabe que con la trompeta no le
not stupid and knows that by playing
puede oir...
the trumpet he cannot be heard (from
the Earth).

7

12

134

F

S2

That he feels lonely at work and uses
Que al seu treball se sent sol i
utilitza la música per expressar-se. music to express himself.

2

This set of turns happens at an early stage of the class in a SG activity situation. Students are
discussing the lesson’s activities, declaring their awareness that they have two different perspectives.
This metadialogical comment, initiated by S1 (Line 1) and later expanded by S7 (Line 5) is a strong
manifestation of dialogical empathy. In addition, throughout the sequence, students engage with each
other, reacting to what was previously presented or argued (Lines 2, 6, 7, 9, 10, 11). Another good
example of a highly dialogical move in this sequence is Line 4, where S1, probably the group leader,
reminds everyone about one of the CLLP rules, namely that all views shall be considered, while at
the same time she leaves the floor to another student.

5.2.4 Examples of sequences of high dialogicity in the Cypriot dataset
A first example of a highly dialogical sequence from the Cypriot dataset is presented in Table
28. The sequence is composed of 19 turns, 14 of which are made by students (mixed gender),
belonging to the 5-6 years old age group. The sequence took place during lesson sequence number 3
(Ant), which represents DIALLS first Keypoint Lesson for that age group.
Table 28: Sequence Example 1 from the Cypriot dataset (5-6 y.o. age group, session ID
CY_4_A_KL1).
Line Line
1

467

2

468

3

469

4
5

470
471

G

S

Speech

Translation

5

M

Γιατί συνέχεια μαζεύουμε φύλλα Why do we keep collecting
από το δέντρο;
leaves from the tree?
S2 Για να τρώμε.[...]
To eat. [...]
Γιατί {unclear}, γιατί... Γιατί
παίζουμε με το φύλλο;
S2 Για να πέρνουμε αέρα. [...]
S Ε... Γιατί...; Είσαι άταχτος;

5

S

S

M

Why {unclear}, why ... Why do
we play with the leaf?
To cool off [...]
Err ... Why ...? Are you naughty?

Code

7

7
5

66

Because I want to make you ... I
want to make you laugh.
He wants to make you laugh.

7

Γιατί; [...] Γιατί πάντα μας
θυμώνεις;

Why? [...] Why do you always
make us angry?

5

Σας θυμώνει το μυρμηγκάκι;
Όι.

Does the little ant make you
angry?
No.

6

Για να δούμε. Την άποψη του.
[{unclear}] [...] Τι απαντάς; […]
Έθελα ακόμα ένα μυρμηγκάκι.
Αλλά θέλω να θυμηθείτε τους
άλλους φίλους του γιατί. Είχεν κι
άλλους φίλους. Εκτός, ο γιατί
έχει μεγάλη παρέα είπαμεν. Έλα
S10. [...] S10 διάλεξε, να διαλέξω
εγώ. Λοιπόν, ποιος θέλει να
ρωτήσει το σκανταλιάρικο... S4.

Let's see. His opinion.
[{unclear}] [...] What do you
answer? […] I wanted one more
little ant. But I want you to
remember the other friends of
"why". He had some other
friends. Besides, we said, "why"
has a great company. Come on,
S10. [...] S10 chose, let me
choose. Well, who wants to ask
the mischievous ... S4.

Για... Γιατί; Γιατί πετούμε και και
σταματούμε και σταματούμε στο
M S4
στο χώμα και και το φύλλο
πηγαίνει σωστό χωρίς να το
κόψουμε σαν τα άλλα;
F S10 Επειδή... [...]
F
T Ξανά S4.

Wh ... Why? Why do we fly and
stop and stop on the soil and the
leaf goes right without us cutting
it like the others?
Because... [...]
Again S4.

6

472

M

7

473

F

8

474

9

475

10

476

11

477

12

478

13
14

479
480

S2 Γιατί θέλω να κάνω σας... Θέλω
να κάνω σας να γελάτε.
T Θέλει να σας κάνει να γελάτε.
S

F

T
S

F

15

481

M

16

482

F

17

483

F

18

484

M

19

485

F

T

Γιατί πετούμε με το φύλλο χωρίς
να το κόψουμε και σταματούμε
S4
στο χώμα και μετά ε αφήνουμε
το φύλλο και και πηγαίνει μόνο
του χωρίς να το κόψουμε;

Why do we fly with the leaf
without cutting it and stop on the
soil and then err we leave the leaf
and it goes by itself without us
cutting it?

Δεν πηγαίνει μόνο του. Απλώς
S10 πετάμε για να έρχεται ο αέρας
και να είμαστε χαρούμενοι.
T S2.

It does not go by itself. We just
fly for feeling the air and be
happy.
S2.

S2 Γιατί οι φίλοι σου, γιατί οι φίλοι
σου κάνουσει ότι κάνεις; [...]

Why do your friends, why do
your friends do what you do? [...]

Γιατί {unclear} τους αρέσουν
S10 αυτό που κάνουν και... Και είναι
σκανταλιά... Και τους αρέσει
πολύ.

Because {unclear}. They like
what they do and ... And it's a
mischief ... And they like it very
much.

3

3

6

5

0
1

5

8
1
5

7
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Age group A sessions from Cyprus only have WC activities. This one takes place after the
projection of the short film Ant. Children are making a role play activity in which one is asking
questions to the other regarding the main characters of the film. This sequence is particularly
interesting as the teacher makes very few interventions, and students conduct with the dialogue without
mediation. Apart from several Inviting and Reasoning moves, whose frequency can be explained by
the type of activity, Line 16 expresses a Metadialogical reasoning move, which is extremely difficult
for children at this age: S10 performs a conceptual correction of the contents of the question asked by
S15, and she even justifies it. Earlier on (Lines 9 & 11), the teacher had performed two Metadialogical
moves, which can explain why the student managed to perform this high-level contribution (MaywegPaus, Macagno, and Kuhn 2016).
Moving now to the primary school age group (8-9 years old), two examples will be presented
as representative highly dialogical sequences (Table 29 and Table 30), due to the absence of secondary
school data for Cyprus. Both examples are whole-class discussion sequences from the same class
discussing the film Papa’s boy, which is the first DIALLS Keypoint Lesson for this age group. The
first sequence consists of 23 turns, half of which performed by students, whereas the second one
consists of 16 turns, twelve of which are performed by students.
Table 29: Sequence Example 2 from the Cypriot dataset (8-9 y.o. age group, session ID
CY_11_B_KL1).
Line
1

Line

S

Speech

Translation

S12

Ποιο ήταν εδώ το στερεότυπο που
εκαλλιεργούσε ο πατέρας; Ποιο
ήταν το στερεότυπο που
εκαλλιεργούσε ο πατέρας; S12;
Το μποξ, το να κάμνει μποξ το μωρό
του.

Which was the stereotype that the
father cultivated here? Which was the
stereotype that the father cultivated?
S12?
The boxing, that his child does
boxing.

Επειδή ΉΤΑΝ;
Ήταν πρωταθλητής στο μποξ τζαι
ήθελε να ακολουθήσει τζαι το παιδί
του
Να τον ακολουθήσει. Τζαι δεν
έπρεπε να κάμει μπαλέτο το αγόρι
γιατί;
Γιατί θα ντρεπόταν ο πατέρας του
και θα γινόταν ρεζίλι, επειδή ήταν
πρωταθλητής και να είχε ένα αγόρι

Because he WAS?

5

He was a boxing champion and he
wanted also his child to follow

4

G

4626
T

2

4627

3

4628

4

4629

M

Τ

M
5

S12

4630
Τ

6

4631
M

S

To follow him. And the boy shouldn't
do ballet because?
Because his father would be ashamed
and look foolish, since he was a
champion and he had a boy

Code

5
2

5

7

68

7

4632

8

4633

9

4634

10

4635

11

4636

12

4637

13

4638

14

4639

15

4640

16

4641

17

4642

18

4643

19

4644

20

4645

Son
son who would do ballet, he would
look foolish.

4

S

Γιο
γιο που θα έκανε μπαλέτο θα
γινόταν ρεζίλι.

Τ

Ο πατέρας;

The father?

4

S

Yes.

3

Τ

Ναι.
Άρα το στερεότυπο το οποίο ήθελε,
εκαλλιεργήθηκε ήταν ότι τα αγόρια
πρέπει να ασχολούνται με το μπόξ
στην συγκεκριμένη περίπτωση.

So the stereotype he wanted,
cultivated was that boys should be
practicing boxing in this case.

4

Ss

Ναι

Yes

3

Τ

Ένα αγόρι δεν μπορεί να κάμει;

A boy can't do?

5

Ss

Μπαλέτο.

Ballet.

2

Τ

Μπαλέτο.

Ballet.

0

S

Κυρία αφού υπάρχουν!

Mrs, but they exist!

7

Τ

Τι υπάρχουν;
Αγόρια που κάμνουν μπαλέτο,
ρυθμική.

What do they exist?

5

Boys doing ballet, eurythmics.

4

Στο σχολείο μας έχει
ΥΠΆΡΧΟΥΝ. Πρέπει εκείνο το
παιδί, είτε αγόρι είναι, είτε κορίτσι
είναι, να καταπιέζει τα όνειρα του
τζαι να μεν κάμει τζίνο που θέλει;

There are in our school
THEY EXIST. Should that child,
whether he is a boy or a girl, suppress
his/her dreams and not do what
he/she wants?

4

Όχι
Πρέπει να συμβεί τούτο το πράμα;
Νομίζετε; Ναι.
Όχι, γιατί μπορεί, εν έχουν ούλλοι
τα ίδια γούστα τζαι ούλλοι μπορούν
να τους αρέσκουν διαφορετικά
πράματα που μπορεί να μεν τους
αρέσκει τους άλλους, τζαι ήθελε ο
παπάς του ήθελε να αρέσκει τζίνο
που του αρέσκει δηλαδή το μποξ,
που ήταν τζαι πρωταθλητής στο

No
Should this thing happen? Do you
think? Yes.
No, because maybe, not everybody
has the same tastes and there may be
different things that everyone likes
and that others may not like and his
dad wanted, he wanted him to like
what he likes, that is, the boxing, in
which his dad was also champion, his
son to like it as well.

3

Τ
M

M

M

M

S
S

Τ
21

4646

22

4647

23

4648

Ss
T

M

S

4

5

5

7
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μποξ ο παπάς του, να του αρέσκει
τζαι του γιου του.

The sequence above is a good example of a highly dialogical teacher-mediated sequence, in
which the students, with the help of the teacher, explore the stereotypes revealed in the film Papa’s
boy. A move made by a student at Line 16 marks the shift of the discussion from a narrative
presentation of the cultural text to an argumentative question by the teacher (Line 20) about whether
we should suppress our dreams or not, to which a student replies with a complete argument (Line
23). The move at Line 16 is also highly argumentative – and therefore implying dialogical empathy
(see Section 3) – as it represents a counterargument to the claim “Boys cannot do ballet” based on
the student’s personal experience (there are boys who do eurythmics), and extended by another
student at Line 17 (including in their school).
Table 30: Sequence Example 3 from the Cypriot dataset (8-9 y.o. age group, session ID
CY_11_B_KL1).
Line Line
1

4677

2

4678

3

4679

4

4680

5

4681

6

4682

G

F

F

M

4683

8

4684

9

4685

F

Speech

Translation

Τι είναι τα συναισθήματα του
παπά;

What are the emotions of the dad?
It is sadness, Er at the beginning
S
Είναι λύπη, Ε στην αρχή ή μετά; or after?
Ε στα διάφορα κομμάτια. Στην
Er in the various pieces. At the
αρχή, στη μέση της ιστορίας τζαι beginning, at the middle of the
Τ
στο τέλος.
story and at the end.
Στην αρχή ο πατέρας
S
εστεναχωριότανε πολυ.
At first, the father was very upset.
Στην αρχή ο πατέρας ελυπήθηκε At first the father was very sorry
πολυ γιατί έθελε να κάμει μποξ
because he wanted to do boxing
S
αλλα
but
ΌΧΙ, στην αρχή ο πατέρας
NO, at first the father was very
εστεναχωριώτανε πολύ γιατί ο
upset because his son wanted to do
γιος του ήθελε να κάνει μπαλέτο. ballet. Don't you want to say
something?
S10 Εν θέλεις να πεις κάτι;
Come on, S14, can you say
Τ
Άτε S14 μπόρεις να πεις κάτι;
something?
Τ

F
7

S

S14 Κυρία έχω ορθογραφικά.
Ένεν τίποτε, εν θα βαθμολογίσω
την ορθογραφία. Πε τζαι εσύ
Τ

Mrs, I have spelling mistakes.
It's ok, I will not grade the
spelling. Tell us something too.

Code
5
5

2
2

7

7
1
6
1
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10

4686

11

4687

12

4688

13

4689

14

4690

15

4691

16

κάτι. Είπε σου τζαι η S10. Εν θα
πεις κάτι;

S10 said as well. Won't you say
something?

F

S

Ήθελε να χωρέυει μπαλέτο, ενώ
ο παπάς του

He wanted to dance ballet, while
his dad

2

M

S

εν τον ήθελε.

he didn't want him.

4

F

S
S

F

S

He wouldn't let him.
Because his dad wanted to go
boxing.
No, he wanted to be like him who
is a boxing champion.

6

M

M

S

Δεν τον άφηνε.
Επειδή ο παπάς του ήθελε να
πηγαίνει μποξ.
Όχι, ήθελε να είναι όπως εκείνον
που είναι πρωταθλητής στο μποξ.
Αλλά αυτός ήθελε να γίνει
μπαλαρίνα
Στην αρχή ο πατέρας
εστεναχωριότανε πολυ, διότι ο
γιος του ήθελε να χωρεύει
μπαλέτο, ενώ ο παπάς του ήθελε
να γίνει ο γιος του πρωταθλητής
στο μποξ όπως εκείνον.

But he wanted to be a ballerina

4

At first the father was very upset,
because his son wanted to dance
ballet, while his dad wanted his
son to become a boxing champion
like him.

7

4692
F

S

7
7

In the above sequence, from the same class and session as the previous example, students
manage to provide a co-constructed narrated scenario of the film, with very few interventions by the
teacher. Two moments are particularly interesting in this sequence from a dialogical empathy point
of view: (a) the reasoning invitation by S10 towards S14 at Line 6, which is also uptaken by the
teacher on Line 7, results in a Metadialogical comment by S14 at Line 9; and (b) the uninterrupted
sequence from Line 10 to Line 16, where students extend on each other’s reasoning and where a
second Metadialogical comment emerges at Line 12. Here the female student corrects the male’ use
of the word “allow” rather than “want” to express the character’s posture.

5.2.5 Examples of sequences of high dialogicity in the Israeli dataset
A first example of a highly dialogical sequence from the Israeli dataset is presented in Table
31. The sequence is composed of 14 turns, only four of which are made by the teacher, which is quite
uncommon for a pre-primary whole-class discussion. The sequence took place during lesson
sequence number 3 (Ant), which represents DIALLS first Keypoint Lesson for that age group.
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Table 31: Sequence Example 1 from the Israeli dataset (5-6 y.o. age group, session ID
IL_2_A_KL1).
Line
1

Line

G

131

F

S
T

Speech

Translation
?למה

Why?
I didn't change because it'sbecause it's right. We canbecause we should listen to our
mum and dad and not say I don't
want mummy, I don't want daddy,
and tell them ok mummy ok
daddy, and then like that it helps
us. [and they will tell us why]

2

132

F

S41

3

133

F

S42

 בגלל שזה-אני לא שינתי בגלל שזה
 בגלל שצריך להקשיב- יכולים.נכון
לאמא ולאבא ולא להגיד לא רוצה
 ולהגיד להם טוב, לא רוצה אבא,אמא
. ואז ככה זה עוזר לנו,אמא טוב אבא
[]והם יגידו לנו למה
]אני שמתי[ שגם
צריך להקשיב לכללים שאומרים
בבית ספר וגם בוועד ]למשל[ אם
 צריך,אנחנו מרגישים ואומרים לא
להקשיב

S14

[]אני שמתי
 אני שיניתי לעצמי בגלל,[]אני שמתי
שאפשר גם לעשות את זה בדרך
אחרת ולא חייב תמיד לעשות את מה
 אפשר גם לשנות את זה,שאמרו
.כדרך אחרת

[I] I put it [in-] I put it in the
middle because, like, sometimes
you can also goof around but you
need to listen
[in-][I put it in- I put it in-] I put it

4

134

F

5

135

F

S44

[ אני שמתי-]אני[ אני שמתי ]ב
 לפעמים אפשר, כאילו,באמצע בגלל
גם לעשות שטויות אבל צריך
להקשיב

6

136

M

S45

 אני-]אני שמתי ב
[-]ב
[ אני שמתי-שמתי ב

7
8

137
138

F
F

S46
T

]אני רוצה להגיד משהו
[ אמרה14Sעל מה ש
!שש

9

10

139

140

F

M

[I placed] it that you should listen
both to the rules they say in
school and both in the committee
[for example] if we feel and say
not, we should listen
[I placed it] [I placed it], I
changed for myself because you
can also do it differently and you
don't always have to do what they
tell you, you can also change it in
a different way.

[I want to say something about
what S14 said]

Code
5

7

2

7

7
0

shh!

2
1

S46

14Sאני רוצה להגיד משהו על מה ש
 שזה גם באמת אפשר- שזה ב.אמרה
.לנסות לעשות את זה בדרך אחרת

I want to say something about
what S14 said. That it's re- that
it's also really possible to try do it
differently.

4

S45

- בלא מסכים בגלל ש-אני שמתי ב
 לפעמים-בגלל שאנחנו יכולים גם ל
, שמבקשים ממנו משהו-שאנחנ
לעשות לעשות משהו אחר ואז לעשות
.אותו

I put it in- in disagree becausebecause we can also- sometimes
that w- that someone asks us
something, to do to do something
else and then do it.

7

72

11
12

141
142

F

T
Ss

זאת אומרת שאם אני מסתכלת פה
ואני שומעת אותכם אני מבינה
 "צריך: יש כאלה שאומרים,שאתם
, ונכון,"להקשיב לכללים ולחוקים
 אבל,צריך להקשיב לכללים ולחוקים
לפעמים אני גם יכול לעשות את זה
 אני אעשה את מה.בדרך אחרת
 אני כן יעשה את מה שצריך,שצריך
,זה לא שאני לא אעשה אותו בכלל
.אבל אני יכול למצוא דרך אחרת
בדיוק כמו שהנמלה שלנו בעצם היא
 היא עשתה את מה שהיא-מצאה
?הייתה צריכה לעשות
כן

13
14

143
144

F

T
Ss

היא עשתה את זה בדרך שהמפקד
? שהבוס רצה,שלה
לא

that means that if I look here and
I hear you I understand that you,
some of you are saying: "we
should listen to the rules and
laws", and that's right, we should
listen to the rules and the laws,
but sometimes I can also do it
differently. I will do what needs
to be done, I will do what needs
to be done is not like I won't do it
at all, but I can find another way.
Just like our ant actually, it
found- did it do what it should've
done?
yes
did it do it the way its
commander, its boss, wanted her
to?
no

6
3
5
2

This WC sequence is particularly interesting due to the teacher’s intervention, which is very sparse, as
most interventions are made by students, who spontaneously refer to each other’s contributions. At the
beginning of the session, and before the film is projected, each student had to decide on whether they
believed or not that all rules must be obeyed. Here, and after the movie, the teacher asks them the same
question and invites students to say whether the movie changed, or not, their minds on the subject. In
this sequence students are justifying their decisions. Highly dialogical Reasoning moves are performed
by different students (Lines 2, 4, 5, 10), while in Line 9, S46 spontaneously retrieves and reacts to
what another student (S14) had said some lines before (Line 4). This effort of dialogical construction
of common ground at the early age is what makes this sequence a good example of dialogical empathy.
The sequence example reported at Table 32 was chosen as representative for the Israeli data
relative to the 8-9 years old age group, due to its high debate quality which is unexpected at this young
age (8-9 years old). The sequence is composed of 26 turns, 21 of which are made by students (mixed
gender). The sequence is part of a whole-class discussion about the film Papa's Boy, which represents
DIALLS first Keypoint Lesson for this age group.
Table 32: Sequence Example 2 from the Israeli dataset (primary age group, session ID
IL_10_B_KL1).
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Line

1
2
3

4

5

6

7

Line

2563
2564
2565

2566

2567

2568

2569

G

F
F

F

F

F

M

S

Speech

S1
T
S1

[..] בשאלה שתיים אני חושבת שהעכבר כאילו
לא יכול כל הזמן להתעסק בדברים של בנות
בגלל שיש לו כאילו עולם שלם לפניו והוא
,אמור כאילו להתעסק למשל בכדורסל
 בדברים ]}של בנים,]}בכדורגל
[]אוקי
והוא לא יכול רק להיות בת כל הזמן

T

 אוקיS1 אומרת הוא לא יכול רק להתעסק
 מי רוצה להגיב ל.בדברים של בנותS1? מי
רוצה להגיב לS1? S8. S1 היא מדברת אלייך.

S8

 שמה שאת אומרת זה לא..אני חושבת שהההה
[ כל בן יכול לעשות מה שבת יכולה..] נכון כי
[כל בת יכולה לשחק במה שבן..]לעשות ו
 וכל בת יכולה לשחק כדורגל וכל בן יכול,עושה
 לא יודעת בבובות או בדברים, אה,לשחק
 מה שהוא, כי זה מה שכל אחד אוהב.כאלה
 כמו.אוהב הוא יעשה והוא יתמיד בדבר הזה
 יש לנו את זה בכיתה אנחנו משחקים,בכיתה,ש
 ואת יכולה, גם בנות וגם בנים.כל הזמן בכדור
לראות את זה פשוט מול העיניים שלך.

S1

, התכוונתי. לא התכוונתי לזה,כן אני יודעת אבל
 הוא, כאילו,הוא יכול לשחק מה שבא לו אבל
 כאילו, הוא יכול לעשות מה שבא לו אבל,-ל-

S28

 אני דווקא חולק על דעתךS1 , למשל,כי
,למשל יש כאילו דווקא בנים שדווקא כאילו
מיד בכדור,דווקא הבנים בכיתה יש כאילו ת
,עברה,כחים מה היה בפעם ש,כאילו אם הם שו
 אז יש כאלה שהבנים,חיי שרה או כדורגל
 אז.נות אומרות חיי שרה,אומרים כדורגל והב
 למשל כמו. יש גם בניםS9.  כמוS9 לפעמים
 וגם למשל בקייטנה.יי שרה,הוא אומר גם ח
כר למשל לפני שנה או שנתיים, לא זו,שלי
למשל היה ילדה שממש אהבה לשחק שם
{ כדורגל ממשunclear}

Translation
In question two I think the mouse like
[..] can't all the time deal with girly
stuff because he has like a whole
world ahead of him and he's supposed
to like deal with for example
basketball, football, {boys'} [stuff]
[ok]
and he can't just be a girl all the time
ok S1 is saying he can't only deal
with girly stuff. Who wants to
RESPOND TO S1? S8. S1 she is
talking to you.
I think thaaaat… that why you say is
wrong because [..] any boy can do
whatever a girl can do and[..] any girl
can play whatever a boy does, and
any girl can play football and any boy
can play, uh, dunno with dolls or such
things. Because it's about what
everyone loves, whatever they love
they'll do and persist with it. Like in
the, in class, we have it in class we
always play ball. Girls and boys as
well, and you can see it just in front
of your eyes.
Yes I know but, I didn't mean that. I
meant, he can play whatever he feels
like but, like, he ca-, he can do
whatever he feels like but, likeI actually differ from you in opinion
S1 because, for example, for example
there are boys who actually like,
actually the boys in class have like
always with ball like if they forget
what was last time, dodgeball or
football, so there are some that the
boys are saying football and the girls
are saying dodgeball. So there are
also boys. For instance like S9. Like
S9 he sometimes also says dodgeball.
And also for instance in my summer
camp, can't remember for example a
year or two years ago for instance

Code

7
3
7

5

7

6

7

74

there was a girl who really loved
playing football there really
{unclear}

8

2570

M

S9

9

2571

F

T

10
11
12
13

2572
2573
2574
2575

M

S9
S29
S30
S31

14
15

2576
2577

M
F

S32
S1

16
17
18
19
20

2578
2579
2580
2581
2582

F
M
F
F
M

S8
S33
S8
T
S33

21
22
23

2583
2584
2585

F

T
S34
Ss

24
25

2586
2587

F

S8
S35

M

אבל לא כל כך מעניין אותיS9, S9,  הוא נתן דוגמה אתS9, S9, הוא
 תגיד.רוצה להגיד משהו.

But I don't really careS9, S9, he gave S9 as an example, S9,
he wants to say something. Say.
It doesn't really matter if we play
זה לא כזה משנה אם נשחק כדורגל או חיי
football or dodgeball. As long as we
 במשהו. כל עוד נשחק.שרה.
play. Something.
}נכון }רעש ברקע
Right {background noise}
}רגע }רעש ברקע
Wait {background noise}
[{ אבל זה כל הזמןunclear}]
[{uncler} but it's all the time
[I wanna say something to S1] like
what S28 said that really any girl can
[אני רוצה להגיד משהו לS1] כמו מה שS8
play anything that a boy can and a
 אמרה שבאמת כל בת יכולה לשחק כל מה שבןboy can play anything that a girl can.
 וגם יש. יכול ובן יכול לשחק כל מה שבת יכולהAnd also there's for example I, I, I
wanna say it but there are colours that
 אני רוצה להגיד את זה אבל יש, אני,נגיד אני
 שהם, אבל מאוד אוהב, צבעים שאני מאוד מאודI really really, but really love, that are
girls colours like pink, violet.
 סגול,צבעים של בנות למשל ורוד.
כן אבל זה לא מה שהתכוונתי.
yes but that's not what I meant.
S1 I want to say something to your
opinion. You said he shouldn't, that
the dad shouldn't uhhh tell him
S1  את אמרת. אני רוצה להגיד משהו לדברייךeverything and I say that you are right
 שהאבא לא צריך אהה להגיד,שהוא לא צריך
about that, because the dad shouldn't
 כי,לו הכול ואני אומרת שאת כן צודקת בזה
all the time for example uh, I saw in
 ראיתי,האבא לא צריך כל הזמן למשל אה
the video that his entire room was uh
בסרטון שכל החדר שלו היה אה בדברים של
with boxing (mispronounces) stuff.
And I think he doesn't like boxing
 ואני חושבת שהוא לא כל כך אוהב.תיגרוף
(mispronounces) much, I think [he li]
 אני חושבת ]שהוא או,]תיגרוף
[]איגרוף
[boxing] (pronunciation correction)
 ו,אני חושבת שהוא אוהב ריקוד בלטI think he likes ballet dancing, andאת יודעת שאני לא שמתי לב לזה
you know I didn't notice that
?שמה
that what?
that in the video his entire room
}שבסרטון כל החדר שלו }המולת דיבורים
{different voices speaking}
היה כפפות
there was gloves
{several speaking at once - unclear}
{several speaking at once - unclear}
and also he came and when he danced
]וגם הוא בא וכשהוא רקד הוא הוא ]הוא
he he [he]
[]הוא נתקע בכפפה של יד
[he bumped into a hand glove]

0
1

2
3
1
0

7
6

7
6
7
2
5
2
4
0
4
4

75

26

2588

F

S8

[הוא נתקע בזה אז[ הוא זרק את זה

[he bumped into it so] he tossed it

4

In this WC sequence, students are discussing the cultural text Papa’s Boy. In this sequence,
students share their ideas and opinions about the stereotypes concerning what girls like/should do
compared to the stereotypes on what boys like/should do. The sequence starts with a student’s opinion
that is perceived as “controversial,” to which other students respectfully react and share their opinions
and perspectives on that sensitive matter. This sequence is chosen as an example of highly dialogical
empathy for three reasons: (a) the extraordinary (see section 4) dialogical quality of several students'’
Reasoning moves (Lines 5, 7, 14, 16); (b) the existence of a continuous exchange of Expanding moves,
manifesting co-construction (Lines 22-26); and (c) the presence of three Metadialogical comments by
two different students (Lines 6, 15, 17), which include conceptual and linguistic clarifications.
A last example of a highly dialogical sequence from the Israeli dataset is presented in Table
33, drawn from a 14-15 years-old classroom. This whole-class discussion sequence is composed of
twenty turns, half of which are made by students, of a mixed gender. The discussion is about Baboon
on the Moon, DIALLS second Keypoint Lesson.
Table 33: Sequence Example 3 from the Israeli dataset (14-15 y.o. age group, session ID
IL_21_C_KL2).
Line
1
2

Line
1430
1431

G

S

Speech

Translation

Code

M
F

T
S2

את שואלת את עצמך איך הוא הגיע
?לשם בכלל
{}מגחכת

you're asking yourself how did he
get there at all?
{giggles}

6
0

yes because he's there all alone
and he's got a house and
everything but he's alone so how
can he be there

6

3

1432

F

S4

כן כי הוא לבד שם ויש לו שם בית
והכל אבל הוא לבד אז איך הוא
יכול להיות שם

4
5

1433
1434

M
F

T
S4

ויש שם מוצרים בבית
כן

T
S8
T

 מה את אומרת? את,אז מה
? מה חשבת? מה8S [...]?חושבת
[..]הבמאי רצה ל
זה מבלבל אותי
?למה

6
7
8

1435
1436
1437

M
M
M

and there are products in the
house
yes
so what, what are you saying?
You're thinking? […] S8? What
did you think? What did the
director want to[…]
it confuses me
why?

4
3

5
6
5

76

9

1438

M

S8

4Sכי אני לא הבנתי דברים כמו ש
אמרה איך יש לו מוצרים ואיך הוא
הגיע בכלל לירח
זאת אומרת שאלת את עצמך שאלה
[[ ]איך הסיטואציה...]על ה

10

1439

M

T

11

1440

M

S8

12
13

14

1441
1442

1443

15

1444

16

1445

17

18

19
20

M
M

1446

M

M

1447

1448
1449

M

[]קיום שלו על הירח

because I didn't see things the
way S4 did how does he have
products and how did he even get
to the moon
does that mean that you asked
yourself a question about the […]
[how did this situation]

7

[his existence on the moon]

6
4
3

6

T
S8

הזאת נוצרה בעצם? איך זה קרה ש
כן

actually came about? How did
that happen?
yes

S3
9

אולי לא התכוונו על הירח אולי
הירח בשבילו זה בגלל שהוא
 אז כאילו.מרגיש קטן ומרגיש בודד
 אז אולי.{הירח זה כמו ש}לא ברור
 כאילו זה.בשבילו זה המקום שלו
תחושה אישית שלו לא בהכרח
-פיזית

maybe they didn't mean on the
moon maybe to him the moon is
because he feels small and feels
lonely. So like the moon is like
{unclear}. So maybe to him that's
his place. Like it's his personal
feeling not necessarily physical-

7

זאת אומרת הוא לא באמת על הירח
אלא הירח זה מסמל מקום שהוא
[]מנותק

that means that he's not actually
on the moon but rather that this
moon symbolises a place which is
[disconnected]

6

[yes] away from everyone

4

ודווקא אפשר לראות את זה ככה
 יש לו.שעובדה שהוא חי בעולם
עבודה יש לו מוצרים הוא אוכל
קורנפלקס בבוקר ]יש לו משחת
[שיניים

and actually you can see it this
way that it's a fact that he is alive
in the world. He has a job he has
products he has cornflakes for
breakfast [he's got toothpaste]

7

S3
9

]}לא ברור{[ וגם הרוב שעלתה
תמונה של }לא ברור{ כדור הארץ
מסמן את כל החברה שהוא מרוחק
 בגלל,ממנה והירח זה כאילו הוא
שהוא כל כך רחוק

[{unclear}] and also the majority
that there was a picture of
{unclear} Earth marks all the
society from which he's distant
and the moon is like him, because
he's so far

7

T

,הוא כל כך רחוק שהוא על הירח
[מטאפורית ]הוא על הירח

he's so far away that he's on the
moon, metaphorically [he's on the
moon]

4

S3
9

 בתחושה שלו,]בדיוק[ מטאפורית
לא במציאות

[exactly] metaphorically, in his
feeling not in reality

6

T
S3
9

T

]כן[ רחוק מכולם

In this WC sequence, teacher and students are discussing the main character’s (i.e. Baboon)
origin and its state of being. Students interpret this short film as a metaphor for the feelings of
loneliness and detachment from society. This point of view allows them to deepen the discussion,
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leading them to reflecting about their own feelings and views on society. This Metadialogical
reflection, initially carried out by S4 (Line 3), was continued by S8 (Lines 7 & 11), and, with the
help of the teacher, transformed by S39 (Line 20). This dialogical co-construction at a
Metadialogical level is one of the best examples of dialogical empathy in the whole corpus.

5.2.6 Examples of sequences of high dialogicity in the German dataset
Table 34 presents a first example from the German dataset, and in particular the 5-6 years old
group. The sequence is composed of eleven turns, only three of which coming from the teacher, as it
is a teacher-facilitated small-group (TG) discussion. The sequence takes place during Keypoint
Lesson 2 (Baboon on the Moon).
Table 34: Sequence Example 1 from the German dataset (5-6 y.o. age group, session ID
DE_17_A_KL2).
Line Line G S

Speech

Translation

1

5636 F T

SO, S29, wir haben grad ganz viel
besprochen. Da fällt dir bestimmt jetzt
was ein. Was ist für dich Zuhause?
Überleg mal,S29, Was macht euer neues
Haus zu einem Zuhause? Warum ist es
denn dein Zuhause? […] Warum ist es
nicht einfach nur ein Haus, sondern dein
Zuhause?

RIGHT, S29, we've just done a lot
of talking. I'm sure you can come
up with something now. What is
home for you? Think about it, S29,
5
what makes your new house a
home? Why is it your home? […]
Why is it not just a house, but your
home?

2

5637 M S60 Ehm, weil-

Um, because-

0

3

5638 M S59 Weil da die {Spielsachen} sind.

Because that's where the {toys}
are.

7

Ja, weil deine Sachen da sind, weil du da
schläfst und was ist da noch?

Code

Yes, because your things are there,
because you sleep there and what 5
else is there?

4

5639 F T

5

5640 M S59 Mama und Papa.

Mum and Dad.

2

6

5641 F T

Hm, family, right?

4

7

5642 M S60 Ey wir sollten das schreiben.

Hey, we should write that.

1

8

5643 M S59 Dach überm Kopf.

Roof over your head.

2

9

5644 F S61 Ich fühl mich Zhause sicherer.

I feel safer at home.

2

10

5645 M S60 Wieso denn?

Why's that?

5

Hm, Familie, oder?

78

11

Guck mal, wenn die Schule brennt, dann
hast du nicht direkt Mama und dann kriegt
5646 F S61 man vielleicht mehr Angst und weil man
die Lehrer nicht so gut kennt. Verstehst
du, heh?

Look, if the school catches fire
then you don't have your mum
right there and maybe you'll be
7
more scared and because you don't
know the teacher that well. Know
what I mean, yeah?

In this TG short discussion, children are helped by the teacher when discussing the various
moments of the short film. They are debating the role of family in defining the concept of home
through the intermediary concept of safety. Students’ highly dialogical moves are present, such as
Reasoning (Lines 3 and 11), and Inviting (Line 10). The group is mixed (two boys and one girl) and
all of them are equally participating in the discussion.
The next example is from an 8-9-year-old German classroom discussing Keypoint Lesson 1
(Papa’s boy). The sequence (Table 35) is composed of twelve turns, four of which are performed by
the teacher, and the rest by students of a mixed gender who indicate the speaking turn by passing a
ball.
Table 35: Sequence Example 2 from the German dataset (8-9 y.o. age group, session ID
DE_5_B_KL1).
Line Line
1

2

3

4

G

S

Speech

Ja. Was haben die anderen dazu?
Ich geb mal den Erzäh- oder den
1680 F
T
{unclear} weiter. (T gibt S einen
Gegenstand)
Der könnte auch n Mädchen sein,
weil da lagen ja auch BoxBoxhandschuhe und Hanteln und
das junge odr Mädchen, also die
1681 F
S3
Jungsmaus oder die Mädchenmaus
wollte lieber tanzen. Also die
wollte lieber tanzen, als Sport
machen.
Denkt mal daran, wie wir son
bisschen gelernt haben darüber zu
sprechen, wenn wir Meinungen
1682 F/M Ss haben. {Wir} sind ja nicht immer
alle der selben Meinung. […]
Vielleicht gibst du mal, genau, den
Ball weiter.
Ehm. Ich find das auch so, dass
1683 F
S5 ehm. Ich glaub auch dass der, das
Mädchen oder der Junge lieber

Translation
What do the others have to say? I'll pass
the talk- or the {unclear} around. (T gives
S a ball)
He could have been a girl, because there
were box- boxing gloves there too and
weights and the boy or the girl, well the
boy mouse or the girl mouse wanted to
dance instead. It wanted to dance more
than do sport.
Think about what we've learned about
how to speak when we have opinions.
{We} don't always all have the same
opinion [...] Maybe you could pass the
ball on.
Um. I also think that um- I also think that
the, the girl or the boy wanted to dance
not do boxing but that the dad wanted the

Code
5

7

6

7

79

tazen wollte, als Boxen, aber das,
der Vater wollte, dass das
Mädchen oder der Junge boxt und
nicht, dass die tanzt. Und dann hat
er am Ende, o die Katze ihn
angegriffen hat, ehm, doch
gesehen, dass Tanzen eigentlich
doch ganz gut ist, weil die ja dann
die {andere} Maus davor gerettet
hat, mit Tanzen.
Hm. Geb doch mal das Wort
weiter, an den S2 noch.

5

1684 F

T

6

1685 F

S5 S2. (S5 gibt S2 den Ball)

7

1686 M

Also ich glaube- du hast ja auch
gesagt das, das son bisschen auch,
wie andersartig, weil ehm […]
irgendwie hat ja auch der Junge
S2 oder das Mädchen {wissen wir ja
jetzt gerade auch nicht} ehm, ja
eigentlich auch den Papa gerettet
sag ich jetzt mal vor der Katze
halt.

8

1687 F

T

9

1688 M

S2 S2. (S5 gibt S2 den Ball)

10

11

12

1689 M

1690 F

1691 M

Hm.

Ich bin auch S2's Meinung, weil
das ist ja son bisschen so, wie bei
andersartig der Film. Da waren ja
auch erst drei Chamäleons und
dann ist da auch och der, die
Eidechse geschlüpft. Die war ja
S dann auch erst anders und dann ja
am Ende haben die sich auch
wieder vertragen, weil der ja dann
{unclear} weil die anderen, dass ja
{dann} gesehen haben, wie die
Eidechse, dass andere Chamäleon
gerettet hat.
hm. Gib mal den, genau. Das
würde mich jetzt sehr
T
interessieren, wie du das jetzt
verstehst. (T schaut zu S)
Ja, ich bin auch S2's Meinung, eh,
ich, ehm. Ich glaub', dass ist n
S6
Junge, weil ich ehm, es heisst ja
auch: Papas Boy.

girl or the boy to do boxing and not to
dance. And then at the end when the cat
attacked him he, um, saw that dancing is
actually very good because it saved the
{other} mouse from it by dancing.

Hm. Let's hear from someone else, from
S2.
S2. (S5 gives S2 the ball)
Well, I think- you also said that like a
little bit, like different, because um […]
in a way the boy or the girl {we don't
know right now} um, actually also, I
mean, saved the dad from the cat.

Hm.
(S2 gives S the ball)
I agree with S2, because it's a bit like,
like "Andersartig/Otherwise" the film. At
first there were three chameleons and
then the um the the lizard hatched. It was
also different at first and then at the end
they got along with each other because
then it {unclear} because the others they
{then} saw how the lizard saved the other
chameleon.

Hm. Give me that, that's right. I'd be
really interested to know how you see it.
(T looks at S)
Yeah, I also agree with S2, um, I, um. I
think it's a boy because I um, it's called:
Papa's Boy.

1
0

7

3
0

7

5

7

80

In this WC sequence, students are reflecting and discussing the feelings and expectations of
the characters throughout the film. This sequence reflects a highly dialogical moment in which the
topic is shared and discussed through several Reasoning moves (Lines 2, 4, 7, 10, 12) performed by
different students (mixed gender). In one of these Reasoning moves (Line 10), the student further
justifies his viewpoint by establishing a connection to another film that is part of a previous CLLP
lesson plan. In this sequence several students intervene in Line 3 to remind another student about the
dialogue rule of allowing other students to talk as well and valuing different opinions – which
manifests a high level of dialogical empathy through this Metadialogical move.
A last example of the German dataset is from the 14-15 years old group. In the selected
sequence (Table 36) of a whole-class discussion, the students are discussing the concept of diversity
inspired by the book Eccentric City (Keypoint Lesson 1). The sequence is composed of 17 turns, half
of which are performed by the teacher who mediates the discussion in a facilitative way.
Table 36: Sequence Example 3 from the German dataset (14-15 y.o. age group, session ID
DE_17_C_KL1).
Line Line G S
1

357

2
3

358
359

4

360

Speech*
So our central question was, what is the differences for our means for living
together. We don't think that this means that much because everyone has to
M S8 respect everyone, no matter how he is. Everyone has to accept everyone, so we
don't think that the differences are important, because we just have to to
überbrückenF T To go on or to cope with.
M S8 So yes we have to cope with them, so ahm.
Thank you. Okay. What did you, perhaps comments directly on what he said?
He said the diversity is not important because we have to respect everyone
F T anyway, we have to accept everyone anyway and the differences are there, so it
doesn't mean anything. S2, what do you think?

5

361

The isn't it important then, I think he explained why it is important, because it is
M S2 important that we accept everything and accept that there are different kinds of
human and different interest, differences, so yes.

6

362

F T

7

363

8
9
10

364
365
366

11

367

Yes, yes, what could be, yes, sorry S6.
I think that it should be that everyone should, is respect everyone and accept
F S6 everyone, but in real life I mean that it's not the thing, not everyone is respecting
and accepting everyone.
F T Aha. Right, right. So is what he said wrong?
M S2 Yes
F T S9.
No I think you HAVE to respect everyone but we don't do that, so it is not the
F S9 truth in our world, because there's racism.

Code
7
4
4
6

8
2
7
5
3
1
7

81

12

368

13

369

14

370

15

371

16
17

372
373

F T

Right, but what could that city being ONE city show? And that was the main
idea behind it, I think. The FACT, that all this what you, what I wrote down
there, happens in this ONE city. S9.

I would say that the meaning of the city is that like perfect, because it is, there
F S9 are all different, but they are accepting each other and I should completing
maybe the picture of the city.
Mhm mhm. Ahm two more people that can talk and then we go on with the
F T other groups.
So I don't think that is about accepting each other because it is, at this picture is
not that important they ACCEPT it, it is important that they have the right to do
M S2
it. So that they have the right to do whatever they want, so in this city freedom is
the most important thing, I think so.
F T It, do you, are you ok if I write freedom on the board?
M S2 Yes.

*Note: This session was from an English language class, therefore only one language of interaction was available
(English).

6
7
1
8
5
3

In this sequence, students are reflecting on the importance of accepting and respecting
everyone. A very interesting move is the one by S9 in Line 11, where she is expressing her
consideration that, although it is said that everyone should be respected, that is not what happens in
the “real world.” This move is particularly interesting once it shifts and deepens the direction of the
conversation into a more argumentative one, where the concepts of diversity, acceptance, and
freedom are negotiated among different students. During this highly constructive sequence (from an
argumentative point of view), two Metadialogical reasoning moves emerge (Lines 5 and 15),
showing students’ willingness to engage dialectically with the meanings pointed out by their peers.

5.2.7 Examples of sequences of high dialogicity in the Lithuanian dataset
A first example of a highly dialogical sequence drawn from the Lithuanian dataset is
presented in Table 37. The sequence is composed of 22 turns, all of which by students belonging to
the 5-6 years old age group. The sequence took place during the second Keypoint Lesson, Baboon on
the Moon.
Table 37: Sequence Example 1 from the Lithuanian dataset (5-6 y.o. age group, session ID
LT_19_A_KL2).
Line Line G S Speech
1
774 F S1 Kodėl naktis?
2
775 F S3 Nes ji yra nakčių žmogus.

Translation
Why is it night?
Because she's a night person.

Code
5
2
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3

776

F S1 Nakties žmogus ane?
Jis negali vaikščioti kai čia būna saulė.
F S3 Nes jam skauda akis. Taip ir visada
nukrenta.

4

777

5

778

M S4

6
7
8
9
10

779
780
781
782
783

F
M
F
F
M

11

784

F S3

12
13

785
786

14

787

15

788

16

789

M S4

17

790

F S1

18

791

F S3

19

792

F S1

20

793

F S3

21

794

F S1

22

795

M S4

S3
S4
S1
S3
S4

Čia tualetą valo. O kur jis čia sėdi?
Mėnuly.
Liūdnas. Jis nor į pasaulį.
Čia planeta, o ten Žemė
Planeta ir yra pasaulis.
Nori į didelį platų pasaulį.

O kur dabar?
F S1 Labai nori į pasaulį.
M S4 Į jo namus į jo namus nori.
F S3 Ne galbūt jo tėvai mirę. Paskendo. Jis
nori į bures. Jeig pasiilgsi
Galbūt ten namuose mirė. Nori
F S1
pamatyt juos namuose.

A night person, huh?
He cannot walk around when it's
sunny. Because his eyes hurt. Yes, and
he always falls.
Cleaning the toilet. Where is he sitting
here?
On the Moon.
Sad. He wants to go to the world.
It's a planet, and there's Earth.
A planet is a world.
He wants to go to a big, wide world.
And now where?
Wants to go to the world.
He wants to go to his house.
No, maybe his parents are
dead. Drowned. He wants to go to the
sails. If you miss
Maybe died at the house He wants to
see them at the house

Gal turbūt.

Maybe, probably.

Kodėl taip trumpai?
Kaip liūdna. Jis neturi tėvų.
O my god. O my goodness! Jau
baigės.
Kaip jis neturi namų.
Galbūt ten namuose mirė. Nori
pamatyt juos namuose.
Gal turbūt.

Why so short?
So sad. He has no parents.
Oh my god. O my goodness! It‘s over.
It's about how he has no home.
Maybe died at the house He wants to
see them at the house
Maybe, probably.

5
4
5
2
7
2
4
4
5
3
4
4
4
3
5
2
2
2
4
3

This is one of the very few small-group discussions available for this age group, as most
teachers opt for whole-class activities. Apart from being one of the few, the above sequence is
particularly interesting, also because it shows how students of such a young age can interact with
each other respectfully and productively, allowing space for all voices to be heard. Although
Reasoning moves are quite few (only one is identified as such, Line 7), the sequence is almost a
poetic flow of imaginative ideas brought together to build the puzzle of the Baboon’s loneliness.
Through children’s continuous Invitations (Lines 1, 3, 5, 11, 17) and Expansions (Lines 4, 9, 10, 13,
14, 15, 21), the diversity of viewpoints and experiences is expressed and empathetically addressed.
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The next sequence is from a Lithuanian 8-9 years-old classroom discussing Papa’s Boy
(Keypoint Lesson 1) in the small groups, with the teacher passing from group to group. The sequence
(Table 38) is composed of eleven turns, with the teacher intervening only once.
Table 38: Sequence Example 2 from the Lithuanian dataset (8-9 y.o. age group, session ID
LT_5_B_KL1).
Line Line G S
1

Speech

1497 F S1 Ar pastebėjote ką nors išskirtinio apie
berniuką?

2

1498 F S1 Taip, aš pastebėjau, nes berniukas
dažniausiai nenešioja sijonų.

Translation

Code

Have you noticed anything special
about the boy?
Yes, I noticed, because a boy normally
doesn't wear skirts.

5
7

3

1499 M S3 Nenešioja ir češkių.

He also doesn't wear ballet shoes.

4

4

1500 F S4 Taip, bet filmuke nešioja.

Yes, but he does in the film.

7

5

1501 F S2 Ir aš pagalvojau, kad čia mergaitė.

I also thought it was a girl.

2

6

1502 M S1 Aš irgi pagalvojau, kad čia mergaitė.

Me too, I thought it was a girl.

3

7

1503 F S4 Iš pradžių pagalvojau, kad čia

At first I thought it was a boy’s room,

berniuko kambarys – tai kiek čia

full of boxing gloves.

7

Should it be like that?

5

bokso pirštinių.
8

1504 F T

Ar taip ir turėtų būti?

9

1505 F S1 Aš nemanau, kad taip turėtų būti, nes

I don't think it should be like that,

berniukas nelabai galėtų nešioti sijoną. because a boy couldn't really wear a

7

skirt.
10

1506 M S3 Nes berniukas nėra mergaitė.

Because a boy is not a girl.

11

1507 F S2 Kitose šalyse gal galėtų būti [...]

Maybe in other countries it could be
[...]

4
7

The TG sequence above is highly dialogical, as the four mixed-gender group members argue
about the hero of the film is a boy or a girl. Students come up with several Reasoning attempts, based
either on evidence from the film (Lines 4 and 7) or personal experience (Lines 2, 9, 11). The
sequence also includes with two Expanding (Lines 3 and 10) and one Inviting move (Line 1) by
students.
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Finally, Table 39 presents an example of a high dialogical sequence from the 14-15 years-old
group of the Lithuanian dataset. The sequence, composed of 21 turns, is from a small-group
discussion of four mixed-gender students about the book Eccentric City (Keypoint Lesson 1).
Table 39: Sequence Example 3 from the Lithuanian dataset (14-15 y.o. age group, session ID
LT_12_C_KL1).
Line Line G S
1

Speech

2769 M S1 Ar yra sprendimas tam mūsų
{unclear} nenorėjimo kalbėtis ar

Translation
Is there a solution for our {unclear}
unwillingness to talk and communicate

bendrauti su kitų kultūrų žmonėmis? with people from other cultures? Yes.
Taip. Kaip tai padaryti?
2

2770 F S4 Aš manau, tiesiog reikia juos labiau
pažinti, mėginti susidraugauti.

3

2771 F S3 Stengtis būti empatiškais,
2772 F S2 Ir reikia nebijoti, kad jie mums
primes savo kultūrą, nes jie tikrai to

I think you just need to know them, try to
make friends with them.
Try to have empathy, be tolerant.

5

2773 M S1 [Ir mes primestume] jiems savo
kultūrą.

6

2774 F S2 Taip, ir mes taip pat stengiamės

2
2

And we shouldn't fear that they will
impose their culture on us, because they

nesiekia ir taip pat mes galime kažką really aren't trying to do that, and we also
iš [jų pasiimti].

5

How to do that?

tolerantiškais.
4

Code

4

can take (something from them).
[And we’d be imposing] our culture onto
them.

4

Yes, and we also try to impose our

primesti jiems savo kultūrą, o iš

culture onto them, but we could learn

tikrųjų galėtumėm vieni iš kitų

from each other.

4

pasimokyti.
7

2775 F S3 Pažinti kitokią kultūrą gali {būti taip Know a different culture {to be part of
pat bendravimo dalis}.

8

2776 F S4 Kai kurie žmonės pamatę kitos

the interaction}.
Some people get very angry when they

kultūros žmogų labai supyksta, jisai

see a person from a different culture, they

tipo nori kad [visi būtų kaip] jis.

want [everyone to be like] themselves.

9

2777 M S1 kad čia neliktum.

so you don't stay here.

10

2778 F S4 jeigu mato kad religija kita, bando

if they see that religion is to blame, they

perversti į savo, ir agresyviai būna.

4

try to convert them to their own, and do it

2

2
7
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11

12

Būna tiesiog, galbūt tai daro iš

aggressively. It just happens, maybe they

baimės?

do it out of fear?

2779 F S3 Gal įsivaizduoja, kad jeigu žmogus

Maybe they think that if the person is

ne toks kaip tu, tai kažkoks blogas

different from you, it means he's bad or

arba tai pakenks tau.

could harm you.

2780 F S4 Kai kurie tiesiog pripratę matyti tik
tokius kaip jis pats.

Some people are only used to seeing
people like them.

13

2781 F S3 Taip

Yes

14

2782 F S4 Todėl pamatę kitokį iškart

So whenever they see someone different,

susierzina.

they immediately get agitated.

15

2783 M Ss {Off-task}. [...]

{Off-task}. [...]

16

2784 M S1 Gyvenant su kitais reikėtų priimti ir

When you live with other, you should

17

jų kultūrą, susivienyti ir

accept their culture, you should work

bendradarbiauti, kad

together so that

2785 F S2 Kad sukurtume DARNIĄ ir gražią
visuomenę.

18

19

2786 F S3 Gal pradžioje gali būti iššūkis, bet

So that we could create a
HARMONIOUS and beautiful society.
I think if we have patience, everything is

viskas įmanoma.

possible in time.

3
7
0

2

4

4

Then, if they see this, they’ll want to stay

likti mūsų šalyje, nes mes su jais

in our country, because we will be

elgsimės gražiai. Galbūt netgi kiti

treating them nicely. Maybe others will

atvažiuos.

come too.

20

2788 M S1 Tolerancija yra svarbi.

Tolerance is important.

21

2789 F Ss Taip, svarbiausia tolerancija.

Yes, tolerance is the most important

[(unclear)]

2

Maybe it could be a challenge at first, but

manau kad su kantrybe ir laiku
2787 F S4 Tada jeigu jie tai pamatys, jie norės

7

thing. [(unclear)]

7

2
3

This is an exceptional SG discussion sequence, where four adolescents are trying to explain
openness and tolerance towards other cultures and why it is so difficult to achieve. Through a variety
of highly dialogical moves, among which Reasoning (Lines 10, 11, 14, 19), Expansions (Lines 4, 5,
6, 7, 17, 18) and Invitations (Line 1), students show that they really acquired dialogical and cultural
literacy values throughout the CLLP implementation.
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5.3 Results of the micro-level analysis
As emerged from the meso-level analysis described above, several sequences were identified as the
best examples of cultural dispositions-dialogicity, due to the presence of specific highly dialogical
moves by the students. These sequences include common moves in the DIALLS coded dataset,
namely Expanding, Inviting, and Reasoning, and some less frequent ones, namely Metadialogical
and Metadialogical reasoning. Our micro-level analysis focused on the three most common
categories in order to identify qualitative differences or levels of dialogicity and explore how such
already dialogical moves can reveal particularly empathetic behaviours.
To this purpose, we performed a data-driven, bottom-up analysis which has been explained in
Section 4. This analysis, focused on the Portuguese data, led to the identification of criteria for the
distinction among a) three levels of the Expanding student moves, b) three levels of the Inviting
student moves, and c) four levels of the Reasoning student moves (see Section 4). Table 40, Table 41
and Table 42, show examples for each level of each student category from the rest of the countries.
Table 40: Qualitative levels of students’ Expanding moves in the DIALLS dataset.
Country
England

Basic level

[UK_18_A_KL2]

S13 And they make

S4

sure you're all
safe and they
really care if
you're hurt.
And they love
you in bits.

Medium level

[UK_12_C_KL1]

Well, I said that
because, the more you
share different parts of
your community, the
less diverse you're
going to be, because
then that will become
S4
part of everyone else's
community, and, when
people see their
community, they're
going to share that and
make it part of their
community.
T I see.
And that's just going to
keep on going until
everyone's the
S4
same. And, if that
keeps on going, then
there's going to be no

Advanced level

[UK_10_B_KL1]

Like a cat twice
(gestures with hands),
like, loads the size of
S1
him. And, yeah, so I
think he was feeling
scared, very scared.
Uhm I think […], and
when and when the
ballerina came in, he
he knew he sort of
knew what he was
S16
doing and he had
practised so MUCH,
his dad saw that he
could be what he
wanted.
S1 Yeah.
Yeah, and I also think
like the mouse
S13 ballerina thought, he
was quite proud of
himself, like the look
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one to tell the
difference.

Spain

[ES_20_C_KL2]
What do you
understand by
empathy? Let's
see, well, if
S12
someone is feeling
bad, you try to put
on her shoes, you
try to help her.
S13 You care.

Cyprus

[CY_12_B_KL19]
S10 I want to add
something to
what I said
before. That if
you see here is as
if it were for
humans and that
humans was
living in humans'
homes
Τ
Indeed
S10 and he just
practiced in that
room

Israel

[IL_13_B_KL1]
emmm, we won't
make fun of
someone who
S13 thinks differently
T
great!
we'll treat him
S13 with respect

[ES_7_B_KL1]
[Anger and joy, anger
because at first his
S17 son wanted to be a
dancer and he wanted
him to be a boxer]
So what does the
T
father feel?
Anger. And then in
the end as it saves his
life dancing, being
joy, because instead
S17 of choosing boxing as
he wanted in the
beginning, he has
chosen ballet and
saves his life.
[CY_4_A_KL1]
They were grabbing
them from the branch
[No, he grabbed],
T just a minute. Yes?
He grabbed [...] He
was throwing the
small [...] and he
found that one who
had the whistle and
[...] [I listen to you,
S3] a whistle that ...,
that, and the little one
hopped, and was
grabbing it and he
S3 thought of an idea.
[IL_17_C_KL1]
listen, I think you'll
think that let's say
we're here together,
now everyone like goes
back home and has a
different life story, a
different family, his
parents, his siblings,
S9 dunno. For example S1

on his face made me
think that he was proud
of himself for doing all
the jumps, like
[{UNCLEAR}]
[ES_4_A_KL1]
Ah! Sometimes there
are rules that they
T2
believe that they can
change.
When they disagree
we can decide, they
S12 tell us if we want to
decide and we can
say yes.

[CY_14_B_KL1]
S7 And chased him.
S1 He boxed and chased
him back. The ball, the
little boy wearing the
skirt, danced to the cat
to catch him
S7 So the father will
leave.
S1 So his father to leave.
The cat was chasing
him but he escaped.
And then the cat was
killed
[IL_13_B_KL1]
emmmm, they started
to understand why he
S13 likes ballet
I think that the dad
was surprised by that
that he saw the
abilities of his son
doing something with
S2 the sk- with his
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has to stand S8, I have
a sister…

Germany

[DE_6_B_KL1]
Exactly, he hugs
the mouse and
T
he's very grateful
isn't he, yes.
They hug the
S12
child.

yeah my dad is in
prison and my mom is
S4 {unclear}
S9 who knows!
S4 kidding kidding
in brief, and then and
then and then each
one… listen listen I'm
getting to something
important, and then
each one, like, we've
been through stuff in
our lives and each one
can teach the other
about their experience
and what they've been
through because we are
experiencing every day
a different experience...
and but we... also let's
say in this school we're
together eight hours
S9 which is lots, so like...
[DE_7_C_KL1]
So, here on these two
pages we paid
attention to,
particularly, that
S3 shows a building and
we thought about
how in each room, so
these are different
roomsT Hm.
And that in each
room kind of another
talent or another
profession or other
interests are
S3
represented. So it's a
kind of building, but
everyone who lives in
it has a different
interest.

difference and his
uniqueness and the
dad was at the end
shocked and he was
proud of his son that
he does something
different actually and
not the same thing as
everyone
eh, I- that's really
quite different that
actually all the girls
dance ballet and the
boys mostly box, and
he specifically chose
to do- to dance ballet,
because also at the
end later they savedhe saved his dad and
his dad was so happy
because even if he'd
still continue boxing
still he could've saved
his dad but he now
actually saved him
like from that thing of
S14 the ballet
[DE_8_C_KL1]

S2
S3
S2

S4

But there's also a stage
where people are
performing something.
Like, theatre or
something.
Yeah.
That's why I find it so
{unclear}.
I saw that too. I
noticed that too. Most
of it is, like, well really
often it's like, you see
something like that
and think, like, oh
yeah that looks like
this or that and then
once again there's
something else which
doesn't fit in with it at
all. Like that stage.
You see it like, yeah
that's some kind of
play and then once
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Lithuania

[LT_7_C_KL1]

[LT_6_C_KL1]

S4 Way of life.
Way of life. They
S1
are all different.

again up there there
are some kind of
people and they're
flying kites and again
it doesn't fit.
[LT_9_C_KL1]

Here maybe we can
indicate, the same
group of people, it's
really more
entertainment on one
side and more
everyday on the
S2 other.
S1 Uh-huh
I’m telling you, it
could be that it’s
indicated here, it's
showing the same
group of people, for
example here’s the
entertainment part,
and here’s the
everyday part. This
here is some kind of,
some different group
of people. And
there’s their
entertainment side,
and there’s their
S2 everyday side.

Because next to them
S4 we feel uncomfortable,
weird.
And we're afraid that
they might impose
their own culture upon
us, but we have to
understand them
S2
because, especially if
you live abroad, it's
difficult and you want
to have something of
your own. Mm.

Table 41: Qualitative levels of students’ Inviting moves in the DIALLS dataset.
Country
England

Basic level

Spain

1. S2: What different life
experiences can be found in
the book? (ES_11_C_KL1)

1. S15: How is that like
NASA? (UK_22_B_KL2)
2. S: Is this made out of clay?
(UK_17_A_KL2)
3. S4: Those are feet??
(UK_12_C_KL1)

Medium level

1. S9: So, do you think she
WANTS to be a boxer or she
doesn't want to be a boxer?
(UK_8_B_KL1)
2. S14: Isn't empathy where
you feel sorry for somebody?
(UK_23_B_KL2)
3. S12: So are you saying
that if a boy feels safe at
school, that is his home?
(UK_28_C_KL2)
1. S8: Why do you think that
his child wants to be a
dancer, S10? (ES_6_B_KL1)

Advanced level

1. S5: So you're you're
going to fill the shoes of a
poor [person]?
(UK_28_C_KL2)
2. S5: But why would he
be crying?
(UK_16_A_KL2)
3. S4: [Do you think] it's
the only way that he can be
accepted, if he's a hero?
(UK_7_B_KL1)
1. S5: How are we humans
different? (ES_10_C_KL1)
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Cyprus

2. S5: Well is just that
maybe... what was that
country's name?
(ES_12_A_KL2)
3. S1: What's his job?
Trumpet player?
(ES_21_C_KL2)
1. S22: Shall we paint?
(CY_19_A_KL2)
2. S9: What is that machine?
(CY_10_B_KL1)
3. S8: Err who was making
the noise? (CY_2_A_KL1)

2. S18: Yes, so if he went
there as a tourist, how come
he stayed there?
(ES_16_B_KL2)
3. S11: Yes, every day. S12,
you said the daily lives of
students? (ES_10_C_KL1)
1. S4: Did the little ant make
you too much angry? Did he
make a lot of mischiefs?
(CY_3_A_KL1)
2. S9: S10, do you have any
idea that you can add? What
do you think?
(CY_10_B_KL1)
3. S9: What do you think of
the mouse father?
(CY_13_B_KL1)
1. S32: why eh, why were
you angry? (IL_2_A_KL1)
2. S12: How did he save the
dad? (IL_14_B_KL1)
3. S2: S4! What do you think
about this image
(IL_17_C_KL1)

Israel

1. S5: we need to draw it [we
need to draw it a mouse like
of a dad and a boy?]
(IL_16_B_KL1)
2. S16: [so it's like a jugsaw
puzzle?] (IL_19_B_KL2)
3. S1: where do you see a
tree? (IL_17_C_KL1)

Germany

1. S1: Where is Cleopatra?
(DE_7_C_KL1)
2. S3: Did you know that
Aladdin is an Arab?
(DE_10_C_KL1)
3. S3: Do you never study at
home? (DE_3_B_KL1)

1. S2: Why do you think
that? Can you please
illustrate that with an
example. (DE_13_C_KL1)
2. S60: And how did he end
up on the moon?
(DE_17_A_KL2)
3. S1: (to S2) No, S2? [Do
you have a different
opinion?] (DE_19_C_KL2)

Lithuania

1. S4:This is your brother,
yes? (LT_15_A_KL2)
2. S1: How to portray safety:
an open door?
(LT_19_C_KL2)

1. S3: What are you talking
about? (LT_3_A_KL1)
2. S1: How did you
understand that he likes
boxing? (LT_5_B_KL1)

2. S1: But why is he living
on Earth? Why was he on
the moon?
(ES_17_B_KL2)
3. S2: What would you do
if you were Baboon?
(ES_21_C_KL2)
1. S9: How will it be, how
will he work on the moon
when he leaves though?
(CY_19_A_KL2)
2. S14: If my dad has told
me a thing to do?
(CY_14_B_KL1)
3. S11: Why are you a
leader? (CY_2_A_KL1)
1. S40: Why should we do
these things?
(IL_7_A_KL1)
2. S55: [why do you agree]
with me a bit? What what
what MADE YOU agree
with me? And why not
with her? (IL_10_B_KL1)
3. S47: can we also do
something that's not good?
(IL_2_A_KL1)
1. S11: And what does that
have to do with otherness,
S10. Please tell me. Please.
Go on. (DE_4_B_KL1)
2. S2: Oh, now it's getting
personal here. We don't
want that [...] Uh. Do we
have different interests, we
do, don't we? Hm and, um,
what makes YOU different
from S14 (to S1)?
(DE_7_C_KL1)
3. S2: So, if you were
really happy at home and
now you're in PRISON
then that's homesickness.
How would you feel then?
(DE_18_B_KL2)
1. S3: Maybe one was
allowed and others weren‘t
allowed ot make
agreements. Perhaps one
was allowed, but not
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3. S4: But would that be an
artefact? (LT_20_C_KL2)

3. S2: I’d like to ask what
they mean by people dear to
us. Is it their family or
friends? (LT_19_C_KL2)

everyone else?
(LT_1_A_KL1)
2. S1: What can you say
about father, how is he? I
can say that he likes
boxing, and he is a person
who I guess has a hobby of
boxing. And what do you
think? (LT_5_B_KL1)
3. S2: Freedom. What is
freedom? None of us
know. What's freedom?
(LT_19_C_KL2)

Table 42: Qualitative levels of students’ Reasoning moves in the DIALLS dataset.
Country
England

Basic level
1. Because uhm
you always need to
follow the rules at
school.
[UK_1_A_KL1]
2. I agree with S13
because the famthe family likes
children.
[UK_21_A_KL2]
3. [Yes] he owns
the earth - he owns
the moon. He has
to run it, so yeah,
kind of.
[UK_30_C_KL2]

Medium level
1. Well the video
emphasises how a
baboon is on space,
which is pretty
weird [when it's
supposed to be at,
at earth, and 'cos
that's where he
belongs].
[UK_27_C_KL2]
2. Yeah, because
the father wasn't
very happy that she
was a ballerina.
[UK_7_B_KL1]
3. Sad because
everyone else has
got - gets to do like
what they want,
but he has to do the
same thing every
day.
[UK_30_C_KL2]

Advanced level
1. We was gonna
say that we - he
puts fuel in the
moon to light it up.
So that could be
showing that he's
trying to actually
send a signal to
people who might
be going past, so
they can take him
and bring him back
to home. He's also
playing the trumpet
and it shows that
he's sad so he starts
crying towards the
end, because he
feels homesick. It
could also show
that he doesn't
belong anywhere
and that he's lost
his home, so he
could {unclear}
kicked out.
[UK_27_C_KL2]
2. The fact, yes, it
does ch- The
tolerance does
change because the
dad was unhappy
with his son
because he was

Extraordinary level
1. Well, we did
decide this we did
decide this between
me and S8 as well.
Well, to be honest,
everybody has
something that they
like to do and they
can make their own
decisions in life, but
parents' choices are
good as well, but
they do have to pick
their own decisions.
And everybody likes
different things, like
we were saying that
S8 and S22,
sometimes they
watch the same
YouTube videos or
something, but that
means that they're
still not the same
person, and they all
like different things.
But the dad can be
the boxer, but the kid
wants to be a
ballerina because
that's what he wants
to do for the rest of
his life.
[UK_7_B_KL1]
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Spain

1. Because that
everything will be
better.
[ES_5_A_KL1]
2. Because he's so
tired!
[ES_6_A_KL1]
3. Because in the
moon there's
darkness.
[ES_12_A_KL2]

1. ... maybe the son
doesn't like boxing
but wants to
become a dancer,
because he was
there and he
tripped on a glove.
[ES_6_B_KL1]
2. His family may
still be on Earth
and he wants to go
to the Earth but he
doesn't know how
to... how... how to
be seen, so he turns
the moonlight on
and starts playing
music so that can
hear him and see
the light.
[ES_16_B_KL2]

doing ballet, not
boxing, and then
the ballet actually
saved him.
[UK_7_B_KL1]
3. Well uhm at the
start there was like
a - I don't know if
anyone saw, but
there was like a
picture on his like
on his table beside
{unclear} with like
family but at the
end he was crying.
So he's obviously
like really alone
uhm because like
he obviously
doesn't belong
there and there's
obviously like his
family and friends
are obviously at the
earth -.
[UK_22_B_KL2]

2. You could also say
it's where you were
born. So say you
were born in another
country but the
moved to {unclear},
like S11 said, say
you were born in a
country that has
different cultures and
you need to move to
another country that
didn't follow the
same cultures you're
still gonna practise
them cultures if you
like - if you'd grown
up like that. So, say
you want to be a
practising religious
person, from moving
from a religious
place to a nonreligious place you
would still practise
even if it's in private.
[UK_27_C_KL2]

1. From my point
of view, I believe
... mmmm...the
father wanted him
to be a boxer so
that ... so he could
defend himself, to
defense himself
and ... when, and
the father didn't
want his son to be
a dancer because
he thought it was
useless, and I think
... that's his
opinion.
[ES_6_A_KL1]
2.... I would say
that this house is
like a theater,
because you see
some people who
are watching a
play, and above,

1. Dude, we just said
that. They offered
him the job, and he
thought that it would
make him happy, so
he went. Thinking
that the job would
make him happy, and
that he'd win a lot of
money, but later, he
found out that he did
not like it, and he
was alone [...] You
have to work on
something you like,
because we think that
maybe they offered
him this job and he
left for the moon
because they would
give him a lot of
money, and he
thought he'd have fun
and that he'd like it,
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Cyprus

1. I wrote different
because all of us
may be different.
[CY_12_B_KL1]
2. Because he is
not down on earth.
[CY_19_A_KL2]
3. Because it has
too many people.
[CY_19_A_KL2]

1. Because he is so
lonely up there, he
is the only one and,
down on earth
there are too many
people.
[CY_19_A_KL2]
2. Yes, because
with boxing he
could have not
win, because he
would not be as
good as in dance.
[CY_15_B_KL1]

Israel

1. Because I like to
goof around. I'm
Mr. goof.
[IL_1_A_KL1]
2. [emmm] [I
agree] becausebecause em eh,
because you really
should listen to the

1. Because,
because, when we
listen to the rules
then it is more
convenient and
better and the
parents also like
this aren't angry
with us we do

the ceiling there
are cameras that
record and, as S5
said, it is the
symbol of theater
... [ES_10_C_KL1]
3. He's sad because
he's alone on the
moon and he
would like to go
back to Earth.
[ES_16_B_KL2]

but in the end, he
realized that he was
alone and did not like
it that much, and we
think that, if you
have to work, you
have to do something
you like, don't you?
Something like that.
[ES_22_C_KL2]

1. I learned
something from
this video. I
learned that it is
not necessary to
play boxing or
something else that
the other wants that
he thinks is
stronger to win.
Maybe dance,
might be
something
stronger. Let's say
everyone has their
talent that they like
and everyone wins
everything with
their talent.
[CY_15_B_KL1]
2. I disagree with
S6's point of view,
because most boys
do things like
boxing, karate,
kung fu, and they
do, and again lot of
boys don't do
dance {unclear}
[CY_12_B_KL1]
1. So I actually
think that, that it's
right, becauuuuse
that it's right from
both ends. It's a bit
right and a bit
wrong. Because it's
right that,I'll do
what's good for me

1. I agree with my
classmates that the
dad is a champion in
boxing, I understood
it from the poster he
showed us at the
beginning, and the
dad wanted his little
mouse as well to
become a boxer, but
the little mouse
wanted to dance
ballet, and then at
some point, then at
the end of the movie
basically err the dad
saw that somewhere
it served that the
little mouse er
wanted to dance
ballet.
[CY_10_B_KL1]
2. I disagree with
S1's point of view,
because that room
may have been his
dad's room and he
was practicing in
there.
[CY_12_B_KL1]
1. [I wanna say
something to S1] like
what S28 said that
really any girl can
play anything that a
boy can and a boy
can play anything
that a girl can. And
also there's for
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Germany

rules.
[IL_2_A_KL2]
3. I think that the
baboon belongs to
Earth because I
don't think that
there's such a thing
that a baboon will
somehow live,
come from Earth,
like-.
[IL_19_B_KL2]

something wrong.
[IL_7_A_KL1]
2. I shared
because- becausethat if you don't
obey the rules you
might get
punished.
[IL_1_A_KL1]
3. Because that if
not everyoneeveryone will have
the same opinion
so there won't be
difference, there
won't be, eh,
[others' opinions].
[IL_13_B_KL1]

and what's
comfortable for me
and I won't do
what my,friends
tell me. But it's
also wrong because
th- there could be a
situation that I
disagree with
something and I
won't agree to, to
compromise, and
my f, and my
friends will just do
the work without
me. So...
[IL_10_B_KL1]
2. He misses… he
misses his home
because it's far, and
he… and he really
wants to go back
to… to his parents,
to the yummy good
he had, to his
home, to his life,
and his home it
actually his life.
[IL_18_A_KL2]

example I, I, I wanna
say it but there are
colours that I really
really, but really
love, that are girls
colours like pink,
violet
[IL_10_B_KL1]
2. I want to add to S3
about the spiritual
home that home has
to be a place where
you are comfortable,
have fun, with or
without people, a
place where you go
to after a workday
and like feel
comfortable to spill it
all out. And here he
cries like at his home
so I think it's not
home, you can't call
it home.
[IL_21_C_KL2]

1. Um, because
you can't always
abide by the rules.
[DE_1_A_KL1]
2. Because he
danced ballet
[DE_3_B_KL1]
3. Because he
should have been
boxing instead.
[DE_3_B_KL1]

1. Well, the muSIC
afterwards was
more sad than
happy, right?
[DE_19_C_KL2]
2. I think it,
because sometimes
you just don't want
to abide by the
rules because they,
um, because they're
for example unfair.
[DE_1_A_KL1]
3. Yeah, for
example, uh, he
{wanted} to go
back to Earth, but
he can't because he
can't build
anything on his
own.
[DE_19_C_KL2]

1. Um, I think that
was like his
assignment, to be
there, because,
like, when he's not
there the moon sort
of doesn't work
and vi- then yeah,
the Earth kind of
doesn't see a moon
and that kind of
thing. That's why
I'd say that now hewas his mission.
[DE_19_C_KL2]
2. Um. I also think
that um- I also
think that the, the
girl or the boy
wanted to dance
not do boxing but
that the dad wanted

1. [Well, yeah,] so
we already discussed
it, so [...] types of
people, some of them
are lon-, lonely, the
others are in a
family, the others,
um, are living out
[...] their dream, in
my opinion, because
as S3 just explained,
you can't say
talented, there's no
such thing as natural
talent, but when
you're interested in
something then you
want to make the
best possible
[{unclear}]
[DE_10_C_KL1]
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Lithuania

1. If you don't obey
rules you can get
hurt.
[LT_3_A_KL1]
2. So, some are
active, others are
passive.
[LT_6_C_KL1]
3. He was messy
because he had lots
of weights, a
punching bag and
gloves.
[LT_4_B_KL1]

the girl or the boy
to do boxing and
not to dance. And
then at the end
when the cat
attacked him he,
um, saw that
dancing is actually
very good because
it saved the {other}
mouse from it by
dancing.
[DE_5_B_KL1]
1. Because because 1. We think that
it made it so it was people differ in
easier to pick
their activities,
leaves to gather
because some are
water not carry it
traveling, others
by the drop carry
are caring for
carry carry.
nature, animals.
[LT_3_A_KL1]
Also, in one
2. This could be or picture we saw a
not. If you’re doing clue about school,
sports, it could be, because it's shown
but if you’re not,
that some students
then it's messy.
sit during the
[LT_5_B_KL1]
lessons and eagerly
3. Yeah, like for
learn, and others
example most
are being naughty,
people live through flying paper
the same situations, planes. We also
but they’re all
noticed that clothes
different. They’re
are different. Some
caused by different are wearing
factors.
unusual hats,
[LT_6_C_KL1]
others do not differ
at all from ordinary
ones.
[LT_6_C_KL1]
2. I think that he,
and we, have our
birthplace, and no
matter what, those
are our first
memories and it
creates this uneasy
moment when you
must leave, when
you get a better job
or something like
that and you have
to leave, you miss

2. Hm, if, um, hm.
The, the school is
also a place I know
well, but that doesn't
make it my home.
[DE_17_A_KL2]

1. How is home
different from that
place? At home you
can be yourself, just
like you said before.
And in a place where
you've just spent the
night, you’re still
limited by rules of
polite behaviour. I
don't know
[LT_19_C_KL2]
2. Even if you have
emigrated, even if
you spend most of
your time in another
country, but then it
won't be home, it’ll
be a hotel.
[LT_20_C_KL2]
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it but can't go back
and that is
expressed when the
baboon lights up
the moon, sits and
looks at the Earth
and cries.
[LT_20_C_KL2]
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6. Main conclusions and future work
According to a recent recommendation document by the Council of Europe (2016), the
“enriching of European societies is to be celebrated, but it also requires us to think carefully about
how we nurture a set of common values around which to organise” (p. 7). This is possible, the
recommendation continues, when we teach young people how to embrace, and not fear, diversity,
and how to think critically for themselves.
In DIALLS, this two-fold educational ideal of embracing diversity and critical thinking was
fostered through the implementation of a genuine dialogue and constructive argumentation ethos
throughout the CLLP lesson sequences (see D3.1). In addition, these sequences aimed at specific
cultural literacy learning goals as emerged from the policy documentation analysis performed as part
of D2.1. The goal that remained to be addressed as part of WP5, and in particular by this Deliverable,
was whether young students from around Europe and Israel actually implemented the taught cultural
literacy learning dispositions in their own face-to-face and online (using the dialls.net platform)
interactions during the CLLP lessons.
The findings of our analysis drawing on two coding schemes separately developed and tested
for the face-to-face and online interactions (see Appendixes D and B correspondingly) are positive
when it comes to the implementation of cultural literacy dispositions by young people during
DIALLS lessons. Below we will give an overview of the analysis findings for each type of
interaction for each age group.

6.1 Cultural literacy manifested in dialogues of 5-6 years old students
DIALLS face-to-face dialogic interactions in the 5-6-year-old classrooms were characterised
by high dialogicity, namely our intermediary concept for grasping tolerance, empathy and inclusion
(see Sections 2 and 3). This attitude emerges from the presence of highly dialogical moves used
during students’ participation in whole-class discussion activities, i.e. Reasoning and Inviting. This
was particularly evident in children’s discussions of the short film Ant (Keypoint Lesson 1), as the
main activity of the plan was a role play activity, during which children had to question each other
about the characters’ behaviour. The most complex dialogical attitude, consisting in unveiling
background knowledge and trying to understand the relationship between the use of words and
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concepts, was manifested during whole-class discussions stimulated by the film Baboon on the Moon
(Keypoint Lesson 2). In these activities, the highly dialogical moves belonging to the Metadialogical
type (i.e. students reflecting on the activity, dialogue or language used within) were used.
The online interactions of this age group were necessarily teacher-mediated, as students
did not have direct access to computers (also because at this age, children’s technical writing and
keyboard skills might inhibit their online interactions). In these interactions, the teacher’s role
consisted mostly in summarising the class’s opinions about the cultural text and sharing their
conclusions with other class using the dialls.net platform. Although dialogicity was not evident
in these collective voice sharing interactions, students’ conclusions, as summarized by the
teacher, manifested a high level of understanding of the key DIALLS concepts, namely
tolerance, empathy, and inclusion. An example of a class contribution during Lesson sequence
7 (Big finds a trumpet) reveals this deep understanding: “In the end, Big was very sad because
the big person showed him how it feels when you blow loud noises at friends. Maybe Big feels
bad that he didn't play with small because the trumpet distracted him. Now they are friends
because they play together and are smiling and hugging.” For more details and examples
regarding the online interaction analysis see Appendixes B and C.

6.2 Cultural literacy manifested in dialogues of 8-9 years old students
DIALLS face-to-face interactions for the 8-9-year-old classrooms were also highly dialogical
as manifested by the frequency of student’s Expanding and Reasoning moves and the expression of
agreements, which together outline clear instances of productive dialogical co-construction. This was
evident in both Keypoint Lessons 1 (Papa’s Boy) and 2 (Baboon on the Moon). Moreover, although
most class activities were held in a whole-class format, small-group discussions were also present.
These latter discussions were also characterised by Acknowledging, Expanding, and Reasoning
moves, through which children respectfully listened to each other and developed their ideas together.
In some cases, the highest type of dialogical move, i.e. Metadialogical reasoning, was also present
during these activities, showing a particularly advanced level of dialogical empathy even at this very
young age.
The online interactions of students of this age group were also teacher-mediated (see previous
point). However, it seems that the whole attention of the teacher was not absorbed by the face-to-face
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task of collecting students’ opinions. Rather, the teacher was more engaged in developing a dialogue
with the teacher of the other class, rather than posting isolated contributions. These dialogues were
often co-constructive, even though the students did not write directly the messages. An example of a
highly co-constructive dialogue among teachers representing their classes’ voices is the following,
taking place during Lesson sequence 7 on The Hedgehog and the City (see Appendix C for the
complete excerpt):
Teacher/Class 1: We feel that a community reading area would bring people of all ages
together.
Teacher/Class 2: We like that idea however we feel that more people go to a library to read
rather than a park. What would you do with the books when it rained?
Teacher/Class 1: We would have a canopy to protect the books. However, thinking about it,
you wouldn’t run around on swings. However, if you are thinking about running
around, we propose a maze?!
Teacher/Class 2: We love your proposal of a maze. Adding on to that idea we propose having
books for prizes when completing the maze. These could then we read underneath
the canopy.
Teacher/Class 1: How lovely, extra swings is also a fantastic idea so that whilst people
waiting to go into the maze, they could play on the swings???
Teacher/Class 2: Sounds like a great proposal to us. What about people who like heights? We
propose a 4ft climbing wall to challenge people who like adrenalin based
activities?

6.3 Cultural literacy manifested in dialogues of 14-15 years old students
The face-to-face interactions of the oldest DIALLS students’ group (14-15 years old) were
highly dialogical. Students performed Reasoning, Expanding, and Metadialogical moves both in
whole-class and small-group discussion activities, for both Keypoint Lessons (Eccentric City, and
Baboon on the Moon). Moreover, spontaneous student-student Invitations particularly emerged
among this age group, in both discussion formats, and without the lesson plans including this type of
peer questioning as part of their activities (as in the case of the Ant lesson plan for 5-6 years-old
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students). This extended use of Inviting moves by the students shows their genuine interest in
engaging with each other’s thinking, without the need of teacher’s mediation.
These students could directly exchange their viewpoints with the students of the other class
onto the DIALLS platform. The findings regarding the dialogicity level of this age-group students
vary significantly from class to class but also within the same class and during the same lesson. In
some cases, students show understanding of the concepts of tolerance, empathy and inclusion, but
they cannot engage dialogically with each other on the platform (probably this takes place during
their small-group interactions as explained in the previous paragraph). An example of such an
instance is given below (Keypoint Lesson 2, Baboon on the Moon):
-

Our group's opinion is that baboon’s real home is the Earth because of his reaction
looking at it, emotional and crying. It makes us think that he misses his home, the
Earth.

-

Our group thinks that this is the image that best represents baboon’s real home once
this is the scene where we see the baboon crying, portraying sadness and missing his
real home, due to the solitude felt on the moon.

-

The scene that best represents baboon’s home is the Earth because, although he lives
on the moon, through the movie, we can conclude that he misses the Earth and he’s
sad on the moon.

Nonetheless, it was possible to identify instances manifesting both a high dialogicity and
conceptual understanding such as in the example below:
-

The book tries to make us understand the complexity in loneliness and understand the
effect of loneliness on the other.

-

I think that in addition to what you said the book is also about: the book is about the
effects of loneliness on people for example: willingness to help others break through a
situation of loneliness (the caged bird) depressed, wants to be noticed etc.

6.4 Future work
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This Deliverable focused on the qualitative analysis of sequences and moves identified as
highly dialogical from the annotated corpus of the face-to-face transcribed interactions. It also
included the analysis of the few computer-mediated interactions held as part of the CLLP, before the
lockdown of schools due to the pandemic prevented the lessons’ implementation and data collection
from completing. Our future work as part of the WP5 “Dialogue and argumentation analysis” will
focus on the statistical (quantitative) analysis of the codes with the aim of identifying relevant trends
in the cultural literacy learning development of DIALLS young participants. Some of the research
questions to be addressed as part of D5.3 will be: (a) Does the type of lesson plan (e.g. types of
activities held) have any influence on the manifestation of dialogical moves from part of the
students? (b) Do students from different age groups respond differently to the same lesson plan (as
this is the case for the cross-sectional Keypoint Lesson 2, Baboon on the moon)? and (c) Does
students’ and teachers’ engagement with the CLLP have any impact on them over time (e.g.
comparing between Keypoint Lesson 1 and Keypoint Lesson 2)?
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1. Introduction
1.1.

Purpose of this document

This document presents the method used for analysing online interactions on the DIALLS platform.
The general objective of this method is to capture the mirroring of the values of tolerance, inclusion,
and empathy during online discussions. Based on the perspective of cultural literacy as a dialogical
process (see D2.1), this document addresses the problem of analysing whether any cultural literacy
process takes place during online discussions within DIALLS activities. This research question will
be addressed considering three lines of inquiry.
1. Narration and ethical concepts: Which part of the dialogue is oriented towards the key
concepts of the text and mirror dispositions of tolerance, empathy and inclusion? How is this
conceptual activity distributed between the different components of the task, such as the
narrative reconstruction of the wordless text?
2. Role of the teacher: How does the teacher contribute to the cultural literacy process during
the online interaction? To what extent does the teacher use students’ contributions during
the interaction and for what specific purpose(s)?
3. Form of the dialogue: To what extent do students effectively discuss together, replying to
the others’ questions? What is the quality of their dialogue?
1.2.

Coding categories

To answer the above questions, a scheme for analysing online discussions (ODS) has been outlined,
composed of four coding categories (see below) that were identified considering both the theoretical
background in the field of online discussion analysis, and the data collected in DIALLS. Online data
are less in number and much shorter in length than the oral ones; for this reason, this scheme includes
qualitative considerations that could not have been taken into account in the Coding Scheme
presented in this Deliverable 5.2 (hereinafter, Coding Scheme).
The method of analysis presented in this Appendix is mostly focused on qualitative aspects of
dialogue at a micro-level of analysis (Hennessy, Howe, Mercer, & Vrikki, 2020). The coding
categories considered are the following:
1. Use of Concepts. This coding category aims at understanding to what extent students' and
teachers' dialogues are focused on the various concepts at stake in the wordless text. These
1

concepts are: 1) the three essential dimensions of Cultural literacy, namely Tolerance,
Empathy and Inclusion (TEI) (Maine, Cook, & Lähdesmäki, 2019); and 2) other task-related
concepts like Diversity, Democracy, Solidarity, Belonging or Cooperation (see D3.1),
depending on the discussed wordless text. This dimension is at the core of the coding scheme,
as it can capture a) the role of the teacher in facilitating the student’s understanding of the
texts and underlying concepts, and b) the dialogue quality, as a rich conceptual structure is an
indicator of dialogical exchanges.
2. Narrative Reconstruction. This coding category is used to explore in what extent the
students work on the wordless texts, their narration, and build their own understanding of the
values and concepts at stake. This category can capture the development of ethical concepts
and the dispositions of Tolerance, Empathy and Inclusion.
3. Dialogue Acts. This coding category is a modified version of the Coding Scheme presented
in this deliverable, adapted to the analysis of written online interactions. It aims at determining
the quality of the dialogue during online interactions considering the degrees of dialogicity
and collaboration. It captures the dialogue acts performed by the teacher during the online
interaction.
4. Polyphony. This coding category is based on the work of Bakhtin (Bakhtin, 1981) and Ducrot
(Ducrot, 1980, 1984), a “talking subject,” the person who pronounces the words, is
distinguished from the “speaker,” the dialogical entity to whom the words are attributed, and
the “utterer,” the entity responsible for the literal semantic contents expressed. This category
analyses the teacher's contributions and assesses the cohesion of the group of students. It aims
at highlighting if and when students integrate each other’s points of view in their own
discourse, how the teacher uses students’ contributions in his/her interventions on the
platform, and how he/she mediates dialogue on the platform.
Some coding categories are combined in broader second-level analytical categories at a meso-level
of analysis (Hennessy et al., 2020). The complexity of processes involved in DIALLS teaching
sequences cannot be grasped a priori, so codes for different coding categories can refer to various
teaching-learning situations. As part of the qualitative work, the codes are interpreted through codes
of a higher level.
First, the coding categories Use of Concepts and Narrative Reconstruction are combined in a
broader Task Analysis second-level category. The teachers’ sequences in online dialogues serve two
purposes: 1) to lead the students to understand and reconstruct the narration of the wordless text
together, and 2) to help them conceptualize the concepts at stake in the wordless texts – achieving a
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global conceptualisation that they can use in their everyday life, as Europeans citizens. The Narrative
Reconstruction captures the first part of the task, and the Use of Concepts focuses on the second part.
Consequently, it is possible to grasp the complexity of students' activity during DIALLS online
discussions by combining these two codes in a dynamic way.
Second, the Dialogue Acts, Polyphony and Use of Concepts codes are combined in a
qualitative second-level category called Teacher’s Support. The Teacher’s Support code is the
teacher-focused counterpart of the Task Analysis code, as it aims to get a better understanding of what
the teachers effectively do during the online interactions within DIALLS lessons.
Third, the Dialogue Acts code is reinterpreted at a meso-level in combination with the
Polyphony code resulting in the interpretative second-level category called Dialogue Types. The
Dialogue Types category provides another perspective on online discussions, not only focusing on
specific contributions (see below) but also on broader episodes of the dialogue.
In addition to the coding scheme, some simple Structural features of the online interaction can shed
light on the lines of inquiry:
1. The Length of threads is an indicator of the quality of dialogue, as long threads can indicate
richer dialogical interactions.
2. The Initiator of the threads is a relevant indicator of students’ understanding of the wordless
text, as it can show whether the teacher needs to provide guidance to the students’ interaction,
or instead they grasp the sense of the text and address their doubts.
3. The Number of threads and contributions combines with the previous two features to provide
a complete picture of the interaction: for example, short threads in an interaction with a limited
number of contributions is less dialogical than short threads in an interaction with lots of
contributions.
Table A1 summarizes the correspondence between the codes and the research questions. Figure A1
below shows how the first-level and the second-level categories are organized in the coding practice.
Each category will be described in further detail below.

Research questions
Form of the dialogue

First-level categories
- Dialogue Acts
- Polyphony
+ Structural features

Second-level categories
Dialogue Types
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Narration and ethical concepts

- Use of concepts
- Narrative reconstruction

Task Analysis

Role of the teacher

- Dialogue Acts
- Polyphony
- Use of Concepts
+ Structural features

Teacher's Support

Table A1. Research questions and corresponding analysis.

Figure A1. Organisation of the coding categories of the scheme for online discussions
1.3.

Contributions and thread labelling

In this document, we use the word “contribution” to designate a comment posted on the DIALLS
platform by a student or a teacher. Figure A2 shows examples of two contributions.
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Figure A2. Two contributions in an online discussion about "Baboon on the Moon" (UCAM data).
Since interactions on the platform can follow tree-like structure, we use a specific labelling to
grasp the possible branches of the threads. Consider the following example in Figure 3.

Figure A3. Example of labelling threads and contributions in an online discussion about “Baboon
on the Moon” (UCAM data).
In Figure A3, the contribution from the agent SW3A1 is the first one of the online discussion.
Therefore, it is labelled Contribution 1 (Thread 1 - Origin of the thread). The contribution of SW3A5
is not an answer to SW3A1, so it begins a second thread. It is therefore labelled 2 (Thread 2 - Origin
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of the thread). ECS 3 answers to SW3A5 in the same thread, so it is labelled 2-1 (Thread 2 - first
answer to the original contribution). Similarly, the contribution of ECS 1 is named 2-2. SW3A1
answers to contribution 2-2, so it becomes contribution 2-2-1 (Thread 2 - First answer to the second
answer to the origin of the thread), and so forth.
To facilitate the coding, we chose to label contributions and threads according to the structure
given by dialls.net. As illustrated in Figure 3, where contribution 2 answers to contribution 1, this
labelling can break the thematic coherence of the succession of the contributions. Accordingly, we
need to underscore that a thread does not represent a thematic episode of the online dialogue, and
at the same time threads are not necessarily limited to one thematic episode. However, it is not
needed to reconstruct thematic episodes during the coding, since situations as the one showed in
Figure 3 are only occasional.
1.4.

Structural features of the interaction

Some structural features of the online interaction need to be explained in order to clarify the further
analysis of the dialogicity of online interactions on the platform.
We define the Length of the threads as the number of contributions within a thread,
regardless of whether they are chained or occurring in parallel. For example, in Figure 3 above, the
length of thread 2 is 4, as it includes four contributions (2, 2-1, 2-2 and 2-2-1). For each interaction,
we assess the minimal and maximal length of threads. If there are few threads in the interaction, it is
possible to indicate the length of all threads of the dialogue, which provides an indicator of the
dialogicity of online interactions. Long threads can indicate richer dialogical interactions, with
students discussing on the platform the meaning of a concept or collaboratively reconstructing the
story of the wordless text. In contrast, short threads can show lack of dialogicity among students on
the platform, indicating that students are focusing on the wordless text only, failing to acknowledge
others' contributions.
The Thread initiator corresponds to the first contribution of each thread (a student or the
teacher). In Figure 3 above, each thread (1, 2 and 3) is initiated by a student. It is a relevant indicator
of student’s understanding, showing whether the students can spontaneously come up with questions
concerning the wordless text, or instead they need to be guided by the teacher.
The total Number of contributions of the interaction is used in combination with the previous
two indicators. A higher number of contributions is a sign of higher dialogicity than a lower number.
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1.5.

General instructions for analysis

As stated in the Oral Discussion Coding Book (Appendix D, this Deliverable), “turns” in oral
dialogues can include more than one dialogue move. Contributions in online discussions can also
contain more than one dialogue act, refer to different concepts (e.g. both Democracy and Tolerance),
and express more than one way to build a collective understanding of the wordless text. In addition,
more than one code can be attributed to each contribution in online discussions. Online and oral
exchanges are very different modes of dialogue: generally, oral dialogues involve much more
contributions, which are much less structured, than online dialogues. Thus, each online contribution
needs to be analysed in detail and from distinct perspectives, which can be achieved by using at the
same time distinct codes. Clearly, the same code cannot be applied twice to one contribution. For
example, the following contribution bears only one Stating code, drawn from the category Dialogue
Act, even though there are more Stating moves.
Hi Crimson Class,
[...]
We talked about it and decided together that
"home is where you go and feel safe and have your favourite things (often people)"
[...]
H has more than one place that he calls home
For E home is with her family
N said home is his house and his bed
[...]
A contribution can be analysed using different codes belonging to the same category – for example,
Stating and Inviting. However, the coding does not indicate how many specific statements or
invitations a contribution contains.

2. Code description
For the purpose of this code description, the following terminological criteria apply:
•

Codes and Code Specifications are in italics and capitalized (Use of Concepts)

•

Concepts are capitalized (Belonging)

•

The use of a word is indicated inside quotation marks (“belongs”)
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2.1.

Task Analysis

The Task Analysis category aims at capturing the overall student’s pursuance of the two most
important goals of DIALLS dialogues: 1) the students’ joint understanding and reconstructing the
narration of the wordless text, and 2) the students’ conceptualization of the concepts involved in the
wordless text. These two components, which do not need to appear in sequential order, are grasped
through the Narrative Reconstruction code and the Use of Concepts code.
2.1.1. Use of Concepts category
The Use of Concepts code aims at determining to what extent students' and teachers' contributions
are focused on the various concepts involved in the wordless text. Cultural literacy is a dialogic social
practice manifested through three crucial dispositions: Tolerance, Empathy and Inclusion
(hereinafter, “TEI”). The main objective of DIALLS is to teach dialogue skills to promote these
dispositions.
The use of a Use of concepts code presupposes a previous analysis of the lesson plan that
guides the interaction, the lesson objectives, and the concepts and themes emerging from the wordless
text discussed (D3.1). A lesson and the associated discussions only address simultaneously a limited
number of notions of the Cultural Analysis Framework (D2.1). The concepts at stake in each wordless
text are presented in the "Sub-theme" column of Table 2 in D3.1, (p. 15-24). Tolerance, Empathy
and Inclusion are overlapping dispositions, which may occur in each online discussion together
with themes and concepts. For example, the wordless text Papa's boy involves the disposition of
Inclusion, the concept of Equality, and the theme Living Together (D.3.1, p. 18), so the Use of
concepts code will include TEI, the concept of Equality and the theme Living Together.
Furthermore, it is important to stress that other words can be used by the teacher in
his/her sequence to address the concept. For example, in the lesson Baboon on the Moon (focused,
in addition to TEI, on the concept of Belonging), Belonging is seen through the concept of Home.
Each contribution including Home should then be considered as concerning the concept of Belonging
concept during the coding.
The Use of a Concept needs to be distinguished from the Modality that makes such a use
manifest, namely the Explicit Mention, Implicit Use, and Definition. Students can develop their
understanding of the concepts even without naming them explicitly. The concepts at stake in each
text, and the three key dispositions of Tolerance, Empathy and Inclusion, can be used implicitly
by students in their discussions about wordless texts. The modality codes for TEI are more precise
than the modality codes for CAF concepts, as the former capture implicit uses that are not grasped
for the other CAF concepts, as shown in the following Table A2, which summarizes the codes for the
8

Use of Concepts category, codes. Concise definitions of all CAF concepts can be found in D3.1 (p. 79).

Modality Codes for Tolerance,
Empathy and Inclusion

Modality Codes for other
CAF concepts

Not coded

Not coded

Implicit Use

Not applicable

Explicit Mention

Explicit Mention

Definition Definition +

Definition

Table A2. Difference of codes for TEI and other CAF concepts
The same contribution can be classified by using more than one code within the Use of Concepts
category. For example, the contribution: “we think that the baboon feels lonely and far away from
home and his family and friends” refers implicitly to Empathy (mention of "feelings" of the
protagonist) and explicitly to Belonging (through the word “home”). See below for more precise rules
to code contribution regarding this category.
2.1.2. Not coded contributions
Many contributions cannot be analysed using the Use of Concepts code. This is the case of all the
contributions that do not relate specifically – or only vaguely – to any of the concepts at stake in the
text. This can be the case for contributions focusing specifically on narrative reconstructions (see
below) or the meaning of the wordless text. Thus, contributions are not coded through the Use of
Concepts coding category unless they concern the CAF concepts at stake in the text.
Examples of contributions not coded using the Use of Concepts category:
Example 1.

“How do you think he is staying alive on the moon? electricity? Food? Water? How

do you think he is breathing and staying alive.”
This contribution focuses specifically on the narration of the text without addressing the CAF
concepts. Therefore, the Use of Concepts category does not apply.
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Example 2.

“We propose that we should have 8 swings in the park because in other parks there

are always queues for swings.”
This contribution concerns a specific activity aimed at guiding students towards the key concepts
at stake in the lesson, but without any reference to the concepts. Therefore, the Use of Concepts
category does not apply.

2.1.3. Implicit Use (IU)
The Implicit Use (IU) modality code only concerns the codes of Tolerance, Empathy or Inclusion
(TEI). Tolerance is defined as openness to multiple perspectives; Empathy as understanding of other
viewpoints ("seeing the world though someone else’s eyes"); Inclusion as an attitude that embraces
diversity and actively seeks to engage with more than one idea. The Implicit Use (IU) is a modality
of manifestation of a TEI code and is applied to contributions where the disposition emerges but is
not mentioned explicitly. In other words, the code specification is used when the contribution refers
implicitly to the disposition.
The Implicit Use modality is operationalized through the indicators summarized in Table A3.
Table A3. Indicators of Implicit Use of Tolerance, Empathy and/ Inclusion.

Key disposition

Indicators of Implicit Use modality

Tolerance

If the contribution includes:
a reference to the (un)acceptance of others or others’ ideas or behaviours
(what they are, do, say, or believe) different than one's own (i.e. diversity
of people, ideas and/or behaviours);
a reference of the (in)equality of rights of people of different groups
(especially ethnic groups, immigrants, or women) (Sandoval-Hernández,
Magdalena Isac, & Miranda, 2018);
then the contribution is considered as implicitly referring to (in)tolerance.

Empathy

If the contribution includes:
a reference to specific feelings (happiness, sadness, anger), especially
sharing (or not) the feelings of a character from the text, another student, or
someone else;
a reference to (not) paying attention to others, understanding their opinion,
helping others (Janner-Raimondi, 2017);
then the contribution is considered as implicitly referring to (non-)
empathy.
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If the contribution refers:
to specific actions to implement in order to increase collaboration,
diversity, or to reach a compromise;
to (non-)participation in a specific group (e.g. including/excluding others,
words like "together", "out", etc).
then the contribution is considered as implicitly referring to (non-)
inclusion.

Inclusion

Examples of implicit use of TEI
Example 3.

“we think that the baboon feels lonely and far away from home and his family and

friends”
By mentioning “feelings,” this contribution refers implicitly to the disposition of Empathy (code:
Empathy IU).
Example 4.

"The video makes us feel sorry for him and makes us want to give him much comfort

the fact how he has to wake up at 5AM to do so much work to light up the moon and no
one sees what he is working for they just see the end result".
This contribution mentions the feelings of the protagonist of the text, and a way of helping him
("giving him comfort"). This contribution is then coded as an Implicit Use of the disposition of
Empathy.

2.1.4. Explicit Mention (EM)
The Explicit Mention (EM) modality code applies to both TEI and other CAF codes such as
Democracy or Sustainable Development. The explicit use of the concept-word (or a derivative of the
concept-word) is a key step for the conceptual definitional work. The Explicit Mention modality code
(EM) is applied as a specification of the Use of Concepts code to label contributions that use concepts
without any further analysis of the meaning of the word. In other words, a contribution is coded
as an Explicit Mention of a Use of Concept if the “X” or a derivative of the word is present in the
contribution.
Other words can be used by the teacher in his/her sequence to address the concept at
stake. For example, in the Baboon on the Moon lesson, the concept of Belonging is seen through the
concept of Home (“baboon's home”). Each contribution including Home should then be considered
as concerning the concept of Belonging during the coding.
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Examples of Explicit Mention of concepts
Example 5.

“How

do

you

think

belonging

and

empathy

link

towards

the

film?”

In this contribution about Baboon on the Moon (focusing on the concepts of Belonging and
Empathy), the two key concepts of the lesson are explicitly mentioned and linked to guide
students towards the conceptual definitional work. It is then coded as both Empathy-EM and
Belonging-EM.
Example 6.

“How can I/ can one foster tolerance?
I personally.
I/ we at school?
Society?”

The word “tolerance” is present in the contribution, but without any explicit or implicit definition
thereof. Even if the answers to the questions asked here can lead students to providing (attempts
of) definitions of “tolerance,” this specific contribution only mentions the concept-word.

2.1.5. Definition (DF)
A contribution classified as an instance of Use of Concepts is specified as a Definition (DF) when it
attempts to provide a definition of a relevant concept in the dialogue (contribution alone or a whole
thread). A contribution is coded as a Definition regardless of its correctness (see below "Degree of
matching with CAF definitions"). The Definition modality code is hierarchically superior to the
Explicit Mention one: therefore, if a student tries to give a definition of a concept raised
explicitly in his/her contribution, the Use of Concepts code will be specified as a Definition – and
not as an Explicit Mention.
Examples of Definitions
Example 7.

“Crimson class definition of home is:

Home is where you have friends and family, feel safe and loved.”
The objective of the lesson in which this contribution is provided is developing the concept of
Belonging through the idea of Home. This contribution is a typical example of definition, as it is
characterized by the classical propositional structure that establishes an equivalence between
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definiens and definiendum (“[definiendum] is [attempt of definition]”) (Aristotle, Topics). Thus,
this contribution is coded as a Belonging-DF, and is not specified as an Explicit Mention.
Example 8.

“T thinks the moon because he has a job to do and if the didn't the moon wouldn't light

up.
C believes he belongs on earth because he doesn't have any friends on the moon.
J wondered if he wouldn't be able to survive on earth as well as he can on the moon?”
Belonging is one of the key concepts discussed in the lesson plan based on the wordless text
“Baboon on the Moon.” Here, C mentions explicitly the word “belongs” and gives a criterion to
define this concept which can be formulated as “where you belong, you have friends.” Thus, this
contribution is coded as a Use of Concepts and is specified as a Definition (and not as an Explicit
Mention). This contribution could also have been specified as a Definition based on T's
intervention, which attempts to define “belonging” as “you belong where you have a job to do.”
Example 9.

- “How can I/ can one foster tolerance?

I personally.
I/ we at school?
Society?”
- “You should accept everyone and show respect.”
The word “tolerance” is not explicitly mentioned in the second contribution. As an answer to the
first contribution, which explicitly mentions “tolerance,” the second contribution proposes an
operational definition of the concept and is thus specified as a Definition.

2.1.6. Correspondences with the Cultural Analysis Framework definitions
This analysis only applies to the key notions of Tolerance, Empathy and Inclusion (TEI). To better
understand how students grasp TEI during online interactions, the Definition modality code is further
specified using two supplementary codes, symbolized by + or -, which indicate the correspondence
of the student's representation of TEI with the objectives of the DIALLS project. If the Definition
provided by the student of a TEI concept corresponds with or is close to their definitions in the CAF
(cf D3.1, p. 7, see also below), it is coded "+". If not, it is coded "-". The CAF definitions of TEI are
shown below.
CAF definitions of TEI
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•

Tolerance is respect, acceptance and appreciation of the rich diversity of our world's
cultures, our forms of expression and ways of being human. It is fostered by knowledge,
openness, communication, and freedom of thought, conscience and belief. Tolerance is
harmony in difference […] Tolerance is, above all, an active attitude prompted by
recognition of the universal human rights and fundamental freedoms of others’ (UNESCO
1995, 5). Tolerance includes prevention of bullying and an open attitude towards diversity
of cultural expression.

•

Empathy has been defined as “what happens when we put ourselves into another’s situation
and experience that person’s emotions as if they were our own” (Lipman, 2003, p. 269).
Empathy includes mutual understanding.

•

Inclusion can be defined as the attitudes and actions underpinning an individual’s
participation in dialogue across diversity. To facilitate collaboration, individuals should
value diversity, respect others and be willing both to overcome prejudices and to
compromise (European Parliament, Council of the European Union 2006).

In order to determine whether a Definition should be coded as Definition+ or Definition-, the coder
needs to compare the definition given by the teacher or student with the CAF definition reproduced
above. If the definitions match, even partially, the Definition is coded as "+". If not, it is "-". Since
TEI are rich concepts and CAF definitions are accordingly complex, there is no need for the student
or teacher's definition to match completely the CAF definition to be coded as +. The "+" code
applies when the student’s or teacher's definition is coherent with the CAF definition.
This refinement of the Definition modality code could have been applied to the other CAF concepts;
the choice to focus only on TEI – the key dispositions in the CAF (D2.1) – has been made to facilitate
the coding.
Examples of different degrees of matching
Example 10. - “How can I/ can one foster tolerance?
I personally.
I/ we at school?
Society?”
- "You should accept everyone and show respect."
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This attempt of Definition (code DF) is matching with the definition of Tolerance of the CAF,
especially the sentence “Tolerance is respect, acceptance and appreciation of the rich diversity
of our world's cultures, our forms of expression and ways of being human.” It is then coded as
Tolerance-DF+.
Example 11. - “How can I/ can one foster tolerance?
I personally.
I/ we at school?
Society?”
- "You should always be honest"
This attempt of Definition of Tolerance is not matching the definition of Tolerance of the CAF,
where there is no mention of honesty. Honesty is also a disposition to promote in students, but it
is different than Tolerance. Therefore, this contribution is coded as Tolerance-DF-.

2.2.

Narrative Reconstruction category

The Narrative Reconstruction coding category aims at determining to what extent students work on
the wordless text, discuss its narration, and interpret the different concepts involved in the text
through the guidance of the teacher. To code a contribution using the Narrative Reconstruction
category, it is necessary to see the related lesson plan, the lesson objectives, and the concepts that are
at stake in the wordless text discussed (D3.1, p. 15-24). The coder needs to have the discussed
wordless text at his/her disposal to know what is precisely depicted in the wordless text (which is
especially useful to distinguish Description from First-Level Interpretation, see below).
The different codes belonging to the Narrative Reconstruction coding category are presented
following an ascending degree of conceptualization. To facilitate the exemplification of each code
and effectively show this increase in conceptuality, all examples are drawn from lessons in which the
Baboon on the Moon wordless text is used. The concepts at stake in this text are mostly Empathy and
Belonging (D3.1, p. 18).
The codes of Narrative Reconstruction are the following:
1. Description (DS)
2. First-Level Interpretation (FLI)
3. Concept-Oriented Interpretation (COI)
4. Self-Involvement (SI)
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The same contribution can be classified by using more than one code within the Narrative
Reconstruction category. For example, the following contribution:
we think that lighting up the moon is his job and that he is playing the trumpet
is considered for the coding both as a First-Level Interpretation and as a Description (see below).

2.2.1. Not coded contributions
All the contributions that are not specifically related to the narration of the wordless text (i.e. the
events depicted in the text), or are related to the text too vaguely (and thus fail to focus accurately on
the narration of the text) are not coded using the Narrative Reconstruction codes. The Narrative
Reconstruction coding category only concerns contributions and utterances related to the
content of the wordless text discussed during the lesson.
Examples of contributions not coded as Narrative Reconstruction
Example 12. "We think that home is somewhere you feel safe?"
This contribution doesn't focus on the wordless text; thus it cannot be coded using a Narrative
Reconstruction code.
Example 13. "What do you think the message was?"
This contribution focuses on the text as a whole, failing to highlight any specific point of the
narration of the wordless text. Therefore, it cannot be coded using a Narrative Reconstruction
code.
Example 14. – “[…] R said that Vanessa spoke German and came to a new school where they spoke
English so Vanessa was shy, scared and nervous because she spoke a different language.
- R would like to know if the German title [of the text] gave you that idea?
- Yes, because the title was like that.”
This last contribution is based on the title of the text, and not its content. It is then not coded
using a Narrative Reconstruction code. The first contribution of the exchange is be coded as a
First-Level Interpretation (see below).
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Example 15. “This morning the principal/head-mistress read to us a text about a girl who saved a
sea-star and we learned from that and from the video that anyone can influence. We
learned that if we do something good on the other is looking he will also do the same
thing and that helps everyone.”
This contribution, posted in a discussion about the text “The Elephant and the Bicycle,” relate to
a text, but not the one which is discussed during the online dialogue. It is then considered not
relevant and it is not coded using a Narrative Reconstruction code.

2.2.2. Description (DS)
The Description code (DS) applies to contributions that only describe the wordless text discussed
without any further interpretation. A Description merely refers the events depicted in the wordless
text and expresses them verbally, without providing a possible explanation of these events. A
Description does not address the causality of the events depicted nor the motivation of the characters
of the text. The Description code also applies to a contribution that questions the story depicted in
the wordless text without providing any interpretation thereof.
Examples of Descriptions
Example 16. “we think that lighting up the moon is [the baboon] job and that he is playing the
trumpet”
The second part of this contribution only refers that the baboon plays the trumpet, without trying
to give an explanation or an interpretation of this fact.
Example 17. “person one said she was very confused on why the baboon was crying and why it can
play
person

the
two

said

why

trumpet.
is

he

on

the

moon

and I think he was sent there and he misses the earth”
In this contribution, “person one” and “person two” ask questions about what is depicted in the
wordless text, but without interpreting it. Even if the answer to their questions would require an
interpretation of the text, the questions only describe it.
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2.2.3. First-Level Interpretation (FLI)
The First-Level Interpretation code (FLI) is attributed to contributions focused on the narration of
the text discussed which try explicitly to explain the events depicted. This explanation can address
for example the causality of the events shown in in the text (using words such as “because”) or the
motivation of the characters (e.g. “decided,” “wanted”). The interpretation is considered as “FirstLevel” when it does not use the concepts or dispositions pointed out in the text to explain the
narration. For example, when debating the wordless text “Baboon on the Moon,” a contribution coded
as a First-Level Interpretation will not refer (explicitly or implicitly) to either Empathy or Belonging
(D.3.1, p. 18).
Examples of First-Level Interpretations
Example 18. "we think that the baboon is trying to get attention from Earth by lighting up the moon
This contribution gives a possible explanation of the events depicted in the text but does not use
the notions of Empathy and/or Belonging.
Example 19. “we think that lighting up the moon is his job and that he is playing the trumpet”
The underlined interpretation focuses on the notion of Job, which is not directly related to
Empathy nor to Belonging.

2.2.4. Concept-Oriented Interpretation (COI)
The Concept-Oriented Interpretation code (COI) is attributed to contributions that try to explain (i.e.
interpret) the wordless text discussed by using the concepts characterizing the text itself – which
can correspond to TEI or other CAF concepts, and can be formulated in different ways (e.g. Home to
address the problem of Belonging). It is to be distinguished from First-Level Interpretation as it
shows an important step in students’ conceptual work.
The COI code is also used to indicate contributions that question the possible positions of the
characters vis-à-vis the key concepts of the lesson. In other words, the COI questions are conceptually
more complex than Description questions, as they already give one level of explanation and aim at
deepening the narrative reconstruction. This type of move is expected to be performed normally by
teachers.
Examples of Concept-Oriented Interpretations
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Example 20. “We think the Baboon feels lonely and far away from home and his family and
friends.”
This contribution uses the concepts of Empathy (“feels lonely”) and Belonging (“far away from
home...”), which are the key concepts of the text and the lesson. This interpretation is then coded
as Concept-Oriented.
Example 21. “Has [the baboon] chosen this? Even though he is away from home?”
This contribution questions the reasons of the baboon’s actions, namely the protagonist of the
wordless text, using the key concept of Belonging. Thus, it is coded as a Concept-Oriented
Interpretation.

2.2.5. Self-Involvement (SI)
The Self-Involvement code (SI) is attributed to contributions where the locutors (mostly students)
involve themselves in the narration or identify with one or more characters of the wordless text. This
code is also attributed to contributions in which an alternative sequence of events is proposed
(especially about the decisions and actions of the protagonists of the text) to solve or prevent problems
depicted in the text. Self-Involvement is the highest level of narrative reconstruction, since the
wordless text is not only understood at the abstract level, but also seen as a space where concrete
actions can be taken. Furthermore, the skill of putting oneself into another’s situation is a core
component of empathy, one of the key dispositions to be fostered in young Europeans by the DIALLS
project.
Examples of Self-Involvements
Example 22. “The video makes us feel sorry for him and makes us want to give him much comfort
the fact how he has to wake up at 5AM to do so much work to light up the moon and no
one sees what he is working for they just see the end result.”
Students involve themselves in the narration, as if they were themselves part of the story depicted
in the wordless text and could interact with the protagonist of the story.
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Example 23. “the baboon wanted his family to hear the music because he missed it. We would have
chosen a different music like: haleluja because it is a song of going back home, the theme
song from The Bride of Istanbul because it is a sad melody”
Students put themselves in the baboon’s place and discuss possible differences in the course of
action.
Example 24. “Expanding on R's idea, I think that she would feel really sad if she was separated
from her parents.”
In this contribution, the student is putting another student (R) in the place of the baboon;
therefore, it is coded as Self-Involvement.
Example 25. “We think that Big needs to play the trumpet quietly so he does not annoy Small.”
In this contribution, students do not identify themselves with characters of the wordless text but
propose an alternative course of action for the character in order to solve the problem depicted
in the text.
Example 26. “The scene that best represents baboon's home is the Earth because, although he lives
on the moon, through the movie, we can conclude that he misses the Earth and he's sad
on

the

moon.

Home is where we feel comfortable and happy, that's why we believe that the Earth is the
place that best represents his home.”
When giving a definition of “home” (see above), students depict themselves as possible agents
(“home is where we feel…,” as opposed to “home is where one feels”).

2.3.

Task Analysis second-level coding category

One can define the most important objective of DIALLS teaching sequences as follows: 1) students
need to understand and reconstruct the narration of the wordless text together; and 2) they need to
conceptualize the concepts raised in the wordless text. These two components of the DIALLS
objective are not in sequential order. This coding scheme assess both aspects, through the coding
categories Narrative Reconstruction and Use of Concepts. It is possible to grasp the complexity of
students' activity during DIALLS online discussions by combining the codes of these two categories
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in a dynamic way. We chose a dynamic approach, namely focusing on the process of the online
discussion, to see how students broaden and deepen the space of their discussion
(Baker et al., 2003) about European concepts and dispositions.
The following Table 4 shows a hypothetical succession of codes for both coding categories
and some possible interpretations which can be drawn from their combination, in a given DIALLS
teaching-learning situation. The interpretations proposed in Table A4 can be applied to some lessons,
but other lessons may require different interpretations. Same contributions in different contexts of
online discussion could have a different meaning, and for this reason in Table A4 only the codes, and
not the specific examples, are shown.
The dynamic focus of Task Analysis interpretation implies that researchers need to consider
the online interaction as a whole, and not as the sum of isolated contributions. Coders can use the
Task Analysis codes after coding the whole online discussion through the first-level codes.

Use of Concepts

Implicit Use
(TEI only)

Narrative
Reconstruction

Example of interpretation

Description

Students take note of the text and describe the events
depicted in it.

First-Level
Interpretation

Students share their “first impressions” on the wordless text.
The conceptual work on DIALLS key notions has not begun
yet.

First-Level
Interpretation or
Concept-Oriented
Interpretation

Students begin the work on the key concepts of the lesson
and start to use implicitly the concepts to explain and
understand the events depicted in the text.
With or without the teacher's guidance, the concept-word
starts to be frequently used in the online discussion as it is
identified as the “key” to understand the text.

Explicit Mention

Explicit Mention

Concept-Oriented
Interpretation

Definition +/-

Self-Involvement

Students continue the conceptual work and deepen their
understanding of the text and its links with the concept at
stake.
Students start to get involved in the text narration and build
a proto definition of the concept at stake, based on the text.
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Definition +/-

With the teacher’s guidance, students generalise their
definition and decontextualize it from the text to build a
global understanding of the key concept which can be
applied to their everyday life.

Table A4. Example of dynamic interpretation: Task Analysis

2.4.

Dialogue Acts coding category

This coding category is based on Coding Scheme for oral dialogues. We adapted some codes to the
specific context of online interactions. The Table A5 below briefly synthesizes the similarities and
differences between the Coding Scheme and the “Dialogue Act” category presented here. There is to
be noted that despite the minor modifications to adapt the Coding Scheme to online data, the hierarchy
of dialogicity of the moves is maintained. The most notable modification to the Coding Scheme in its
adaptation to online dialogues is that the Meta-Dialogical code is not applicable to DIALLS online
interactions. Meta-dialogues in which students clarify the goal of the dialogue, their understanding
of it, or the meaning of linguistic elements can be found during the process of oral interactions. The
written dialogue is a partial transcription and synthesis of a broader dialogue that took place in class.
Analysing online interactions only give access to the “tip of the iceberg” of what is happening in the
classrooms, and online discussion data are dialogues as written products of a socio-cognitive process
external to online discussions. Meta-dialogical questions are most likely asked and answered orally
in these sequences, and for this reason no relevant Meta-Dialogical moves were found in the analysed
interactions.
The codes of Dialogue Act are the following:
1. Off-Task contributions (OT)
2. Managerial (MA)
3. Stating (ST)
4. Accepting/Discarding (AC/DC)
5. Inviting (IN)
6. Co-Construction (CC)
7. Justification (JU)
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8. Synthesis/Contrast (SY/CO)
In this type of coding, to each contribution can be attributed more than one code, which
represent distinct acts sequentially performed. For example, we consider the second contribution
shown in Figure 2 above:
I think that the baboon was sent there and he misses the earth and he does feel lonely.
What do you think?
This contribution is coded both as a Statement (first sentence of the contribution) and an Inviting
(second sentence).
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Oral Dialogue Coding Scheme

“Dialogue Act” category for online interactions

General:

General:

- Assigns only ONE code to each turn
- Code

predominance:

- More than one code can be assigned to each

Dialogicity

contribution

criterion, Clarity criterion
- Assessment of relevance
Not coded turns: Inaudible / Incomplete / Off- Off-task

contributions:

Off-task

task / Noise without meaning

incomprehensible contributions

Code - Managerial:

Code - Managerial:

- activity coordination

and

- activity coordination

- turn-taking coordination
Code - Stating: "Any act of stating or asserting that a state of facts or ideas is true or false without
defending such assertion." (Coding book, p. 13)
Code - Accepting/Discarding: "Any act of accepting, acknowledging (AC), challenging or
rejecting (DC) an opinion or a state of affair put forward by another speaker, without providing
further reasons and without considering background values used as presuppositions or linguistic
terminology, is considered an AC/DC code." (ibid., p. 20)
Code - Inviting: "Any discourse attempt to invite others to provide (further) reasoning and/or
elaboration either on their own or on others’ contribution." (ibid., p. 33)
Code - Expanding:

Code - Co-construction:

- "Only in the cases when the move
includes elaboration of one’s own or
another’s

move

it

is

coded

as

“expanding”" (p. 37)
- "Expanding

is

an

- Code - Expanding
- Restating, reformulating another's idea in
order to make other students understand it
more easily

integration,

a

- Formulating a new idea based on another

specification, an enrichment of a

student's

viewpoint already stated." (p. 38)

contribution

- "Expanding

is

an

integration,

or

the

teacher's

previous

a

specification, an enrichment of a
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viewpoint already stated." (p. 39)

Code - Reasoning:

Code - Justification: Providing reasons for

- Reasoning 1. Providing reasons for accepting/not accepting a viewpoint
accepting/not accepting a viewpoint;
- Reasoning 2. Including another’s or
others’ viewpoint(s) in the speaker’s,
evaluating the difference of views. It
can have different characteristics, such
as:
- Summarizing

the

other’s

viewpoint and comparing it with
the speaker’s;
- Referring to another’s viewpoint
and

presenting

one’s

own

viewpoint to compare the two;
- Acknowledging

another’s

Code - Synthesis/Contrast:
Including another’s or others’ viewpoint(s) in the
speaker’s, evaluating the difference of views. It
can have different characteristics, such as:
- Summarizing the other’s viewpoint and
comparing it with the speaker’s;
- Referring to another’s viewpoint and
presenting one’s own viewpoint to compare
the two;
- Acknowledging another’s viewpoint and
affirming

or

discarding

one’s

own

viewpoint;

viewpoint and affirming or
discarding one’s own viewpoint;
Code - Meta-Dialogical:

The Meta-Dialogical code is Not Applicable to

- Pragmatic meta-dialogical: goal of the DIALLS online interactions.
dialogue
- Pragmatic

meta-dialogical:

Understanding the dialogue, a move or
its subject matter
- Linguistic meta-dialogical: Meaning of
linguistic elements
Table A5. Comparison between the Coding Scheme for oral interactions and the “Dialogue Act”
category
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2.4.1. Off-Task contributions (OT)
Off-Task contributions (OT) are coded separately based on the definition of the Coding Scheme for
oral discussions (p. 3):
Off-task moves include all the moves that address topics external to the dialogue and not
possibly related to it. In a sense, they are not really part of the dialogue. (ODCB, p. 3).
A contribution is considered as Off-Task if it doesn't relate in any way to the topic of the dialogue
(i.e. the wordless text or a specific classroom activity). The Off-Task code also corresponds to
incomprehensible contributions i.e. contributions that seem meaningless. Due to the design of
DIALLS learning sequences and the specific context of online written interactions, we expect
incomprehensible contributions to be rare, or at least limited to students' group discussions (i.e.
without teacher's intervention).
The Off-Task code is the only exclusive code, as one cannot code a contribution
simultaneously as Off-task and relevant for the dialogue. If the contribution is partially relevant
to the current dialogue, the off-task part of the contribution should not be coded.
Examples of Off-Task contributions
Example 27. “kt husg”
This contribution contains only gibberish language, and it is then coded as Off-Task (OT).
Example 28. “Guess who I aaaaam”
This contribution is not relevant to the task, so it is Off-Task (OT).
Example 29. “use of fancy words. bravo!”
This contribution could be considered as meta-dialogical, as its topic is the used language itself.
However, it is not relevant to the pedagogical objectives of DIALLS lessons, and it is then
considered as an Off-Task (OT) contribution.
Example 30. [Counter-example modified] “I think the empty man is sad and should be helped.
Guess who I aaaaam”
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This is not an off-task contribution because the first sentence is relevant to the dialogue (as it is
about the discussed wordless text). The second sentence, which would be Off-Task if taken
singularly, does not invalidate the code, and should be ignored.
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2.4.2. Managerial (MA)
The Managerial code for online discussions is like the one from the Coding Scheme (p. 27). However,
since in an online interaction there is no need for turn-taking coordination, the Managerial code is
mostly limited to “activity coordination:”
Activity coordination correspond to the moves that intend to establish an activity – in this
sense, this group of MA moves is procedural, as it imposes or regulates the procedure of
a specific activity (a classroom one in the educational context).
Managerial contributions often focus on the use of the online platform but can also capture references
to the students’ behaviour and regulation by peers. Teachers are also expected to perform Managerial
moves focused on task management.
Examples of contributions coded as Managerial
Example 31. “can team 2 talk to our group 6 as we could not login.”
This contribution is focused on the use of the online platform in order to facilitate the "online
dialogue" task.
Example 32. “listen for a sec what're we doin'?”
This contribution from a student aims at regulating peers producing off-task contributions, and
is as such managerial.

2.4.3. Stating (ST)
The Stating code for online discussions is like the one introduced for the Coding Scheme (p. 13):
Any act of stating or asserting that a state of facts or ideas is true or false without
defending such assertion. Stating can be expressed through an interrogative sentence,
when the interrogative does not mean a request of an answer, but simply elicits a
confirmation, or an acceptance or disagreement.
Examples of contributions coded as Stating
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Example 33. “The house, for me, is to have a family, to have brothers, mother, father, grandfather,
uncle and friends. To have love, friendship, peace and relax together with our family.”
Example 34. “We think our house has the family. Because we love our family. Our home is a place
where we feel happy.”
The underlined parts of the contributions are statements. This contribution also contains a
Justification (see below).
Example 35. “Maybe he was send on the moon to keep it bright?”
Even if it is formulated as a question, this contribution only states the student's interpretation,
and the interrogative sentence has the only function of presenting it as a disputable hypothesis.
It is then coded as a Statement.

2.4.4. Accepting / Discarding (AC/DC)
The AC/DC code for online discussions is like the AC/DC code in the Coding Scheme:
Any act of accepting, acknowledging (AC), challenging or rejecting (DC) an opinion or
a state of affair put forward by another speaker, without providing further reasons and
without considering background values used as presuppositions or linguistic
terminology, is considered an AC/DC code. (p. 20)
Since the online coding allows multiple codes, it is possible to code a contribution both as an AC/DC
and another Dialogue Act (see examples below).
Examples of contributions coded as Accepting/Discarding
Example 36. “I agree...”
This typical example of Accepting is rarely found in online interactions, as it is frequently
associated with other Dialogue Acts.
Example 37. “-

we

think

that

home

is

somewhere

where

you

feel

safe?

- we do think that home is a safe place where we all feel comfortable and safe. Where we
make memories and happiness”
Here the students accept the opinion of other students before building on their contribution (see
Co-Construction below).
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Example 38. –

“I

think

the

book

is

about

kholodets

- I think the book is about loneliness”
The answer “I think the book is about loneliness” is both a Statement and a Discarding of the
first answer, as it is expressed in response thereto and states a different interpretation without any
further justification.

2.4.5. Inviting (IN)
The Inviting code for online discussions is very similar to the Stating code of the Coding Scheme:
Any discourse attempt to invite others to provide (further) reasoning and/or elaboration
either on their own or on others’ contribution. (p. 33)
An Inviting contribution shows more dialogicity when it is performed by a student rather than the
teacher, as the quality of the dialogue is somehow part of the teacher’s “pedagogical agenda” (see
“Teacher's Support” below).
Examples of contributions coded as Inviting
Example 39. “What do you think the message was?”
In this contribution, the student invites other students to provide their interpretation of the text
and its global message. It is then coded as an Inviting move.
Example 40. –

“world"”

- “What do you mean by ‘world’? Elaborate please”
The second contribution demands to the first student an elaboration of his/her contribution. It is
then coded as an Inviting (IN) contribution.

2.4.6. Co-Construction (CC)
The Co-Construction code derives from the Expanding code of the Coding Scheme (p. 37), modifying
it by adopting a wider perspective. This code is used for every contribution that uses or develops
explicitly another student’s contribution, such as restating, reformulating, or formulating a new idea
based on another student's or the teacher's previous contribution. The Co-Construction code is
broader than Expanding in order to grasp more effectively the students’ cultural literacy process
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through which students build together their understanding of the wordless text and of key DIALLS
concepts (cf D2.1).
Examples of contributions coded as Co-Construction
Example 41. – “The video makes us feel sorry for him [...] the fact how he has to wake up at 5AM
to do so much work to light up the moon and no one sees what he is working for they just
see

the

end

result

- We completely agree with what you are saying no one knows what he is doing so what
is he doing it for?”
The second contribution extends the first one, explicitly building on it in clear agreement
therewith. It is thus coded as a Co-Construction (and as an Accepting/Discarding) contribution.
Example 42. – “We think the baboon is trying to get attention from Earth by lighting up the moon.
- yeah we agree and perhaps that was why he was also playing the trumpet”
The second contribution extends the first one drawing a hypothesis from the first contribution;
therefore, it is then as Co-Construction.

2.4.7. Justification (JU)
The Justification (JU) code is related to the Reasoning code from Coding Scheme (p. 42), and in
particular the description referring to “Reasoning 1”:
Providing reasons for accepting/not accepting a viewpoint [...] typically (but not
necessarily nor sufficiently) through keywords such as ‘because’,’so’, ‘therefore’, ‘thus’,
‘if… then’, ‘not...unless’, ‘it’s like…’, ‘imagine if…’’. The attempt need not to be
‘successful’, -- that is, reasoning need not to be judged good in order to be coded.
Every contribution where the students or the teachers give reasons for their claims is coded as
containing a Justification.
Examples of contributions coded as Justifications
Example 43. “We think our house has the family. Because we love our family. Our home is a place
where we feel happy.”
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The underlined sentence gives a reason to accept the first sentence, which advances a viewpoint.
Thus, this contribution is coded as Justification (and Stating).
Example 44. “In

the

Yellow

Room:

After viewing the film twice and reflecting a lot, we came to the conclusion that:
[....]
Each one of us shared his reflection and also drew on the puzzle piece that we all built.”
In this contribution, the students explicitly show the process of decision-making, as it describes
the work done by the students to reach their conclusion. It is a Justification, as it can be
reformulated as an argument: “we worked a lot on it, so we are rather confident in our findings.”

2.4.8. Synthesis / Contrast (SY/CO)
The Synthesis / Contrast (SY/CO) is similar to the Reasoning code of the Coding Scheme (p. 42),
and more specifically to what is called “Reasoning 2:”
Including another’s or others’ viewpoint(s) in the speaker’s, evaluating the difference of
views. It can have different characteristics, such as:

● Summarizing the other’s viewpoint and comparing it with the speaker’s;
● Referring to another’s viewpoint and presenting one’s own viewpoint to compare
the two;

● Acknowledging another’s viewpoint and affirming or discarding one’s own
viewpoint;
In Reasoning 2, the turns can have:
a. a contrastive structure such as ‘While…, I….’ or
b. an evaluative structure of the kind ‘Viewpoint x is problematic, and this problem
can be avoided by…’ or
c. a comparative/synthetic structure, such as ‘we can conclude that…’
The word “but” is a good indicator of the SY/CO code when it is used to compare or contrast one's
viewpoint with other claims without totally discarding them.
Examples of contributions coded as Synthesis/Contrast
Example 45. “Some of us agree with your idea, but there are those who argue that there are people
who live without their family, and they still have a home.”
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This contribution both synthesizes the viewpoint of a group of students (“some of us,” “those”)
and partially disagree with it (“but”). It is then a typical example of Synthesis / Contrast.
Example 46. – “For us home is like a human nest, with protection, food, and a place to do our
needs. It's also a place to rest. It has a kitchen, a living room and a large corridor.
- You don't need a big house to feel better and happier.”
The underlined contribution implicitly refutes the other by contrasting it with a different
viewpoint. It is then coded as Synthesis / Contrast.
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2.5.

Polyphony coding category

The Polyphony category aims at highlighting if and when students integrate others’ points of view in
their own discourse, and how the teacher uses students’ contributions in his/her interventions on the
platform. It also allows to analyse how the teacher mediates classroom dialogue. This coding category
distinguishes the “talking subject (or locutor),” the person who pronounces the words, is distinguished
from the “speaker (or voice)” the dialogical entity to whom the words are attributed (Bakhtin, 1981),
and – in teacher’s contributions – the “utterer (or enunciator),” namely the entity responsible for the
literal semantic contents expressed (Ducrot, 1980, 1984). The Talking Subject/Locutor is the first and
the easiest entity that can be identified, as it corresponds to the person writing the contribution (a
student, or a teacher). The Voice/Speaker corresponds to the person speaking through the Locutor’s
words, distinguishing the case in which the Locutor give his/her own opinion (Locutor=Voice) or
reports another's in his/her contribution (Locutor≠Voice).
In a contribution, a student can express his/her own view (“I”), but also the perspective of
another student (“he/she”), the group ("we”), or the teacher. Similarly, the teacher can give his/her
own view or asking his/her own questions but can also post contributions on dialls.net acting as the
spokesperson of the class, thus summarizing the opinion of the class or a subgroup. The teacher can
also reformulate the opinion of some students.
To analyse the teacher's mediation practice during online dialogues, when the teacher/Locutor
expresses corresponds to the Voice, the Utterers/Enunciators are distinguished, namely the
individuals responsible for the positions reported in the Locutor's discourse. In other words, the
teacher can express his/her own Voice as his own, or as if it was the Voice of the whole class. The
Enunciator code could have been used for all combinations of Locutor and Voices, but this analysis
is limited to this specific case to keep the Polyphony category simple enough to be easily used.
These different combinations are summarized in the Table A6 below, which represents the
codes for the Polyphony category.

Polyphony Codes
Locutor
Student

Voice

Description

Him/herse The student advances his/her own opinion in the contribution. The
lf

pronoun “I” is a good indicator
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Another

The student repeats or reformulates another student’s contribution or

student

what he/she said orally.
The student speaks on behalf of the whole class group or some sub-group

Group

as a whole. The use of the pronouns “us” or “we” to express a statement
or an opinion (e.g. “we think...,” “for us...”) are good indicators.

Teacher

The student repeats or reformulates the teacher's contribution or what the
teacher said or would say.
The teacher repeats or reformulates a student’s opinion, or the opinion of

Student(s) different students, taken individually. The (eventually multiple) use of
“he/she” referring to student(s) is an excellent indicator.
The teacher summarizes the general opinion of the class or one sub-group
Whole

thereof, considering it as a group, usually using the pronouns “us” or “we”

class

(including him/herself). This is often the case where the contribution is
about the task.

Teacher

Enunciator: Whole Class

Enunciator: Teacher

The teacher advances his/her own The teacher advances his/her own
viewpoint but expresses it as the viewpoint or asks his/her own
Teacher

opinion of the whole class, usually questions explicitly as his/her own.
using “us” or “we.” It is possible to Teachers normally do not use the “I”
distinguish it from the Whole Class pronoun, which is a good indicator
Voice by considering the content of when used.
the contribution.

Table A6. Combinations of Voice, Locutor and Enunciator.
Also in this case, it is possible to code more than one Voice for each contribution, even if there
is necessarily only one Locutor for each contribution. For example, consider the following
contribution:
Person one said she was very confused on why the baboon was crying and why it can
play the trumpet.
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Person two says why is he on the moon.
and I think he was sent there and he misses the Earth"
The Locutor, a student, express the view of two other students (individually), but also his/her own
view. The Voice of this contribution will then be coded as Other Student and Him/herself. As noted
earlier, the code Other Student there cannot be used twice for this unique contribution.
In some cases (for example in lack of a specific voice indicator) it is difficult to determine
the Voice of a Locutor. In these cases, the Voice should be coded as corresponding to the
locutor's (i.e. Him/herself if the Locutor is a student, and Teacher if the Locutor is a teacher).
Examples of the different combinations of Locutor and Voice
Locutor Student - Voice Him/herself
Example 47. “The house, for me, is to have a family, to have brothers, mother, father, grandfather,
uncle and friends. To have love, friendship, peace and relax together with our family.”
The student’s statement begins with “for me” and gives his/her own viewpoint.
Example 48. “Group
for
for

4

me,
me,

a
a

has

house
house

is
is

a
a

several
place

place

opinions:

where

where

I

I
sleep

feel
and

good.
eat.

a house is the place where I live, where I have my family near me.”
Even with one unique contribution, each student speaks for him/herself here, and no summary is
given of the different opinions in the group. This is particularly clear due to the use of “for me”
and “I” in the different paragraphs of the contribution.
Locutor Student - Voice Other Student:
Example 49. “Person one said she was very confused on why the baboon was crying and why it
can play the trumpet.
Person two says why is he on the moon.
and I think he was sent there and he misses the Earth”
Even if the Locutor Student is stating the opinion of 3 different students (him/herself included),
s/he does it individually (as opposed to a “we said/think that...” structure). Thus, there are two
Voices in this contribution, one of the student him/herself, and one belonging to another student.
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Locutor Student - Voice Group:
Example 50. “For us, home is our family. Because without it, we wouldn't be happy or adored.
Because our family is more important than our home.”
This contribution from a student expresses the whole Group's opinion. The locution “for us” is a
good indicator.
Example 51. “Some of us agree with your idea, but there are those who argue that there are people
who live without their family, and they still have a home.”
In this contribution, the view of two Groups is contrasted: the agreeing students (“some of us”)
are opposed to the disagreeing students, who are also considered as a group (“those who argue
that”).
Locutor Student - Voice Teacher
Example 52. “we’re supposed to choose two pictures and explain why we chose them”
The student reformulates the teacher's instructions for the activity, and thus the Voice expressed
here is the Teacher's.
Locutor Teacher - Voice Student(s)
Example 53. “[Student] discussed the point of whether he would be able to survive on the moon
without a space suit. Therefore, she came to the conclusion that he belonged to the moon
and not earth.”
The teacher repeats what a student said orally during the lesson. This contribution is a typical
example of the polyphony in teacher's online discourse.
Example 54. “T thinks the moon because he has a job to do and if the didn't the moon wouldn't light
up.
C believes he belongs to earth because he doesn't have any friends on the moon.
J wondered if he wouldn't be able to survive on earth as well as he can on the moon:”
The teacher repeats the opinion of three different students without summarizing them nor
considering the three students as a unified group.
Locutor Teacher - Voice Whole class
Example 55. “Crimson

class

definition

of

home

is:

Home is where you have friends and family, feel safe and loved.”
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In this contribution, the teacher gives explicitly the viewpoint of the class as a unified whole.
Example 56. “We think a home is...
Somewhere we go to feel safe.
Somewhere where you choose to be.
Somewhere you want to be.
Where my family and pets are.
Where you feel comfortable.”
This contribution, posted by a teacher, aggregates the opinions of different students (indicated
by the line breaks and the use of “my family and pets” in one student's statement); however, such
view are attributed to the Whole Group (“we think”) without naming the student. Therefore, the
Voice belongs to the Group rather than to different Students.
Locutor Teacher - Voice Teacher
Example 57. "I really like this idea!"
This teacher’s contribution provides the opinion of the teacher (“I”). The Enunciator is here
clearly the Teacher.
Example 58. “Has he chosen this? Even though he is away from home?”
With this contribution, the teacher asks a question and for this reason it is coded as having the
Voice of the Teacher. The Enunciator is the Teacher, as no specific reference to the class is made.
Example 59. “G predicts that the elephant is going to slowly squash his bike as he is too heavy. E
thinks that he is the only elephant that can ride a bike. M has a great idea that she thinks
the elephant is an artist. A thinks that the elephant can't ride the bike at first and needs
stabilizers and an instructor.”
In this contribution, the teacher repeats the opinions of three different students without
summarizing them or considering the three students as a unified group. Thus, this contribution is
coded as Student(s) Voice. However, the teacher provides also briefly her own opinion on the
idea of student M, considering it as a “great idea.” This contribution is then also coded as having
the Teacher Voice; the Enunciator is the Teacher as no specific mention is made of the class.
Example 60. “F says Hi. We have uploaded the image with both pics in the same frame so we only
have to discuss one frame. Might help?”
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In this contribution, the teacher uses the pronoun “we” to describe something that only he/she
could have done, namely “uploaded the image” on the DIALLS platform. The Voice is here the
Teacher's but the Enunciator here is the Whole Class.
Example 61. “How can we make a new classmate feel welcome?
V: Asking them if they want to play with you.
I: Show them around the classroom/playground.
[…]”
In an inter-class dialogue, the teacher reports a question that he/she asked orally to his/her own
students, so that it is possible to show their answers to the students of the other class. The
question, despite being the Teacher's Voice, is formulated using a “we” and including the
students (as the question is directly asked to them), i.e. with the Enunciator Whole Class.

2.6.

Teacher's Support

The Teacher's Support second-level category is the teacher-focused counterpart of the Task Analysis
category, as it aims to get a better understanding of what the teachers effectively do during the online
interactions within DIALLS lessons. The precise role of the teacher during DIALLS lessons can
indeed vary according to different factors, like the lesson plan and its objectives, or the way students
engage in an online discussion. As it is exclusively focused on the role of the teacher during online
discussions, the Teacher's Support second-level category is not used to analyse online discussions
that have no teacher’s written contributions.
The role of the teacher during DIALLS lessons is complex, as it operates on various levels.
In online discussions, it can involve different Dialogue Acts, as the teacher can participate in many
ways to serve his/her teaching objectives. The teacher can also reformulate (or not) what students
write on the platform, in order to guide students by highlighting, validating, or eventually correcting
them. The teacher also guides students' work at a conceptual level, and thus uses him/herself the
DIALLS key concepts in various ways. The Teacher's Support second-level category combines the
coding categories of Dialogue Acts, Polyphony (in particular the Voice, since the Locutor is always
the teacher for this category), and Use of Concepts coding categories.
During DIALLS lessons and the corresponding online discussions, three major types of
Teacher's Support can be distinguished: Guidance, Mediation and Task-management (adapted
and simplified from Bucheton and Soulé, 2009). The following Table A7 shows different
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combinations of Dialogue Acts, Polyphony and Use of Concepts coding categories corresponding to
these interpretations. All these categories are necessary for interpreting the teacher's contribution, as
a single code can refer to different situations, and thus it is not easy to distinguish between different
interpretations (guidance, mediation, or task-management). Different contributions can refer to the
same broader interpretation: for example, two different teacher's contributions can pursue the same
aim of guiding the students to a better understanding of the concepts at stake or ensuring the proper
continuation of the lesson.
Describing the teacher's contribution in its context (for example in the thread or whole
discussion) is necessary for understanding and interpreting it. For this reason, the coder should
work on the Teacher's Support second-level category after coding the online discussion using the
first-level codes.
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Polyphony
Dialogue Acts (Locutor
Teacher's contribution
Teacher) Use of concepts Example of interpretation
Code
Voice

Groupwork now in
school X, school Y
and school Z

Managerial
(MA)

Teacher
Enunciato
r Teacher

Hello, Year 4. We
are Class X at School
Y. It is lovely to talk
to you.

Off-Task
(OT)

Teacher
Enunciato
r Teacher

[Student] discussed
whether she would
be able to survive on
the moon without a
space suit. Therefore,
she came to the
conclusion that she
belonged to the
moon and not to the
earth.
We thought that the
baboon misses his
home and its family
on earth. We knew
that he misses them
because he cried and
played a sad melody

Stating
(ST)
Justificatio
n (JU)

Stating
(ST)
Justificatio
n (JU)

Student

Whole
Class

The teacher ends the
online discussion and asks
the students to engage in
group work. This teacher's
contribution aims at
making sure that the whole
lesson continues properly
and in time. The teacher’s
role here is Task manager.
This contribution, off-task
considering the objectives
of the DIALLS lesson,
aims at facilitating the
online interaction between
the teachers, who act as
mediators for the
interaction between two
different classes. This
contribution is part of the
Task manager role of the
teacher.

BelongingDefinition
(D) "You
belong where
you can
survive"

BelongingExplicitly
Mentioned
(EM)
(“home“)
EmpathyImplicit Use
(IU)

Both contributions from
(pre-) primary lessons
represent the teacher's role
of Mediator. The teacher
reformulates or reproduces
the students’ oral words in
writing them down as
contributions on the online
platform.
By adopting the Voice of
some specific student, the
teacher implicitly presents
his/her opinion as nonconsensual. On the
contrary, by summarizing
the opinion of the Whole
Class, the teacher
implicitly validates the
conclusions of the
students.
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Teacher's
contribution

Polyphony
(Locutor
Dialogue Acts Teacher)
Code
Voice

Where do you think
[the baboon's] parents Inviting (IN)
could be?

Has [the baboon]
chosen this? Even
though he is away
from home?

Inviting (IN)

Teacher
Enunciator
Teacher

Teacher
Enunciator
Teacher

Accepting/Dis Teacher
I really like this idea! carding
Enunciator
(AC/DC)
Teacher

Use of
concepts

Example of interpretation

The teacher asks a question
about the narration or the
meaning of the wordless text
(Baboon on the Moon). The
teacher’s role is of a Guide, as
this contribution aims at
guiding students towards the
cultural literacy process by
fostering students' reflexion
about the text itself. The
contribution is not coded using
the Use of Concepts codes: the
teacher does not provide
guidance about the concepts,
but the about the text itself.
The teacher tries to help
students work on the concept
at stake in the wordless text
(Belonging) and its meaning.
In this contribution, the
teacher’s role is to Guide
Belongingstudents in the conceptual
Explicitly
work. This contribution takes
Mentioned
(EM) (Home) a step further, as it explicitly
mentions the concept at stake
to highlight its relationship
with the text.

This teacher's contribution is
drawn from an online
discussion between two
secondary classes. The teacher
takes part in the students'
discussion and explicitly
validates a student's idea. The
teacher acts as Guide.
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Table A7. Example of interpretation using the Teacher's Support category

2.7.

Dialogue Types

Despite specific features related to the lesson plan relative to a specific lesson, each dialogue on the
DIALLS platform, is, at a macro-level, an educational dialogue (M. J. Baker, 2020) and, depending
on the lesson plan, more specifically an educational dialogue between students or teacher-mediated.
However, in order to fully understand to what extend the cultural literacy process is taking place in
online discussions, we need to characterize these dialogues not only at the micro-level of the coded
contributions, but also at the meso-level of dialogue episodes (Hennessy et al., 2020). Furthermore,
the focus on dialogue episodes implies a broader scope than the only dialogical structure of isolated
contributions. The Dialogue Types second-level category combines Dialogue Acts, Polyphony and
task codes to distinguish different types of educational dialogues (at a meso-level) within online
discussion on the DIALLS platform.
During DIALLS lessons and the related online discussions, different types of educational
dialogues can be distinguished: regulatory, collaborative, argumentative, and cumulative.
These dialogue types are not mutually exclusive, as, for example, a given dialogue is very rarely
"purely" argumentative or cumulative (M. J. Baker, 2020). Instead, we consider a dialogue as
"argumentative" when this is the dominant function of the dialogue – among others. The type of
dialogue in an episode is to be considered as a continuum rather than as a discrete category and the
analysis of Dialogue Types rely more on heuristic rules than a systematic correspondence between
contributions and dialogue type.
To analyse dialogues at a meso-level, the first point is to define the segmentation of the
interaction, namely what can be considered as a thematic episode. As noted above, a single thread
often does not represent a thematic episode of the online dialogue. Reciprocally, long threads (see
Structural Features) are not necessarily limited to one thematic episode. New dialogical episodes
often beging with a change of subject within the discussion, so the segmentation of thematic episodes
rely on the task coding categories, namely Use of Concepts and Narrative Reconstruction. In
particular, a brutal shift from contributions coded using one or both of these coding categories to
contributions not coded through the same code(s) may be a good indicator of a change of thematic
episode. For example, the passage from a set of contributions identified as Narrative Reconstruction
to another set where this code does not appear indicates a thematic change in the course of dialogue,
and then two distinct thematic episodes. Obviously, the type of dialogue can locally vary during a
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given episode, so sub-episodes can arise from the coding in a clearer way (notably depending on the
dialogue acts used in the dialogue, see below).
The Dialogue Acts coding category is particularly relevant for determining the dominant
type(s) of dialogue in a given thematic (sub-)episode, as some Dialogue Acts can indicate one or more
type of dialogue, depending on the context:
- Regulatory dialogue is mostly (if exclusively) constituted of Managerial dialogue acts;
- Collaborative dialogue can be characterized by frequent use of Inviting and Co-Construction
dialogue acts in a thematic episode. Accepting/Discarding and Synthesis/Contrast dialogue acts can
also, depending on the context, be considered as collaborative acts;
- Argumentative dialogue is mostly characterized by the use of Justifications dialogue acts.
Depending on the context, Discarding and Synthesis/Contrast dialogue acts can also be linked to
argumentative dialogue;
- Cumulative dialogue (Mercer, Wegerif, & Dawes, 1999) is mostly constituted of Stating
contributions.
These four types of dialogue are not mutually exclusive. For example, a dialogical episode containing
both a high proportion of Justification and Co-Construction moves can be both Argumentative and
Collaborative, and an episode containing mostly Stating and Inviting dialogue acts can be both
Cumulative and Collaborative.
In addition to the Dialogue Acts codes, the analysis of students’ and teachers’ Polyphony
is also a good indicator for determining the collaborative nature of a dialogue. The use of other
voices can indeed be seen as an indicator of collaboration between students, as they appropriate each
other's ideas through discourse. Furthermore, the task coding categories, in addition to their role in
the segmentation of thematic episodes, can also be relevant to determine the type of dialogue. For
example, it is expected that Managerial dialogue will not contain many references to the task itself
(i.e. contributions not coded regarding the Use of Concepts and Narrative Reconstruction codes),
since this dialogue concerns the regulation of the task.
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APPENDIX B.
DIALLS Online Dialogue Analysis
Analysing computer-mediated discussions on the DIALLS
platform.
CNRS / Télécom Paris - Michael Baker, Françoise Détienne & Gabriel Pallarès
HUJI - Talli Cedar & Baruch Schwarz
WWU - Benjamin Brummernhenrich

1. Online dialogue analysis
Analysing online dialogues gives a perspective on the cultural literacy process in DIALLS
complementary to the analysis of classroom spoken dialogues. First, while online dialogues occur
between different classrooms (in the same country), whereas spoken dialogues take place in the
same classroom. Second, depending on the pedagogical scenario, online dialogues are “condensed”
discussions, as teachers often summarise what was said in each classroom then communicate it to
the other classroom connected remotely through the dialls.net platform (see D6). Furthermore,
online and spoken dialogues are very different from a structural perspective, as the latter involves
many more contributions – and much less structured – than the former. It is then meaningful to
perform a deeper, fine-grained qualitative analysis of online dialogues.

2. Research questions
The general objective of the analysis of online dialogues is to understand the extent to which students
and teachers are engaged in dialogical activities with respect to key European values during online
discussions on the DIALLS platform. Based on the cultural literacy view developed within the
DIALLS project (see D2.1), according to which cultural literacy is regarded as a dialogical process,
this objective can be reformulated as follows: to what extent did the (dialogical) cultural literacy
process take place during online discussions on the DIALLS platform?
To answer this broad question, our analysis is divided into three dimensions, each corresponding to
a set of sub-questions:
1. Form of the dialogue: To what extent did the students effectively discuss together and reply
(relevantly) to each other? What is the quality of their dialogue?
2. Task - Narration and ethical concepts: What part of the dialogue is oriented towards
discussing the key concepts of the text, and the European values of Tolerance, Empathy and
Inclusion [henceforth, “TEI”]? How is this conceptual activity distributed between the
different components of the task, such as the narrative reconstruction of the wordless text
and ensuing discussion of ethical questions arising from it?
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3. Role of the teacher: How does the teacher contribute to the cultural literacy process during
the online interaction? To what extent does the teacher draw on students’ contributions
during the interaction? With which specific aims?

3. Basic principles of the analysis method for online interactions
The coding scheme for analysing online interactions is mostly focused on qualitative aspects of
dialogue at a micro-level of analysis (Hennessy, Howe, Mercer, & Vrikki, 2020). The coding
categories are the following:
1. Use of Concepts. This coding category aims at understanding to what extent students' and
teachers' dialogues are focused on the various concepts at stake in the wordless text. These
concepts are: 1) the three essential dimensions of Cultural literacy, namely Tolerance,
Empathy and Inclusion (TEI) (Maine, Cook, & Lähdesmäki, 2019); and 2) other task-related
concepts like Diversity, Democracy, Solidarity, Belonging or Cooperation (see D3.1),
depending on the discussed wordless text. This category is at the core of the analysis.
2. Narrative Reconstruction. This coding category is used to explore in what extent the
students work on the wordless texts, their narration, and build their own understanding of the
values and concepts at stake.
3. Dialogue Acts. This coding category is a modified version of the Coding Scheme presented
in this deliverable, adapted to the analysis of written online interactions. It aims at determining
the quality of the dialogue during online interactions considering the degrees of dialogicity
and collaboration.
4. Polyphony. This coding category is based on the work of Bakhtin (Bakhtin, 1981) and Ducrot
(Ducrot, 1980, 1984), a “talking subject,” the person who pronounces the words, is
distinguished from the “speaker,” the dialogical entity to whom the words are attributed, and
the “utterer,” the entity responsible for the literal semantic contents expressed. This category
analyses the teacher's contributions and assesses the cohesion of the group of students. It aims
at highlighting if and when students integrate each other’s points of view in their own
discourse, how the teacher uses students’ contributions in his/her interventions on the
platform, and how he/she mediates dialogue on the platform.
Some coding categories are combined in broader second-level analytical categories at a meso-level
of analysis (Hennessy et al., 2020). The complexity of processes involved in DIALLS teaching
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sequences cannot be grasped a priori, so codes for different coding categories can refer to various
teaching-learning situations. As part of the qualitative work, the fist-level codes are interpreted
through codes of a higher level.
First, the coding categories Use of Concepts and Narrative Reconstruction are combined in a
broader Task Analysis second-level category. The teachers’ sequences in online dialogues serve two
purposes: 1) to lead the students to understand and reconstruct the narration of the wordless text
together, and 2) to help them conceptualize the concepts at stake in the wordless texts – achieving a
global conceptualisation that they can use in their everyday life, as Europeans citizens. The Narrative
Reconstruction captures the first part of the task, and the Use of Concepts focuses on the second part.
Consequently, it is possible to grasp the complexity of students' activity during DIALLS online
discussions by combining these two codes in a dynamic way.
Second, the Dialogue Acts, Polyphony and Use of Concepts codes are combined in a
qualitative second-level category called Teacher’s Support. The Teacher’s Support code is the
teacher-focused counterpart of the Task Analysis code, as it aims to get a better understanding of what
the teachers effectively do during the online interactions within DIALLS lessons. Three types of
teacher’s support are distinguished: Guidance, Mediation, and Task-Management. The Guidance role
is focused on guiding students towards the cultural literacy process through the fostering of their
reflexion about the concepts at stake in the wordless text or about text itself. For example, the teacher's
contribution “Where do you think [the baboon's] parents could be?” is an example of Guidance
concerning the text “Baboon on the moon” at it steers students towards a question relevant for the
cultural literacy process. The Mediation role is focused on reformulating or reproducing student’s
talk in writing them as contributions on the online platform. For example, the following contribution
is a typical Mediation contribution by a teacher:
[Student] discussed the point of whether he would be able to survive on the moon without
a space suit. Therefore, she came to the conclusion that he belonged to the moon and not
earth.
The Task-Management role is focused on making sure that the whole lesson continues properly in the
given time. For example, the contribution “Groupwork now in school X, school Y and school Z” is a
Task-Management contribution.
Third, the Dialogue Acts code is reinterpreted at a meso-level in combination with the
Polyphony code resulting in the interpretative second-level category called Dialogue Types. The
Dialogue Types category provides another perspective on online discussions, not only focusing on
specific contributions (see below) but also on broader episodes of the dialogue. For our analysis, four
different types of educational dialogue are distinguished, which are not mutually exclusive:
regulatory, collaborative, argumentative, and cumulative. The analysis of Dialogue Types relies
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more on heuristic rules than on a systematic correspondence between contributions and dialogue
types. Regulatory dialogue is often constituted of managerial contributions, as it aims to ensure that
the focus on the task is maintained. For teachers, it is linked with the Task-Management role, but
students can also engage in Regulatory dialogue, such as the second contribution in the following
sequence:
- I am a vegan.
- Who cares? Does that help against [in]tolerance in society?
Collaborative dialogues emerge when students or mediating teachers co-construct the meaning from
the text and answer questions together. It can be characterized by the frequent use of Inviting and CoConstruction dialogue acts in a thematic episode. Argumentative dialogues emerge during
disagreements, and are mostly characterized by the use of Justifications dialogue acts. Depending on
the context, Discarding and Synthesis/Contrast dialogue acts can be also linked to argumentative
dialogue. Cumulative dialogue is mostly constituted of a combination of disconnected statements,
where students or mediating teachers propose ideas related to the task, but do not reply directly and
explicitly to others’ statements.
In addition to the coding scheme, some simple Structural features of the online interaction can
shed light on the lines of inquiry:
1. The Length of threads is an indicator of the quality of dialogue, as long threads can indicate
richer dialogical interactions.
2. The Initiator of the threads is a relevant indicator of students’ understanding of the wordless
text, as it can show whether the teacher needs to provide guidance to the students’ interaction,
or instead they grasp the sense of the text and address their doubts.
3. The Number of threads and contributions combines with the previous two features to provide
a complete picture of the interaction: for example, short threads in an interaction with a limited
number of contributions is less dialogical than short threads in an interaction with lots of
contributions.
Table B1 synthesizes which items of analysis contributes to which set of sub-questions. The figure
B1 below shows how the coding and second-level categories are organized in the coding process.
The detailed coding method for online interactions is presented in Appendix A.

Research questions

Coding items

Second-level items
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- Dialogue Acts
Form of the dialogue

- Polyphony

Dialogue Types

+ Structural features
Task - Narration and ethical

- Use of concepts

concepts

- Narrative reconstruction

Task Analysis

- Dialogue Acts
Role of the teacher

- Polyphony
- Use of Concepts

Teacher's Support

+ Structural features

Table B1. Research questions of online interaction analysis and corresponding items.

Figure B1. Organisation of the coding categories
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4. Available data
The analysis was planned to be conducted on one online interaction per age group (pre-primary,
primary, secondary) per partner, giving a total of 21 online interactions. Due to the COVID-19 global
health crisis and the lockdown of schools across the world, which heavily disrupted the DIALLS
lesson sequences in all countries, we could not collect one sample of online discussion per level per
partner. The available data is presented in the table B2 below. The analysis was conducted on 14
online interactions out of the 21 initially planned: 4 at the pre-primary level, 6 at the primary level
and 4 at the secondary level, which amount to a total of 294 contributions on the DIALLS platform
(50 at the pre-primary level, 113 at the primary level, 131 at the secondary level).

Pre-primary (5-6
y.o.)

Primary (8-9 y.o.)

Secondary (14-15
y.o.)

HUJI

1

1

1

NOVA FCSH

1

1

1

UB

0

0

0

UCAM

1

1

1

UNIC

1

1

0

VU

0

1

0

WWU

0

1

1

Table B2. Numbers of online dialogues analysed, per partner.

5. Results
Out of 294 analysed contributions on dialls.net, 115 (used at least one of the key European
dispositions of Tolerance, Empathy and Inclusion (39%). Considering the age group, this amounts 20
contributions out of 50 at the pre-primary level (40%), 23 out of 113 at the primary level (20%) and
72 out of 131 at the secondary level (55%). A high variability can be observed at each level of the
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analysed interactions, due to the topics of the wordless text (TEI and/or another CAF concept, see
D2.1) and the size of interactions. Table B3 shows this variability. See appendix for the complete
analysis of all the interactions.

Pre-primary

Primary

Secondary

(mediated by

(mediated by

(between

teachers)

teachers)

students)

50 (24 threads)

113 (60 threads)

131 (53 threads)

Min 7

Min 13

Min 7

Max 25

Max 28

Max 57

Min 7

(Min 3 threads

(Min 5 threads

(Min 7 threads

Max 57

Max 10 threads)

Max 23 threads)

Max 20 threads)

20 (40%)

23 (20%)

72 (55%)

Overall

Number of
contributions

294

(threads)
Mix/max
number of
contributions
(threads) in an
interaction
Number of
contributions
using TEI

115 (39%)

(percentage)
Percentage of
contributions
using TEI in
each analysed
interaction

- 7% (2/28)
- 0% (0/8)

- 7 % (1/13)

- 26% (14/54)

- 30% (3/10)

- 9% (2/22)

- 68% (39/57)

Min 0%

- 40% (10/25)

- 29% (4/14)

- 92% (12/13)

Max 100%

- 100% (7/7)

- 33% (6/18)

- 100% (7/7)

- 44% (8/18)

Table B3. Variability in size and use of concepts among analysed interactions.
5.1. Pre-primary - Interactions mediated by teachers
Role of the teacher: The role of the mediating teachers during online interactions and their
consequent use of students' contributions appear highly dependent on the lesson plan. At the preprimary level, teachers mostly play the role of mediators between lessons, transcribing students’
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contributions on the DIALLS online platform to allow the online dialogue between classes. This
mediation is mostly implemented by teachers by adopting the voice/enunciation of the whole class.
For example, the contribution “We believe that the wind disturbed the families and caused panic and
a big problem” is produced by a teacher but the voice belongs to the class (“we”). Depending on the
lesson plan, they can also be Task-Managers (e.g. facilitating the online interaction or organising the
production of cultural artefacts) and Guides (e.g. asking specific guidance questions to foster
students’ reflection on the texts and TEI). These three roles often seem to be conflicting, both in
online interactions (e.g. an alternance of specific Guidance questions to encourage students to reflect
on the texts and TEI, and Mediation of their answers on the DIALLS online platform) or between the
face-to-face and online parts of the lesson (e.g. Mediation on the online platform VS oral TaskManagement). For example, the following exchange illustrates this second case, as it indicates faceto-face activities focused on the production and discussion of artefacts (Task-Management with
eventual Guidance); however, when not performed by teachers, Management stays mostly invisible
in online interactions:
- Construction of our home
- We're looking forward for your artefacts
- Such special homes. We liked very, very much.
- For us, home is nature, rainbow, sun, joy, beach, summer, a warm place. It is also
shining, amazing and gorgeous. It’s the place where toys are pretty.
Form of the dialogue: At the pre-primary level, the dialogues within the online interactions were
mostly of a Cumulative type, with rather low dialogicity. Depending on the interaction, based on the
summaries of mediating teachers, students produced other types of dialogue (Collaborative, and to a
lesser extent, Argumentative), with higher dialogicity. However, the dialogues between classes,
mediated by teachers, seem to be difficult to implement, and are characterized by the teachers’
frequent use of Regulatory dialogue (e.g. intra-class production of cultural artefacts, see above,
questions from the teacher). Despite some interactions with more complex dialogues and coconstruction between classes, the online interactions at the pre-primary level appear overall rather
weakly dialogic. At this level, most of the dialogue between students appears to be oral and intraclassroom, and thus does not emerge from the online data. The same can be noticed relative to the
conceptuality of online interactions: the variety of the situations implies that some online interactions
involved a deeper conceptual work (regarding the pre-primary level). For example, in the following
contribution both Inclusion and Empathy are implicitly mentioned:
In the end, Big was very sad because the big person showed him how it feels when you
blow loud noises at friends. Maybe Big feels bad that he didn't play with small because
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the trumpet distracted him. Now they are friends because they play together and are
smiling and hugging.
Other contributions, however, are of low conceptual quality. Nevertheless, the analysed interactions
are short, and we can reasonably suppose that most of students’ work during these lessons was done
orally, which cannot emerge in the online data.
Task - Narration and ethical concepts: The analysed interactions mostly focus on wordless texts,
which make the work on the three key dispositions of Tolerance, Empathy and Inclusion very
different depending on the analysed interaction. One interaction only focused on the notion of
Belonging (another CAF concept, see D2.1) without any links to TEI; apart this case, the other
dialogues tackle TEI effectively and connect these concepts to the discussed text. Tolerance, Empathy
and Inclusion are all used in contributions (implicitly, as expected at the pre-primary level).
Considering the summaries of the mediating teachers, students seem to attain an “operational”
understanding of these ideas, which may allow a better enactment thereof in the future, as we can see
for example in this contribution:
Big is an important leading character because with his behavior he shows to us that we
must be good with our friends, to help them if they need something that we can help, but
also to accept them as they are.
These notions can be used simultaneously in contributions, which can indicate the constitution of a
global cultural literacy rather than an isolated work on each notion. As noted above, we can suppose
that most of this work on TEI is done orally during the lesson, and a lot of face-to-face discussions
do not appear in online data.
5.2. Primary - Interactions mediated by teachers
Role of the teacher: At the primary level, in most of the analysed online interactions, teachers play
alternatively the three roles of Guides, Task-Managers, and Mediators, but there is a clear
predominance of the Mediator role. These three roles appear even more in conflict with each other
than at the pre-primary level (notably due to the alternation between face-to-face and online work):
the observed predominance of Mediator among teachers affects the frequency of the Guidance role,
which is lacking in some interactions. Similarly, the Mediator role can be affected by a teacher’s
taking on suddenly the role of Task-Manager, disrupting the mediating dialogue between teachers,
such as in this excerpt:
- (Teacher 2) the ideas shared by both classes: thinking about building an animal park
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- (Teacher 1) great the groups are designing the park plans once they're done I'll upload
the artefacts
- (Teacher 2) the difference between the classes is that in my class they suggested what
to do with the money for the community not only by building a park but also by giving to
the needy and to NGOs
This can be explained by the complexity of the Mediator role, which involves different practices
concerning the use of polyphony to include more effectively students in the mediated dialogue or to
support them less explicitly, so that students do not feel judged by the teacher, such as in the case of
the following guiding contribution, presented as having been enunciated by the whole class:
“We liked the idea of ‘nest of humans’, we wouldn't remember that. It's a very cute idea. Your
ideas and ours are different, but they're all good ideas.”
The role of the teacher is manifestly critical for the cultural literacy process, as the analysis of the
online interactions indicates that the quality of the online dialogues (both regarding dialogicity and
conceptuality) can be heavily affected by the attitude of the teacher.
Form of the dialogue: At the primary level, overall, online interactions have a low level of
dialogicity. We consider for instance the following excerpt:
- The animals won't be well in the city and they will be unhappy
- The hedgehog should become mayor.
- They will pool their money and buy food.
- They want to buy more space for themselves.
- Quite clever, these animals — they are a good community, for sure.
- An animal community — they want a free “zone”.
Only one analysed interaction is highly dialogic. Most of the analysed dialogues are indeed of a
Cumulative type, with little or no traces of Collaboration, and almost no Argumentation. In several
online discussions, students seem to react to teachers’ guidance questions rather than interact with
each other. This may be due to specific lesson plans, but also to the teachers’ or classes’ habits.
Nevertheless, several indicators across the analysed online interactions show that students from the
same class developed rich oral dialogues when they intended to answer teachers’ questions or jointly
elaborate cultural artefacts. For example, this contribution, produced in an online interaction, seems
to be very complex for the primary level, which indicates that a deep oral discussion has preceded
the written elaboration:
We should contribute to the well-being of society without expecting anything in return.
We agree with this statement. If we take care of the environment ourselves, we will be
happy. We think we will help ourselves, others and the environment. We think when we
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do a good job we do not have to ask for reward. We agree with this statement. But if you
get paid, you can donate the money to charity. It will be doubly good work.
This oral dialogue is however not accessible through the online data. From a conceptual standpoint,
it seems that the depth and effectiveness of the conceptual work varies substantially amongst
discussions. Some online interactions indicate a rich conceptual work on TEI or other CAF concepts
(e.g. Belonging, Social Responsibility, see precedent excerpt), while other interactions involve
discussions in which students are not encouraged to reflect on these notions.
Task - Narration and ethical concepts: At the primary level, overall, the analysed online
interactions show little work on the three key dispositions of Tolerance, Empathy and Inclusion. This
phenomenon has different causes, depending on the analysed interaction: lesson plans, focused on
the production of cultural artefacts and/or other CAF concepts than TEI; an excessive focus on the
text, without further conceptualisation or application to students’ lives; lack of teachers’ guidance.
Depending on the cause, this missed reflection is offset by a deeper work on other CAF concepts (e.g.
Social Responsibility or Belonging) or the discussed wordless text (self-involvement in texts during
the elaboration of cultural artefacts). For example, the following excerpt focuses on the notion of
Social Responsibility, but has no direct links with TEI:
- Our goal should be not to throw rubbish everywhere but in rubbish bins and recycling
bins. In this way, no one will have to pick up the rubbish of others.
- Everyone is responsible for their garbage, if they had disposed the rubbish in the bins
from the beginning, the elephant would not need to do so much work.
- We should actively participate in the social welfare, without expecting anything in
return.
- We agree with this and we should not expect anything in return because I collect my
garbage or someone else's.
5.3. Secondary level - Interactions between students
Form of the dialogue: At the secondary level, the dialogicity and conceptuality of the dialogues
between students varies greatly amongst online interactions (and sometimes even within a given
interaction). Some discussions are highly dialogic, with many indicators of effective collaboration
between students, such as in the following short excerpt:
- the book tries to make us understand the complexity in loneliness and understand the
effect of loneliness on the other
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- I think that in addition to what you said the book is also about: the book is about the
effects of loneliness on people for example: willingness to help others break through a
situation of loneliness (the caged bird) depressed, wants to be noticed etc
However, other interactions consist of isolated statements with few traces of Co-Constructive
dialogue. In these latter interactions, the dialogue occurs probably verbally within the groups, but is
not recorded on the online data. The conceptual work does not appear to be related to the dialogicity
of the students’ interactions. Even in dialogical interactions, students’ conceptual work is not always
productive and can fail to relate CAF notions to TEI, while, in contrast, less dialogical interactions
can contain highly conceptual contributions. For example, this excerpt of Cumulative dialogue is
highly conceptual despite its low dialogicity:
- Our group's opinion is that baboon's real home is the Earth because of his reaction
looking at it, emotional and crying. It makes us think that he misses his home, the Earth.
- Our group thinks that this is the image that best represents baboon's real home once
this is the scene where we see the baboon crying, portraying sadness and missing his real
home, due to the solitude felt on the moon.
- The scene that best represents baboon's home is the Earth because, although he lives
on the moon, through the movie, we can conclude that he misses the Earth and he's sad
on the moon.
Home is where we feel confortable and happy, that's why we believe that the Earth is the
place that best represents his home.
The effectiveness of the conceptual work is more probably related to the teachers’ guidance during
the lesson, even though this guidance is sometimes not necessary for students to attain a good
understanding of TEI. Therefore, we can notice that the dialogicity and conceptuality of the
interactions does not seem directly related to the lesson plan or the participation of the teacher.
Task - Narration and ethical concepts: The online interactions analysed seem to be more focused
on the analysis of the wordless texts than on the key dispositions of Tolerance, Empathy and
Inclusion. Nevertheless, students often perform also conceptual work on TEI, such as in the following
exchange:
- Why can‘t the character build trust?
- The people are too prejudiced and don‘t want to be helped by the "giant".
- Maybe they‘re not open enough for new things. They are afraid of the boy although they
don‘t know his intentions and run away at first before confronting something new.
Even though the notions of TEI are almost always implicit in the interactions (except in one
interaction), and overall these notions are very seldom defined, students seem to implicitly link their
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interpretation of the text to TEI, and sometimes they show a deep and sustained self-involvement in
the text.
Role of the teacher: At the secondary level, teachers take almost exclusively the role of Guide,
encouraging students’ reflexions about TEI and the text by asking questions or providing instructions.
They do not use students’ contributions during online discussions. However, this guidance is not
always effective, as students do not always seem to understand the (sometimes implicit) questions of
the teacher. For example, the following teacher’s guiding contribution “Has he chosen this? Even
though he is away from home?” – which was clearly an invitation to further develop some underlying
ideas – was unanswered in the discussion. The absence of the Mediator role was expected, platform
mediation is not needed for secondary students. Sometimes this lack of regulation can be harmful to
the quality of the dialogue, and there are no clear explanations for the lack of teachers’ TaskManagement activity, especially when students produce off-task contributions.

6. Summary and discussion
The general research objective of this analysis was to explore the cultural literacy process during
online discussions on the DIALLS platform. Considering jointly the tool (the dialls.net platform,
WP6) and its use (pedagogical scenarios, WP3), we analysed the role of the platform scenarios in
fostering students’ cultural literacy, namely the discussion and learning of European values and
dispositions. To this purpose, we distinguished three sets of research sub-questions, focusing on the
form of online dialogue, the treatment of the task by students, and the teachers’ role during online
interactions.
First, the results showed the complexity and sometimes difficulties faced by teachers in playing their
different roles of mediators, guides and task-managers. Overall, for the pre-primary and primary
level, online interactions between mediating teachers do not appear to be very dialogical, even though
variations are observed depending on the lesson plan. Teachers sometimes seem to be “trapped” in
their mediation role, which in some situations results in their failure to properly guide students – an
activity that is crucial for developing their cultural literacy. Furthermore, the “holes” in the online
dialogues during the elaboration of the artefacts (e.g. teachers working with their own class on the
cultural artefacts and then not interacting on the online platform) indicates that during these phases
the teachers needed to focus much more on oral guidance and task-management activities than on
mediation for the online platform.
Furthermore, it is not clear whether the scenarios based on the platform use (see D6) were
implemented, although it is clear that the DIALLS platform enabled discussions between classrooms.
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The pedagogical scenarios may be improved, for example by refining some lesson plans, which could
allow distinguishing more clearly the intra-class elaboration of cultural artefacts from the inter-class
online interactions on the produced artefacts. This could help teachers focus on the face-to-face
guidance and task management roles at an initial stage, and then on online mediation and further
guidance for the ensuing discussions about produced artefacts.
Overall, pre-primary and primary students seemed to have problems to produce a conceptually
rich dialogue; in contrast, secondary students were focused on the ethical concepts at a high degree,
and thus achieved the DIALLS objectives in the online discussions. At the pre-primary and primary
level, the use of concepts and values in online interactions was mostly implicit. In contrast, at the
secondary level the dialogues focused on European key values and dispositions, and in some cases a
very high percentage of the dialogues involved explicit discussion of the values (see above). This can
be explained by the different roles played by the teachers – mediator/task-manager at the pre-primary
and primary level, and guide at the secondary level. It appears that teachers’ guiding interventions
are crucial for improving students’ cultural literacy, even in discussions between students.
These results need to be considered with precaution, given the short-term nature of the study.
Teachers (and students, to a lesser extent) did not have time to genuinely master the teaching sequence
and the platform, and it is possible that teachers would have been able to find a better organisation
with more practice on these lessons. Furthermore, the analysed online discussions only represent a
fraction of all the discussions on dialls.net, and thus the results of this analysed corpus cannot be
generalised to all discussions. In particular, these results need to be compared with the results of the
large-scale analysis of face-to-face discussions within the DIALLS project.
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APPENDIX C.
Analysed online interactions.
Analysing computer-mediated discussions on the DIALLS platform.
CNRS / Télécom Paris - Michael Baker, Françoise Détienne & Gabriel Pallarès
HUJI - Talli Cedar & Baruch Schwarz
WWU - Benjamin Brummernhenrich

1

For each age group (pre-primary, primary, secondary), each analysed online interaction is presented in the following way:
Wordless text - Concepts at stake in the lesson - Source of the coded discussion
Structural features
Coding table
Interpretation table

2

1. Pre-primary
1.1. Owl bat, Bat owl - Tolerance - HUJI (HUJI_A_EAir+EZiu_6)
10 contributions - 6 threads. Minimum length 1, maximum length 3.
All initiated by teachers.

1.1.1. Coding Table
Task analysis
Label

Post content

Use of Concepts:
Tolerance, Empathy Inclusion

Speech
Dialogue Act Code

Narrative Reconstruction

Locutor

Voice

Not coded

- Managerial (MA)
- Inviting (IN) [invitation to send work]

Teacher 1

Teacher Enunciator
Whole Class ["we", "ours"
but task-managing
contribution]

we thought that the last picture of the book where
Empathy - Implicit Use (IU)
all the flying animals helped each other is the
[reference to helping others]
most important picture in the story.

Description (DS)

Statement (ST)

Teacher 1

Whole Class

3

they connected together hand in hand near the
moon and their moms talked

Description (DS)

Statement (ST)

Teacher 1

Teacher [not specified]

4

- Tolerance - Implicit Use
we think that the last picture they cooperate and
[reference to acceptance of
connect together, at the end they knew each other
others]
and became friends, they became friends and - Inclusion - Implicit Use
played together
[reference to participation
to a group]

Concept-Oriented
Interpretation (COI)

Statement (ST)

Teacher 2

Whole Class

1

hello 1st grade, we were excited to receive your
Not coded
works we're sending you ours right away

2

Not coded [too vague]

3

4-1

5

5-1

5-2

6

6-1

we agree with you the most power we have is
when we are together

Not coded [too vague]

Not coded

- Accepting / Discarding (AC/DC)
- Statement (ST)
- Co-Construction (CC)

Teacher 1

Whole Class

waiting for your artefacts…

Not coded

Not coded

Managerial (MA)

Teacher 2

Teacher Enunciator
Teacher [not specified]

Not coded

- Managerial (MA)
- Inviting (IN) [demand of feedback]

Teacher 1

Teacher Enunciator
Whole Class ["we", but
task-managing
contribution]

we sent them, what do you think?

we sent you a collage of our artefacts

Not coded

Not coded

we see that you have put a lot of effort into your
workds, the pictures are very pretty, and some
of them are similar to ours…

Not coded [too vague]

thank you very much. We also think that your
art works are similar to ours. And the idea of
cooperation and friendship is repeating in the
artefacts

Inclusion - Implicit Use
["cooperation and friendship"]

Not coded

Managerial (MA)

Teacher 1

Teacher Enunciator
Whole Class ["we", but
task-managing
contribution]

Not coded

- Accepting / Discarding (AC/DC) [form
of acceptance of artefacts]
- Synthesis / Constrast (SY/CO) ["some of
them are similar to ours"]

Teacher 2

Teacher Enunciator
Whole class

Not coded

- Accepting / Discarding (AC/DC) [form
of acceptance of artefacts]
- Synthesis / Constrast (SY/CO)

Teacher 1

- Whole Class
- Teacher Enunciator
Whole class [second
sentence]

4

1.1.2.

Interpretation table
Research questions

Form of the
dialogue

To what extent students
effectively discuss
together and answer to
each other?

Elements of answer
This interaction is composed of two thematic episodes: the first one is constituted of threads 1 to 4, and the second one of
threads 5 and 6. The first thematic episode correspond mainly to cumulative dialogue, with an accumulation of statements
(contributions 2, 3, 4) and little collaboration (only contribution 4-1 is co-constructive). The second thematic episode is
mostly regulatory, as it is focused on the exchange of cultural artefacts between the classes. Thus, the whole online
interaction is weakly dialogic, as one could have expected from an interaction at the pre-primary level focused on the
production and exchange of cultural artefacts. We can assume that most of the teacher-guided dialogue between students
was done orally.

The online interaction appears weakly dialogic (see above). Nevertheless, from a conceptual standpoint, contribution 4 is to
What is the quality of their
be noted, as it contains a Concept-Oriented Interpretation relating both to Tolerance and Inclusion, which is a conceptually
dialogue?
advanced contribution at the pre-primary level.

Task Narration
and ethical
concepts

Which part of the dialogue
is oriented towards the key
european dispositions of
tolerance, empathy and
During the online dialogue, work on the key notions of TEI is mainly done during the first thematic episode, where students
inclusion?
implicitly use these three notions while reconstructing the narration of the text. However, we can hypothesise that this work
is done orally during all the lesson (i.e. also during the time corresponding to the second thematic episode), as the last
contribution (6-1) also presents an use of Inclusion despite being in a thematic episode more focused on the cultural artefacts.
How is this conceptual
activity distributed
between the different
components of the task?

5

Role of the
teacher

How does the teacher
The role of the teachers during this interaction is complex, as they take alternatively different roles. Teachers are taskcontribute to the cultural
literacy process during the managers in thread 1 and 5, which are respectively focused on facilitating the online interaction between the teachers and
managing the work on artefacts. They are also mediators in threads 2, 3, 4, using mainly the voice of the whole class (expect
online interaction?
in thread 3). The role of teachers are mixed in thread 6, as they are both task-managers (facilitating the online interaction),
mediators (using the voice of the class) and guides, as they synthezise the ideas underpinning the artefacts (e.g. "the idea of
cooperation and friendship is repeating in the artefacts" in contribution 6-1). There is to be noted that the teachers tend to
To what extent the teacher
hide themselves, mostly use the voice of the whole class when mediating, and use their voice as enunciated by the whole
uses students' contribuclass when doing task-management.
tions during the interaction? In which specific
aim?
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1.2. Baboon on the Moon - Empathy / Belonging - NOVA_A_mam_cc+mc_8_ENG_1
8 contributions - 5 threads - Minimum thread length: 1 - Maximal thread length: 3
All threads were initiated by teachers

1.2.1. Coding Table
Task analysis
Label

Use of Concepts

Post content

Tolerance, Empathy,
Inclusion

1

1-1

1-1-1

2

Home is where we like to live (planet earth, where
our brothers and sisters and parents are, a clean
place, family, pets).

Speech

Not coded

Belonging

Definition (DF)

Narrative
Reconstruction

Dialogue Act Code
Locutor

Voice

Not coded

Statement (ST)

Teacher 1

Whole Class
["we"]

Teacher 2

Whole Class
["we"]

We agree with you because the Earth is also our
home, but sometimes the Earth is dirty. We also
think that home is the family. We also think that Not coded
home is where we and our friends are, is where we
are happy.

Definition (DF)

Not coded

- Accepting / Discarding (AC/DC)
- Justification (JU)
- Synthesis / Contrast (SY/CO) ["but
sometimes the Earth is dirty"]
- Statement (ST)
- Co-Construction (CC)

Perfect, we all agree. In here, the family is the
most important.
Thank you “family from Oeiras County”

Not coded [too vague]

Definition (DF) ["family
is the most important" to
the definition of home]

Not coded

Accepting / Discarding (AC/DC)

Teacher 1

Whole Class
["we"]

Not coded

Not coded

Not coded

Off-Task (OT)

Teacher 1

Teacher
Enunciator
Teacher [not
specified]
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3

3-1

Construction of our home.

Not coded

Not coded [too vague as it
refers to an artefact,
outside of the debate]

Not coded [too vague as
it refers to an artefact,
not the text]

Managerial (MA)

Teacher 1

Teacher
Enunciator
Teacher [not
specified]

We’re looking forward for your artefacts.

Not coded

Not coded

Not coded

Managerial (MA)

Teacher 1

Teacher
Enunciator Whole
Class

4

Such special homes.
We liked very, very much.

Not coded

Not coded [too vague as it
refers to an artefact,
outside of the debate]

Not coded [too vague as
it refers to an artefact,
not the text]

Accepting / Discarding (AC/DC)
[acceptance of the artefacts]

Teacher 1

- Teacher
Enunciator
Teacher [not
specified]
- Whole Class
["we"]

5

For us, home is nature, rainbow, sun, joy, beach,
summer, a warm place. It is also shining, amazing
and gorgeous. It’s the place where toys are pretty.

Not coded

Definition (DF)

Not coded [too vague as
it refers to an artefact,
not the text]

Statement (ST)

Teacher 2

Whole Class ["us"]

1.2.2. Interpretation table
Research questions

Form of the
dialogue

To what extent students
effectively discuss
together and answer to
each other?

Elements of answer
This interaction is very short. The students mostly discuss with each other in the first and third thematic episode (thread 1
and 4-5), the second episode (thread 3) being mainly regulatory and focused on artefact production. Nevertheless, the first
thematic episode is as dialogic as one can expect from students at the pre-primary level, the dialogue in this episode being
both cumulative (statements, acceptances), collaborative (contribution 1-1 is co-constructive) and argumentative
(contribution 1-1 contains a justification and a contrast). The brief discussion about the produced artefacts within the third
thematic episode (threads 4 and 5) is again mostly cumulative. The core of students' work here is in the production of cultural
artefacts, which is not visible in online data.
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Form of the
dialogue

From the dialogicity point of view, the first thematic episode is as dialogic as one can expect from students at the pre-primary
What is the quality of their level, the dialogue in this episode being both cumulative (statements, acceptances) and argumentative (contribution 1-1
dialogue?
contains a justification and a contrast). On the conceptual level, students propose several times tentative definitions of
"home", which is to be noted considering their pre-primary level.

Task Narration
and ethical
concepts

Which part of the dialogue The interaction is not focused on the key concepts of Tolerance, Empathy and Inclusion: there is no contribution using these
is oriented towards the key concepts. There is either no trace of a reconstruction of the narration of the text from students. In the first thematic episode,
concepts of the text?
the conceptual work is mainly aimed at the notion of Belonging through the exploration of the definition of "home". In the
second thematic episode, students build their cultural artefacts (thread 3) and briefly discuss them (threads 4 and 5), mainly
focusing on the definition of home (e.g. contribution 5). This may be related to the DIALLS lesson plan for this sequence,
How is this conceptual
since the production of cultural artefacts about "home" is time-consuming and do not allow teachers to simultaneously do a
activity distributed
conceptual work on Empathy with their students. Contribution 5, which appears "out of context" regarding the previous
between the different
contributions, suggests a lot of face-to-face discussions which are not visible in online data.
components of the task?

Role of the
teacher

How does the teacher
contribute to the cultural
literacy process during the
In the first and third thematic episode of this interaction, the teachers are exclusively in the role of mediators, only using the
online interaction?
voice of the whole class in their discourse (excepted a sentence in contribution 4 where the voice is not specified). In the
beginning of the second thematic episode (thread 3) they seem to shift to the role of task manager to organise the production
To what extent the teacher of cultural artefacts in both classes, taking again the discourse with their own voice. At least on online data, teachers do not
appear to guide students, maybe to let them build their cultural artefacts as creatively as possible.
uses students' contributions during the interaction? In which specific
aim?
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1.3. Big finds a Trumpet - Inclusion - UCAM (UCAM_AM_BH_A_7)
7 contributions - 3 threads :
1 - Length 1, initiated by teacher
2 - Length 4, initiated by teacher
3 - Length 2, initiated by teacher

1.3.1. Coding Table
Task analysis

Label

Post content

Use of Concepts:
Tolerance, Empathy
Inclusion

Speech

Dialogue Act Code
Narrative Reconstruction

Locutor

Voice

1

At the beginning they were happy because they
were playing ball together and they both had big
smiles on their faces.

Inclusion-Implicit
Use (IU)
["together"]

• First-Level Interpretation (FLI)
["they were happy"]
• Description (DS) ["they were
playing ball together"]

• Stating (ST) ["they were happy"]
• Justification (JU) ["because" gives reasons for
accepting the given interpretation ]

Teacher 1

Teacher
[no specific voice
indicator]
Enunciatior Whole Class
[langage used]

2

In the middle when Big found the trumpet, small
was very angry because he felt out and he didn't
like the noise of the trumpet. He played all day
and all night, perhaps Big needs more practice
on the trumpet.

Inclusion-Implicit
Use (IU) ["felt out"]
Empathy-Implicit
Use (IU) ["very
angry"]

• Description (DS) ["Big found a
trumpet", "he played all day and all
night"]
• Concept-Oriented Interpretation
(COI) ["felt out" refers to inclusion]
• First-Level Interpretation (FLI)
["perhaps Big needs more practice"]

• Stating (ST) ["small was very angry"]
• Justification (JU) ["because" gives reasons for
accepting the given interpretation ]

Teacher 1

Teacher [no specific voice
indicator]
Enunciatior Whole Class
[langage used]

2-1

We think that Big needs to play the trumpet
quietly so he does not annoy Small.

Inclusion-Implicit
Use (IU) [specific
action to reach a
compromise]

Self-Involvement (SI) [proposition of
alternative action to solve the problem]

Stating (ST)

Teacher 2

Whole Class ["we"]
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2-1-1

2-1-1-1

3

3-1

Inclusion-Implicit
Use (IU) [specific
action to reach a
compromise]

Self-Involvement (SI) [proposition of
alternative action to solve the problem]

• Accepting/Discarding (AC/DC) ["we think that is a
good idea"]
• Synthesis/Constrast (SY/CO) ["but it might be
tricky"]
• Justification (JU) ["so"]
• Co-Construction (CC) [formulation of a new idea
basing on the previous contribution]

Inclusion-Implicit
But they are friends. They should play together.
Use (IU) [specific
Maybe Big and Small should both play trumpets
action to increase
at the same time.
collaboration]

Self-Involvement (SI) [proposition of
alternative action to solve the problem]

• Synthesis/Constrast (SY/CO) ["But they are friends"]
• Stating (ST) ["They should play together"]
• Co-Construction (CC) [expandin

Teacher 2

Teacher [no specific voice
indicator]
Enunciatior Whole Class
[langage used]

• Description (DS) ["the big person
showed him…"]
• Concept-Oriented Interpretation
(COI) ["they are friends because
they play together" refers to
inclusion]

• Stating (ST) ["Big was very sad", "Now they are
friends"]
• Justification (JU) ["because" gives reasons for
accepting the given interpretations]

Teacher 1

Teacher [no specific voice
indicator]
Enunciatior Whole Class
[langage used]

Teacher 2

Teacher [no specific voice
indicator]
Enunciatior Teacher [the
question is part of the
lesson]

We think that is a good idea, but it might be
tricky to play quietly so we think Big should
choose a different time to play on the trumpet
maybe when small is busy playing something
else.

In the end, Big was very sad because the big
person showed him how it feels when you blow
loud noises at friends. Maybe Big feels bad that
he didn't play with small because the trumpet
distracted him. Now they are friends because
they play together and are smiling and hugging.

Inclusion-Implicit
Use (IU) [reference
to non-participation,
"together"]
Empathy- Implicit
Use (IU) ["very
sad", "how it feels"]

What would you do if somebody didn't want to
play your game?

Inclusion-Implicit
Use (IU) [reference
to nonparticipation]

Not coded [the contribution is not
about the wordless text]

Inviting (IN)

Teacher 1

Whole Class ["we"]
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1.3.2. Interpretation table
Research questions

To what extent students
effectively discuss
together and answer to
each other?
Form of the
dialogue

Elements of answer

The online discussion between students is mediated by teachers. The interaction is constituted of two thematic episodes, the
first one from contribution 1 to 3 and the second being only contribution 3-1. Most of the dialogicity of the interaction is
concentrated in thread 2, as the dialogue is initially mostly cumulative, with a more argumentative and co-constructive shift
at contribution 2-1-1. Students answer to each other as much as one can expect from pre-primary students, and co-construct
their self-involvement (contributions 2-1-1 and 2-1-1-1).

Despite an overall low conceptual quality (which was to be expected for pre-schoolers), the mediation by teachers permits
What is the quality of their
a highly dialogic online interaction and co-construction (2-1-1 and 2-1-1-1), with a dialogue of a co-constructive type and
dialogue?
diverse complex Dialogue Acts (as Justification or Synthesis/Constrast). Keeping in mind that this lesson concerns preprimary students, this online dialogue could then be considered as highly dialogic.

Task Narration
and ethical
concepts

The concept of "Inclusion", at the core of the wordless text, is used in all contributions, but never mentioned explicitly, let
alone defined. However, students quickly achieve to attain self-involvement in the text (contribution 2-1), proposing alterWhich part of the dialogue native actions from Big to solve the problem depicted in the text. This self-involvement is the center of the thread correis oriented towards the key sponding to half of the online dialogue (thread 2).The text is then seen as a space where actions can be taken: even if
european dispositions of
"Inclusion" is not conceptualized and verbalized, students seem to attain here a "operational" understanding of inclusion, as
tolerance, empathy and
it seem to be the main motivation in their propositions of alternative actions (see thread 2). One can also observe implicit
inclusion?
mentions to Empathy in contributions 2 and 3, with an overlap between Empathy and Inclusion which could be formulated
as "sad/angry if/when not included". This concrete link with feelings seems to help children make inclusion-oriented interpretations in the text.
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Task Narration
and ethical
concepts

Role of the
teacher

How is this conceptual
activity distributed
between the different
components of the task?

The dialogue is much more focused on the specific wordless text than on the general concept at stake (i.e. Inclusion) itself.

Both teachers are here exclusively in the role of mediators, as we could have expected from a pre-primary lesson. The
How does the teacher
eventual task management was probably made orally, and there is no trace of a regulatory type of dialogue on the online
contribute to the cultural
data. Similarly, eventual guidance from the teacher was probably effected orally, and the online dialogue between teachers
literacy process during the
is focused on the co-construction of students' self-involvement in the wordless text, culminating with the last contribution
online interaction?
(3-1).
To what extent the teacher
uses students' contribuThe mediating role is so pregnant in this sequence that the teachers do not always precise explicitly that they speak for the
tions during the interacclass (using a "we"), as if their voices were embodying the voice of the class, with the enunciator "whole class" in contribution? In which specific
tions 1, 2, 2-1-1-1 and 3.
aim?
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1.4. Owl Bat, Bat Owl - Tolerance // Big Finds a Trumpet - Inclusion - ID10_Lesson 6_UNIC_A
25 contributions - 10 threads. Minimal thread length 1, maximal thread length 6.
All threads initiated by teachers.

1.4.1. Coding Table
Task analysis
Label

Post content

Use of Concepts:
Tolerance, Empathy Inclusion

Speech
Dialogue Act Code

Narrative Reconstruction

Locutor

Voice

1

Not coded

Not coded

Not coded

Teacher 1

Teacher Enunciator
Teacher [not specified]

1-1

Not coded

Not coded

Not coded

Teacher 2

Teacher Enunciator
Teacher [not specified]

2

Not coded

Not coded

Not coded

Teacher 1

Teacher Enunciator
Teacher [not specified]

3

Not coded

Not coded

Not coded

Teacher 2

Teacher Enunciator
Teacher [not specified]

- Inclusion - Implicit Use (IU)
Because now they are happy and having fun
["together"]
together. They help each other. In the end they
- Empathy - Implicit Use (IU)
made a circle showing that they were loved. That
[reference to helping others]
is how they learned to respect each other and can
- Tolerance - Implicit Use
now live together as loved ones.
(IU) ["respect each other"]

Concept-Oriented Interpretation (COI)

Statement (ST)

Teacher 2

Teacher Enunciator
Teacher [not specified]

Great answer. We agree with you!

Not coded

Accepting / Discarding (AC/DC)

Teacher 1

Teacher Enunciator
Whole Class ["we"]

3-1

3-1-1

Not coded
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4

Not coded

Not coded

Not coded

Teacher 1

Teacher Enunciator
Teacher [not specified]

4-1

The part of the story we chose as the most
important was when the owl found the bat and
the bat found the owl

Not coded [too vague]

First-Level Interpretation (FLI)

Statement (ST)

Teacher 2

Whole Class ["we"]

5

which part of the story was most the important
for the plot?

Not coded

Not coded [too vague]

Inviting (IN)

Teacher 2

Teacher Enunciator
Teacher [not specified]

5-1

We believe that the wind disturbed the families
and caused panic and a big problem

Not coded

- Description (DS)
- First-Level Interpretation (FLI)

Statement (ST)

Teacher 1

Whole Class ["we"]

5-1-1

Then they realized that it was important for them
to stop arguing and for the moma to help each
other finding their children.

Empathy - Implicit Use (IU)
[reference to helping others]

- First-Level Interpretation (FLI)
- Concept-Oriented Interpretation
(COI)

Statement (ST)

Teacher 1

Teacher Enunciator
Teacher [not specified]

what do you think?

Not coded

Not coded

Inviting (IN)

Teacher 1

Teacher Enunciator
Teacher [direct question]

- Inclusion - Implicit Use (IU)
Because now they are happy and having fun
["together"]
together. They help each other. In the end they
- Empathy - Implicit Use (IU)
made a circle showing that they were loved. That
[reference to helping others]
is how they learned to respect each other and can
- Tolerance - Implicit Use
now live together as loved ones.
(IU) ["respect each other"]

Concept-Oriented Interpretation (COI)

Statement (ST)

Teacher 2

Teacher Enunciator
Teacher [not specified]

5-1-1-2

The part of the story we chose as the most
important was when the owl found the bat and
the bat found the owl

Not coded [too vague]

First-Level Interpretation (FLI)

Statement (ST)

Teacher 2

Whole Class ["we"]

6

Why was it important that the two families
learned to live together and share?

Tolerance - Implicit Use (IU)
["live together"]

Concept-Oriented Interpretation (COI)

Inviting (IN)

Teacher 2

Teacher Enunciator
Teacher [direct question]

5-1-1-1

5-1-1-1-1
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6-1

- Inclusion - Implicit Use (IU)
they were all happy. They had fun together. They
["played together"]
all played together and shared their house. They - Tolerance - Implicit Use
had a floor each.
(IU) [reference to acceptance
of others]

Concept-Oriented Interpretation (COI)

Statement (ST)

Teacher 1

Teacher Enunciator
Teacher [not specified]

7

Not coded

Not coded

Not coded

Teacher 1

Teacher Enunciator
Teacher [not specified]

8

What are the leading characters of the story good
Not coded
at?

Not coded

Inviting (IN)

Teacher 1

Teacher Enunciator
Teacher [direct question]

The leading characters of the story are good at
playing with the ball. Big has a little trouble with
his hands and he's going to get the ball all the
Inclusion - Implicit Use (IU)
time. He did not know how to play the trumpet
[reference to exclusion]
very well and made the others tired. However in
the end, he returned to his friend and they played
ball.

- First-Level Interpretation (FLI)
- Concept-Oriented Interpretation
(COI)

Statement (ST)

Teacher 2

Whole Class [explicit
mediation]

Why is Big an important leading character in the
story?

First-Level Interpretation (FLI)

Inviting (IN)

Teacher 2

Teacher Enunciator
Teacher [direct question]

9-1

Big is an important leading character because he
Inclusion - Implicit Use (IU)
is a very good friend. He plays with his friend
[reference to (non-)participation
fairly and after realizing his mistake, he
to a specific group]
apologized and showed his love with a hug

Concept-Oriented Interpretation (COI)

- Statement (ST)
- Justification (JU)

Teacher 1

Whole Class [explicit
mediation]

9-1-1

Big is an important leading character because - Empathy - Implicit Use (IU)
with his behavior he shows to us that we must be
[reference to helping others]
good with our friends, to help them if they need - Tolerance - Implicit Use
something that we can help, but also to accept
(IU) [reference to accepting
them as they are.
others]

Self-Involvement (SI)

- Statement (ST)
- Justification (JU)

Teacher 2

Whole Class ["we"]

What part of the stody moved you?

Not coded [too vague]

Inviting (IN)

Teacher 1

Teacher Enunciator
Teacher [direct question]

8-1

9

10

Not coded

Not coded
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10-1

We were moved by the end of the story, when Inclusion - Implicit Use (IU)
the two friends hugged each other and continued [reference to participation to a
playing ball happily.
group]

- Description (DS)
- Concept-Oriented Interpretation
(COI)

Statement (ST)

Teacher 2

Whole Class ["we"]

10-1-1

We were moved by the fact that: 1. Big finds a
Inclusion - Implicit Use (IU)
way to do things without his hands. And 2.
[reference to participation to a
shows a lot of love to his friend. We were also
group]
moved by his friend who accepted him back

- Description (DS)
- Concept-Oriented Interpretation
(COI)

Statement (ST)

Teacher 1

Whole Class ["we"]

1.4.2. Interpretation table
Research questions

Form of the
dialogue

To what extent students
effectively discuss
together and answer to
each other?

Elements of answer
This online interaction does not appear as highly dialogic: students rather seem to react to teachers' questions than to discuss
together, with disconnected statements produced to answer teacher's invitations. Students may have discussed together
orally, but there is no indicator of this on the online data. As such, students' online contributions (mediated by the teacher,
often with the voice of the class) are mostly corresponding to a cumulative dialogue. This could have been expected from a
discussion at the pre-primary level.

What is the quality of their The interaction rather lowly dialogic (see above). However, from a conceptual standpoint (see below), students seem to
dialogue?
efficiently link the notions of TEI and the two wordless texts.
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Task Narration
and ethical
concepts

Role of the
teacher

Which part of the dialogue
is oriented towards the key
The dialogue is mostly centered on the two texts Owl Bat, Bat Owl and Big finds a trumpet, and most of the contributions
european dispositions of
focus on the narrative reconstruction of the texts. Nevertheless, students often use the concepts of Tolerance, Inclusion (both
tolerance, empathy and
being the main aim of one of the texts) and Empathy in their interpretations. Most of the interpretations produced by students
inclusion?
are then at least partly concept-oriented, and there is even one Self-Involvement (contribution 9-1-1), which is to be noted
for pre-primary students. There is also to be noted that the concepts of Tolerance, Empathy and Inclusion are frequently
used together in concept-oriented interpretations, which can be an indicator for the constitution of a global cultural literacy
How is this conceptual
rather than an isolated work on each notion.
activity distributed
between the different
components of the task?
How does the teacher
contribute to the cultural
literacy process during the In this lesson, teachers are mostly both mediators and guide, as they're alternatively asking specific guidance questions to
online interaction?
foster students' reflexion on the texts and on TEI, and transcribing their answers on the DIALLS online platform. As such,
the voice used by the teachers are constantly changing during the discussion, shifting between the whole class and the
To what extent the teacher
teachers themselves. Furthermore, when the voice of the teacher is used, it is alternatively enunciated as the teacher
uses students' contribuhim/herself (during guidance) or as the whole class (during mediation).
tions during the interaction? In which specific
aim?
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2. Primary
2.1. The Hedgehog and the City - Social responsibility / Social/civic competence - HUJI (HUJI_B_EPrb+ETis_7)
18 contributions - 11 threads - Minimum thread length: 1 - Maximal thread length: 3
All threads were initiated by teachers

2.1.1. Coding Table
Task analysis
Label

Speech

Use of Concepts

Post content

Tolerance, Empathy,
Inclusion

Social responsibility /
Social/civic competence

Narrative
Reconstruction

Dialogue Act Code
Locutor

Voice

1

good morning ET, fourth grade

Not coded [not about
concepts]

Not coded [not about concepts]

Not coded

Off-Task (OT) [greetings are not
strictly speaking part of the task]

Teacher 1

- Teacher [no specific
voice indicator]
- Enunciator Teacher
[no specific
enunciator indicator]

2

good morning fourth grade students at EP
school

Not coded [not about
concepts]

Not coded [not about concepts]

Not coded

Off-Task (OT) [greetings are not
strictly speaking part of the task]

Teacher 2

Teacher Enunciator
Teacher [no specific
enunciator indicator]

2-1

good morning we are excited and happy to
cooperate

Not coded [not about
concepts]

Not coded [not about concepts]

Not coded

Off-Task (OT) [greetings are not
strictly speaking part of the task]

Teacher 1

Whole Class ["we"]

my video isn't working yet

Not coded [not about
concepts]

Not coded [not about concepts]

Not coded

Managerial (MA) [use of the
online platform]

Teacher 1

Teacher Enunciator
Teacher ["my"]

Not coded [too vague]

Self-Involvement (SI)
[alternative action]

Stating (ST)

Teacher 2

Whole Class ["we"]

2-1-1

3

Empathy - Implicit Use
our suggestions to use the money: we would do(IU) [reference to helping
nate it to needy NGO's such as Pe'ula
others]
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4

to poor people who have no money to purchase
medecine we would give the money to sick people at hospital for medecine we would give to
people who need more than we do such as
NGOs

Empathy - Implicit Use
(IU) [reference to helping
others]

Not coded [too vague]

Self-Involvement (SI)
[alternative action]

Stating (ST)

Teacher 2

Whole Class ["we"]

5

we would donate to hospitals

Empathy - Implicit Use
(IU) [reference to helping
others]

Not coded [too vague]

Self-Involvement (SI)
[alternative action]

Stating (ST)

Teacher 2

Whole Class ["we"]

6

we would donate to people with cancer

Empathy - Implicit Use
(IU) [reference to helping
others]

Not coded [too vague]

Self-Involvement (SI)
[alternative action]

Stating (ST)

Teacher 2

Whole Class ["we"]

7

I would open a restaurant for people with no
money

Empathy - Implicit Use
(IU) [reference to helping
others]

Not coded [too vague]

Self-Involvement (SI)
[suggestion of
alternative action]

Stating (ST)

Teacher 2

Student ["I" designates
a student more than the
teacher]

8

we would donate to animals and less space for
construction donate food for animals

Empathy - Implicit Use
(IU) [reference to helping
others]

Not coded [too vague]

Self-Involvement (SI)
[suggestion of
alternative action]

Stating (ST)

Teacher 2

Whole Class ["we"]

Explicitly mentioned
["improve our community's
life" refers to a social and civic
competence]

Self-Involvement (SI)
[suggestion of
alternative action]

• Stating (ST)
• Justification (JU) ["Things that
everyone loves" is a reason for
accepting the features of the
park]

Teacher 1

Whole Class ["we"]

8-1

9

9-1

we decided to improve our community's life and
eventually it was decided to invest in building a
park where there is a meeting place for everyone
a space for animals facilities swings benches
Not coded [too vague]
drinking source garbage bins tables trees bushes
flowers and grass a fountain a meeting place for
parents with children recycle bins things that
everyone loves

the ideas shared by both classes: thinking about
Not coded [too vague]
building an animal park

great the groups are designing the park plans
once they're done I'll upload the artefacts

Not coded [not about
concepts]

Not coded [too vague]

Not coded [not about
the text]

Synthesis/Contrast (SY/CO) ["the
ideas shared by both classes"]

Teacher 2

- Teacher [no specific
voice indicator]
- Enunciator Teacher
[no specific
enunciator indicator]

Not coded [not about concepts]

Not coded [not about
the text]

Managerial (MA) [taskmanagement "the group are
designing the park plans", use of
the online platform "upload"]

Teacher 1

Teacher Enunciator
Teacher ["I"]
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10

the difference between the classes is that in my
class they suggested what to do with the money
for the community not only by building a park
but also by giving to the needy and to NGOs

Empathy - Implicit Use
(IU) [reference to helping
others]

10-1

in the initial discussion we did bring up a lot of
other ideas when we came to the insight that
community is a life of partnership mutual aid
solidarity and cooperation it was decided to
strengthen the connections between everyone
who lives in the community and they agreed that
building a park as an inviting meeting place for
the whole community to strengthen between
them closeness and connection

Empathy - Implicit Use
(IU) [reference to helping
others]
Inclusion - Implicit Use
(IU) [specific action to
increase diversity]

11

T when do you think you will upload the artefacts?

Not coded [not about
concepts]

11-1

11-2

are you still here?

hi T I've uploaded the artefacts

Not coded [not about
concepts]

Not coded [not about
concepts]

Not coded [not about
the text]

Synthesis/Contrast (SY/CO) ["the
difference between the classes"]

Definition ["community is a
life of partnership…" and the
following refers to social and
civic competence]

Not coded [not about
the text]

• Synthesis/Contrast (SY/CO)
["we did bring up a lot of
ideas…"]
• Justification (JU) ["when we
came to the insight…" gives
reasons to accept "it was decided
to strenghten…"]
• Co-Construction (CC) [the
teacher extends his/her class'
reasoning because of the
challenge given by the other
teacher]

Not coded [not about concepts]

Not coded [not about
the text]

Managerial (MA) [task
management]

Not coded [not about
the text]

Managerial (MA) [task
management, use of the online
platform]

Not coded [not about
the text]

Managerial (MA) [task
management, use of the online
platform]

Not coded [not about concepts]

Not coded [not about concepts]

Not coded [not about concepts]

Teacher 2

- Teacher Enunciator
Teacher ["my class"]
- Whole class ["my
class suggested…"]

Teacher 1

- Teacher Enunciator
Teacher ["my class"]
- Teacher Enunciator
Whole Class ["we did
bring up"]
- Whole class ["they
agreed"]

Teacher 1

- Teacher [no specific
voice indicator]
- Enunciator Teacher
[no specific
enunciator indicator]

Teacher 1

- Teacher [no specific
voice indicator]
- Enunciator Teacher
[no specific
enunciator indicator]

Teacher 2

- Teacher [no specific
voice indicator]
- Enunciator Teacher
[no specific
enunciator indicator]
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2.1.2. Interpretation table
Research questions

Form of the
dialogue

To what extent students
effectively discuss
together and answer to
each other?

Elements of answer
This online interaction between students is mediated by teachers. Students do not seem to effectively answer to each other,
with a lot of very short threads within a cumulative episode (contributions-threads 3 to 8 in particular). Dialogicity seems to
be more sustained during the following phase of the online dialogue (threads 8 to 10), with a shift to a more argumentative
dialogue, but threads stay short (length 2 in this second phase) and there is few interaction between the students. The last
thematic episode (thread 11) is regulatory, as teachers close the online dialogue. There is very few traces of collaborative
dialogue in this exchange, whereas in the dialogue acts or in the use of polyphony.

The overall quality of the dialogue appear rather low, whereas from the conceptuality or dialogicity perspectives. Most of
What is the quality of their the contributions corresponding to low-dialogical moves (statements or managerial) and a long episode of cumulative diadialogue?
logue (contributions-threads 3 to 8). Threads 8 to 10 show more dialogicity, with contributions using contrastive and justificative moves within a more argumentative dialogue.

Task Narration
and ethical
concepts

After a first introductory phase (contributions 1 to 2-1-1) to initiate the discussion, students jointly work on the text during
a second phase (contributions 3 to 8-1). A third phase of the dialogue is composed of three very short discussions (threads
8 to 10) with a reflection on the ideas produced before and a deepening of concepts. However, during this third phase, the
Which part of the dialogue proper conceptual work is limited, as only two contributions focus explicitly on "Social and civic competences" (contribuis oriented towards the key tions 8-1 and 10-1) with only one defining it (10-1). This last contribution is nevertheless co-constructed, as it follows the
concepts of the text?
challenge of one teacher, and detailed. A fourth and last phase of the dialogue (threads 11 and 12) is strictly dedicated to
task management (productions and uploading of cultural artifacts) and as such the contributions of this phase do not show
and use of concept nor focus on the text. The task here lie mostly in the cultural artifact and in the oral discussions, and it is
difficult to analyse it without them.
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Task Narration
and ethical
concepts

How is this conceptual
activity distributed
between the different
components of the task?

The students immediately involve themselves in the narration of the text (contributions 3 to 8-1). A fourth and last phase of
the dialogue (threads 11 and 12) is strictly dedicated to task management (productions and uploading of cultural artifacts)
and as such the contributions of this phase do not show and use of concept nor focus on the text. The task here lie mostly in
the cultural artifact and in the oral discussions, and it is difficult to analyse it without them.

Teachers take in this online discussion two main roles : task manager and mediator. There is few traces of teacher's guidance
How does the teacher
for students in the online discussion, but one can expect that the students directly involving themselves in the narration of
contribute to the cultural
the text in contribution 3 is due to oral teacher's guidance, inaccessible on online data. The task management role is more
literacy process during the
visible at the beginning and the end of the interaction, with interaction-facilitating off-task contributions (contributions 1, 2
online interaction?
and 2-1) or managerial contributions (contributions 2-1-1, 11, 11-1 and 11-2).
Role of the
teacher

To what extent the teacher
uses students' contributions during the interaction? In which specific
aim?

The teachers adopt a mediation role (contributions 3 to 8-1), in order to develop the interaction between classes. This mediation phase appears to be troubled in contribution 9-1 where one teacher takes again the role of task-manager. This seems to
disrupt the mediation role in the thread 10, where teachers both speak with their own voice and the voice of the class, which
does not correspond to standard meditating contributions where the teacher usually "steps aside". In particular, the teacher
in contribution 10-1 use him/herself and the class both as a voice and as an enunciator, maybe because of the argumentative
(and maybe emotional) tension created by the other teacher who compared classes in contribution 10 .
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2.2. Baboon on the Moon - Empathy / Belonging - NOVA (NOVA_B_EJib_mc+EIsh _8)
28 contributions - 23 threads - Minimum thread length: 1 - Maximal thread length: 3
All threads were initiated by teachers

2.2.1. Coding Table
Task analysis
Label

Speech

Use of Concepts

Post content

Tolerance, Empathy,
Inclusion

Belonging (home)

Narrative
Reconstruction

Dialogue Act Code
Locutor

Voice

1

Group 2 (3 boys) thinks, unanimously, that
home/house is:a space where we feel good;a safe
space;a place where we can play, a home to live with
our family; a home where we like to live,

Not coded

Definition (DF)

Not coded

Statement (ST)

Teacher 1

Student(s) (group)

2

Group 3 (5 boys) says: a home for us is a place where
we feel good. Because our family, our things and our
Not coded
memories are there. We also think home is a place to
relax, because we get more relaxed with our family.

Definition (DF)

Not coded

- Statement (ST)
- Justification (JU)

Teacher 1

Student(s) (group)

3

Group 4 (4 girls) has several opinions: a house for me
is the place where I feel good; a house for me is the
place where I sleep and eat; a house for me is the place
where I live and have my family near me.

Not coded

Definition (DF)

Not coded

Statement (ST)

Teacher 1

Student(s) ["for me"
multiple times]

4

Group 5 (5 boys) says: For us, home is like a nest of
humans with protection, food and a place for needs. It
Not coded
is also a place to rest. It has a kitchen, a living room
and a large corridor.

Definition (DF)

Not coded

Statement (ST)

Teacher 1

Student(s) (subgroup)
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We liked the idea of "nest of humans", we wouldn't
remember that. It's a very cute idea. Your ideas and Not coded
ours are different, but they're all good ideas.

Definition (DF)

Not coded

- Accepting / Discarding
(AC/DC)
- Synthesis / Contrast (SY/CO)
[last sentence]

Teacher 2

Teacher Enunciator
Whole Class ["we"]

4-2

It doesn't take a big house to feel better and happier.

Not coded

Definition (DF) [not a
proper definition but a
remark on the definition of
"home". It is as such a
definitory conceptual
work]

Not coded

Synthesis / Contrast (SY/CO)

Teacher 2

Teacher Enunciator
Teacher [not
specified]

5

Group 6 (4 girls) says: For us home is a place where
we feel safe, where we feel comfortable. A house is a
home where we like to stay.

Not coded

Definition (DF)

Not coded

Statement (ST)

Teacher 1

Student(s) (subgroup)

6

Group 1 (2 girls, 2 boys) says: A home is a place
where we all live and feel good. It's a space where we
survive and has: a room where we warm ourselves at Not coded
night, a kitchen where we feed ourselves and a bathroom where we make our needs.

Definition (DF)

Not coded

Statement (ST)

Teacher 1

Student(s) (subgroup)

Your answer was a good effort, we share the same
ideas, they are very similar to ours.

Not coded [too vague]

Not coded

- Accepting / Discarding
(AC/DC)
- Synthesis / Contrast (SY/CO)
[last proposition]

Teacher 2

Teacher Enunciator
Whole Class ["we",
"ours"]

Group 5_G2 (2 boys, 2 girls): We think that our house
has family. Because we love our family. Our house is Not coded
a place where we feel happy.

Definition (DF)

Not coded

- Statement (ST)
- Justification (JU)

Teacher 2

Student(s) (subgroup)

7-1

Some of us agree with your idea, but there are those
here who argue that there are people who live without
their families and they still have a home.

Not coded

Definition (DF) [not a
proper definition but a
remark on the definition of
"home". It is as such a
definitory conceptual
work]

Not coded

Synthesis / Contrast (SY/CO)

Teacher 1

Student(s) (subgroup)

8

Group 3 (1 girl, 2 boys): To have a house is to have
food to eat, to rest, and to keep warm.

Not coded

Definition (DF)

Not coded

Statement (ST)

Teacher 2

Student(s) (subgroup)

Not coded

- Accepting / Discarding
(AC/DC)
- Synthesis / Contrast (SY/CO)
[last sentence]

Teacher 1

Whole Class

4-1

6-1

7

8-1

We agree. Some of us thought so too.

Not coded

Not coded

Not coded [too vague]
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9

Group 2 (3 boys, 1 girl): To have a house is to have a
family, to have brothers, mother, father, grandfather,
Not coded
uncle and friends. To have love, friendship, peace and
relax with our united family.

Definition (DF)

Not coded

Statement (ST)

Teacher 2

Student(s) (subgroup)

10

Group 1_G1(2 boys, 1 girl): For us, home is our family. Because without it, it wouldn't be the same, we
Not coded
wouldn't be happy or loved. Because our family is
more important than our house.

Definition (DF)

Not coded

- Statement (ST)
- Justification (JU)

Teacher 2

Student(s) (subgroup)

11

Group 4 (2 boys, 1 girl): For us, home is to have a
family and a house, it is to have a lot of happiness. For
us, home is where there is a mother and a father, to
help. It is where we are happy.

Not coded

Definition (DF)

Not coded

Statement (ST)

Teacher 2

Student(s) (subgroup)

12

We belong to this place because in this house we have
memories that make us feel happy; we have a kitchen
Not coded
where we can have food; a room where we can rest,
and a bathroom where we can make our needs.

Definition (DF)

Not coded

- Statement (ST)
- Justification (JU)

Teacher 3

Whole Class

13

We belong to this place because: we need people to
help us; we need a place to live; we need food; we
need a place where we feel safe.

Not coded

Definition (DF)

Not coded

- Statement (ST)
- Justification (JU)

Teacher 3

Whole Class

14

We belong to this place because: our house is a home
Not coded
where we can relax and hide our secrets.

Definition (DF)

Not coded

- Statement (ST)
- Justification (JU)

Teacher 3

Whole Class

15

We belong here because this is where our family, our
Not coded
favourite things, food and this is where we feel good.

Definition (DF)

Not coded

- Statement (ST)
- Justification (JU)

Teacher 3

Whole Class

16

We belong to this place (school) because this is where
our friends are, and this is where we feel good.

Not coded

Definition (DF)

Not coded

- Statement (ST)
- Justification (JU)

Teacher 3

Whole Class

17

We belong to this place (planet) because we have family, home, work, school and leisure (sports). Here we
feel happiness, love and security.

Not coded

Definition (DF)

Not coded

- Statement (ST)
- Justification (JU)

Teacher 3

Whole Class

18

We belong to this place because here we have feelings
that affect us and so we can all live better and in harmony.

Tolerance - Implicit Use
(IU) [reference to
acceptance of others]

Definition (DF)

Not coded

- Statement (ST)
- Justification (JU)

Teacher 3

Whole Class
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Teacher 3

Teacher Enunciator
Whole Class ["we"
but managerial
contribution]

Not coded

Managerial (MA) [taskmanagement]

Teacher 3

Teacher Enunciator
Whole Class ["we"
but managerial
contribution]

Not coded

Self-Involvement (SI)
[imaginary interaction
with the character from
the text]

Managerial (MA) [taskmanagement]

Teacher 3

Teacher Enunciator
Teacher [not
specified]

Not coded

Definition (DF)

Not coded

- Accepting / Discarding
(AC/DC)
- Statement (ST)
- Co-Construction (CC)

Teacher 3

Whole Class ["we"]

Tolerance - Implicit Use
(IU) [reference to
acceptance of others]

Definition (DF) [part of a
definitory conceptual
work]

Not coded

Statement (ST)

Teacher 3

Whole Class ["for
us"]

Not coded

Managerial (MA) [taskmanagement]

Not coded

These were the questions posed, by journalists, to the
Not coded
baboon.
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We agree. The house is where the people we like are.

23

You can make a lot of friends and learn a lot from
each other. For us, this place is also our home.

19

Here we are deciding what to do.

20

Here we are divided into groups to make the cultural
artefact.

Not coded

21

Not coded

Not coded
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2.2.2. Interpretation table

Research questions

To what extent students
effectively discuss
together and answer to
each other?
Form of the
dialogue

Elements of answer
This long interaction is divided into three episodes: the first one is constituted of threads 1 to 11, the second of threads 12 to
18, and the last one of threads 19 to 23. There is to be noted that the two first episodes share the same theme (e.g. the
definition of "home"), but the type of contributions is very different between the two episodes (e.g. polyphony). During
these first two episodes (especially the second one), the dialogue is mostly cumulative, with lots of isolated statements (were
they justified), and a few collaborative acceptances and syntheses. In a lesser extent, the first episode is also argumentative,
with some contributions produced to answer others (the length of threads is sometimes above 1 in this episode) and even
some contrastive contributions (e.g. 4-2, 7-1). The third and last episode is mostly regulatory, with managerial contributions
aimed at ensuring the smooth running of the lesson and the production of cultural artefacts.

The online interaction does not appear highly dialogic. However, the contributions in the first episode refer to groups of
students, which means students have worked together to produce an unified opinion. Similarly, as contributions in the second
episode are formulated with the voice of the whole class, we can hypothesise that they stem from oral discussion between
What is the quality of their
students. Finally, the third episode also lets us hypothesise a rich oral dialogue between students to elaborate the artefacts.
dialogue?
From a conceptual point of view, most of the dialogue is explicitly and deeply focused on the definition of the notion of
"home" (first episode), or belonging (second episode) then tackling in two different ways the "Belonging" notion aimed by
the lesson.

Task Narration
and ethical
concepts

Which part of the dialogue
is oriented towards the key As almost no contribution focuses on the wordless text itself (none except contribution 21, which is very vague regarding
concepts of the text?
the text as it is about an artefact), the students almost did not use the notion of Empathy, which could have been used to
interpret the baboon's actions.
However, two contributions (e.g. contributions 18 and 23) implicitly use Tolerance, which is to be noted as it is not a main
How is this conceptual
aim of the lesson. Both of these contributions being focused on a work on the definition of "home", we can expect that some
activity distributed
students made a link between the notions of Belonging (through "home") and Tolerance.
between the different
components of the task?
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Role of the
teacher

The teachers take different roles during this online interaction: during the first episode, teachers are mostly mediators, taking
the voice of groups of students and retranscribing their words on the platform, but sometimes take a guiding role, encouraging
How does the teacher
students in their reflexions or expressing reservations (e.g. contributions 4-1, 6-1, 7-1, 8-1). In the second thematic episode,
contribute to the cultural
the teacher apparently take fully the role of mediator (though there is probably oral, underlying guidance that we cannot
literacy process during the
grasp through online data), with all her contributions emitted with the voice of the whole class and the same structure ("we
online interaction?
belong to this place because…"). The third episode is mainly one of task-managing for teachers, with the own teachers'
voices expressed, but there is also a form of guidance in the last contribution.
To what extent the teacher
uses students' contributions during the interaction? In which specific
aim?

During their mediation, the teachers mainly used the voice of groups of students (first episode) and of the whole class (second
episode). There is however to be noted that some supporting contributions (thus with the voice of the teacher) were
formulated as enunciated by the whole class (e.g 4-1, 6-1), maybe to make the support less explicit so that students do not
feel "judged" by the teacher. Similarly, managerial contributions from the third episode were formulated as enunciated by
the whole class (e.g. 19, 20). Teachers may have wanted to "soften" the task-managing for students, "hiding" it by presenting
it as the continuation of the ongoing dialogue with the other class.
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2.3. The Hedgehog and the City - Social responsibility / Social/civic competence - UCAM_AK_BG_B_7
18 contributions - 5 threads.
Minimal thread length 2, maximal 7 (detail 7 / 3 / 3 / 3 / 2)
All threads are initiated by the teachers.

2.3.1. Coding Table
Task analysis

Speech

Use of Concepts
Label

Post content
Tolerance, Empathy
Inclusion

Social responsibility /
Social/civic
competence

Narrative
Reconstruction

Dialogue Act Code
Locutor

Voice

Good afternoon School X!

Not coded

Not coded

Not coded

Off-Task (OT)

Teacher 1

Teacher Enunciator
Teacher [not
specified]

Good afternoon

Not coded

Not coded

Not coded

Off-Task (OT)

Teacher 2

Teacher Enunciator
Teacher [not
specified]

1-1-1

Have your class completed their vote yet?!!!

Not coded

Not coded

Not coded

Managerial (MA) [task
management]

Teacher 1

Teacher Enunciator
Teacher [not
specified]

1-1-2

We are busy persuading each other on what we would like to have
in the park. Did you enjoy the start of the film? We did!

Not coded

Not coded [too vague]

Not coded [too
vague]

- Managerial (MA) [task
management]
- Inviting (IN)

Teacher 2

Teacher Enunciator
Whole Class ["we"]

1

1-1
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1-1-2-1

hahahaha! Yes, we all loved it :) Our class has been very
persuasive with what they think they would like to see!!!!

Not coded

Not coded

Not coded

Off-Task (OT) [this general
comment is about students'
behaviour and not properly about
the task]

Teacher 1

Teacher Enunciator
Whole Class ["we"]

1-1-3

We propose that we should have 8 swings in the park because in
other parks there are always queues for the swings

Not coded

Not coded [too vague]

Not coded

- Statement (ST)
- Justification (JU)

Teacher 2

Whole Class ["we"]

1-1-3-1

We like that idea, we had wondered about automatic swings for the
very young, but in order to bring the community together, we
propose a reading area in the park, where young and old can come
together with their newspapers?

Inclusion - Implicit
Use (IU) [reference to
specific action to
increase diversity,
"bring the community
together"]

Not coded [too vague]

Not coded

- Accepting / Discarding
(AC/DC)
- Co-Construction (CC)
- Synthesis / Contrast (SY/CO)
- Statement (ST)
- Justification (JU)

Teacher 1

Whole Class ["we"]

2

We propose that we should have 8 swings in the park because in
other parks there are always queues for swings

Not coded

Not coded [too vague]

Not coded

- Statement (ST)
- Justification (JU)

Teacher 2

Whole Class ["we"]

2-1

We feel that a community reading area would bring people of all
ages together.

Inclusion - Implicit
Use (IU) [reference to
specific action to
increase diversity]

Not coded [too vague]

Not coded

Statement (ST)

Teacher 1

Whole Class ["we"]

Not coded [too vague]

Not coded

- Accepting / Discarding
(AC/DC)
- Synthesis / Contrast (SY/CO)
- Co-Construction (CC)

Teacher 2

Whole Class ["we"]

Teacher 2

Whole Class ["we"]

Teacher 1

Whole Class ["we"]

2-1-1

We like that idea however we feel that more people go to a library
to read rather than a park. What would you do with the books when Not coded
it rained?

3

We like your idea however we feel that most people go to a park to
run around and not to read. What would you do with the books
when it rained?

Not coded

Not coded [too vague]

Not coded

- Accepting / Discarding
(AC/DC)
- Synthesis / Contrast (SY/CO)
- Co-Construction (CC)

3-1

We would have a canopy to protect the books. However, thinking
about it, you wouldn't run around on swings. However, if you are
thinking about running around, we propose a maze?!

Not coded

Not coded [too vague]

Not coded

-

Co-Construction (CC)
Justification (JU)
Synthesis / Contrast (SY/CO)
Statement (ST)
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3-1-1

We agree with your proposal of a maze. We propose having
books as prizes for completing the maze then people could go and
read them underneath the canopy.

Not coded

Not coded [too vague]

Not coded

- Accepting / Discarding
(AC/DC)
- Co-Construction (CC)
- Statement (ST)

Teacher 2

Whole Class ["we"]

4

We love your proposal of a maze. Adding on to that idea we propose having books for prizes when completing the maze. These
could then we read underneath the canopy.

Not coded

Not coded [too vague]

Not coded

- Accepting / Discarding
(AC/DC)
- Co-Construction (CC)
- Statement (ST)

Teacher 2

Whole Class ["we"]

Not coded

- Accepting / Discarding
(AC/DC)
- Co-Construction (CC)
- Statement (ST)
- Inviting (IN) ["???"]

Teacher 1

Teacher Enunciator
Teacher [not
specified]

Not coded

- Accepting / Discarding
(AC/DC)
- Co-Construction (CC)
- Statement (ST)
- Justification (JU) ["to
challenge…"]

Teacher 2

Whole Class ["us",
"we"]

Not coded

- Accepting / Discarding
(AC/DC)
- Co-Construction (CC)
- Statement (ST)
- Justification (JU) ["to
challenge…"]

Teacher 2

Whole Class ["we"]

Not coded

- Accepting / Discarding
(AC/DC)
- Co-Construction (CC)
- Statement (ST)
- Justification (JU) ["to
challenge…"]

Teacher 1

Whole Class ["we"]

How lovely, extra swings is also a fantastic idea so that whilst
people waiting to go into the maze, they could play on the
swings???

Not coded

Sounds like a great proposal to us. What about people who like
heights? We propose a 4ft climbing wall to challenge people who
like adrenalin based activities?

Inclusion - Implicit
Use (IU) [reference to
specific action to
increase diversity]

5

We love the idea of these proposals. What about people who like
heights? We propose a 4ft climbing wall for those people who like
an adrenalin based activity. Or maybe a zip wire instead?

Inclusion - Implicit
Use (IU) [reference to
specific action to
increase diversity]

5-1

Sounds fantastic! We had thought about a mini-go ape idea, and a
zip wire. We propose that the zip wire is a long one at the end of
the climbing equipment, as a reward for making it to the top/end.

4-1

4-1-1

Not coded

Not coded [too vague]

Not coded [too vague]

Not coded [too vague]

Not coded [too vague]
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2.3.2. Interpretation table
Research questions

Elements of answer

To what extent students
effectively discuss
together and answer to
each other?
Form of the
dialogue

This online interaction mediated by teachers is very highly dialogic. The interaction seems constituted of five different
threads, but is in fact one thematic episode, "artificially" segmented into threads by a teacher who re-emits contributions in
other threads, maybe for readability reasons on the platform. The 18 contributions (14, if we exclude the duplicates) are then
in fact all part of the same dialogue. Furthermore, most of the contributions contains several advanced Dialogue Acts, which
also indicates high dialogicity. This cumulative dialogue (few disagreement, lots of statements and acceptances) is then also
very collaborative (lots of Co-Construction, Synthesis in the contributions) with more argumentative sub-episodes (e.g.
What is the quality of their
contributions 2-1-1/3 , 3-1 and their constrative moves). However, the interaction does not seem to allow students to develop
dialogue?
a rich conceptual work (see below).

Task Narration
and ethical
concepts

Which part of the dialogue
is oriented towards the key
european dispositions of
tolerance, empathy and
Only a few contributions use (implicitly) the key notion of Inclusion, and this use is not sustained in the dialogue. All the
inclusion?
discussion is centered on the activity of "elaborating a park", and the teachers do not guide students towards further work
on the notion of Social/civic competences (the main objective of the lesson according to the lesson plan) or Tolerance/Empathy/Inclusion. Students then did not address at all the topic of social/civic competences (no contribution) and tackle barely
TEI. Inclusion is yet being implictly used in contributions, which could have been a lever to address the topic.
How is this conceptual
activity distributed
between the different
components of the task?
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Role of the
teacher

How does the teacher
contribute to the cultural
After a short regulatory sub-episode to start the interaction, where teachers briefly took the role of task-managers, they
literacy process during the
mostly contributed to the cultural literacy process as mediators. Teachers indeed mainly used the voice of the whole class,
online interaction?
or spoke as enunciated by the whole class (e.g. contributions 1-1-2, 1-1-2-1). There is few or no trace of teachers' guidance
in this dialogue. However, as noted above, students did not begin spontaneously the conceptual work on the objectives of
To what extent the teacher
the lesson, and teacher's guidance would have been required to help students attaining an higher-order thinking on the topic.
uses students' contribuTeachers appear "stuck" in their role of mediators, and they did not provide guidance even when some students' contributions
tions during the interacusing implicitly inclusion (e.g. 1-1-3-1/2-1) could have been a good lever.
tion? In which specific
aim?
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2.4. The Elephant and the Bicycle - Social responsibility / Social/civic competence - ID04_Lesson 6_UNIC_B
22 contributions - 5 threads.
Minimal thread length 1, maximal (detail : 5 / 4 / 11 / 1 / 1)
All threads are initiated by the teachers.

2.4.1. Coding Table
Task analysis

Speech

Use of Concepts
Label

Post content
Tolerance, Empathy
Inclusion

Social responsibility /
Social/civic
competence

Narrative
Reconstruction

Dialogue Act Code
Locutor

Voice

GOODMORNING

Not coded

Not coded

Not coded

Off-Task (OT)

Teacher 1

Teacher
Enunciator
Teacher [not
specified]

1-1

Goodmorning from the Grade B students of School AD

Not coded

Not coded

Not coded

Off-Task (OT)

Teacher 2

Teacher
Enunciator
Teacher [not
specified]

1-2

We are ready to begin, and you?

Not coded

Not coded

Not coded

Managerial (MA)

Teacher 1

Whole Class ["we"]

So do we!

Not coded

Not coded

Not coded

Managerial (MA)

Teacher 2

Whole Class ["we"]

The A2 class of School AA is ready to disuss the first question

Not coded

Not coded

Not coded

Managerial (MA)

Teacher 1

Whole Class ["we"]

1

1-2-1

1-2-1-1
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2

2-1

2-1-1

2-1-1-1

3

3-1

3-1-1

Not coded [too
vague]

Self-Involvement
(SI) [application of
the text to real life]

Inviting (IN)

Teacher 1

Teacher
Enunciator Whole
Class [direct
question + "our
society"]

we all have the responsibility for cleanliness in the classroom, at school,
in our home, in our village. But also the people who are responsible for
Not coded
cleaning, such as school cleaners and garbage collectors in our
community.

Definition (DF)
[contributes to define
"social
responsibility"]

Not coded [too
vague]

Statement (ST)

Teacher 2

Whole Class ["we"]

Do we have to have something in return in order to participate in the
cleaning of our community?

Not coded [too
vague]

Who has the role of the elephant in our society? Who does the cleaning
in the classroom, at school, in our home?

Not coded

Not coded

Not coded

Inviting (IN)

Teacher 2

Teacher
Enunciator Whole
Class [direct
question + "we"]

Teacher 1

Whole Class ["we",
"us"]

And we agree that everyone is responsible for the cleanliness of the area
she/he is, whether this is the classroom, the yard, the school, our room,
our house and our whole city. There are also people who work as cleaners
Not coded
of the space around us but this does not mean that we do not care about
the environment around us. We do not need to wait something in return
in order to participate in the cleanliness of our community or our school.

Definition (DF)
[contributes to define
"social
responsibility"]

Not coded [too
vague]

- Accepting / Discarding
(AC/DC)
- Synthesis / Contrast
(SY/CO) [second
sentence]
- Co-Construction (CC)
- Statement (ST)

In the movie we watched, people were expecting the elephant to clean up Empathy - Implicit
all the rubbish and did not think that they too have a share of the Use (IU) [reference to
not helping others]
responsibility.

Definition (DF)
[contributes to define
"social
responsibility"]

Concept-Oriented
Interpretation
(COI)

Statement (ST)

Teacher 2

Whole Class ["we"]

At the point 7:18!

Not coded

Concept-Oriented
Interpretation
(COI)

Justification (JU)

Teacher 2

Teacher
Enunciator
Teacher [not
specified]

Definition (DF)
[contributes to define
"social
responsibility"]

Self-Involvement
(SI) [application of
the text to real life]

Statement (ST)

Teacher 2

Whole Class ["we"]

Not coded

Our goal should be not to throw rubbish everywhere but in rubbish bins
and recycling bins. In this way, no one will have to pick up the rubbish Not coded
of others.
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3-2

Everyone is responsible for their garbage, if they had disposed the
rubbish in the bins from the beginning, the elephant would not need to Not coded
do so much work.

Definition (DF)
[contributes to define
"social
responsibility"]

Self-Involvement
(SI) [application of
the text to real life]

Statement (ST)

Teacher 1

Teacher
Enunciator
Teacher [not
specified]

3-2-1

We should actively participate in the social welfare, without expecting
Not coded
anything in return.

Definition (DF)
[contributes to define
"social
responsibility"]

Not coded [too
vague]

Statement (ST)

Teacher 1

Whole Class ["we"]

3-2-2

We agree with this and we should not expect anything in return because
I collect my garbage or someone else's.

Not coded

Definition (DF)
[contributes to define
"social
responsibility"]

Not coded [too
vague]

- Accepting / Discarding
(AC/DC)
- Statement (ST)
- Co-Construction (CC)

Teacher 2

Whole Class ["we"]

Can you name any jobs that help your community?

Not coded

Definition (DF)
[contributes to define
"social
responsibility"]

Not coded [too
vague]

Inviting (IN)

Teacher 1

Teacher
Enunciator
Teacher [direct
question + "you"]

the neighbourhood police officer, the mayor and the city council, the
school's parents' association.

Not coded

Not coded [too
vague]

Not coded [too
vague]

Statement (ST)

Teacher 2

Teacher
Enunciator
Teacher [not
specified]

We are all part of our community and we need to take care of it.

Inclusion - Implicit
Use (IU) [reference to
participation to a
specific group]

Definition (DF)
[contributes to define
"social
responsibility"]

Not coded

Statement (ST)

Teacher 2

Whole Class ["we"]

We, in the first class thought that we could help our community: as employees in the garbage dump, in the recycling sector, paper, plastic, bus
drivers so that people do not use their cars a lot and have a lot of exhaust fumes. We help the elderly people to cross the streets, postment,
we paint on walls, we clean the gardens from weeds and pruning trees

Not coded

Definition (DF)
[contributes to define
"social
responsibility"]

Not coded

- Statement (ST)
- Justification (JU) ["bus
drivers so…"]

Teacher 1

Whole Class ["we"]

3-2-2-1

3-2-2-1-1

3-2-2-2

3-2-2-2-1
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- Teacher
Enunciator
Teacher ["I"]
- Teacher
Enunciator
Whole Class
["we"]

I am sorry for the spelling mistakes, I just saw it and I cannot fix it, here
we are a bit tired. Thank you very much for the conversation, we will
speak again soon.

Not coded

Not coded

Not coded

Managerial (MA)

Teacher 1

4

We write cleaning rules for our classroom and our school!

Not coded

Not coded [too
vague]

Not coded

Managerial (MA)

Teacher 2

Teacher
Enunciator Whole
Class ["we"]

5

Thank you, we will speak again soon!

Not coded

Not coded

Not coded

Managerial (MA)

Teacher 2

Teacher
Enunciator Whole
Class ["we"]

3-2-2-21-1

2.4.2. Interpretation table
Research questions
To what extent students
effectively discuss
together and answer to
each other?
Form of the
dialogue
What is the quality of their
dialogue?

Elements of answer

This online interaction appears rather dialogic : depiste that the dialogue is mostly cumulative, with students more reacting
to teachers' questions than interacting together, one can see some co-constructive contributions (e.g. 2-1-1-1 and 3-2-2) and
interactive regulatory sub-dialogues at the beginning and the end of the interaction (e.g. thread 1, contributions 3-2-2-2-1-1
to 5). Furthermore, the threads are pretty long, which indicates sustained discussion (especially in thread 3). From a
conceptual standpoint (see below), the discussion in the central episode deeply explores the notion of Social Responsibility.
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Task Narration
and ethical
concepts

Which part of the dialogue
is oriented towards the key
european dispositions of
Excepted the regulatory sub-episodes at the beginning and the end of the interaction, most of the dialogue is centered on
tolerance, empathy and
conceptual work. More precisely, almost all contributions of students contribute to the definition of Social Responsibility.
inclusion?
This work is heavily based on the text, as the first question from a teacher (contribution 2) already states a self-involvement
and an application of the text into students' lives. However, there is almost no use of the notions of Tolerance, Empathy and
Inclusion, as only two contributions (e.g. 3 and 3-2-2-2) implicitly use them. This suggests that even if students worked on
How is this conceptual
social responsibility, they may have not linked this notion to the dispositions of TEI.
activity distributed
between the different
components of the task?

Role of the
teacher

How does the teacher
This online interaction is complex regarding the teachers' role, as they take alternatively the three main roles of taskcontribute to the cultural
literacy process during the managers, guides and mediators. They are in the role of task-managers at the beginning and end of the lesson, with regulatory
discourse aiming at ensuring the smooth running of the interaction (interpersonal relationship). They are more in a guide
online interaction?
role when asking students questions with their own voice (e.g. contributions 2, 2-1-1, 3-2-2-1) aimed at fostering students
reflexion on Social Responsibility (even if the questions sometimes appear too direct to effectively foster reflexion, almost
To what extent the teacher
containing the answer in themselves, e.g. contribution 2-1-1). These questions are variously direct, depending if the
uses students' contribuenunciator is the teacher (3-2-2-1) or the whole class (2, 2-1-1). Finally, they also are in the role of mediators in transcribing
tions during the interacstudents' answers to their questions, taking the voice of the whole class or enunciating their own reflexions as the whole
tion? In which specific
class'.
aim?
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2.5. The Elephant and the Bicycle - Social responsibility / Social/civic competence - VU (lesson 6)
14 contributions - 7 threads.
All initiated by the teacher.
Minimal length of threads: 1. Maximal length of threads: 4.

2.5.1. Coding Table
Task analysis

Speech

Use of Concepts
Label

Post content
Tolerance, Empathy
Inclusion

Social responsibility /
Social/civic
competence

Narrative
Reconstruction

Dialogue Act Code
Locutor

Voice

Let's talk.

Not coded

Not coded

Not coded

Off-Task (OT)

Teacher 1

Teacher
Enunciator
Teacher [not
specified]

1-1

We should take care of our environment ourselves.

Not coded

Definition (DF)
[tentative definition of
social responsibility]

Not coded

Statement (ST)

Teacher 1

Whole Class ["we"]

1-2

We are already discussing. Here are our answers to the first question.

Not coded

Not coded

Not coded

Managerial (MA)

Teacher 2

Teacher
Enunciator Whole
Class ["we"]

Definition (DF)
[tentative definition of
social responsibility]

Not coded

- Accepting / Discarding
(AC/DC)
- Justification (JU)

Teacher 2

Whole Class ["we"]

1

1-2-1

We agree with that. That way we can take care of our nature. But not
everyone, but then there would be no people to take care of other areas e.g. Not coded
teachers, police officers.
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2

2-1

3

4

4-1

Who takes on the role of an elephant? These are volunteers, but such jobs are
done by people who have such a profession. Anyone can contribute. There
Inclusion - Implicit
are jobs that are done by certain people. Who wants that helps. Besides
Use (IU) [action to
cleaners and street sweepers. It employs people who don't have the skills to
increase diversity]
do other jobs or people who don't have an education, or work that job just to
make a living.

Who takes on the role of an elephant? Cleaners, handlers. But at the same
time, we must take responsibility for managing our environment.

Let's try to answer the second question.

Why do we have to take responsibility for actively caring for our community? If you don't take care of nature, there will be no fresh air, no trees, no
flowers. Forests can catch fire if garbage is not managed. You won't want to
be in the field if there is dirt.

We agree with your opinion :)

Not coded [too
vague]

Definition (DF)
[tentative definition of
social responsibility]

Self-Involvement
(SI) [identification to
a character of the
text]

Definition (DF)
[tentative definition of
social responsibility]

Self-Involvement
(SI) [identification to
a character of the
text]

5

Why should we take responsibility for taking active care of our community?
Because not to complicate the work of others. After all, it is our responsibility and no one walks after us. We will help others more in the environment
in which we work and will be. We must manage and prevent littering our
environment. We believe that the more we work, the cleaner we all are.

Statement (ST)

Teacher 2

Teacher
Enunciator
Teacher [Question
from LP + following
is not specified]

Teacher 1

- Teacher
Enunciator
Teacher
[Question from
LP]
- Whole Class
["we"]

Teacher 2

Teacher
Enunciator
Teacher [not
specified, taskmanaging]

Not coded

Managerial (MA)

Not coded

Definition (DF)
[tentative definition of
social responsibility]

Not coded

- Statement (ST)
- Justification (JU)

Teacher 1

Teacher
Enunciator Whole
class [Question
from LP + "we"]

Not coded

Not coded

Not coded

Accepting / Discarding
(AC/DC)

Teacher 2

Whole Class ["we"]

Not coded

Not coded [too vague]

Not coded

- Statement (ST)
- Co-Construction (CC)

Teacher 2

Whole Class ["we"]

Empathy - Implicit
Use (IU) [reference
to helping others]

Definition (DF)
[tentative definition of
social responsibility]

Not coded

- Statement (ST)
- Justification (JU)

Teacher 2

Teacher
Enunciator Whole
class [Question
from LP + "we"]

Not coded

Not coded

If there are no trees left, there will be no more of us all.
4-1-1

- Statement (ST)
- Justification (JU)
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5-1

6

7

Wisely said, children say and agree with your opinion.

We should contribute to the well-being of society without expecting anything in return. We agree with this statement. If we take care of the environment ourselves, we will be happy. We think we will help ourselves, others
and the environment. We think when we do a good job we do not have to
ask for reward. We agree with this statement. But if you get paid, you can
donate the money to charity. It will be doubly good work.

We should contribute to the well-being of society without expecting anything in return. We agree with that statement. If you give money to charity
or sick children, it will be better for yourself, because you will know that a
good job has been done. We believe that everyone has to do a good job in
life and not one. Helping, being active, helping grandparents cross the street,
or going to the store is also a good job. And if I give a candy for it, I thank
it. We think that the reward for the work done sometimes motivates even
more and more to do good work.

Not coded

Definition (DF)
[tentative definition of
social responsibility]

Empathy - Implicit
Use (IU) [reference
to helping others]

Definition (DF)
[tentative definition of
social responsibility]

Empathy - Implicit
Use (IU) [reference
to helping others]

Definition (DF)
[tentative definition of
social responsibility]

Not coded

Accepting / Discarding
(AC/DC)

Teacher 1

Teacher
Enunciator
Teacher [reference
to "children" as
exterior]

Not coded

- Accepting / Discarding
(AC/DC)
- Co-Construction (CC)
- Statement (ST)
- Justification (JU)

Teacher 2

Teacher
Enunciator Whole
class [Sentence
from LP + "we"]

Not coded

- Accepting / Discarding
(AC/DC)
- Co-Construction (CC)
- Statement (ST)
- Justification (JU)
- Synthesis / Contrast
(SY/CO)

Teacher 1

Teacher
Enunciator Whole
class [Sentence
from LP + "we"]

2.5.2. Interpretation table
Research questions

Form of the
dialogue

To what extent students
effectively discuss
together and answer to
each other?

Elements of answer
The online interaction does not appear highly dialogic, as it is strictly structured by teachers' questions (related to the lesson
and the role of the teacher, see below). The answers are only briefly discussed, mostly in a cumulative way (simple
acceptances, e.g. contributions 4-1, 5-1), even if there is traces of cooperative dialogue (e.g. contribution 4-1-1).
Nevertheless, many contributions contain different complex Dialogue Acts (e.g. justifications and syntheses), so we can
hypothesise that students from a same class interacted orally to elaborate these contributions.
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Form of the
dialogue

Task Narration
and ethical
concepts

What is the quality of their The online dialogue is rather lowly dialogic (see above). From a conceptual standpoint, most of the interaction aims at
dialogue?
exploring the notion of social responsibility through a deep conceptual work (see below).

Which part of the dialogue
is oriented towards the key
The dialogue is structured by teachers' questions (both in its content and in the structure of threads), which aim at guiding
european dispositions of
students through a better conceptualisation and enactment of Social Responsibility (which is the main objective of the lestolerance, empathy and
son). As such, the dialogue focuses on a conceptual work on this notion, with many contributions proposing a tentative
inclusion?
definition of Social Responsibility, sometimes through involving students in the wordless text (e.g. contributions 2, 2-1).
The dialogue then leaves few space for the discussions of the three key notions of Tolerance, Empathy and Inclusion, which
are not explicitly linked to Social Responsibility. Nevertheless, Empathy (and in a lesser extend Inclusion) are implictly
How is this conceptual
used during the conceptual work on Social Responsibility, which can indicate that students start to form a link between
activity distributed
theses notions.
between the different
components of the task?

Role of the
teacher

Role of the
teacher

How does the teacher
contribute to the cultural
literacy process during the
online interaction?

The teachers contribute to the cultural literacy process in various ways, as they seem very directive in this online dialogue.
They are both task-managers and guide when asking the guiding questions from the lesson plan, which aim at guiding
students through a better conceptualisation and enactment of Social Responsibility, and they are also in the mediator role,
transcribing students' oral discussions on the platform (see below).

To what extent the teacher
uses students' contributions during the interaction? In which specific
aim?

The teachers appear to be very directive in their role of mediators, with few contributions produced with the voice of the
class, and furthermore only "simple" contributions, like acceptances (contribution 4) or minor co-construction (4-1). Several
mediating contributions are instead produced with the voice of the teacher as enunciated by the whole class, and a mediating
contribution is even produced as enunciated by the teacher (e.g. 5-1). This "locking" of the task by teachers can explain the
rather low dialogicity of the interaction, as teacher may have been more focused on their students' achievement of the task
(answering questions from the lesson plan) than on dialogue.
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2.6. The Hedgehog and the City - Social responsibility / Social/civic competence - WWU (session 7)
13 contributions - 9 threads.
All initiated by the teacher.
Length of the threads 1 or 2.

2.6.1. Coding Table
Task analysis

Speech

Use of Concepts
Label

Post content
Tolerance, Empathy
Inclusion

Social responsibility
/ Social/civic
competence

Narrative
Reconstruction

Dialogue Act Code
Locutor

Voice

1

oh la la

Not coded

Not coded

Not coded

Off-Task (OT)

Teacher 1

Teacher Enunciator Teacher
[no specific mention]

2

super

Not coded

Not coded

Not coded

Off-Task (OT)

Teacher 3

Teacher Enunciator Teacher
[no specific mention]

3

Not coded

Not coded

Not coded

Off-Task (OT)

Teacher 1

Teacher Enunciator Teacher
[no specific mention]

4

Not coded

Not coded

Not coded

Off-Task (OT)

Teacher 2

Teacher Enunciator Teacher
[no specific mention]
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4-1

5

6

6-1

7

7-1

8

8-1

9

Suggestions
for
the
school
community
5 trampolins // ropes course // school pets: horses, dogs, cat, etc. // school
disco // the school‘s own swimming pool // bumper cars on the
schoolyard // more soccer shooting targets // petting zoo // cafeteria
cinema //
PS4 (a gaming console) // games room
Not coded
Suggestions
for
the
park:
trampolin hall, bread vending machine for the ducks, kiosk with cheap
prices, sleeping lawn with beds, inline skating park, water park, a lot of
playground equipment, also a PS4, Switch (another gaming console),
rollercoaster…

Not coded [too
vague]

Self-Involvement (SI)
[suggestion of alternative
action]

Statement (ST)

Teacher 2

Teacher Enunciator Teacher
[no specific mention]

Unfortunately my video isn‘t loading correctly!

Not coded

Not coded

Not coded

Managerial (MA)
[DIALLS
management]

Teacher 1

Teacher Enunciator Teacher
["my"]

The animals won‘t be well in the city and they will be unhappy.

Implicit Use
Empathy [feelings
of a character from
the text]

Not coded

Concept-Oriented
Interpretation (COI)

Statement (ST)

Teacher 3

Teacher Enunciator Teacher
[no specific mention]

The hedgehog should become mayor.

Not coded

Not coded

Self-Involvement (SI)
[suggestion of alternative
action]

Statement (ST)

Teacher 2

Teacher Enunciator Teacher
[no specific mention]

They will pool their money and buy food.

Not coded

Not coded [too
vague]

First-Level
Interpretation (FLI)

Statement (ST)

Teacher 3

Teacher Enunciator Teacher
[no specific mention]

They want to buy more space for themselves.

Not coded

Not coded

First-Level
Interpretation (FLI)

Statement (ST)

Teacher 2

Teacher Enunciator Teacher
[no specific mention]

quite clever, these animals – they are a good community, for sure

Not coded

Not coded [too
vague]

First-Level
Interpretation (FLI)

Statement (ST)

Teacher 1

Teacher Enunciator Teacher
[no specific mention]

An animal community – they want a free „zone“

Not coded

Not coded [too
vague]

First-Level
Interpretation (FLI)

Statement (ST)

Teacher 2

Teacher Enunciator Teacher
[no specific mention]

Groupwork now in {names of the three towns of the schools}

Not coded

Not coded

Not coded

Managerial (MA)
[task management]

Teacher 1

Teacher Enunciator Teacher
[no specific mention]
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2.6.2. Interpretation table

Research questions

Form of the
dialogue

To what extent students
effectively discuss
together and answer to
each other?

Elements of answer
After a first short episode (contributions 1-4) of regulatory dialogue where teachers' "chat" to test the platform and the
communication, the dialogue is weakly dialogic and mostly cumulative, with disconnected statements (excepted managerial
contributions 5 and 9). The structure of the threads does not seem to relate to the content of contributions, with for example
contributions 4-1 (resp. 6-1) being a statement without link from contribution 4 (resp. 6). Students may have had very
dialogic interactions in face-to-face discussions during this sequence with the guidance of their teacher, but this does not
appear on the online data.

The interaction appear weakly dialogic. On the conceptual level, students seem almost exclusively focused on the wordless
What is the quality of their
text, with only one contribution (contribution 6) implicitly using the concept of Empathy. Some other contributions (e.g. 4dialogue?
1 and 7) refer very vaguely to TEI and thus cannot be considered as clear indicators for conceptual work.

Task Narration
and ethical
concepts

Which part of the dialogue
is oriented towards the key
european dispositions of
tolerance, empathy and
inclusion?

The online dialogue appear very limited on the conceptual level, with only contribution 6 using -only implicitly- the concept
of Empathy. Social and civic competences, which were the main objective of the Hedgehog and the City lesson, do not
appear on the online dialogue. As the contributions appear very short and limited, we can expect that the face-to-face dialogue mediated by teachers in their classrooms was proportionally more developed and that the conceptual work still took
place, but we do not have data to confirm this hypothesis.
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The apparent poor quality of the dialogue from conceptual and a dialogic points of view can be explained by the students'
focus on the reconstruction of the text's narration. All contributions in the cumulative episode are indeed interpretations.
Coherently with the low use of concepts, most of these interpretations are First-Level, with only one Concept-Oriented
Interpretation (contribution 6). Contribution 4-1, which is the only contribution coded as Self-Involvement, is nevertheless
rich, and we can suppose that the students discussed a lot with the guidance of the teacher to elaborate this long contribution.

Task Narration
and ethical
concepts

How is this conceptual
activity distributed
between the different
components of the task?

Role of the
teacher

How does the teacher
contribute to the cultural
The teachers mainly contribute to this discussion as mediators, and in a lesser extent as task managers. Mediation seems to
literacy process during the
be the main goal for teachers. The first short episode of regulatory dialogue is indeed focused on the smooth running of the
online interaction?
discussion so they can properly mediate afterwards (as opposed, for example, to task management focused on the behaviour
of children). The mediation however seem rudimentary, as teachers do not present the (mostly short) mediated utterances as
To what extent the teacher
coming from the class nor a specific child (Voice Teacher + Enunciator Teacher in all contributions). As noted above, it is
uses students' contribuplausible that teachers focused mainly on the face-to-face interaction with their own students, and not with each other, in
tions during the interacorder to contribute to the cultural literacy process orally.
tion? In which specific
aim?
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3. Secondary
3.1. Emptiness - Empathy - HUJI (HUJI_C_JJos_9_G1)
13 contributions - 7 threads - Minimum thread length: 1 - Maximal thread length: 4
All threads are initiated by students.

3.1.1. Coding Table
Task analysis
Label

1

Post content

Use of Concepts:
Tolerance, Empathy,
Inclusion

the two pictures we chose are: the picture where him and the woman are
standing next to each other and are suddenly in color. This picture Inclusion - Implicit Use
symbolizes how when two people are together they're no longer invisible, (IU) ["together"]
they're no longer lonely. They have each other

Speech
Dialogue Act Code

Narrative Reconstruction

Locutor

Voice

- Description (DS)
- Concept-Oriented
Interpretation (COI)

Statement (ST)

Student 2

Group

1-1

the second image is the one where the lonely man is walking in the snow,
and that he's that transparent and missing that you don't notice him. It
expresses the dasness and his lack of home for the rest of his life in loneliness

Empathy - Implicit Use (IU)
[reference to feelings
("loneliness")]

- Description (DS)
- Concept-Oriented
Interpretation (COI)

- Statement (ST)
- Co-Construction (CC) [it's a
different student from the same
group]

Student 1

Group

1-1-1

the first picture is the one where the lonely man meets someone who feels
just like him in her life, and then you see that they're both in their meeting
no longer lonely and there's color and they're no longer transparent

Inclusion - Implicit Use
(IU) ["both in their meeting"]

- Description (DS)
- Concept-Oriented
Interpretation (COI)

- Statement (ST)
- Co-Construction (CC)

Student 1

Group

1-2

the picture where the man stands in the white snow and you just don't see
him, this image semphasize how much that person is lonely and invisible,

Empathy - Implicit Use (IU)
[reference to feelings
("lonely")]

- Description (DS)
- Concept-Oriented
Interpretation (COI)

Statement (ST)

Student 2

Him/herself [not
specified]
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2

In my opinion, the book is about how others aren't supposed to behave
towards those who are lonely, and about how lonely people feel throughout
their lives.

- Inclusion - Implicit Use
(IU) [reference to action to
implement to increase
diversity]
- Empathy - Implicit Use
[reference to feelings]

- Concept-Oriented
Interpretation (COI)
- Self-Involvement (SI)

Statement (ST)

Student 1

Him/herself ["in my
opinion"]

Empathy - Implicit Use (IU)
[reference to feelings ("lonely
and empty")]

- Description (DS)
["transparent man"]
- First-Level Interpretation
(FLI) ["not possible to
sight by society"]
- Concept-Oriented
Interpretation (COI)

Statement (ST)

Student 3

Him/herself [not
specified]

3

the book is about a transparent man who's not possible to sight by society
surrounding him though he tries to contain and fill the people around him,
the man feels lonely and empty and that's why he's transparent

4

Empathy - Implicit Use (IU)
the book tries to make us understand the complexity in loneliness and under[reference to feelings
stand the effect of loneliness on the other
("loneliness")]

- Concept-Oriented
Interpretation (COI)
- Self-Involvement (SI)

Statement (ST)

Student 3

Him/herself [not
specified]

- Empathy - Implicit Use
(IU) [reference to feelings
("loneliness"), clear
reference to helping
others]
- Inclusion - Implicit Use
(IU) [reference to action to
increase diversity ("break
through a situation of
loneliness")]

- Concept-Oriented
Interpretation (COI)
- Self-Involvement (SI)

- Accepting/Discarding
(AC/DC) ["in addition to what
you said" implies implicit
acceptance]
- Co-Construction (CC)
- Statement (ST)

Student 2

Him/herself ["I"]

the book is about loneliness and emptiness as well, where the hero feels
"turned off" until you can see that he already truly vanishes, unlike other
colorful people of are not lonely. In my opinion, the book is a kind of a message according to which, there are lots of lonely people in the world, and
together with people who feel "full" it gives you a sort of a choice, of what Empathy - Implicit Use (IU)
you prefer being, transparent or full of life the two parts I chose are the parts [several reference to feelings
where he becomes really transparent and empty until he already disappears ("loneliness, emptiness")]
into the snow, which symbolizes the deep and heavy feeling of emptiness,
and the part where he finds another transparent and lonely person, where in
this part you can already see that something is missing in their heart, waiting
for something to complete it

- Concept-Oriented
Interpretation (COI)
- Self-Involvement (SI)

- Co-Construction (CC) ["as
well"]
- Statement (ST)

Student 4

Him/herself ["in my
opinion"]

4-1

5

I think that in addition to what you said the book is also about: the book is
about the effects of loneliness on people for example: willingness to help
others break through a situation of loneliness (the caged bird) depressed,
wants to be noticed etc
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Not coded

Accepting/Discarding (AC/DC)

Student 5

Him/herself [not
specified]

5-2

- Empathy - Implicit Use
(IU) [reference to feelings
("lonely and depressed"),
I agree with you and I would like to add, that this book also pertains to our
clear reference to helping
life as there are people in the world who are very lonely and depressed, and
others]
we must assist them and be their friends and not hurt them anymore directly - Inclusion - Implicit Use
by not helping them.
(IU) [reference to action to
increase diversity ("assist
them and be their
friends")]

- Concept-Oriented
Interpretation (COI)
- Self-Involvement (SI)

- Accepting/Discarding
(AC/DC)
- Co-Construction (CC)
- Statement (ST)

Student 1

Him/herself ["I"]

6

The book relates to our private lives since now especially in this generation
- Empathy - Implicit Use
everyone is connected and everyone can get to everyone through the existing
(IU) [reference to feelings
available technologies today there are many situations where we feel lonely
("lonely"), clear reference
and lacking any person to talk to and that way too we know many people to
to helping others]
whom we can help

- Concept-Oriented
Interpretation (COI)
- Self-Involvement (SI)

- Statement (ST)
- Justification (JU) ["since"]

Student 3

Group ["our", "we"]

7

- Empathy - Explicit
Mention (EM)
["empathetic"]
the book wants to say that we as a society should be caring and empathetic
- Inclusion - Implicit Use
to those who are alone and understand. what they are going through and stop
(IU) [reference to action to
their loneliness.
increase diversity ("stop
[the] loneliness [of those
who are alone")]

- Concept-Oriented
Interpretation (COI)
- Self-Involvement (SI)

Student 1

Him/herself [not
specified: "we as a
society" do not refer to
the group but is much
larger]

5-1

I agree with [student]

Not coded

Statement (ST)
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3.1.2. Interpretation table
Research questions

Elements of answer

Form of the
dialogue

To what extent students
effectively discuss
together and answer to
each other?

Form of the
dialogue

The dialogicity of the interaction between students is rather high (see above). From a conceptual standpoint, the interaction
What is the quality of their
is very rich, as all contributions (except contribution 5-1, which is an isolated acceptance within the dialogue) use concepts
dialogue?
(though implicitly) within a deep work of narrative reconstruction (see below).

Task Narration
and ethical
concepts

Which part of the dialogue
is oriented towards the key
european dispositions of
tolerance, empathy and
inclusion?

How is this conceptual
activity distributed
between the different
components of the task?

This online interaction between students (groupwork) is constituted of one single episode. The dialogue in this episode is
both cumulative (lots of statements, length-1 threads) and collaborative (acceptances, co-constructions, answers to threads'
initiating contributions). Even with the dialogue not being argumentative, the interaction thus appears rather dialogic. Furthermore, students appear very focused on the task, and there is no regulatory dialogue from students.

Due to the instructions given to students (choosing two representative images from the wordless text), all of the dialogue is
focused on the narrative reconstruction of the text. However, the students simultaneously do deep conceptual work on the
key notion of Empathy (which is the main objective of the lesson) but also on Inclusion, combining it in several contributions
(e.g. 2, 4-1, 5-2). As such, all interpretations produced by students are at least partly Concept-Oriented. Furthermore, if this
conceptual work is only implicit for most of the interaction, the last contribution (e.g. 7) explicitly mentions the notion of
empathy, which can indicate that students' reflexion on this notion attained an higher level even without the teacher's guidance (which is an achievement to be noted). This is to be correlated with the emergence of a deep and sustained self-involvement in the text from students during the dialogue, from contribution 4 to the end of the dialogue, which is another indicator
that students have effectively built meaning from the text, as they clearly state that the book "relates to [their] private lives"
(contribution 6).
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How does the teacher
contribute to the cultural
literacy process during the
online interaction?
Role of the
teacher

To what extent the teacher
uses students' contributions during the interaction? In which specific
aim?

This online interaction is exclusively between students, so we do not have indications on the role of the teacher here.
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3.2. Baboon on the Moon - Empathy / Belonging - NOVA_C_EC_Baboon on the Moon_8
7 contributions - 7 threads. All initiated by students.

3.2.1. Coding Table
Task analysis (Baboon on the Moon)

Label

Post content

Use of Concepts
Tolerance,
Empathy,
Inclusion

Polyphony

Dialogue Act Code
Narrative Reconstruction

Locutor

Voice

Belonging ("home")

1

Our group's opinion is that baboon's real home is the Earth
because of his reaction looking at it, emotional and crying.
It makes us think that he misses his home, the Earth.

Empathy - Implicit
Use (IU)

Not coded

- Description (DS)
- Concept-Oriented
Interpretation (COI)

- Statement (ST)
- Justification (JU)
("because")

Student 5

Group

2

Our group thinks that this is the image that best represents
baboon's real home once this is the scene where we see the
baboon crying, portraying sadness and missing his real
home, due to the solitude felt on the moon.

Empathy - Implicit
Use (IU)

Explicitly Mentioned
(EM) ["his real home"]

- Description (DS)
- Concept-Oriented
Interpretation (COI)

- Statement (ST)
- Justification (JU) ("once")

Student 2

Group

3

The scene that best represents baboon's home is the Earth
because, although he lives on the moon, through the
movie, we can conclude that he misses the Earth and he's
sad on the moon.
Home is where we feel confortable and happy, that's why
we believe that the Earth is the place that best represents
his home.

Empathy - Implicit
Use (IU)

Definition (DF) ["home
is where…"]

- Concept-Oriented
Interpretation (COI)
- Self-Involvement (SI)

- Statement (ST)
- Justification (JU)
("because")

Student 3

Group
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4

The moon represents solitude because he feels lonely and
also sad.
On the moon, the baboon dreams about going to Earth
where he'll have other beings that will make him feel
confortable and safe through love and trust.
The loneliness doesn't allow the baboon to feel happy on
the moon and to consider it his real home, because home is
a place where we feel safe and where we like to be.

Empathy - Implicit
Use (IU)

Definition (DF) ["home
is a place where…"]

- Concept-Oriented
Interpretation (COI)
- Self-Involvement (SI)

- Statement (ST)
- Justification (JU)
("because")

Student 3

Group

5

The music portrayed in this small video expresses the
longing that the baboon feels towards its true home. The
music is sad and melancholic but, at the same time, it
reminds him of joyful and happy moments lived in his
home. [Earth]

Empathy - Implicit
Use (IU)

Explicitly Mentioned
(EM)

- Description (DS)
- Concept-Oriented
Interpretation (COI)

- Statement (ST)

Student 5

Him/herself [no
specific mention
of a voice]

6

What does the Earth represent?
The Earth, in this movie, represents baboon’s home. The
baboon misses his home, where he felt good and safe. By
playing his trumpet he shows his love to Earth.

Empathy - Implicit
Use (IU)

Explicitly Mentioned
(EM)

- First-Level Interpretation
(FLI)
- Concept-Oriented
Interpretation (COI)

- Statement (ST)

Student 1

Him/herself [no
specific mention
of a voice]

7

The emotions portrayed by the music in this video are
solitude, sadness and longingness, once it corresponded to
baboon’s expressions and it was slow, heavy and
melancholic.

Empathy - Implicit
Use (IU)

Not coded

- First-Level Interpretation
(FLI)
- Concept-Oriented
Interpretation (COI)

- Statement (ST)
- Justification (JU) ("once")

Student 4

Him/herself [no
specific mention
of a voice]
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3.2.2. Interpretation table
Research questions

Form of the
dialogue

To what extent students
effectively discuss
together and answer to
each other?

Elements of answer
In this sequence, students do not seem to discuss together on the platform. There may be some oral discussions within
groups, but the online discussion does not appear dialogic, with a mostly cumulative discourse and no trace of coconstruction.

Despite the dialogue being mostly cumulative, the majority of contributions (all except contributions 5 and 6) contains a
What is the quality of their
justification. Furthermore, from a conceptual point of view (see below), the dialogue appears moderately rich, since the work
dialogue?
on TEI is only implicit.

Which part of the dialogue
is oriented towards the key
european dispositions of
tolerance, empathy and
inclusion?

The dialogue does not tackle explicitly the key dispositions of TEI. Empathy (one of the main focus of the Baboon on the
Moon wordless text) is used in all contributions, but only in an implicit way. During the online dialogue students refer to the
baboon's feelings but never work explicitly of the concept of Empathy, as they seem more focused on the notion of Belonging, through explicit mentions and tentative definitions of "Home".

How is this conceptual
activity distributed
between the different
components of the task?

The students appear more focused on the task of narrative reconstruction than on the conceptual work on TEI and Belonging.
Nevertheless, all of the produced interpretations are at least partly Concept-Oriented, which can indicate, along with the
implicit use of Empathy in all contributions, that students are implicitly linking their interpretation of the text and the notion
of Empathy.

Task Narration
and ethical
concepts
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How does the teacher
contribute to the cultural
literacy process during the
online interaction?
Role of the
teacher

This online interaction does not contain any contribution from the teacher, who probably made his/her guidance and task
To what extent the teacher regulation orally during the sequence. We thus do not have sufficient information.
uses students' contributions during the interaction? In which specific
aim?
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3.3. Baboon on the Moon - Empathy / Belonging - UCAM_AC_AL_C1_8
54 contributions - 20 threads.
Minimal thread length 1, maximal thread length 8 (detail : 1 / 4 / 1 / 2 / 2 / 3 / 1 / 4 / 3 / 1 / 1 / 5 / 2 / 5 / 4 / 8 / 3 / 1 / 2 / 1)
All initiated by students excepted thread 16, initiated by a teacher.

3.3.1. Coding Table
Note: Teacher's contributions are darkened to appear more clearly in the table
Task analysis (Baboon on the Moon)

Label

Use of Concepts

Post content

Tolerance,
Empathy,
Inclusion

Polyphony

Dialogue Act Code
Narrative Reconstruction

Locutor

Voice

Belonging ("home")

1

what do you think the message was?

Not coded

Not coded

Not coded [too vague]

Inviting (IN)

Student 1
School 1

Him/herself [not
specified]

2

we think that home is somewhere where you feel safe?

Not coded

Definition (DF)

Not coded [too vague]

Statement (ST)

Student 3
School 1

Group ["we"]

2-1

We also think this but we also think its somewhere you
can be yourself and be happy

Not coded

Definition (DF)

Not coded [too vague]

- Accepting / Discarding
(AC/DC)
- Statement (ST)
- Co-Construction (CC)

Student 3
School 2

Group ["we"]

2-2

We do think that home is a safe place where we all feel
comfortable and safe. Where we make memories and
happiness

Not coded

Definition (DF)

Not coded [too vague]

- Accepting / Discarding
(AC/DC) ["we do think"]
- Statement (ST)
- Co-Construction

Student 1
School 2

Group ["we"]

we think home is a place where you feel safe and welcome

Not coded

Definition (DF)

Not coded [too vague]

- Statement (ST)
- Co-Construction (CC)

Student 1
School 1

Group ["we"]

2-2-1
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3

how do you think belonging and empathylink towards the
film?

Empathy Explicitly
Mentioned (EM)

Explicitly Mentioned
(EM)

Not coded [too vague]

Inviting (IN)

Student 6
School 1

Him/herself [not
specified]

4

What do you think the overall message was?

Not coded

Not coded

Not coded [too vague]

Inviting (IN)

Student 4
School 1

Him/herself [not
specified]

The overall message was what does home mean to you

Not coded

Explicitly Mentioned
(EM)

Self-Involvement (SI)

Statement (ST)

Student 1
School 2

Him/herself [not
specified]

We think home is somewhere where you can feel safe and
can spend your time in. What do you think?

Not coded

Definition (DF)

Not coded

- Statement (ST)
- Inviting (IN)

Student 3
School 1

Group ["we"]

We think home is where your family is and somewhere
where you feel comfortable and safe.

Not coded

Definition (DF)

Not coded

- Statement (ST)
- Co-Construction (CC)

Student 2
School 2

Group ["we"]

World

Not coded

Not coded

Not coded [too vague]

Statement (ST)

Student 3
School 1

Him/herself [not
specified]

What do you mean by world? Elaborate please.

Not coded

Not coded

Not coded

Inviting (IN)

Student 2
School 2

Him/herself [not
specified]

Why do you think the world is shown here?

Not coded

Not coded

Description (DS)

Inviting (IN)

Student 3
School 1

Him/herself [not
specified]

7

what does the video suggest about feeling at home

Not coded

Explicitly Mentioned
(EM)

Not coded [too vague]

Inviting (IN)

Student 1
School 1

Him/herself [not
specified]

8

How does the video make you feel?

Empathy - Implicit
Use [reference to
peers' feelings]

Not coded

Not coded [too vague]

Inviting (IN)

Student 3
School 1

Him/herself [not
specified]

The video makes us feel sorry for him and makes us want
to give him comfort the fact how he has to wake up at
5AM to do so much work to light up the moon and no one
sees what he is working for they just see the end result

Empathy - Implicit
Use [reference to
peers' feelings]

Not coded

- Self-Involvement (SI)
- Description (DS)

- Statement (ST)
- Justification (JU)

Student 1
School 2

Group ["we"]

4-1

5

5-1

6

6-1

6-1-1

8-1
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8-1-1

we completely agree with what you are saying no one
knows what he is doing so what is he doing it for?

Not coded

Not coded

First-Level Interpretation
(FLI)

- Accepting / Discarding
(AC/DC)
- Co-Construction (CC)

Student 1
School 1

Group ["we"]

8-1-2

Has he chosen this? Even though he is away from home?

Not coded

Explicitly Mentioned
(EM)

Concept-Oriented
Interpretation (COI)

Inviting (IN)

Teacher 1

Teacher Enunciator
Teacher [not
specified]

What were your ideas about the video?

Not coded

Not coded

Not coded [too vague]

Inviting (IN)

Student 3
School 1

Him/herself [not
specified]

person one said she was very confused on why the baboon
was crying and why it can play the trumpet. Person two
says why is he on the moon. and I think he was sent there
and he misses the earth.

Empathy - Implicit
Use ["he misses the
earth"]

Not coded [too vague]

- Description (DS)
- First-Level Interpretation
(FLI)

Statement (ST)

Student 2
School 2

- Other Student
["person one",
"person two"]
- Him/herself ["I"]

- Statement (ST)
- Inviting (IN)

Student 1
School 2

Group ["our"]

9

9-1

9-2

our ideas about the video were, what was the meaning of
this film ? what was the man doing?, does he control the
planets?, why is he on the moon?,is the moon his? ,
where’s his family ??

Not coded

Not coded [too vague]

- Description (DS) ["why is
he on the moon?"]
- First-Level Interpretation
(FLI) ["is the moon his?"]
- Concept-Oriented
Interpretation (COI)
["where's his family?"]

10

what do you think the overall message is?

Not coded

Not coded

Not coded [too vague]

Inviting (IN)

Student 5
School 1

Him/herself [not
specified]

11

can team 2 your talk to our group 6 as we could not login

Not coded

Not coded

Not coded

Managerial (MA) [online
platform management]

Student 6
School 1

Group ["we"]

12

We think that the baboon is trying to get attention from
Earth by lighting up the moon.

Not coded

Not coded

First-Level Interpretation
(FLI)

Statement (ST)

Student 3
School 2

Group ["we"]

we think that lighting up the moon is his job and that he is
playing the trumpet.

Not coded

Not coded

- First-Level Interpretation
(FLI)
- Description (DS)

Statement (ST)

Student 6
School 1

Group ["we"]

12-1
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12-1-1

Who do you think he works for or why is that his job?

Not coded

Not coded

Not coded [too vague]

- Inviting (IN)
- Co-Construction (CC)
[invitation to develop an
idea, basing on this idea]

Student 3
School 2

Him/herself [not
specified]

12-2

yeah we agree and perhaps that was why he was also
playing the trumpet

Not coded

Not coded

First-Level Interpretation
(FLI)

- Accepting / Discarding
(AC/DC)
- Co-Construction (CC)

Student 4
School 1

Group ["we"]

12-3

We think that he is maybe working as the moon and that
he feels lonely just like the moon as its the only planet
next to the sun.

Empathy - Implicit
Use ["he feels
lonely"]

Not coded

- First-Level Interpretation
(FLI)
- Concept-Oriented
Interpretation (COI)

Statement (ST)

Student 3
School 1

Group ["we"]

why do you think the baboon is on the moon?

Not coded

Not coded

Description (DS)

Inviting (IN)

Student 6
School 1

Him/herself [not
specified]

Maybe he was sent to the moon to keep it bright?

Not coded

Not coded

First-Level Interpretation
(FLI)

Statement (ST)

Student 3
School 2

Him/herself [not
specified]

What do you think home represents?

Not coded

Explicitly Mentioned
(EM)

Not coded

Inviting (IN)

Student 2
School 2

Him/herself [not
specified]

14-1

a place where you belong feel safe and secureand have an
emotional attachment towards a place .

Not coded [too
vague]

Definition (DF)

Not coded

Statement (ST)

Student 6
School 1

Him/herself [not
specified]

14-2

we think home is a place you feel welcome and safe

Not coded

Definition (DF)

Not coded

Statement (ST)

Student 1
School 1

Group ["we"]

14-3

home is where the people you love are

Not coded

Definition (DF)

Not coded

Statement (ST)

Student 4
School 1

Him/herself [not
specified]

I agree...

Not coded

Not coded [too vague]

Not coded

Accepting / Discarding
(AC/DC)

Student 2
School 2

Him/herself ["I"]

We think that the Baboon feels lonely and far away from
home and his family and friends.

Empathy - Implicit
Use ["feels lonely"]

Explicitly Mentioned
(EM)

Concept-Oriented
Interpretation (COI)

Statement (ST)

Student 3
School 2

Group ["we"]

13

13-1

14

14-3-1

15
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we think that the trumpet is a way of getting peoples
attention as he is lonely

Empathy - Implicit
Use ["is lonely"]

Not coded

Concept-Oriented
Interpretation (COI)

Statement (ST)

Student 5
School 1

Group ["we"]

15-1-1

We think that the Baboon plays the trumpet because he is
bored and lonely.

Empathy - Implicit
Use ["is bored and
lonely"]

Not coded

Concept-Oriented
Interpretation (COI)

Statement (ST)

Student 3
School 2

Group ["we"]

15-2

we feel that he has a duty to be on the moon (it may be his
job) but he feels alone

Empathy - Implicit
Use ["feels alone"]

Not coded

- First-Level Interpretation
(FLI) ["job"]
- Concept-Oriented
Interpretation (COI)

Statement (ST)

Student 6
School 1

Group ["we"]

16

As a class, some of the ideas that came out was the fact
that 'home' isn't necessarily one place, it can be multiple
places. What do you think?

Not coded

Definition (DF)

Not coded

- Inviting (IN)
- Synthesis / Contrast
(SY/CO)

Teacher 2

Teacher Enunciator
Whole Class ["as a
class"]

16-1

Home can be more than one place and it depends if you
feel more comfortable or safe.

Not coded

Definition (DF)

Not coded

Statement (ST)

Student 2
School 2

Him/herself [not
specified]

16-1-1

We feel like Home can be more than 1 place, its just a
place where you feel safe and comforted with no worries

Not coded

Definition (DF)

Not coded

Statement (ST)

Student 3
School 1

Group ["we"]

16-2

We have many houses for example family our school and
community club’s

Not coded

Definition (DF)

Not coded

Statement (ST)

Student 1
School 2

Group ["we"]

16-2-1

I really like this idea!

Not coded

Not coded [too vague]

Not coded

Accepting / Discarding
(AC/DC)

Teacher 2

Teacher Enunciator
Teacher ["I"]

16-2-2

we agree that we have many houses that are part of our
community

Not coded

Definition (DF)

Not coded

Accepting / Discarding
(AC/DC)

Student 1
School 1

Group ["we"]

Not coded

Statement (ST)
Co-Construction (CC) [build
on "home is many places" to
highlight "emotional
attachment"]

Student 6
School 1

Group ["we"]

15-1

16-3

we think that home place were you feel an emotional attachment to which can be multiple places.

Not coded [too
vague]

Definition (DF)
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Ok we’re leaving bye.

Not coded

Not coded

Not coded

Managerial (MA) [online
interaction regulation]

Student 2
School 2

Group ["we"]

do you think they are showing lonliness?

Empathy - Implicit
Use [reference to
peers' feelings?]

Not coded

Not coded

Inviting (IN)

Student 5
School 1

Him/herself [not
specified]

17-1

I think that the baboon was sent there and he misses the
earth and he does feel lonely. What do you think?

Empathy - Implicit
Use ["he feels
lonely"]

Not coded [too vague]

Concept-Oriented
Interpretation (COI)

- Statement (ST)
- Inviting (IN)

Student 2
School 2

Him/herself ["I"]

17-2

Yes because he was crying by himself on the moon. No
one there to comfort him

Empathy - Implicit
Use

Not coded [too vague]

Concept-Oriented
Interpretation (COI)

- Accepting / Discarding
(AC/DC)
- Co-Construction (CC)

Student 1
School 2

Him/herself [not
specified]

18

we think that the baboon is trying to get earths attention as
he needs someone to comfort him

Empathy - Implicit
Use

Not coded [too vague]

- First-Level Interpretation
(FLI)
- Concept-Oriented
Interpretation (COI)

Statement (ST)

Student 5
School 1

Group ["we"]

19

we think he is doing all these things for the earth yet by
doing this he is not having fun what do you think?

Empathy - Implicit
Use

Not coded

- First-Level Interpretation
(FLI)
- Concept-Oriented
Interpretation (COI)

- Statement (ST)
- Inviting (IN)

Student 1
School 1

Group ["we"]

Description (DS)

- Accepting / Discarding
(AC/DC)
- Co-Construction
(CC) [precision to previous
contribution's "all these
things"]

Student 2
School 2

- Him/herself ["I"]
- Group ["we"]

Description (DS)

- Inviting (IN)
- Justification (JU) [the last
sentence implicitly justifies
the questions: repetition of
"staying alive"]

Student 3
School 2

Him/herself [not
specified]

16-3-1

17

19-1

20

I think that’s true. we think that he lights up the moon.

how do you think he is staying alive on the moon? electricity? Food? Water? How do you think hes breathing and
staying alive.

Not coded

Not coded

Not coded

Not coded

3.3.2. Interpretation table
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Research questions

Form of the
dialogue

Task Narration
and ethical
concepts

Elements of answer

To what extent students
effectively discuss
together and answer to
each other?

This online interaction between students appear dialogic: with many threads tackling different aspects of the text. Students
took initiative to post contributions about the text, and peers dialogically contributed, as the threads can rassemble several
contributions (see length of the threads). The whole interaction corresponds to one discussion between the many
participants. This dialogue is mostly both cumulative and cooperative, with many statements, acceptances, but also
invitations and co-constructions.

What is the quality of
their dialogue?

The dialogue appears rather dialogic (see above). From a conceptual standpoint, students work deeply on the notion of
Belonging, through a conceptual work on the definition of "Home". However, this work is not always productive, and
seems to fail to weave links between the notion of Belonging and TEI (see above).

Which part of the dialogue
is oriented towards the
key european dispositions The dialogue appears more focused on the concept of Belonging (through the notion of "home") than on Tolerance, Emof tolerance, empathy and pathy and Inclusion. Empathy is mentioned explicitly very early in the discussion (contribution 3) but then only stays used
inclusion?
implicitly by students during the discussion. As such, there is no tentative definition of empathy (Empathy - DF) during
this discussion, which could have been expected from secondary students. Despite the apparent focus on Belonging, the
links between this notion and TEI do not appear explicitly during the discussion. Furthermore, regarding the work on
Belonging, one can see that some contributions appear redundant (e.g. contributions 5/5-1 and 14-1, on the characteristic
How is this conceptual
"safe"), and that students sometimes missed the point of the text (e.g. contribution 9-1 where students are "confused"). As
activity distributed
such, more guidance from the teacher could have be helpful for weaker students.
between the different
components of the task?
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Role of the
teacher

How does the teacher
contribute to the cultural
literacy process during the In this discussion, the teacher is mainly in the role of guide : the three contributions 8-1-2, 16 and 16-2-1 were all aimed
at helping students understanding the wordless text. However, the inviting contribution 8-1-2 meet no answer, and the
online interaction?
accepting contribution 16-2-1 did not explicitly encourage students' to pursue their reasoning. Contribution 16 was the
To what extent the teacher most effective guidance, as it stimulated students' reflexion, but it only produced isolated statements and failed at initiating a deep dicussion on the notion of "home". Maybe more guidance, or in another form (different questions or modaliuses students' contributies of help) could have helped the students more effectively.
tions during the interaction? In which specific
aim?
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3.4. Super Big - Tolerance - WWU
57 contributions - 19 threads - Minimum thread length: 1 - Maximal thread length: 23
Threads 1, 2, 4, 10 were initiated by the teacher.

3.4.1. Coding Table
Note: Teacher's contributions are darkened to appear more clearly in the table
Task analysis
Label

Post content

Use of Concepts:
Tolerance, Empathy, Inclusion

Narrative Reconstruction

Speech
Dialogue Act Code

Locutor

Voice

How can I/can one foster tolerance?
I personally.
I / we at school?
Society?

Tolerance-Explicitly Mentioned
(EM)

Not coded [not about the
text]

Inviting (IN)

Teacher 1

Teacher Enunciator Whole
Class ["I" means here a
theoretical student more than
the teacher him/herself]

1-1

You should accept everyone and show respect

Tolerance-Definition (DF) +
[matching with CAF "tolerance is
respect, acceptance"]

Not coded [not about the
text]

Stating (ST)

Student 4
School 1

Him/herself [no specific
voice indicator]

1-2

Put oneself in another‘s position.

Tolerance-Definition (DF) - [more
relative to "empathy" rather than
"tolerance"]

Not coded [not about the
text]

Stating (ST)

Student 4
School 1

Him/herself [no specific
voice indicator]

1-3

You should show sympathy.

Tolerance-Definition (DF) +
[matching with CAF "tolerance is
fostered by communication"]

Not coded [not about the
text]

Stating (ST)

Student 4
School 1

Him/herself [no specific
voice indicator]

1-4

You should support others.

Tolerance-Definition (DF) +
[matching with CAF "tolerance is an
active attitude"]

Not coded [not about the
text]

Stating (ST)

Student 2
School 1

Him/herself [no specific
voice indicator]

And be helpful.

Tolerance-Definition (DF) +
[matching with CAF "tolerance is an
active attitude"]

Not coded [not about the
text]

• Stating (ST)
• Co-Construction (CC) ["and"]

Student 4
School 1

Him/herself [no specific
voice indicator]

If you notice that someone at school is alone/is being discriminated against, you approach them, talk to them and
try to help them.

Tolerance-Definition (DF) +
[matching with CAF "Tolerance
includes prevention of bullying"]

Not coded [not about the
text]

Stating (ST)

Student 5
School 1

Him/herself [no specific
voice indicator]

1

1-4-1

1-5
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1-6

You should show empathy and offer help.

Tolerance-Definition (DF) ["empathy" rather than "tolerance"]

Not coded [not about the
text]

Stating (ST)

Student 2
School 1

Him/herself [no specific
voice indicator]

1-7

You can foster tolerance by mutually respecting one another regarding school and society.

Tolerance-Definition (DF) +
[matching with CAF "tolerance is
respect"]

Not coded [not about the
text]

Stating (ST)

Student 3
School 1

Him/herself [no specific
voice indicator]

1-7-1

We mean that you should spread acceptance in society.

Tolerance-Definition (DF) +
[matching with CAF "tolerance is
acceptance"]

Not coded [not about the
text]

• Stating (ST)
• Justification (JU) [the
reformulation/precision gives
reasons to accept the previous
contribution]

Student 3
School 1

Group ["we"]

1-8

If you see that someone is being bullied (e.g., in school),
you shouldn‘t just look away/walk past but should help
and support that person.

Tolerance-Definition (DF) +
[matching with CAF "Tolerance
includes prevention of bullying"]

Not coded [not about the
text]

Stating (ST)

Student 2
School 1

Him/herself [no specific
voice indicator]

1-9

We are all just people, no matter what the colour of skin,
what sexuality, what religion or what nationality.

Tolerance-Implicit Use (IU)
[reference to equality for people of
different groups]

Not coded [not about the
text]

Stating (ST)

Student 5
School 1

Him/herself [no specific
voice indicator]

Inviting (IN)

Teacher 1

Teacher Enunciator Whole
Class ["I" means here a
theoretical student more than
the teacher him/herself]

1-9-1

How can I bring that message home to others?

Not coded [too vague]

Not coded [not about the
text]

1-10

It should be self-evident to be tolerant towards our fellow
human beings

Tolerance-Explicitly Mentioned
(EM)

Not coded [not about the
text]

Stating (ST)

Student 5
School 1

Him/herself [no specific
voice indicator]

1-11

Tolerance-Implicit Use (IU)
Not only the external but especially the internal/personal
[reference to diversity of ideas
qualities count
and/or behaviours]

Not coded [not about the
text]

Stating (ST)

Student 2
School 1

Him/herself [no specific
voice indicator]

Not coded [not about the
text]

• Stating (ST)
• Co-Construction (CC) [the
contribution is a direct extending of
the previous one]

Student 3
School 1

Him/herself [no specific
voice indicator]

Student 2
School 1

Group ["we"]

Student 4
School 1

Him/herself [no specific
voice indicator]

1-11-1

1-11-2

1-12

You should be friendly, don‘t care about appearances.

Tolerance-Definition (DF) +
[matching with CAF "acceptances of
our form of expression and ways of
being human"]

We mean that character is more important than appearances.

Tolerance-Definition (DF) +
[matching with CAF "acceptances of
our form of expression and ways of
being human"]

Not coded [not about the
text]

• Stating (ST)
• Justification (JU) [the
reformulation/precision gives
reasons to accept the previous
contribution]

You should always be honest.

Tolerance-Definition (DF) - [refers
more to "honesty" rather than
"tolerance"]

Not coded [not about the
text]

Stating (ST)
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You should be friendly, don‘t care about appearances.

Tolerance-Definition (DF) +
[matching with CAF "acceptances of
our form of expression and ways of
being human"]

Not coded [not about the
text]

• Stating (ST)
• Co-Construction (CC) ["and"]

Student 3
School 1

Him/herself [no specific
voice indicator]

You should think and act liberally instead of conservatively.

Tolerance-Definition (DF)
+ [matching with CAF "tolerance is
prompted by recognition of the
universal human rights and
fundamental freedoms of others’"]

Not coded [not about the
text]

• Stating (ST)
• Co-Construction (CC) [the
contribution is a direct extending of
the previous one]

Student 3
School 1

Him/herself [no specific
voice indicator]

1-13

You can try to understand other people and maybe try to
Tolerance-Definition (DF) - [more
think through other perspectives on things. Also you
relative to "empathy" rather than
shouldn‘t insist on your own opinion, but you should still
"tolerance"]
have one.

Not coded [not about the
text]

Stating (ST)

Student 1
School 2

Him/herself [no specific
voice indicator]

1-14

We can give unprejudiced thinking to the new generations. To our own children as well as to other children,
for example as teachers or child care workers. We as students could try to educate people that are very intolerant.

Tolerance-Definition (DF)
+ [matching with CAF "tolerance is
an active attitude", "tolerance is
acceptance of diversity"]

Not coded [not about the
text]

Stating (ST)

Student 5
School 2

Group ["we"]

1-15

Maybe protests should be done or we should talk more
about it in school 🤷🤷

Tolerance-Definition (DF) +
[matching with CAF "tolerance is an
active attitude", "tolerance is
fostered by knowledge"]

Not coded [not about the
text]

Stating (ST) [even formulated as an
hypothesis, the contribution is still a
statement]

Student 3
School 2

Group ["we"]

Not coded [not about tolerance]

First-Level Interpretation
(FLI) [explains the
motivations of a
protagonist of the text
("has to") without relating
to tolerance]

Stating (ST)

Teacher 1

Teacher Enunciator
Teacher [no specific voice
indicator]

I think the mother is also proud of her son because her
son is helping people.

Not coded [not about tolerance]

First-Level Interpretation
(FLI) [explains the
motivations of a
protagonist of the text
without relating to
tolerance]

Stating (ST) Justification (JU)
["because"]

Student 3
School 2

Him/herself ["I"]

The boy needs help.

Not coded [not about tolerance]

Description (DS)

Stating (ST)

Student 2
School 1

Him/herself [no specific
voice indicator]

1-12-1

1-12-1-1

2

2-1

3

Mother has to comfort
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3-1

I think that the boy just needs some acceptance and I
Tolerance-Implicit Use (IU)
wouldn‘t necessarily define that as help. You should just
[reference to acceptance of the
try to deal with new and other things and not just turn
diversity of people]
your back or not get to near.

Concept-Oriented
Interpretation (COI) [the
contribution explains the
text using implicitly the
concept of tolerance]

• Accepting/Discarding (AC/DC)
[this contribution aims at discarding
the one it answers]
• Synthesis/Contrast (SY/CO) [the
contributions contrasts with the
previous one]
• Justification (JU) ["I wouldn't…"
gives reason to reject the first]
• Co-Construction (CC) [this
contribution stems from the
previous one]
• Statement (ST) ["You should just
try…"]

Student 1
School 2

Him/herself ["I"]

Inviting (IN)

Teacher 1

Teacher Enunciator
Teacher [the question is
asked directly to students]

Why can‘t the character build trust?

Tolerance-Implicit Use (IU)
[reference to unacceptance of others]

Concept-Oriented
Interpretation (COI) [the
contribution questions the
possible motivations of the
characters with respect to
the key concepts of the
lesson]

4-1

The people are too prejudiced and don‘t want to be
helped by the „giant“.

Tolerance-Implicit Use (IU)
[reference to unacceptance of the
diversity of people]

Concept-Oriented
Interpretation (COI) [the
contribution explains the
text using implicitly the
concept of tolerance]

Stating (ST)

Student 1
School 1

Him/herself [no specific
voice indicator]

4-2

Maybe they‘re not open enough for new things. They are
afraid of the boy although they don‘t know his intentions
and run away at first before confronting something new.

Tolerance-Implicit Use (IU)
[reference to unacceptance of the
diversity of people]

Concept-Oriented
Interpretation (COI) [the
contribution explains the
text using implicitly the
concept of tolerance]

Stating (ST)

Student 1
School 2

Him/herself [no specific
voice indicator]

Stating (ST)

Student 5
School 1

Him/herself [no specific
voice indicator]

Stating (ST)

Student 1
School 1

Him/herself [no specific
voice indicator]

4

5

Wants to help but everyone‘s afraid of him.

Not coded [too vague]

First-Level Interpretation
(FLI) ["wants to help"]
Description (DS)
["everyone is afraid"]

6

People that run away are a symbol for everyone looking
at the appearance of a person first before looking at personal qualities.

Tolerance-Implicit Use (IU)
[reference to unacceptance of the
diversity of people]

Concept-Oriented
Interpretation (COI)
[symbolism of the text
regarding tolerance]
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7

This creature is so social that it gets help even though
everyone was so mean to him.

How
7-1

8

can

we

define

this?

The people are understandably afraid, even if the >other<
is displayed as extreme.

He wants to help but isn‘t accepted because he is different.

Not coded [too vague]

First-Level Interpretation
(FLI) [the contribution
explains the text referring
to "tolerance" too vaguely]

Stating (ST)

Student 6
School 1

Him/herself [no specific
voice indicator]

Tolerance-Implicit Use (IU)
[reference to unacceptance of others]

Concept-Oriented
Interpretation (COI) [the
contribution explains the
text using implicitly the
concept of tolerance]

• Inviting (IN)
• Co-Construction (CC) [the
contribution stems directly from the
previous one]

Student 2
School 2

Him/herself [no specific
voice indicator]

Tolerance-Implicit Use (IU)
[reference to unacceptance of others]

Concept-Oriented
Interpretation (COI) [the
contribution explains the
text using implicitly the
concept of tolerance]

Stating (ST)

Student 2
School 1

Him/herself [no specific
voice indicator]

Stating (ST)

Student 1
School 1

Him/herself [no specific
voice indicator]

9

As you can see, the „condemned“ person isn‘t happy
about it.

Tolerance-Implicit Use (IU)
[reference to unacceptance of others]

Concept-Oriented
Interpretation (COI) [the
contribution explains the
text using implicitly the
concept of tolerance]

10

Give an example how you can promote tolerance in society today. (Especially after the events of Hanau) [explanation from the translator: In February 2020, a racist, right-wing extremist killed 9 people from migratory
backgrounds and himself.]

Tolerance-Explicitly Mentioned
(EM)

Not coded [not about the
text]

• Inviting (IN)
• Justification (JU) [the mention of
Hanau gives more reasons to
promote tolerance]

Teacher 1

Teacher Enunciator
Teacher [the question is
asked directly to students]

10-1

Show more support, a human is a human, as has been
mentioned, it doesn‘t matter what nationality or religion
and you should act on that. You don‘t want to be killed
abroad yourself either after all.

Tolerance-Definition (DF)
+ [matching with CAF "tolerance is
prompted by recognition of the
universal human rights and
fundamental freedoms of others’"]

Not coded [not about the
text]

• Stating (ST)
• Co-Construction (CC) ["as has
been mentioned"]

Student 4
School 1

Him/herself [no specific
voice indicator]

Give more attention to the topic and don‘t hush it up.

Not coded [too vague]

Not coded [not about the
text]

• Stating (ST)
• Co-Construction (CC) [the
contribution is a direct extending of
the previous one]

Student 4
School 1

Him/herself [no specific
voice indicator]

We have to bring more attention to this topic!

Tolerance-Definition (DF) +
[matching with CAF ""tolerance is
fostered by knowledge"]

Not coded [not about the
text]

Stating (ST)

Student 2
School 1

Group ["we"]

10-1-1

10-2
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10-2-1

People are too inattentive and don‘t realise what is really
going on. Something has to happen before they realise
something.

Not coded [too vague]

Not coded [not about the
text]

Stating (ST)

Student 2
School 1

Him/herself [no specific
voice indicator]

10-3

You should explain cultures to people and give them an
understanding of it and build bonds between cultures.

Tolerance-Definition (DF) +
[matching with CAF ""tolerance is
fostered by knowledge"]

Not coded [not about the
text]

Stating (ST)

Student 5
School 1

Him/herself [no specific
voice indicator]

10-4

You can promote tolerance through
promotion
education
strongly express a tolerant opinion yourself
be a role model for others

Tolerance-Definition (DF) +
[matching with CAF ""tolerance is
fostered by knowledge", "tolerance
is an active attitude"]

Not coded [not about the
text]

Stating (ST)

Student 3
School 1

Him/herself [no specific
voice indicator]

Why is the cat larger than a human? 🤔🤔

Not coded [not about tolerance]

Description (DS) [question
about the events depicted
in the text]

Off-Task (OT) [could be considered
as an inviting move, but more
probably a false "trolly" question
("🤔🤔")]

Student 6
School 1

Him/herself [no specific
voice indicator]

Because it‘s not really, if you look closely, you can just
make it out that it‘s an animated film but maybe if you
maybe have some problems with your eyes it‘s understandable 😊😊

Not coded [not about tolerance]

Not coded [not about the
text]

Off-Task (OT)

Student 1
School 2

Him/herself [no specific
voice indicator]

I am a vegan

Not coded [not about tolerance]

Not coded [not about the
text]

Off-Task (OT) [does not relates to
the topic]

Student 4
School 2

Him/herself ["I"]

Tolerance-Explicitly Mentioned
(EM)

Not coded [not about the
text]

Managerial (MA) [peer regulation]

Student 2
School 2

Him/herself [no specific
voice indicator]

That doesn‘t belong to the topic.

Not coded [not about tolerance]

Not coded [not about the
text]

Managerial (MA) [peer regulation]

Student 3
School 2

Him/herself [no specific
voice indicator]

13

Seaweed

Not coded [not about tolerance]

Not coded [not about the
text]

Off-Task (OT)

Student 4
School 2

Him/herself [no specific
voice indicator]

14

Yeet

Not coded [not about tolerance]

Not coded [not about the
text]

Off-Task (OT)

Student 5
School 2

Him/herself [no specific
voice indicator]

14-1

🐳🐳

Not coded [not about tolerance]

Not coded [not about the
text]

Off-Task (OT)

Student 3
School 2

Him/herself [no specific
voice indicator]

The people are afraid of the boy because he is huge
😿😿😿

Tolerance-Implicit Use (IU)
[reference to unacceptance of the
diversity of people]

Concept-Oriented
Interpretation (COI) [the
contribution explains the
text using implicitly the
concept of tolerance]

Stating (ST)

Student 3
School 2

Him/herself [no specific
voice indicator]

11

11-1

12

12-1

12-1-1

15

Who

cares?

Does that help against tolerance in society?
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16

🧠🧠⬅

Not coded [not about tolerance]

Not coded [not about the
text]

Off-Task (OT)

Student 3
School 2

Him/herself [no specific
voice indicator]

17

We noticed that the cat isn‘t afraid of the boy and lets
him help her. The goat at the end is though.

Not coded [too vague]

Description (DS)

• Stating (ST)
• Synthesis/Constrast (SY/CO)
(contrast between the cat and the
goat)

Student 5
School 2

Group ["we"]

*The goat is afraid of him.

Not coded [too vague]

Description (DS)

Stating (ST)

Student 5
School 2

Him/herself [no specific
voice indicator]

18

I feel sorry for the boy because he is being ostracised just
because of his size. :(

Tolerance-Implicit Use (IU)
[reference to unacceptance of the
diversity of people]

Self-Involvement (SI)
[identification to one
character of the text]

Stating (ST) Justification (JU)
["because"]

Student 3
School 2

Him/herself ["I"]

19

The character counts, not appearances or body height

Tolerance-Implicit Use (IU)
[reference to acceptance of the
diversity of people]

Not coded [not about the
text]

Stating (ST)

Student 3
School 2

Him/herself [no specific
voice indicator]

17-1

3.4.2. Interpretation table
Research questions

Form of the
dialogue

To what extent students
effectively discuss
together and answer to
each other?

Elements of answer
The two first thematic episodes of the whole dialogue puts students in a conceptual work about "tolerance" and about
the text (see below "Task") There is little dialogicity in these first two phases, with a cumulative dialogue as most
contributions are mere isolated statements with few traces of co-constructive dialogue (see contributions 1-4-1, 1-111, 1-12-1). As this lesson corresponds to a work between group of students, the discussions and dialogicity are probably
oral within groups, but do not let trace on the online data. There is few traces of argumentative dialogue, excepted in
specific contributions (e.g. 3-1).
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The overall dialogicity of this online interaction appears pretty low, with a cumulative dialogue without cooperation,
and lots of disconnected statements. Despite some threads being very long (23 contributions in thread 1), there is rarely
several successive contributions in a given thread, suggesting a low-dialogicity interaction. The "Question from teacher
/ Answers from groups of students" structure does not seem to promote dialogicity, and except for isolated
What is the quality of their
argumentative or cooperative contributions (e.g. 3-1 and 7-1) the dialogue seems mainly cumulative and weakly
dialogue?
dialogic. In the end of the lesson (since contribution 11) students begin to lose attention in a brief thematic episode of
regulatory dialogue, where some students begin to "chat" and others try to regulate them. The conceptuality of the
dialogue vary during thematic episodes, with some episodes with advanced conceptual work and others hardly
conceptual (see below).

Task Narration
and ethical
concepts

Role of the
teacher

Which part of the dialogue
is oriented towards the key
european dispositions of
tolerance, empathy and
inclusion?
How is this conceptual
activity distributed
between the different
components of the task?

The task, for students, is divided in several different phases introduced by the teacher's questions. The first phase puts
directly students in a deep conceptual work about "tolerance" and ways to foster it in different contexts. There is no
focus on the text in this first phase (contributions 1 to 1-15), as students propose lots of tentative definitions of "tolerance", most of them matching with the CAF definition of the concept. A second phase of the students' task focus more
specifically on the text, with the teacher introducing it at contribution 2 and further clarifying it at contribution 4. The
students really involve themselves in the task since the contribution 4, with most of contributions 4-1 to 9 both focusing
on the text and on the concept of tolerance. A third and last phase of the task begins with teacher's contribution 10,
where students are asked again, using their new insights on the text, to give concrete examples of promotion of tolerance. This third phase seems more difficult to the students, with several off-task contributions (11 to 14-1, 16).

The teacher produced few contributions in the online dialogue, most of them corresponding to guidance towards the
conceptual work. Most of the guidance operated by the teacher is made through inviting moves, contribution 2 excepted.
How does the teacher
There is to be noted that the first teacher's questions (1 and 1-9-1) are formulated with the class as enunciator, maybe
contribute to the cultural
in order to push students to invest themselves, and the latter questions (4 and 10) are asked directly at students with the
literacy process during the teacher as enunciator.
online interaction?
It was to be expected that the teacher do not take the role of mediator, since students of this level can express themselves
on the online platform. However, the reasons of the absence of clear task-management from the teacher are not very
clear, especially with students producing several off-task contributions (11 to 14-1, 16).
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To what extent the teacher
uses students' contribuThe teacher here mostly gives instructions to students, without building on their answers. The only exception is contritions during the interacbution 1-9-1, where the teacher invites students to develop their reasoning. This contribution stays unanswered, which
tion? In which specific
may explain that the teacher does not build again on students' contributions and focus on giving instructions to students.
aim?
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GENERAL CODING INSTRUCTIONS
1.

Basic concepts: Turns, moves, codes
1.1 Turns and moves

A turn is a transcription unit. It corresponds to the content of an excel box that reports what is said.
For example, in the following table, we notice two boxes:
S2

I disagree. Anyways, I’ll write this in brackets.

The first box indicates the speaker. The second box indicates the content of what he said. This box
is a turn.
A move is a functional unit. It corresponds to what the content of turn does at the level of
the dialogue. For example, we consider the example:
S2

I disagree.

AC/DC

This turn (second box) has a content, and this content has a specific goal. This content is then called
a move, as it is a statement that has a specific function in the dialogue, namely expressing a
disagreement. The great majority of the turns is characterized by a correspondence between turn
and move. However, there can be four cases in which this correspondence does not occur:
1) The turn does not express any move, as it is off-task, incomplete, unintelligible… (See
Section 2, Not coded moves).
2) The move is continued in another turn, in the sense that it starts in Turn 1 and then it
finishes in Turn 2 or Turn 3 (See Section 3, Moves continued in another turn).
3) The turn repeats a previous turn, in the sense that Turn 3 is identical with Turn 1 or Turn
2. In this case, the content of the turns is the same, but the move is different (see Section
4, Repetitions and same code)
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4) The turn contains more than one move. This is the more complex case, as we recognize
that a part of the turn (the first sentence, for example) serves one purpose, but then the
turn continues with another sentence that has a completely different purpose. In this case,
our turn contains two moves, Move 1 and Move 2. However, we need to assign only
ONE code to each turn. Therefore, we need rules to establish what code to choose (See
Section 5, Code predominance).
To each turn, we assign a Code, which is the representation of what the move is intended to perform
at the dialogical level. As we have seen above, a turn does not correspond perfectly to a move, but
still we need to assign a code to each turn. In some cases, we do not assign any code, as the turn
does not express a move (no code). In other cases, we need to decide which is the move that
characterizes the turn, namely we need to see the predominant code.

1.2. Codes
Codes are symbols of a move: they label the function of a move. The codes represent the dialogical
functions, namely what a unit of discourse can do in a dialogue. There are 7 codes, plus a non-code
and a reinforced code for the moves:
• Not coded moves
- Stating (ST)
- Accepting/Discarding (AC/DC)
- Managerial (MA)
- Inviting (IN)
- Expanding (EX)
- Reasoning (RE)
- Meta-dialogical (MD)
Reinforced code: Reasoning Meta-Dialogical (MD)
Each code will be defined in detail below. Together with these move codes, we have an extra code
to refer to relevance:
2

Degree of relevance: + or This is not a code for a move, but a code for the evaluation of the relevance of a move, whether it
contributes to the continuation of the dialogue (+), or whether it is unrelated to the rest of the
contributions (-).

2.

Not coded moves

The transcriptions already signal some turns that do not have to be coded, as they cannot represent
moves. These turns are signaled as follows:
• Inaudible
• Incomplete
• Off-task
• Noise without meaning

2.1. Off-task moves
Off-task moves include all the moves that address topics external to the dialogue and not possibly
related to it. In a sense, they are not really part of the dialogue. Off-task moves include the
following:
•

Moves concerning the activity in the environment and not possibly relevant to the
dialogue.

•

Moves addressing the personal relationship between the interlocutors (aimed at
establishing a contact) and not the dialogue.

Some examples are the following.
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Table 1. Not coded moves
Move

Code Explanation

Example 1
1

S1

[{UNCLEAR}, but, at the end,

ST

The first turn expresses an actual move –

he wants] so, say, 'At the start he

Stating. However, move 2 and 4 together with

[wants to dance]

turn 5 represent a different type of activity, not

2

S2

[I need a different]

related to what is under discussion nor relevant.

3

S1

[not like his dad].

The subject matter is the environment.

4

S2

I need a different pen.

Move 3 is not coded as it is the continuation of

5

S3

I'm getting orange.

1, but is not relevant to what follows, so we do

6

S1

I know, first write, at the top of

MA

not code it. Turn 6 includes 2 moves, the
complete one is a Managerial, and we code it.

here, 'At the start'
Example 2
1

S1

He wants to dance.

2

S3

{UNCLEAR} here?

3

S2

No, just do it.

ST

In move 1, the student advances a viewpoint,
and they need to take record of it. However,

MA

while Move 3 coordinates the activity
(Managerial), Move 2 is unclear and does not
allow to establish exactly the meaning.
Therefore, it is not coded, as it would require
making too many assumptions.

Example 3
1

S2

So, at the end, he wants to dance

ST

The first Stating move is followed by an

to save his family, but he does

incomplete turn, which cannot be coded. Turn

really, 'cos he danced in, he

3 is unclear, and even if it can be reconstructed

wants to dance to save his

somehow, it would require too many

family. To dance. No, his. His

assumptions.

{UNCLEAR}. (children are
writing)
2

S3

I

4

3

S1

Right, {UNCLEAR}. Right,
now, now we {UNCLEAR} at
the start.

4

S2

At the start he wants to dance.

EX

No, no, no, no, with this one,
because it's the same.
2.1.1. Distinction between Off-task and Managerial
Off-task moves address an issue that is external to the dialogue – considered either as the verbal
activity or the procedural activity that follows a specific purpose and rules. Managerial moves
regulate the possibility and the purpose of the activity that is dialogical – including who has to
speak, how, about what, etc. Off-task moves are simple noise: they concern something that has
nothing to do with the dialogue or the dialogical activity. Some examples are below.
Table 2. Off-task moves (non-coded) potentially confused with Managerial (in italics)
Move

Code

Explanation

1

S1

S2, it's recording on there.

Move 1 concerns something that has nothing

2

S2

Where?

to do with the activity or the dialogue (the

3.

S3

Guys!

4.

S2

Ohh:::. Uh-oh, we just forgot

happens to 2. At 4, the move is unclear, so it

{UNCLEAR}.

is impossible to determine whether it is off-

MA

recorder). Therefore, it is off-task. The same

task or not. In contrast, move 3 calls the
attention, so it is Managerial (turn-taking)

3.

Moves continued in another turn

The correspondence between a move and turn is not exact. In contrast, a turn can contain more than
one move (for this reason we have the rules of Code Predominance), and a move can be continued
in more than one turn. When a move starts in turn 1 and continues in another turn (for example, in
turn 3), some rules apply, as it is necessary to see whether the incomplete move expressed in Turn 1
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has some relevance to what follows. To have relevance means that it becomes the reason why
another move is performed. We can consider the following scenarios:
1. A turn expresses one move that continues in the following turn. We choose the turn
that is relevant for the further conversation and we do not code the other (see
Example 1 below).
2. A turn expresses one move that is interrupted by the interlocutor’s intervention, and
then continues in a third turn. We code the first turn if it is relevant to the
interlocutor’s move, while we code the third turn if the interlocutor’s interruption is
not coded (see Example 2 below).
3. An incomplete move (turn 1) leads to a move by another speaker (turn 2). In this
case, both the initiation of the move in turn 1 and the continuation in a further turn
(turn 3) need to be coded (see Example 3 and 4).
Table 3. Non-coded moves. Continued moves
Move

Code

Explanation

Example 1
T

S1 says, if you don’t follow the

The Teacher starts in the first turn a move,

rules, you might accidentally

which she interrupts in the second turn, and

T

Please, Silence down there!

MA

that continues in the third. We code only the

T

OK, punch someone, it wouldn't

IN

third turn, as the first is not relevant to the

be nice.

second move (the Managerial), and the last
turn does not contain other moves that can
be relevant to what follows.

Example 2
S2

The student begins a move, but the move is
At the start

S3

incomplete
Off- task. The turn concerns an activity not

No, it's fine.

related to the dialogue
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S2

He, he wants to dance not like his ST

The student resumes the move after the

dad. At the END, he wants to

interruption. Now the move is complete and

dance like, he wants to dance to

can be coded as Stating.

save everyone.
Example 3 (modification)
T

S1 says, if you don’t follow the

MD

The Teacher starts in the first turn a move,

rules, you might accidentally -

which she interrupts. In the same first turn,

did you say 'accidentally'?

she asks a Meta-dialogical question, which

S1

Yeah.

MD

leads to a reply in the second turn. We code

T

OK, punch someone, it wouldn't

IN

the first turn with the code of the move that
is relevant to the second turn: Meta-

be nice.

dialogical. She completes the move in the
third turn, which then receives the code of
the move consisting of turn 1 + turn 3:
Inviting (IN).
Example 4 (modification)
T

S1 says, if you don’t follow the

IN

rules, you might accidentally

The Teacher starts in the first turn a move,
which is interrupted in a relevant way.

S1

I never said accidentally

MD

However, she ignores the Student’s move,

T

punch someone, it wouldn't be

IN

and continues the move. We need to code

nice.
S2

I agree with this!

both turns considering the overall nature of
AC/DC the move (IN) as they are both relevant to
the move that follows (the move that
follows would make no sense without the
previous move).

4.

Repetitions and same code

As seen above, if a move is repeated, its function can be merely of ensuring comprehension or the
contact between the speaker and the audience – a function that is neither dialogical nor meta-
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dialogical, thus needs not to be coded. Nevertheless, the repetition of the content of a move has not
necessarily the same function of the repeated move. For example, when a speaker wants to change
his/her position, or to show agreement/disagreement (See the examples below). In that case, i.e.
when the second move has a different function despite being a repetition of the previous move, both
moves are coded but with different codes.
Table 4. Repeated moves with different codes
Move

Code

Explanation

RE

The first and the third move are partially

Example 1
S2

That’s racist, S3. They are not
other people.

S3

S2

Yes, but I already wrote it. Tell

identical. However, their function is not the
IN

same. While the first move advances a

me something different I can

viewpoint and supports it with reasons, the

write in brackets instead.

last one modifies the judgment (not really). It

But, actually it is not really

ST

is a different standpoint.

ST

The first move advances a viewpoint. In the

racist.
Example 2
S2

S1

he he wants to dance not like his
dad. At the END::, he wants to

following move, S1 repeats it, but this

dance like, he wants to dance to

repetition is an acknowledgment – an

save everyone.'

acceptance of the view proposed.

He wants to dance.

AC

A move receives the same code of another move only in specific circumstances:
• When it has the same function.
• When it is a continuation of a move in the specific circumstance described in the third
scenario of section 3 (see example 4, Table 3).
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An example of two same-function subsequent moves, without the second being a continuation of
the first, is presented in Table 5.
Table 5. Moves with the same code
T

Move

Code

Explanation

What’s more?/Anyone else

IN

The Teacher invites the students to

would like to add something?
S

What can also be differences

contribute. The Student repeats a question
IN

previously asked by the Teacher (another

between humans? (re-voicing

IN), but his repetition has the same function

teacher’s question)

– asking the other students to contribute
with their opinion.

5.

Code predominance

Code predominance is a general criterion of coding that should be used in two specific
circumstances:
1. When one turn expresses more than one move. Moves and turns are not the same
unit, and thus a turn can be characterized by two or more moves.
2. When one turn can be interpreted according to two distinct codes.
Based on the code predominance rule, each turn must be coded using only one code, as in the
DIALLS coding scheme we are interested on whether a move is non-transactive or potentially
transactive.
Code predominance is described in detail for each code, as it is important to see in each case
what move prevails over another. However, the two more generic criteria, which we call
Dialogicity and Clarity, are described below.
5.1 Dialogicity criterion
According to the dialogicity criterion, the more dialogical code prevails over the less dialogical.
This criterion is articulated in two principles:
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1. Ordering of the categories of moves
2. Ordering of the moves within each category
5.1.1

First dialogicity principle. Ordering of the Categories of moves

The moves have not the same dialogical level, it depends on the transactivity of the move. They are
divided in low-dialogical and high-dialogical moves.
Low dialogical moves are the following:
• Stating
• Accepting/Discarding
• Managerial
High dialogical moves are the following:
• Inviting
• Expanding
• Reasoning
• Meta-dialogical
The first dialogicity principle is that the more dialogical code prevails over the less dialogical. For
example, let us consider the following turn:
A. Yeah, you are right, but I think that the problem of migration needs to be considered as
an international problem.
This turn can be interpreted as a Discarding move (a simple refusal what another said) or a
Reasoning move, as it challenges another’s ideas/arguments by qualifying it or showing a
problematization that can change the way it is considered. Now, Reasoning is a High-Dialogical
move, while Discarding (AC/DC) is a Low-Dialogical move. The High-dialogical move prevails,
and the whole turn will be coded as Reasoning.
Let us consider now another turn that contains two moves:
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B. I already wrote this. Tell me something I can write in brackets instead.
This turn has two moves: a clearly Managerial move (“I already wrote this”) and an Inviting one
(“Tell me something I can write in brackets instead”). If we apply the Dialogicity principle, we
notice that the MA move is low-dialogical, while the IN move is high-dialogical. The high
dialogical prevails, thus we code it as Inviting.
The second move is also potentially ambiguous, as it can be taken either as a Managerial
(“Tell me something I can write in brackets instead”) or an Inviting (“Tell me something I can write
in brackets instead”). Again, it is the more dialogical code that prevails (just like in case A).
Similarly, a turn including some kind of reflection about one’s agreement or disagreement
with something is considered a Meta-dialogical rather than an Accepting/Discarding move, such as
the following example below:
C.

No. I do not know how to explain.

This turn presents a disagreement with what precedes (a Discarding, AC/DC), indicated in
underlined, and comment on the relationship between the expression and the meaning (“I do not
know how to explain”). AC/DC is low-dialogical, while MD is high-dialogical. According to the
dialogicity principle, we code it as a MD.
5.1.2

Second dialogicity principle. Ordering of the moves within each category

According to the second dialogicity principle, the move that is more dialogical within each category
prevails over the less dialogical. This principle presupposes that within each category of moves,
some moves are more dialogical than the others. The following order is established:
Low dialogical moves have the following order (from the lowest to the highest):
4.1.1. Managerial. It is the lowest dialogical move, as it does not concern the
dialogue itself, but the activity.
4.1.2. Stating. It is lower in dialogicity than Accepting/Discarding, as it does not
presuppose any previous opinion nor does it lead necessarily to other
viewpoints.
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4.1.3. Accepting/Discarding. It is higher in dialogicity than Stating, as it
presupposes a previous opinion, but it does not, by definition, include it (it
does not provide a reason or a challenge). Moreover, it does not lead
necessarily to another move.
High dialogical moves have the following order (from the lowest to the highest):
4.1.4. Expanding. It is the move that has the lowest level of dialogicity among the
high-dialogical moves. An Expansion presupposes a previous move, but
not necessarily of another’s speaker, and does not lead to another move. In
this sense, its dialectical structure is comparable to Stating.
4.1.5. Inviting. It is higher in dialogicity than Expanding. Inviting does not
presuppose another’s previous move, but necessarily leads to a move of
the interlocutor. It is the opposite of AC/DC from the point of view of
dialectical structure. By involving the other’s perspective, it is more
inclusive.
4.1.6. Metadialogical. This move is highly dialogical, as it involves a previous
move (either of the speaker or another’s) with the goal of increasing its
understanding. It includes the other’s possible or actual perspective,
considering not only the possible or actual problems of understanding, but
also what is considered clear for the interlocutor. MD moves can be of
three types:
1. Clarifications (less dialogical than Reasoning).
2. Requests of Clarification (less dialogical than Reasoning).
3. Attacks to viewpoints or arguments based on the meaning of
the viewpoint or the argument (more dialogical than
Reasoning, as it is a meta-dialogical reasoning).
4.1.7. Reasoning. It is more dialogical than Inviting and Meta-dialogical, as it
presupposes a doubt or a previous move (with which it conflicts with or
which it summarizes) and opens up the discussion to an acceptance or
disagreement. It includes the other’s actual or possible perspective, and the
reason itself needs to be suitable to the other’s values. In this sense, it is
the most dialogical move.
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This ordering contains only one problematic case: the prevalence of one MD code over the
Reasoning in one very specific circumstance: Attacks to viewpoints or arguments based on the
meaning of the viewpoint or the argument. This case should be underlined (MD) as it is a
specific case of Meta-dialogical reasoning that is extremely highly dialogical (see the example
below).
Table 6. Example showcasing the Meta-dialogical reasoning (MD) move.
Move

Code

Explanation

T

IN

The class discusses about Excentric City. The

Listen, after seeing some
images of the book, keep

teacher asks S2 (IN)

looking, to check if the settings
are familiar to you, are they
homogenous? S2 what do you
see?
S2

with the differences we observe

ST

S2 responds the T’s invitation with a
viewpoint (ST)

in some book pictures of the
classroom it reminds me of our
classroom
S3

But what S2 says, I'm not

MD

S3 attacks S2’s viewpoint based on the

saying that it is totally incorrect,

meaning of the viewpoint. This move is meta-

but they are not in the same

dialogical, and at the same time part of the

classrooms, because these are

reasoning.

different settings, for example
the one below everything is a
boy, well, he is a boy, because
he does not wear a bun, and
upstairs the teacher does carry,
or ... in one there are paintings
and in another not ...
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5.2

Clarity criterion

The clarity criterion concerns the possibility of determining a move when it is incomplete. There
are three possibilities:
4.1.7.1. A move is completely clear, when it is: a) complete and b) has the sufficient
elements (both contextual and semantic) that allow a classification. In this case, a
move is coded and the Dialogicity criteria shall be used in case the turn contains
more than one move.
4.1.7.2. A move is completely unclear, as it is inaudible, unintelligible, or there are
no elements (both contextual and semantic) that allow any classification. In this
case, a move is not coded.
4.1.7.3. A move is partially unclear, as it is in part incomplete and there are no
sufficient elements (both contextual and semantic) that allow a specific
classification, with a good degree of certainty. The coder needs to make too many
assumptions to classify the move.
The last case of incompleteness (partial unclarity) is where the clarity criterion applies. When in a
turn a move is clearly defined and the other cannot be determined with absolute certainty, the clear
move needs to be selected. This applies also when the turn contains only one move: if too many
assumptions need to be made, and the following move does not allow the determination of the type
of move, the turn is not coded.
Table 7. An example of application of the clarity criterion (in italics)
S2

Move

Code

Explanation

So, at the end, he wants to dance

ST

The second turn is unclear. The only

to save his family, but he does

evidence that is available is an agreement

really, 'cos he danced in he wants

(“Right”) (AC/DC). What follows is

to dance to save his family. To

unclear. We could make assumptions that it

dance. No, his. His

is a Managerial move, but we would need to

{UNCLEAR}. (children are

make further assumptions, and without

writing)
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S1

Right, {UNCLEAR}. Right, now,
now we {UNCLEAR} at the start.

AC/DC evidence it is risky. We use the clarity
criterion and we go for AC/DC.
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LOW-DIALOGICAL CATEGORY
The low-dialogical category includes three moves:
4.1.7.3.1. Stating (ST)
4.1.7.3.2. Accepting/Discarding (AC/DC)
4.1.7.3.3. Managerial (MA)

(a) Stating (ST)
This coding category refers to “representations,” namely the conveyance of information,
viewpoints, and value judgments on a state of affair or another viewpoint (Labov & Fanshel, 1977,
p. 62). This code includes any act of stating or asserting that a state of facts or ideas is true or false
without defending such assertion.
Stating can be expressed through an interrogative sentence, when the interrogative does not
mean a request of an answer, but simply elicits a confirmation, or an acceptance or disagreement.
1.1. Subtypes, prototypical cases, and examples.
1.1.1. Assertions
The prototypical case of Stating refers to any simple statement of an idea or fact or opinion without
any dialogical intent of either justifying it to someone (which would make it a Reasoning move) or
asking for someone’s opinion about such statement (which would make it an Inviting move). It is
important to distinguish some specific types of content, namely what a Stating is about:
• A description of a state of affairs. A Stating move can be a report of what happens.
• An interpretation of a state of affairs. A Stating move can be not only providing a
description, but a classification or organization according to some principles, norms,
categories.
• A comment on a viewpoint. A Stating move can be an opinion on what someone else said.
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The typical examples are the following.
Table 8. Clear cases of Stating – Assertions
Example 1

ST move

Explanation

But also here, it speaks about difference.

The Student advances an opinion,

(Student)

namely he points out a detail that is
shown as relevant.

Example 2

The red ant does not follow the norms.

(Teacher)

The Teacher describes a state of
affairs, or rather interprets it.

Example 3 The ant thinks differently. Sometimes the The Student advances two Stating
(Student)

norms can be improved.

moves – one summarizing what the
ant does and the other commenting
on it, interpreting it according to
some principles.

However, there can be more complex cases, namely 1) when a speaker comments on someone’s
viewpoint without agreeing or disagreeing, nor expanding it, and 2) when a speaker advances
interpretations of a state of affair, but does not commit himself to any as he cannot reach an
interpretation. This latter case is still Stating, as an interpretation is given: the state of affairs is
complex and one interpretation is hard to reach.
Table 9. More complex cases of Stating – Assertions
ST move
Example 4 For
(Teacher)

me

Explanation
you

said

something

very The Teacher advances an opinion on

interesting a while ago, you identified ahm what the Student said – she
Aladin…

comments on a specific viewpoint.

Example 5 I don’t know, this is a quite strange scene, The Student cannot reach a specific
(Student)

when I see this scene it reminds me of the commitment, but some
Asians, but when I see the ox, it reminds interpretations are provided. He is
me of Egypt. I don’t know […] I don’t still giving an opinion on a state of
know why

affairs.
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1.1.2. Interrogative sentences
A Stating move can be performed through interrogative sentences. It is possible to use interrogative
sentences for different purposes, not only for asking questions. For example, rhetorical questions
(“isn’t it the most…”) are not requests of information, but assertions. Similarly, proposals expressed
in the interrogative form (“what about…”) do not request information, but first express something,
and secondly, they explicitly elicit what assertions and proposals normally do – a reaction that can
be of agreement, disagreement, or acknowledgment. Some examples of Stating as interrogative
sentences are given below.
Table 10. Examples of Stating – Interrogative sentences
ST move

Explanation

Example1
Student

Ahm[…] values […] for example you may Rhetorical question. It simply
think that something is correct and not, like, reinforces the acceptability of what is
is wrong, the value, see? [… ] But this has said.
also to do with education actually

Example 2
Teacher

You said something very interesting a while Rhetorical question. It simply places
ago, didn’t you? You identified ahm the focus on what she is saying.
Aladin…

Example 3
Student

The ant thinks differently. Sometimes the A Stating move that reinforces
norms can be improved, do you agree?

through the question the need of an
agreement or disagreement – which a
statement already implies.

Example 4
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S1

What can also be differences between The first move (an Inviting) leads to
humans?

a Stating move. However, the last
move is more complex; it is a

S2

The appearance.

S1

But, actually that is not that important, is it? affairs, presented as a rhetorical

statement, a perspective on a state of
question. It is a Stating move.

1.2. Distinctions

1.2.1. Distinction between Stating and Inviting
Stating and inviting are in different axes: Stating does not imply a request whereas Inviting does.
Stating can be in an interrogative form but without a clear intention of inviting someone else’s
opinion about a statement. Stating can request something from the interlocutor (“isn’t it?”) but the
request is not about an open opinion or a viewpoint, but a commitment about the opinion that has
been just expressed.

Table 11. Examples illustrating the distinction between Stating and Inviting
Move

Code Explanation

Example 1.
T

You said something very

IN

The teacher is only apparently commenting

interesting a while ago, you

on what the Student said. Actually, she is not

identified ahm Aladdin…

expressing a viewpoint, but pointing out an
aspect that is worth discussing. It is Inviting.

Example 1.
T

You said something very
interesting a while ago, when you

ST

The Teacher advances an opinion on what the
Student said – she comments on a specific
viewpoint.
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said that Aladdin was the main
character.
1.2.2. Distinction between Stating and Reasoning
Stating and Reasoning are in the same conceptual axis, but they represent different dialectical
levels. Stating advances a viewpoint; Reasoning defends or summarizes and evaluates a viewpoint
(which was previously expressed or that is expressed in the same move). Reasoning includes the
justification of a viewpoint or the synthesis and evaluation of different viewpoints; Stating does not.
When Stating refers to an act of asserting a state of ideas as true or false, it is limited to making a
new claim about this state of affairs, but without any effort of engaging in dialogue about such
claim, either through explaining it or through justifying it. The distinction between Stating a claim
and Reasoning with a claim is illustrated in the following peer-to-peer dialogue.
Table 12. Examples illustrating the distinction between Stating and Reasoning

S5

S3

Move

Code

Explanation

BUT NO- but this can be just

ST

The first move is a Stating, as it proposes

financial difficulties like in the

an opinion (an interpretation of a state of

case, I don’t know.

affairs). However, a disagreement follows,

But that’s already there, social

AC/DC

reasoning – a hypothetical situation is

classes
S5

But it is not always related.

and S5 attacks the disagreement with a

RE

described that shows that high or low

Imagine you can be of a quite

classes are not always determinant of the

high social class and suddenly

financial situation.

have a financial problem because
I don’t know – you turned out
with a debt for a reason{unclear}
but {unclear} high class

Sometimes it is possible to get confused because the conjunction “because” is used. It is necessary
to distinguish then what is exactly the viewpoint that is defended: is what comes before the
“because” and what follows it is the justification, or is the whole proposition?
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Table 13. Examples further illustrating the distinction between Stating and Reasoning
Move

Code

Explanation

Example 1.
S2

Well, what are the differences?

IN

The last move is a Stating move even

S4

What have you written down so

MA

though there is a “because;” S2 is denying
the truth of an opinion, and this opinion is

far?
S2

Yes, but someone is not simply a

ST

a complex one, consisting of a judgment

different person, because he has a

(someone is different) that is the result of

different skin colour.

a quality (he has a different skin colour).
Consider that here the claim is general,
and generalizations often advance causeeffect relations.

Example 2 (modification)
S2

Yes, but he is not a different

RE

Here the situation is different; an opinion

person; the fact that he has a

is given (he is not different), and it is

different skin colour does not

backed by a reason. The viewpoint is

make him different.

simple, not complex.

Example 3 (modification)
S2

Yes, but he is not a different

RE

Here the situation is different again from

person, because the skin colour

Example 1; an opinion is given (he is not

does not make someone different.

different), and the “because” signals the
reason. The opinion is about a specific
person, and the reason expresses a general
principle (skin does not make people
different).
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1.2.3. Distinction between Stating and Expanding
An expansion consists in adding or developing own’s or another’s viewpoint. Thus, expanding
presupposes Stating. However, there are degrees of relationship that can lead to confusion. When
the reference to another’s statement is clear, it is always Expanding. However, when it is not
possible to acknowledge any relationship, we need to consider it as an independent viewpoint
(Stating). Below are some cases.
Table 14. Examples illustrating the distinction between Stating and Expanding
Move

Code Explanation

Example 1
S5

S1

But it is not always related.

RE

The first move advances a viewpoint and

Imagine you can be of a quite

supports it with reasons. Therefore, it is

high social class and suddenly

Reasoning. However, the second move can

have a financial problem because

be more problematic. Is the student

I don’t know – you turned out

advancing a viewpoint? In this case, we need

with a debt for a reason{unclear}

to see whether s/he refers to what has been

but {unclear} high class

already said. In this case, s/he is adding some

Yeah or you committed a fraud

EX

detail (marked by “or”), so it is Expanding.

RE

The second move is not an Expansion, as it is

Example 2
S2

That’s racist, S3. They are not
other people.

S2

But, actually it is not really racist.

not a clarification. The viewpoint is not made
ST

clearer or more specific in order to ensure
understanding. Rather, it is changed. In this
case, it is a new viewpoint, and thus it is
Stating.

1.2.4. Distinction between Stating and Meta-Dialogical
Stating and Meta-Dialogical have in common the fact that both express an interpretation. However,
the object of Stating moves is a state of affairs – they are interpretations of something external to
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the dialogue – while MD moves concern the expression of meaning, the understanding of an
expression, or the goal of a move or the dialogue. This criterion shall be applied in cases similar to
the following.
Table 15. Examples illustrating the distinction between Stating and Meta-dialogical
Move

Code

Explanation

ST

The Student cannot reach a specific

Example 1
(Student) I don’t know, this is a quite
strange scene, when I see this scene it

commitment, but some interpretations are

reminds me of the Asians, but when I

provided. He is still giving an opinion on a state

see the ox, it reminds me of Egypt. I

of affairs.

don’t know […] I don’t know why
Example 2
I don’t know, I cannot understand what ST

The Student cannot reach a specific

is happening in this page.

commitment, not even an interpretation.
However, his move concerns something that is
happening outside the world of discourse. He is
still giving an opinion on a state of affairs.

Example 3
I don’t know, I cannot understand what MD

The Student is speaking about an element of the

you said.

dialogue, not of the reality external to it. The
understanding of dialogue is MD.
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1.3. Code Predominance
As we saw, Stating is a low-dialogical move, only above Managerial move because it is directly
related to the dialogue itself. Therefore, any more dialogic movement will prevail over Stating,
except in cases where this move is unclear or indeterminate, and the Stating move is clear and
complete. In this case, Stating prevails over the higher dialogical move (See the example below).
Table 16. Code predominance for Stating (italics)
Move

Code

Explanation

Example 1
S2

S3

NO, NO, no. Up here, up here, 'At EX

The last turn expresses two moves: a) a

the start, he wants to dance, not

Managerial move (Sorry can I talk?) and a

like his dad.'

Stating move (I think he just prefers

I know, but {UNCLEAR} he

ST

move (Stating) prevails, therefore the

wants to be a boxer {UNCLEAR}.
S1

Sorry, can I talk? I think he just

dancing than fighting. The most dialogical

ST

whole turn is coded as Stating.

prefers dancing than fighting.

(b) Accepting/Discarding (AC/DC)
Any act of accepting, acknowledging (AC), challenging or rejecting (DC) an opinion or a state of
affair put forward by another speaker, without providing further reasons and without considering
background values used as presuppositions or linguistic terminology, is considered an AC/DC code.
It can range from a simple expression of a positive or negative reaction (e.g., yeah, aha, you are
right, correct/ no, not true, I disagree, etc.) to a more elaborated sign of agreement with another
person’s perspective or opinion, either through restating it or reformulating it, but without
justifying such agreement. That is, any addition of information that remains at a textual level
without the intent of making the others understand or improve their understanding regarding a
previously expressed piece of discourse and without the formulation of a new idea.
2.2. Distinctions
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2.2.1. Distinction between Accepting/Discarding and Stating
Stating concerns the expression of a viewpoint, and more specifically the “representations,”
information, viewpoints, and value judgments on a state of affair or another’s viewpoint (Labov &
Fanshel, 1977, p. 62). Stating moves provide a representation or interpretation of a situation, both at
the level of “reality” and at the dialogical level (someone’s opinion). However, a representation is
not a dialectical stance towards another’s opinion, namely the taking on or the refusal to commit to
what the other has said. Stating is thus different from Accepting/Discarding, as the later code
captures the dialectical process of taking on a commitment in relation to another’s move: without
the move of another, I cannot have an AC/DC, but I can have a Stating. A trickier case is the
comment on someone’s opinion. This concerns another’s move, but not from the point of view of
the commitments, but only of comments, for that reason these cases are coded as Stating. Some
examples are below.
Table 17. Examples illustrating the distinction between AC/DC and Stating moves
Move

Code

Explanation

ST

The disagreement is not a representation of a

Example 1.
S1 You must ALWAYS follow
the rules.
S2 I disagree.

viewpoint: it is a dialectical move. Therefore, it
AC/DC is AC/DC

Example 2
T

You said something very

ST

The Teacher is commenting on someone’s

interesting a while ago, when

opinion, without assuming any position towards

you said that Aladdin was the

its acceptance or not. She is not saying anything

main character.

about its truth or acceptance – only adding a
value judgment (it is interesting), and pointing
at the importance of what has been said.

Example 3 (modification)
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T

I agree with what you said a

AC/DC The situation is opposite respect to Example 2.

while ago about Aladin.

The Teacher is taking a dialectical position
towards the other (agreement/disagreement) and
not simply commenting on what is important or
not to advance her own opinion.

Example 4 (modification)
T

I also think that Aladdin is the

AC/DC The teacher is only apparently advancing a

main character.

viewpoint – in fact, the adverb “also” indicates
that this viewpoint already existed before.
Therefore, the speaker is just agreeing with
someone else.

2.2.2. Distinction between Accepting/Discarding and Managerial
Accepting/Discarding can be confused with a Managerial move when an acknowledgment, an
agreement, or a disagreement is expressed not with an assertion, but with other types of acts – an
expressive one, for example-. When someone instead of saying “yes”, “no” expresses an emotion, a
feeling, or a reassurance, a confusion can arise, as it can be taken to manage the situation of the
dialogue, instead of continuing it. The criterion should be the effect on the dialogical setting: how is
the move affecting the dialogue? Two scenarios are possible:
• The speaker expresses an emotion because s/he wants to stop the dialogue, take the turn,
regulate the setting (Be careful! This object is falling!). In this case it is Managerial.
• The speaker uses an emotive expression for acknowledging, accepting, inviting… In this
case, the move concerns the dialogue, and needs to be coded according to the other
(dialogical) codes.
• There are two moves, one clearly AC/DC and the other Managerial. In this case, the code
predominance criterion of dialogicity applies: the more dialogical (AC/DC) prevails over
the less dialogical (Managerial).
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The following table shows two examples.
Table 18. Examples illustrating the distinction between AC/DC and Managerial moves
Move

Code

Explanation

EX

The last move is an expressive, as the

Example 1.
S2

S3

S2

NO, NO, no. Up here, up here,
'At the start, he wants to dance,

student tells the other “not to worry.”

not like his dad.'

However, this is for a specific purpose:

I know, but {UNCLEAR} he

ST

the student wants to express a

wants to be a boxer

disagreement (“No”) and tell the other that

{UNCLEAR}.

things are the way S2 claims, closing the

No, just don't worry. Don't worry. AC/DC

dialogue.

Example 2 (modification)
S2

S3

NO, NO, no. Up here, up here,

The last move expresses a disagreement,

'At the start, he wants to dance,

so it is a dialogical move that continues

not like his dad.'

the discussion. However, S2 now is doing

I know, but {UNCLEAR} he

ST

something more, as she is regulating the

wants to be a boxer

activity by pointing out what they are

{UNCLEAR}.

exactly doing at this point, namely a

No, just don't worry about what
S2

EX

AC/DC

Managerial move. The move that is

comes before, we are talking

prevalent is the AC/DC, and the turn will

about this sentence now.

be coded as AC/DC.

2.2.3. Distinction between Accepting/Discarding and Reasoning
Accepting/Discarding can be confused with a Reasoning move when an agreement, or a
disagreement is followed by or consists of an expression that somehow can be taken to justify the
disagreement or agreement. In this case, three scenarios are possible:
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- The expression can be clearly interpreted as an argument that provides a reason for
accepting/discarding a viewpoint.
- The expression is unclear on whether it can be interpreted as a reasoning.
- The expression provides a reason to close the discussion.
The first two scenarios concern the code prevalence: in case of two moves, two criteria apply, the
dialogicity and clarity (see Section 5): in the first case, the most dialogical code would prevail, i.e.
Reasoning, while in the second case, the clearest, i.e. Accepting/Discarding. The third scenario is
ambiguous: Is it a reason to close the discussion a reason? Is it a Managerial move? In this case, we
need to apply again the two criteria combined with an analysis of what is “closing a dialogue.”
Stopping a discussion is not a dialogical activity – rather it is a way to stop it-. However, at the
same time it does not regulate the dialogue, as it is not part of an agreement or an agreed upon
procedure for making the dialogue/activity move on in an ordered fashion. It is a way to express an
agreement or disagreement in a very strong way, that leaves no room for further replies. We
distinguish two different examples below.
- The speaker expresses an emotion because s/he wants to stop the dialogue, take the
turn, regulate the setting (Be careful! This object is falling!). In this case it is
Managerial.
• The speaker uses an emotive expression for acknowledging, accepting, inviting… In this
case, the move concerns the dialogue, and needs to be coded according to the other
(dialogical) codes.
Table 19. Examples illustrating the distinction between AC/DC and Reasoning moves
Move

Code

Explanation

EX

The last move expresses a disagreement

Example 1
S2

NO, NO, no. Up here, up here,
'At the start, he wants to dance,

(“No”) and reinforces it (it is like I say, do

not like his dad.'

not add anything more).
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S3

I know, but {UNCLEAR} he

ST

wants to be a boxer
{UNCLEAR}.
S2

No, just don't worry. Don't worry. AC/DC

Example 2 (modification of 1)
S2

S3

NO, NO, no. Up here, up here,

EX

The last move now does not merely

'At the start, he wants to dance,

express a disagreement but provides a

not like his dad.'

reason for it. The student is pointing out

I know, but {UNCLEAR} he

ST

that the reason of the disagreement is
wrong as irrelevant for the point made.

wants to be a boxer
{UNCLEAR}.
No, just don't worry about what is
S2

RE

shown later, he does not want to
be a boxer because when he
dances he looks happier

2.3. Code Predominance
2.3.1. Easy predominance – Codes of different categories
An Accepting/Discarding move is a low-dialogical move, as it expresses a viewpoint, but it does
not open the dialogue to the other’s perspective – either implicitly or explicitly. For this reason,
when there are two moves in a turn and one of them is a high-dialogical move, the AC/DC is won,
and the other prevails. The only rule that can subvert this order is the completeness of a move: when
the potentially more dialogical move is incomplete, unclear, or indeterminate (nothing is really
expressed, so it would be unclear or to make a specific decision), and the Accepting/Discarding is
clear, the Accepting/Discarding should prevail. Below are some examples of double turns, in which
the AC/DC move (italics) is found together with another move.
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Table 20. Code predominance for AC/DC (italics)
Move

Code

Explanation

EX

The last move expresses two moves:

Example 1
S2

S3

NO, NO, no. Up here, up here,
'At the start, he wants to dance,

1) a disagreement (AC/DC) (“No”), and

not like his dad.'

2) a move that can be a Managerial, a

I know, but {UNCLEAR} he

ST

Reasoning, but it is unclear what the
student wants to say.

wants to be a boxer
{UNCLEAR}.

The criterion of clarity applies: when a

No, just don't worry. Don't worry. AC/DC

move is clearly defined and the other
cannot be determined, the clear move
needs to be selected (AC/DC). Moreover,
also the second criterion (dialogicity)

S2

applies: if it can be a MA, the more
dialogical move is selected – in this case
AC/DC.
Example 2
S2

S1

So, at the end, he wants to dance

ST

The second turn is unclear. The only

to save his family, but he does

evidence that is available is an agreement

really, 'cos he danced in, he wants

(“Right”). What follows is unclear. We

to dance to save his family. To

could make assumptions that it is a

dance. No, his. His

Managerial move, but we would need to

{UNCLEAR}. (children are

make further assumptions, and without

writing)

evidence it is risky. We use the clarity

Right, {UNCLEAR}. Right, now,

AC/DC

criterion and we go for AC/DC.

EX

The last move expresses two moves:

now we {UNCLEAR} at the start.
Example 3 (modification of 1)
S2

NO, NO, no. Up here, up here,
'At the start, he wants to dance,

1) a disagreement (AC/DC) (“No”), and

not like his dad.'
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S3

I know, but {UNCLEAR} he

ST

2) a regulation of the dialogue (MA),

wants to be a boxer

concerning the subject matter.

{UNCLEAR}.
No, just don't worry about what
S2

Both moves are clear, so the more
AC/DC

dialogical prevails. MA is the least

comes before, we are talking

dialogical: therefore, AC/DC prevails,

about this sentence now.

and the turn will be coded as AC/DC.

Example 4 (modification of 1)
S2

S3

NO, NO, no. Up here, up here,

The last move expresses two moves:

'At the start, he wants to dance,

5) a disagreement (AC/DC) (“No”), and

not like his dad.'

6) an argument for rejecting S3’s view

I know, but {UNCLEAR} he

(Reasoning).

ST

wants to be a boxer

Both moves are clear, so the more

{UNCLEAR}.

dialogical prevails. AC/DC is a low-

No, just don't worry about what is
S2

EX

RE

dialogical move, while RE is high-

shown later, I was looking at what

dialogical: therefore, RE prevails, and the

is written.

turn will be coded as RE.

Example 5
S5

But it is not always related.

RE

The second move expresses an

Imagine you can be of a quite

agreement, but also an expansion.

high social class and suddenly

Therefore, the dialogicity criterion applies

have a financial problem because

– the more dialogical move (Expansion, of

I don’t know – you turned out

high dialogicity) prevails over the AC/DC

with a debt for a reason{unclear}

(low dialogicity).

but {unclear} high class
S1

Yeah or you committed a fraud.

EX

2.3.2. Hard predominance – Codes of the same category
While these cases are relatively clear, as the categories in the case of the dialogicity criterion belong
to groups that are already distinguished based on their degree of dialogicity, more complex cases
concern codes that belong to the same group. An example is the co-existence of ST and AC/DC,
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both low-dialogicity moves. In this case, the criterion is the same, but less evident. Accepting or
discarding means taking a position towards the interlocutor’s viewpoint. While proposing a
perspective does not presuppose another’s viewpoint – and thus is not dialogical – AC/DC cannot
exist without another’s perspective, with which I agree or disagree. For that reason, AC/DC prevails
over Stating.
Table 21. Code predominance for AC/DC (italics)
Move

Code

Explanation

Example 1
T

I believe that Aladdin is the main

AC/DC The first move is a Stating, as it puts

character. I totally agree with what

forward what the speaker thinks. However,

you said.

the second move expresses an agreement.
We understand then that the first move was
just a modification of another’s perspective.
The AC/DC code prevails.

Example 2
T

You said something very

AC/DC The first move is a Stating move that

interesting a while ago, didn’t

comments on another’s view. It is followed

you? I totally agree with what you

by the expression of an agreement, which is

said.

more dialogical than simply pointing out the
importance thereof – the speaker is taking
on the commitment that s/he defends the
same perspective. Therefore, it is AC/DC.
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(c) Managerial (MA)
Classroom discourse that is aimed towards the achievement of learning outcomes may be defined as
‘epistemic talk’ (Christodoulou & Osborne, 2014) as opposed to other types of talk identifiable in
both teacher-student and student-student interaction, which are often characterised as ‘procedural’
and ‘task talk’ (Sarangi, 1998). Our ‘managerial’ category includes both procedural and task talk,
namely all talk used to establish the task (or norms for the task). In particular, we distinguish two
classes of MA moves: 1. Activity coordination, and 2. Turn-taking coordination.
3.1. Subtypes, prototypical cases, and examples
3.1.1. Activity coordination
Activity coordination correspond to the moves that intend to establish an activity – in this sense,
this group of MA moves is procedural, as it imposes or regulates the procedure of a specific activity
(a classroom one in the educational context). We distinguish the following subtypes:
1. Establishing, describing, illustrating, and coordinating a class activity.
2. Providing, describing, illustrating, and imposing the execution of steps in a class activity.
3. Moves concerning the coordination of actions for the physical or management actions
related to a class activity, carried out verbally.
4. Exchange of information concerning the execution of an activity.
The prototypical types of MA activity coordination moves are:
a. reading aloud notes;
b. group leader role assignment;
c. organizing materials;
d. referring to the time left for an activity;
e. pre-announcing tasks;
f. giving task instructions;
g. self-offering for certain actions.
The following shows some examples of activity coordination moves.
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Table 22. Examples of Managerial moves – activity coordination moves.
Move

Code

Explanation

MA

The teacher is explaining a new activity

Example 1.
T

We will now watch a film and
after that, you will tell me what

and coordinates the steps.

you think the film is about. OK?
Example 2
S

I’ll take notes!

MA

The student is coordinating with other
students his activity within the overall
instructional plan.

Example 3
S

What have you written so far?

MA

The student is requesting information
about how an activity has been performed.
This can be aimed at both coordinating
further activities or only gathering
information.

3.1.2. Turn-taking management
The management of the turn exchanges is a type of Managerial move, as it concerns the process of
the classroom activity at a more specific level – not the overall activity, but the very specific one of
determining who speaks. These moves are normally performed by the teacher, but they can be also
carried out by a group leader in small group discussions.
We distinguish the following subtypes:
1. Imposing, suggesting, inviting a specific order of speakers.
2. Regulating the turns.
The prototypical types of MA activity coordination moves are:
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a. Inviting someone to speak.
b. Suggesting who speak first.
c. Interrupting someone’s turn.
d. Giving the word to someone.
Some examples are reported in the following table
Table 23. Examples of Managerial moves – activity coordination moves.
Move

Code

Explanation

Example 1.
T

Please do not talk all together, one MA

The teacher is blocking a disordered

at a time!

contribution and imposes an order of talk.

Example 2
S

Let’s do it like this: each one says

MA

something and then we decide

The student is imposing an order of
interventions.

which suggestion to go with.
Example 3
T

Shh, shh, shh, shh. Student 2.

MA

The teacher is regulating the speech – she
is interrupting a student who is
overlapping with another.

3.2.

Distinctions

3.2.1. Distinction between Managerial and Inviting
Moves are coded as “Managerial” when the goal is to maintain the class order and not each time a
teacher addresses a student, for example. A question to a student is not a Managerial: it is aimed at
obtaining an answer, not imposing or regulating a procedure. In a sense, Managerial is a move that
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makes the other moves possible: if a move has another goal, it needs to be coded according to the
other goal. For example, if a move requests information or opinion, it is Inviting, and not
Managerial.
Table 24. Examples illustrating the distinction between Managerial and Inviting moves
Move

Code Explanation

Example 1.
S

What have you written so

MA

far?

This move is expressed as an interrogative, but it
does not mean that it is a request of an opinion. The
student is requesting information about how an
activity has been performed, and not about how the
interlocutor sees a state of affairs. It is a way of
coordinating an activity, not moving on the
dialogue.

3.2.2. Distinction between Managerial and Stating
Managerial move concerns the regulation of an activity, while Stating contributes to a discussion
with the purpose of (or better resulting in) moving it forward. The first criterion should be the type
of speech act: does the move imposes / suggests / proposes an action? In this case, it cannot be
Stating and it can be only Managerial.
Table 25. Examples illustrating the distinction between Managerial and Stating moves
MA Moves

Explanation

S2

I'll write then.

In all these cases, the

M1

Why::?

students are regulating the

S1

No, I'll do it next, I'll do it next.

speaking activity. The

S2

No, I am.

moves are all proposals (I

S1

I am.

will…) or moves blocking

S2

I am.

or questioning a proposal.

S1

I am.
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M1

If you guys can't decide, I'M GOING.

Therefore, they are all

S2

I'll write then.

coded as Managerial.

Another potential source of confusion can be the moves that refer to aspects of the interaction that
do not move the dialogue further (there is not a specific issue or topic) but concern the relationship
between the students and the environment. In these cases, they are not Stating something that
concerns the discussion; rather, they are Managing the dialogue in a specific setting. Thus, when the
moves concern not a topic but something external to the dialogue, it is Managerial.
Table 26. Example further illustrating the distinction between Managerial and Stating moves
S3

MA Move

Explanation

Guys.

“Guys” can be mistaken for a Stating, but in fact it is simply a
signal for turn-taking: the student is trying to get attention of
others, so in a sense managing turn taking by signalling desire
for turn.

3.2.3. Distinction between Managerial and Inviting
The crucial feature of managerial is that it concerns what is outside the dialogue and makes the
dialogue possible. Therefore, when a request concerns something that is not the topic of the
discussion, but a procedure, activity, process or an element of the environment that affects the
dialogue, it is Managerial.
Table 27. Examples illustrating the distinction between Managerial and Inviting moves.
Move

Code Explanation

Example 1
S1

S2, it's recording on there.

MA

S2

Where?

MA

Expansion, as the focus of the question is not an

Example 2
S2

I'll write then.

The questions (in italics) are not requests of

MA

opinion about the topic, but rather an element of the
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M1 Why::?

MA

context (where?) or an element of the procedure
(“Why? questions why S2 should get the next turn
at writing)

3.2.4. Distinction between Managerial and Accepting/Discarding
Managerial concerns how an activity is performed, and also how an opinion is framed within an
activity. For example, if it is a written activity, the way an idea is expressed can be considered as a
managerial activity. An example is the following.
Table 28. Examples illustrating the distinction between Managerial and AC/DC moves
Move

Code Explanation

Example 1
S3

Yes, but then rather skin colour for

EX

differences.

In this exchange, the last move can be
confused with an AC/DC. In this case,

S2

NO.

DC

the student expresses how the opinion

S3

Yes. They differed with regard to

RE

need to be “procedurally” coded, so it
is an aspect of the procedure, not of

this aspect in the past.
S2

Yes, in the past. But we not in the

RE

the dialogue.

past anymore.
S3

But still, however. I’ll write this in

MA

brackets.
Example 2
S3

I need a different pen.

MA

Again, the third move expresses a

S1

I'm getting orange.

MA

disagreement, but not about an

S3

No, it's fine.

MA

opinion – the subject matter is a
procedure (the pen).
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3.3. Code Predominance
A Managerial move can occur together with other moves in the same turn. In this case, the criterion
of the more dialogical purpose prevails over the less dialogical. Managerial is the least dialogical
move, as it does not open a dialogue – it merely regulates it or makes it possible in the way it is
intended. However, the only rule that can subvert this order is the completeness of a move: when
the potentially more dialogical move is incomplete, unclear, or indeterminate (nothing is really
expressed, so it would be unclear or uncertain to make a specific decision), and the Managerial is
clear, Managerial should prevail. Below are some examples of double turns, in which the MA move
(italics) is together with another move.
Table 29. Code predominance for MA (italics)
Move

Code

Explanation

Example 1
S2 I disagree. Anyways, I’ll write this

AC/DC In this case, the dialogical criterion applies.
The first move is an Accept/Discard and

in brackets.

thus more dialogical than the Managerial
second move. The AC/DC code prevails.
Example 1 (modification)
S2 But still, however. I’ll write this in
brackets.

MA

In this case, with the first move, the student
is not expressing a disagreement; it is
unclear to understand what he wants to do.
In contrast, the second (Managerial) move
is clear. The MA code prevails.
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HIGH-DIALOGICAL CATEGORY
The high-dialogical category includes four moves:
4. Inviting (IN)
5. Expanding (EX)
6. Reasoning (RE)
7. Meta-dialogical (MD)

(a) Inviting (IN)
This category includes any discourse attempt to invite others to provide (further) reasoning
and/or elaboration either on their own or on others’ contribution. The first case is expected in both
teachers’ and students’ discourse. The second case is mostly expected by the teacher as it forms part
of his discursive or dialogical agency.
Inviting moves also include Initiation moves, also known as ‘structuring’ and ‘soliciting’
moves, which set up the context of dialogue at a sequence level. In this case inviting moves do not
refer to a previously made contribution. This kind of Inviting moves, which most of the times
introduce a new topic or goal (as it is the case of a new sequence marking according to Schegloff,
2007) are usually part of the teacher’s repertoire forming Initiation moves in their Initiation-ReplyEvaluation patterns. Example of an Inviting (initiation) move is the following: Let’s now look at
the book’s cover. What does it mean for you?” or “What is it represented?”.
In small-group discussions, inviting moves can also emerge, mainly in the cases:
(a) When a student invites other students’ viewpoint on a certain topic, either through repeating
a teacher’s invitation or through a genuine ‘reaching out’ to the other’s point of view;
(b) When a student invites other students’ viewpoint on a certain interpretation, either through a
simple request for confirmation, agreement or disagreement, or through a more elaborated
invitation for others’ ideas opening up the space of debate among the group.
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4.2. Distinctions
4.2.1. Distinction between Inviting and Stating
These two codes can be problematic in the cases in which the teacher is summarizing or reporting
another’s opinion to stimulate the discussion thereon. This is an implicit invitation to discuss, and
not her own perspective. This case is different from when the teacher is commenting on someone’s
viewpoint for her own sake. The distinction can be very thin – and this is a complex case of
interpretation-. In case of doubt, or when it is impossible to understand whether the teacher is
inviting a dialogue or only providing her own opinion, go for the Code predominance principle of
dialogicity: the more dialogical code prevails.
Some examples are the following.
Table 30. Examples distinguishing Inviting from Stating
Move

Code

Explanation

IN

The Teacher is summarizing what the student H2

Example 1
T

S2 says, if you don’t follow
the rules, you might

has just said, in order to invite the students to have

accidentally punch

a discussion. She is not advancing her own

someone, it wouldn't be

viewpoint; rather, she is pointing out that

nice.

something is worth discussing (mirroring).

Example 2 (modification)
T

Yeah, following the rules is
important, isn’t it?

IN

The Teacher is pointing at what a student just said
previously in the dialogue. Even if incompletely,
she is summarizing the student’s contribution, and
thus focusing the students’ attention on this
viewpoint. She is implicitly inviting a discussion.

4.2.2. Distinction between Inviting and Accepting
When a teacher makes a reformulation or re-voicing of a student’s contribution, there can be a
doubt. The teacher can reformulate or repeat a contribution for two reasons:
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1. To acknowledge it (and it would be an Accepting – code AC/DC), so that the discussion
moves from a commitment that has been declared and established.
2. To invite other people to comment on it. In this case, the repetition is a kind of mirroring: it
is an invitation to comment on and to develop the dialogue.
A clear example is the following.
Table 31. Examples distinguishing Inviting from Accepting
Move

Code

Explanation

I think the father was

ST

In this case, the teacher is acknowledging

Example 1
Student

Teacher

angry at the beginning but

what the student has said. She is repeating

happy at the end.

it to specify the exact wording, and

Right.. Angry at the

AC

marking that she has understood it, and

beginning and happy at the

taken mental note of it – from this time

end..

on, this is “on record” officially.

Example 2
Student

Teacher

He wanted to become a

RE

In this case, the teacher is repeating the

ballet dancer because he

student’s claim marking the fact that the

didn’t like boxing.

claim can be doubtful. The teacher is not

He didn’t like boxing, did
he?

IN

acknowledging; instead, she is opening
the discussion by pointing out an aspect of
the student’s move that is worth
commenting on or giving reasons for or
against. In this sense, it is an Inviting
move.
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4.3. Code Predominance
Inviting moves can occur within the same turn with other moves. In this case, the criterion that the
more dialogical move should prevail over the less dialogical applies. However, in the cases that an
Inviting move is incomplete, unclear or indeterminate (is necessary to make too many assumptions
to determine it as Inviting), the clarity criterion applies, and the most clearly identifiable move
prevails. Below are some examples of double turns, in which an IN move (italics) is together with a
MA move.
Table 32. Code predominance for Inviting
Move

Code

Explanation

Example 1
T

Shh. J2, ‘You must ALWAYS follow the

IN

In this turnthere are many moves,

rule’. Brilliant, go and sit down. Blue row,

but of two kinds: Managerial, and

come on up and follow J1. A2, sit down on

Inviting. There are also three

your spot, please. Remember, if you think

different types of Inviting – a

{UNCLEAR}, you can put it here. It

summary of a student’s viewpoint,

doesn’t have to be on the string. ‘You must

a summary of the students’

ALWAYS follow the rules’. Right, 5, 4, 3, 2,

positions, and a direct question of

1. I’m counting down, Crimson. I hear lots

an opinion. In this case, the more

of chatting. V1, I’m on 1. J2, J2, I’m on 1.

dialogical move prevails – namely

L3. We’re going to have a time to explain

the Inviting as a unique code of the

why. So – ooh, H1, are you alright,

whole turn.

sweetheart? Really? Do you need an ice
pack? Remember, sitting on your bottoms
so that we don’t- We’ve had a lot of this –
bumping heads ‘cos we’re not on our
bottoms, yeah? OK, agree – I have Z1 –
shh, S3 – Z1, G1, P1, Lida, S1, A3, T1, H1,
{UNCLEAR} H3, A2, M3, Jenna, H2, J1,
L2, R1, S2 all agree. Who can tell me why?
H2.
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Example 2
S1

I’m doing the message of the story, yeah?

MA

In the second turn there are two

S2

Yeah, OK, but right now what are you going IN

codes, of two kinds: Managerial,

to say about what are the father's

and Inviting. Again, the IN code

expectations of the son?

prevails as the more dialogical one.

(b) Expanding (EX)
This category refers to any effort of extending or emphasizing one’s own or another’s
individual or shared perception about the issue at hand. It can take several forms, such as: giving an
example, adding details, extending a thought, expressing doubt about someone’s ideas, clarifying
something that was ambiguous, etc.
Exact repetitions of one’s own previous contribution are not considered ‘expanding’ moves
and they are not coded.
Exact repetitions of someone else’s moves are not considered ‘expanding’ and they can fall
in different cases, such as the following:
(a) when it is the teacher repeating a student’s contribution, it is coded as ‘Accepting’ when
it is acknowledgement of its correctness/value and as ‘Inviting’ when it is an act of revoicing and mirroring a student’s contribution in order to obtain other students’ thoughts
about it;
(b) when it is a student repeating another student’s contribution during a whole-class (WC)
activity, the move is not coded because it shows lack of listening;
(c) when it is a student repeating another student’s contribution during a small group
activity (SG), the move is coded as Accepting(AC/DC).
Only in the cases when the move includes elaboration of one’s own or another’s move it is
coded as “expanding”. Examples of such elaboration are the following (from Hennessy et al.,
2016):
a. Make a relevant contribution to the dialogue by building on, giving examples,
adding to, reformulating or clarifying one's own or other's contributions.
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b. Contributions should add something either in terms of content or in the way ideas
are expressed; excludes repetition of one's own or other's ideas.

5.1. Distinctions
5.1.1. Distinction between Expanding and Not Coded for Repetition
A repetition can be used for adding further clarifications in case it is possible to assume that the
speaker is referring to an existing or possible doubt. In this case, the move is coded as Expanding ,
and not simply a way to get the attention (no coded).
Table 33. Examples illustrating the distinction between Expanding and Not Coded for Repetition
Move

Code

Explanation

Example 1
1

S2

So, at the end, he wants to dance

ST

The first Stating move is followed by a

to save his family, but he does

repetition. However, it is not exactly the same

really, 'cos he danced in he

content: something is added, and the “no no

wants to dance to save his family.

no” can be understood as referring to a doubt

To dance. No, his. His

or possible misunderstanding. Thus, the move

{UNCLEAR}. (children are

is Expanding of what he claimed before.

writing)
2

S2

At the start he wants to dance.

EX

No, no, no, no, with this one,
because it's the same.
Example 2
1. S3

Yeah, life wouldn't be boring.

ST

In 1, S3 advances a clear new viewpoint,

2. S1

Yeah. Like, if you didn't have

EX

and for this reason it is ST. In 2, S1 does

DIFFERENT life experiences,

not advance anything new; instead, a

then you'll never LEARN new

student is developing what S3 said (EX).
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things. Like, 'cos you'll [be

However, in 3, S3 is completing his

doing]-

viewpoint, but what is considered in 4 by

3. S3

[Dumb].

S1 is the overall idea expressed in 1, not the

4. S1

the same as everybody else and

RE

completion in 3. In this sense, it is

then new things wouldn't be

considered just the completion of a turn,

invented. So, if it was like the if

and since it is not relevant to the following

you didn't have life experiences

turn, is not coded.

from the beginning, imagine
there could be loads of things
now that we wouldn't have found
out.

5.1.2. Distinction between Expanding and Stating
Stating is a move consisting in putting forward a new viewpoint. Expanding is an integration, a
specification, an enrichment of a viewpoint already stated. Thus, the critical questions for
determining whether a move is Stating or Expanding should be:
• Does the move advance a new viewpoint (position, idea…) or not?
• Does the move add something or specify a viewpoint (position, idea…) already proposed?
If you answer “no” to the first question and “yes” to the second, it is an Expanding. If you answer
“yes” to the first question, it is Stating. Below are some examples.
Table 34. Examples illustrating the distinction between Stating from Expanding
Move

Code

Explanation

Example 1
S3

Yeah, life wouldn't be boring.

ST

Turn 1 advances a clear new viewpoint, and

S1

Yeah. Like, if you didn't have

EX

for this reason it is ST. 2 does not advance

DIFFERENT life experiences,

anything new; instead, S1 is developing
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then you'll never LEARN new

what S3 said. It is more dialogical than

things. Like, 'cos you'll [be

simply ST, as it includes another’s

doing]-

perspective, it is Expanding. S4 in 4

S3

[Dumb].

advances a Reasoning, as he puts forward

S4

the same as everybody else and

RE

an absurdity argument to block any

then new things wouldn't be

possible doubt. At turn 6 and 7, both S4

invented. So, if it was like the if

and S3 add details to the argument: they

you didn't have life experiences

provide specifications of the general

from the beginning, imagine

argument, with the goal of making it clearer

there could be loads of things

– not a different argument-. For this reason,

now that we wouldn't have found

they are Expansions.

out.
S1

Exactly.

AC/DC

S4

Like a table might not have been

EX

made or [{UNCLEAR}].
S3

[History might not have been]

EX

found out.

5.1.3. Distinction between Expanding and Reasoning
Reasoning consists in providing support for a doubtful statement or summarizing different positions
in order to address a difference of opinions. Expanding is a clarification, an addition, an
improvement of a specific position for different purposes. Thus, the critical question is: Does the
move make a viewpoint clearer or more acceptable? Sometimes the two goals are interconnected –
such as in the case of analogy-.In this case, the criterion of the more dialogical goal prevails: if it is
possible to suppose that the move increases the acceptability as it provides a reason to believe it, it
is Reasoning. However, if it only makes the viewpoint more specific, more detailed, or narrower, it
is not a reason; it is merely an Expanding move. Below are some examples.
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Table 35. Examples illustrating the distinction between Reasoning and Expanding
Move

Code

Explanation

Example 1
1

2

S2

S2

he he wants to dance not like his

ST

The first Stating move is followed by a move

dad. At the END::, he wants to

that seems to contradict what precedes and

dance like, he wants to dance to

makes the viewpoint more specific. In this

save everyone.'

case, it is not reasoning, as it is simply a

So, at the end, he wants to dance

EX

specification, or rather a reformulation of a

to save his family, but he does

viewpoint. It is not the result of any other

really, he wants to dance to save

argument by an interlocutor (it would be an

his family. To dance. No, his.

acknowledgment – AC/DC-). So, it is just a

His {UNCLEAR}. (children are

clarification, an Expanding move.

writing)
Example 2 (modification of 1)
1

2

S2

S2

he he wants to dance not like his

ST

This example is similar to 1 above, but there

dad. At the END::, he wants to

is a significant difference: the student

dance like, he wants to dance to

provides some grounds for his claim (in

save everyone.'

italics)– so it is Reasoning.

So, at the end, he wants to dance

RE

to save his family, but he does
really, because in the last scene
he saved his Dad from the cat.
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5.2. Code predominance
An Expanding move is a high dialogical move, and thus prevails over low dialogical moves. An
example is the following:
Table 36. Code predominance for EX (italics)
Move

Code Explanation

Example 1
S1

We cannot see migration only as

ST

a problem of Portugal or Italy.
S4

Yeah, you are right, the problem

The move consists in an acknowledgment of
another’s viewpoint (underlined), and an expansion

EX

thereof. The speaker is not assessing his own

of migration needs to be

viewpoint in comparison with another’s, but only

considered as an international

making it more specific. Expanding is more

problem.

dialogical than AC/DC, so the turn is EX.

(c) Reasoning (RE)
This category refers to a class of conversational actions characterized by the disputable nature of the
subject matter (Labov & Fanshel, 1977, p. 62), and includes arguments or counterarguments (where
the doubt or potential dissent is taken for granted in the need of providing a justification). This code
refers to any expression of a more or less justified idea about an issue at hand, which moves
dialogue forward. It includes the following cases from SEDA (Hennessy et al., 2016):
(d) explicitly acknowledging a shift of position by providing a justification (otherwise it would
be only Stating);
(e) challenging other's arguments, beliefs or assumptions by providing reasons (otherwise it
would be just Accept/Discard);
(f) synthesising or bringing together ideas, or generalising – when it is for supporting a specific
perspective;
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(g) making reasoning explicit: explanation, justiﬁcation, argumentation (providing an argument
or a counterargument), analogy, categorisation, making use of evidence; as well as
exploration of possibilities, prediction, speculation, hypothesising, and extrapolation.
Thus, Reasoning has two aspects:
Reasoning 1. Providing reasons for accepting/not accepting a viewpoint;
Reasoning 2. Including another’s or others’ viewpoint(s) in the speaker’s, evaluating the
difference of views. It can have different characteristics, such as:
• Summarizing the other’s viewpoint and comparing it with the speaker’s;
• Referring to another’s viewpoint and presenting one’s own viewpoint to compare the
two;
• Acknowledging another’s viewpoint and affirming or discarding one’s own
viewpoint;
In Reasoning 1, the turns coded RE should indicate a clear attempt at reasoning, typically (but not
necessarily or sufﬁciently) through keywords such as ‘because’, ‘so’, ‘therefore’, ‘thus,’ ‘if…then’,
‘not…unless’, ‘it's like…’, ‘imagine if…’. The attempt need not be ‘successful’—that is, reasoning
need not be judged good in order to be coded. It should be remembered that when engaging in
reasoning speakers will often be tentative and less than clear in their expression.
In Reasoning 2, the turns can have:
a. a contrastive structure such as “While…, I …”; or
b. an evaluative structure of the kind “Viewpoint x is problematic, and this problem can be
avoided by…” or
c. a comparative/synthetic structure, such as “we can conclude that…”
Table 37. Examples of Reasoning
1

Move

Explanation

(Student) Because I can be the same

This case is the typical Reasoning case: a

culture as her but maybe she is a man and

viewpoint (implicit in this case) is
supported by a reason, an argument.
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I am a woman, and this already makes us
different, for sure..
2

(Student) So Pedro says it is through

This case of RE is a summary of the

education that we learn how to be tolerant,

different positions, trying to show the

I say it is through doing voluntary stuff, so

common aspects. It is a way to address a

what about writing “learn about

difference by solving it.

volunteering”?
3

(Teacher) So to conclude, sustainability

The Teacher is summarizing the different

can be about the environment but also

viewpoints.

about social things, such as?

6.1. Distinctions
6.1.1. Distinction between Reasoning and Accepting/Discarding
Reasoning consists prototypically in providing arguments for or against a viewpoint. However, this
category includes also the moves that summarize different positions or include the other’s
viewpoint in one’s perspective. Reasoning thus has two aspects:
Reasoning 1. Providing reasons for accepting/not accepting a viewpoint;
Reasoning 2. Including another’s or others’ viewpoint(s) in the speaker’s, by:
• Summarizing it (or them);
• Referring to it (or them) and presenting one’s own viewpoint;
• Acknowledging it (or them) and affirming or discarding one’s own viewpoint;
In contrast, Accepting/discarding presupposes another’s viewpoint, but not one’s own perspective.
Thus, it is one directional: I accept or deny another’s viewpoint, but this is the end. In contrast,
Reasoning of the second type includes another’s viewpoint, and in addition to it presents the
speaker’s viewpoint – assessing it comparing it with another perspective. Some examples are the
following.
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Table 38. Example illustrating the distinction between Reasoning and AC/DC moves
Move

Code Explanation

Example 1
S4

Yeah, you are right, but I think

RE

The first part of this move (“Yeah, you are right”)

that the problem of migration

seems to be an acceptance; however, the move

needs to be considered as an

continues, because the contrastive shows that it is

international problem.

only an acknowledgment and inclusion of another’s
viewpoint in the Speaker’s. The speaker is
assessing his own viewpoint in comparison with
another’s.

6.1.2. Distinction between Reasoning and Expanding
An Expanding move can be confused with a Reasoning move for two distinct reasons. An
expansion is an increment of a viewpoint (of the speaker or another), and Reasoning is also an
expansion, in a very broad sense of the word. We have two ways a Reasoning can be confused,
depending on the type of Reasoning move, which are the following:
• Reasoning 1: A reason justifying a viewpoint or challenging a viewpoint.
• Reasoning 2: The inclusion of another’s viewpoint in one’s own, or the
summary of distinct viewpoints.
Reasoning 1. An Expanding can be confused with Reasoning 1 because in both cases something is
added to a viewpoint. However, Reasoning 1 provides a support that increases the acceptability;
Expansion only clarifies or specifies what is said. The critical question is: Is the move aimed at
increasing the acceptability of the viewpoint expressed? If it is, then it is Reasoning. If not, it is
Expanding. A specific case is reasoning from analogy. An example or an analogy serve a twofold
purpose: they make a concept clearer, but when the concept is a viewpoint, they can also support it.
They are forms of argument. Thus, it is necessary to analyse what is the function of the concept that
they are clarifying. Some examples are the following.
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Table 39. Examples distinguishing Expanding from Reasoning 1 (italics).
Move

Code Explanation

Example 1
S2

S4

Yes, but someone is not simply a

ST

The move by S4 addresses the viewpoint that S2

different person, because he has a

makes. The student uses an analogy, and this

different skin colour.

analogy clearly makes the concept clearer.

See, a light egg and a dark egg,

RE

However, it makes also more acceptable, and since

but from inside they are all the

this is a viewpoint, it works as an argument. It is a

same.

Reasoning then.

Example 2
1. S3

Yeah, life wouldn't be boring.

ST

At 3, K1 advances a Reasoning, as he puts

2. K1 Yeah. Like, if you didn't have

EX

forward an absurdity argument to block any

DIFFerent life experiences,

possible doubt. It is not only an expansion of 1

then you'll never LEARN new

and 2, as this move does not only specify or make

things. Like, 'cos you'll [be

it clearer. Move 3 provide a reason, not a

doing]-

clarification.

3. K1 the same as everybody else and

RE

then new things wouldn't be
invented. So, if it was like the if
you didn't have life experiences
from the beginning, imagine
there could be loads of things
now that we wouldn't have
found out.
Reasoning 2. An Expanding can be confused with Reasoning 2 because in both cases something is
added to a viewpoint. However, Reasoning 2 includes the other’s perspective and presents the
speaker’s viewpoint in contrast with it. An expansion is not a comparison; it is only a specification.
The critical question is: Is the move presenting a balance of positions, or only a specification of
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one? If it is a balance (or summary), it is Reasoning. If it is only a specification of one viewpoint, it
is an Expanding. An example is the following.
Table 40. Examples illustrating the distinction between Expanding and Reasoning.
Move

Code Explanation

Example 1
S4

Yeah, you are right, but I think

RE

The move consists in an acknowledgment and

that the problem of migration

inclusion of another’s viewpoint in the Speaker’s.

needs to be considered as an

The speaker is assessing his own viewpoint in

international problem.

comparison with another’s. Therefore, it is
Reasoning.

Example 2 (modification)
S1

We cannot see migration only as

ST

a problem of Portugal or Italy.
S4

Yeah, you are right, the problem

The move consists in an acknowledgment of
another’s viewpoint, and an expansion thereof. The

EX

speaker is not assessing his own viewpoint in

of migration needs to be

comparison with another’s, but only making it more

considered as an international

specific. Therefore, it is Expanding.

problem.

6.2. Code predominance
Reasoning is a very high dialogical move, as it addresses not only an actual or potential doubt but
takes into consideration the grounds of belief. By providing a Reasoning, the speaker is directly
including the other’s perspective in one’s move – either by summarizing it, or by considering the
opposition, or by anticipating it. For this reason, it prevails over the other codes – both lowdialogical and high-dialogical – with the exception of the Meta-dialogical. The MD code concerns
the grounds of understanding; thus, even if a reasoning is offered for explaining the purpose of a
move or the meaning of an expression, it does not change its nature of being “over” the dialogue
and not in the dialogue. Some examples of Reasoning prevailing over Expanding and Inviting are
below.
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Table 41. Code predominance for Reasoning
Move

Code Explanation

Example 1
T

So to conclude, sustainability can be

RE

The Teacher is performing two acts: a

about the environment but also about

summarization of different contributions –

social things, such as?

partially in conflict – and an Inviting. The last
move underlined is a request to contribute. In
this case, the more dialogical move prevails,
namely the Reasoning. The IN is not open; it is a
request to find examples for specifying a
viewpoint summarized in her Reasoning.

Example 2
S3

Uhm the dad wanted the kid to be

RE

Turn 3 now is characterized by two moves. The

like him. But I don't think the dad

first move “Uhm the dad wanted the kid to be

really wanted the son to be a boxer.

like him” specifies what the other students said

Look at what happened: the dad was

before. However, this is a starting point for the

a bit annoyed when he first saw the

following reasoning, in which he advances a

boy wanting to be a ballerina, but

viewpoint different from what was said before

then he just decided, 'Fine, just do

(“But I don't think the dad really wanted the son

whatever you want to do.'

to be a boxer”) and defends it with some
evidence. The RE move prevails over the EX.

Example 3 (modification)
S1

We cannot see migration only as a

ST

problem of Portugal or Italy.
S4

The problem of migration needs to

The move consists in a specification of S1’s
viewpoint (move 1) and a reasoning that justifies

RE

a different viewpoint. In this sense, it is

be considered as an international

Reasoning. Reasoning is more dialogical than

problem. However, international

Expanding (dialogicity principle 1), and thus the

issues take too long to solve; it needs

turn is RE. Moreover, we can consider the move
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to be considered as a local issue

as an integration and evaluation of the

first.

interlocutor’s viewpoint (Reasoning 2) – which
would result in the same code (RE).

(d) Meta-dialogical (MD)
Meta-dialogical actions “describe the behavior of the speaker when he is doing something else
besides ‘taking his turn’,” not moving the conversation further, but rather making a further
contribution possible, relevant, and coherent (Labov & Fanshel, 1977, p. 60). Meta-dialogical
means talking about another move, turn, or discussion, in order to focus on a specific detail, which
can be linguistic (prototypical case) or related to the subject matter (further focusing).

7.1. Subtypes and examples
The description of the MD category is very broad. We need to distinguish specific types related to
the object of the move: the dialogue (and what exactly in the dialogue), the move, or a term.
7.1.1. Dialogue. Pragmatic meta-dialogical: goal of the dialogue
This first case of the Meta-dialogical category refers to any verbal effort to explicitly make a
connection between the current state of the dialogue (and/or the way it is understood) and its
supposed/expected goal related to the activity in course. Some examples are the following:
Table 42. Examples of Meta-dialogical moves – Goal of the dialogue.
MD move

Explanation

Example 1 Pause there. Have we sort of had a

The teacher is having the students

(Teacher)

good discussion about the boys'

reflecting on the quality of the discussion,

feelings through the film and the dad's

whether it is a good discussion or not vis-

feelings through the film?

à-vis the supposed goals.
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Example 2 We are now supposed to learn how to
(Teacher)

The teacher is commenting on the quality

listen to each other and this is not what of the dialogue on basis of its relatedness
you’ve been doing.

to the lesson plan’s dialogue or cultural
literacy learning goals. Again, the object
is the quality of the dialogue.

Example 3 We are so different that we cannot

The student is reflecting on the outcome

(Student)

of the discussion - whether the goal of the

arrive at a common interpretation.

dialogue can be achieved – and
advancing an evaluation and an
interpretation of it.
Example 4 Let’s not enter this discussion because

The student is commenting on the goal of

(Student)

if we do it that way, everyone can be

the dialogue, taking into account the

anyone [therefore we will never arrive

relationship between the possible further

at a common interpretation which is

moves addressing a specific subject

the goal of the group task]

matter and the overall objective.

Thus, in this first category fall two distinct types of moves that concern how a turn, a dialogue, or a
discussion relates to the goal of the dialogue:
1. Comments on the quality (how the goal is achieved)
2. Comments on the acceptability (whether the goal is or can be achieved through this
move)
7.1.2. Pragmatic meta-dialogical: Understanding the dialogue, a move or its subject matter
The second case of Meta-dialogical understanding is when a person makes a reference to his/her
own understanding of the cultural text or another’s move. This case refers to any expression of a
personal status of capacity to perceive what is going on either related to the cultural text or to the
task itself. This type of move is considered as high-dialogical because it involves two dimensions:
1. The concern of the common objective of the dialogue;
2. The placement of the individual towards the common goal.
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It is a request of help, in the sense that the speaker is requesting the others to be clearer, or to
explain the subject matter, or to help him or her understand.
Table 43. Examples of Meta-dialogical moves – Understanding
MD move

Explanation

Example 1 I am not good in interpreting images

The student is pointing out its status

(Student)

[taking about the text that they need to

towards the dialogical goal, commenting

interpret]

on its possible contributions (they should
be taken as little plausible) or its little
contribution to the dialogue.

Example 2 I do not get what you mean.

The student is commenting on the overall

(Student)

move of the interlocutor. The meaning
(purpose) of it is unclear, and a meaning
clarification is needed.

7.1.3. Linguistic meta-dialogical: Meaning of linguistic elements
The last category of Meta-dialogical moves is characterized by its object, namely a specific
linguistic element and not a move, a sequence, or a dialogue. This type of MD move concerns the
language itself and can be directed either to the interlocutor’s linguistic uses, or the speaker’s. In the
first case, the move is aimed at acquiring understanding of what a word, expression, phrase means.
In the second case, it is aimed at securing understanding of the same, namely making sure that the
interlocutors understand what the speaker wants to say. This type of moves can be:
a. Requests of meaning explanation (what does x mean?).
b. Requests of confirmation of understanding (is my report/interpretation of
your viewpoint correct?)
c. Statements of lack of understanding (I do not understand x; For me, x is y).
d. Explanations of meaning (x means y).
Some examples are below.
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Table 44. Examples of Meta-dialogical moves – Linguistic understanding
MD move

Explanation

Example 1 OK. What about, then, what do I what

The teacher is focusing on the specific

(Teacher)

do I MEAN when I say expectations?

meaning of “expectations” and asks the

[…] It's a word we use quite a lot at

students whether they understood what

school. What do I mean by

the teacher meant with the use of this

expectations?

term.

Example 2 So, what you WANT and what you

The teacher provides an explanation of

(Teacher)

the concept that can be controversial.

EXPECT them to do. Like, so, what
you want them to do [and]

7.2. Distinctions
7.2.1. Distinction between Meta-dialogical and Stating
Stating consists in expressing a viewpoint, an idea, an opinion. It is a judgment on something
external to the dialogue. Meta-dialogical moves have as an object an element of the dialogue, not
one external to it. Thus, the critical question for distinguishing Meta-Dialogical moves from
Stating, Expanding, Accepting, and Reasoning is “Is the move a judgment or a request on an object
external to the dialogue or on the expression of the meaning (or the goal of the dialogue)?”. Some
examples are the following.
Table 45. Examples illustrating the distinction between Stating and Meta-dialogical moves
Move

Code Explanation

Example 1
(Student) I do not know how to explain.

MD

This move expresses the lack of a clear way
of expressing a specific idea. It does not
concern an object external to the dialogue.
Therefore, it is Meta-Dialogical.
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Example 2
(Student) I do not know how to explain better;

ST

this image can only represent home.

This move performs a specific goal, namely
advancing a standpoint, expressing the
frustration of not having better ways to
explain it. A viewpoint is expressed, so it is
a Stating. However, it is not a metadialogical comment; it is only the venting of
some frustration. So it is not MD.

7.2.2. Distinction between Meta-dialogical and Inviting
Inviting is a move that is characterized by two dimensions:
•

It is a request to clarify, expand, illustrate – namely making the view, the opinion, the
argument of the other clearer or more acceptable.

•

It is a dialogical move, namely its object is the content of a move, the opinion (or
view…) that it expresses.

A meta-dialogical move can be also a request of clarity. However, its object is not the opinion, but
the expression. An Inviting presupposes that the meaning of the move is understood (I understand
what you mean with your move); if this is not possible, I need a Meta-dialogical move. Some
examples below.
Table 46. Examples illustrating the distinction between Inviting and Meta-dialogical moves
Move

Code Explanation

Example 1
(Teacher) What about, then, what do I what do

MD

This move is a request of clarification.

I MEAN when I say expectations? […] It's a

However, it does not concern an opinion,

word we use quite a lot at school. What do I

but an expression. Therefore, it is about a

mean by expectations?

condition of the move – not its content.
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(Teacher) What about, then, what do I what did

IN

you expected the man in the picture to do?

This move requests an opinion about a
subject matter.

Example 2
(Teacher) Have we sort of had a good

MD

The Teacher is commenting on the

discussion about the boys' feelings through the

relationship between the dialogue and its

film and the dad's feelings through the film?

goal: was the discussion good? She requests
an opinion, but about a meta-dialogical
relation, namely between the dialogue and
its purpose.

(Teacher) Were the boys' feelings through the

IN

The Teacher is requesting an opinion about

film and the dad's feelings through the film

a specific subject matter (an object that is

good for you?

external to the dialogue).

Example 3
(Student) I don’t know what you said, what did

MD

you mean, Luisa?

The Student is requesting a clarification, not
about an opinion, but about the move that
was supposed to express it. The Student
cannot understand what the interlocutor is
talking about, because the move is not
comprehensible for him.

(Student) I don’t know what to say, what about
you, Luisa?

IN

The Student is requesting an opinion on a
specific subject matter external to the
dialogue.

7.2.3. Distinction between Meta-dialogical and Managerial
Managerial and Meta-dialogical have in common the fact that they both have as an object
something that is not the subject matter of the dialogue. In this sense, they are “outside” the
dialogue. However, while Managerial concerns the procedure, and thus the procedure of the
dialogue as an activity, the Meta-dialogical takes into account the dialogue in itself, namely its goal,
its presuppositions, its clarity, etc. So, the dialogue is not considered in the Managerial: it is the
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activity that is the focus. In contrast, the MD has as its object the dialogue in all its features. Below
are some examples.
Table 47. Examples illustrating the distinction between Managerial and Meta-dialogical moves
Move

Code Explanation

Example 1
(Teacher) Pause there. Have we sort of had a

MD

The Teacher is commenting on the

good discussion about the boys' feelings

relationship between the dialogue and its

through the film and the dad's feelings through

goal: was the discussion good?

the film?
(Teacher) Pause there. Have we all talked

MA

In this case, the Teacher is managing the

about the boys' feelings through the film and

dialogue as an activity; she is not looking at

the dad's feelings through the film? Has anyone

its purpose, but its process. The dialogue is

not spoken yet?

regarded as an activity in which all students
need to talk, and she is managing the
activity.

Example 2
(Student) Let’s not enter this discussion

MD

The student is considering the relationship

because if we do it that way, everyone can be

between the future moves and the purpose

anyone [therefore we will never arrive at a

of the dialogue, reaching a consensus. The

common interpretation which is the goal of the

student is showing how some topics can

group task]

lead to problematic or irrelevant moves.

(Student) Let’s not enter this discussion

MA

Here, the move does not concern the goal of

because if we do it, we do not have any time to

the dialogue and the relevance or suitability

discuss the other topic.

of a move. It concerns the activity, and the
regulation of the students’ time and steps.
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7.2.4. Distinction between Meta-dialogical and Expanding
Expanding and Meta-dialogical have in common the fact that they are both an increment of a
previous statement. Also, a request for a clarification invites to add something to a previously
expressed opinion. However, the two categories are different because Meta-dialogical has as an
object a linguistic expression, while Expanding concerns the content of an expression. A potentially
problematic case is the case of confirmation. When confirmation is asked, the speaker wants to
make sure that the way an opinion has been correctly reported. In this sense, it is a check of
understanding and correspondence. This falls under the Meta-dialogical. Some critical examples are
below.
Table 48. Examples illustrating the distinction between Expanding and Meta-dialogical moves
Move

Code Explanation

Example 1
T

S says, if you don’t follow the

MD

The Teacher is formulating an Invite move, but

rules, you might accidentally -

she acknowledges that her summarizing can be

did you say 'accidentally'?

different from the Student’s intention. She asks for
confirmation – a Meta-Dialogical move, because
the meaning of what the Student said, and the
correct formulation of his viewpoint, is at stake.

S

Yeah.

MD

The student confirms that he actually said the
specific term, which qualifies the viewpoint.

T

OK, punch someone, it
wouldn't be nice.

IN

At this point, the move is complete, and can be
considered as an Inviting.

7.3. Code Predominance
A Meta-dialogical move can occur together with other moves in the same turn. As for the other
turns, two criteria apply: dialogicity and clarity.
The Meta-dialogical is a highly dialogical move, as it has two crucial characteristics:
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1. It analyses the deepest aspect of another’s move, thus it is aimed at achieving the
best possible understanding of the interlocutor; and/or
2. It concerns the relationship between a move and the overall dialogue, thus
conceiving the dialogue as a common activity where the common goal governs the
individual ones. It is dialogical in the pure sense of having a common goal that all
the participants pursue.
For this reason, the MD code prevails over other high-dialogical category codes, except for the
Reasoning code that is the highest dialogical move. Nevertheless, in the cases that Meta-dialogical
move attacks to viewpoints or arguments based on the meaning of the viewpoint or the argument,
MD prevails over Reasoning (and in this case the reinforced MD code is used).
However, the only rule that can subvert this dialogicity order is the completeness/clarity of a move:
when the potentially MD move is incomplete, unclear, or indeterminate (nothing is really
expressed, so it would be unclear or hazardous to make a specific decision), and another move is
made in the same turn which is clear, this second move should prevail.
7.3.1. Easy predominance – Codes of different categories
According to the dialogicity criterion, the more dialogical move prevails over the less dialogical.
This is easy to apply if the moves belong to two distinct categories (low and high dialogical).
Below is an easy example of a double turn, in which the MD move (italics) is together with another
move of the low-dialogical category.
Table 49. Code predominance for MD (italics)
Turn

Code

Explanation

MD

The dialogicity criterion applies. The first move is

Example 1
Pause there. Have we sort of
had a good discussion about

a Managerial (it regulates the speech) and thus less

the boys' feelings through the

dialogical than the second move, which is Meta-

film and the dad's feelings

dialogical. The MD code prevails.

through the film?
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Example 2
OK. What about, then, what

MD

The dialogicity criterion applies. The first move is

do I what do I MEAN when I

an acknowledgment (AC/DC), but then it is

say expectations? […] It's a

followed by a Meta-dialogical, an Expanding

word we use quite a lot at

(something is added by the teacher to explain the

school. What do I mean by

concept), and another MD. However, the MD is

expectations?

more dialogical than both AC/DC (which is low
dialogicity) and EX (which is high-dialogicity, but
it is not as deep at the level of understanding as
MD). The MD code prevails.

Example 3
No. I do not know how to

MD

The first move is a rejection of another’s
viewpoint (AC/DC), while the second move is

explain.

Meta-dialogical, as it denounces the lack of
expression – not a specific content. The more
dialogical category prevails (MD).
7.3.2. Hard predominance – Codes of the same category
A more complex problem is to establish predominance when the moves belong to the same
dialogicity category. In this case, MD still prevails, except for when it is together with a Reasoning
code, and MD is not a reinforced MD case.
Table 50. Hard cases of code predominance for MD (italics)
Move

Code Explanation

Example 1
T

OK. What about, then, what

MD

The dialogicity criterion applies. The first move is

do I what do I MEAN when I

an acknowledgment (AC/DC), but then it is

say expectations? […] It's a

followed by a Meta-dialogical, an Expanding

word we use quite a lot at

(something is added by the teacher to explain the
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school. What do I mean by

concept), and another MD. However, the MD is

expectations?

more dialogical than both AC/DC (which is low
dialogicity) and EX (which is high-dialogicity, but
it is not as deep at the level of understanding as
MD). The MD code prevails.

Example 2
T

S says, if you don’t follow the

MD

The Teacher is formulating an Inviting move, but

rules, you might accidentally -

she acknowledges that her summarizing can be

did you say 'accidentally'?

different from the Student’s intention. She asks for
confirmation – a Meta-Dialogical move, because
the meaning of what the Student said and the
correct formulation of his viewpoint is at stake-.
This latter move prevails for two reasons:
Dialogicity (MD is more dialogical than Inviting)
and Clarity (the Inviting move is not complete, so
it is unclear).

Example 3
S

But it is still like that. I do not
know how to explain.

RE

The first move is a challenge to another’s contrary
view. The speaker is defending his view despite a
contrary perspective or argument. For this reason,
it is Reasoning. The second move is a MetaDialogical, in the sense that it denounces the lack
of expression – not a specific content. The
Reasoning move prevails according to the
dialogicity criterion.
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Degree of relevance
1. Relevance (low/high) for low-dialogical moves
The degree of Relevance (low or high), to be mentioned next to every low-dialogical type of move
(Stating, Managerial, Accepting/Discarding), refers to how related such move is to the topic under
discussion or to the task/activity at hand. In both cases, the “reasoning by exclusion” rule applies,
namely: if it not irrelevant, then it is relevant. It is therefore important to identify examples of
irrelevant (marked with “–”) moves as shown in the excerpt in Table 8.
Table 51. Relevance degree of low-dialogical moves.
Line

Speaker Transcription (translated from PT)

Code

Relev.

1

T2

IN

+

You said something quite interesting a while ago, you
identified Aladin…

2

S2

ALADIN, DUMBO, RED RIDING HOOD {unclear}

EX

+

3

T2

In the middle of all this diversity, are there any things

IN

+

in common? Where does Aladin story come from? Is it
from Europe? No?
4

S3

It is from the Arabia

ST

+

5

T2

But it forms part... of the children tales of the whole

EX

+

world, isn’t it curious?
6

S3

This one here is Romeo and Juliette! (laughs)

ST

-

7

S2

NO, THIS IS JUMANDJI!

DC

-

ST

+

ST

+

8

{Off task}

9

T2

Do not only... {unclear}

10

S5

I don’t know, this is a quite strange scene, when I see
this scene it reminds me of the Asians, but when I see
the ox, it reminds me of Egypt. I don’t know […] I
don’t know why

11

S2

But the ox is up there. I don’t know, I think there are
more than one things on the, on the same page
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12
13

{off task}
S5

I REALLY think that this part here is the most recent

ST

+

and that it later passes on to […] on something older
14

S1

I think NO-

DC

+

15

S2

BUT WATCH what the teacher SAID

MA

-

2. Relevance of high-dialogical moves
High-dialogical moves (Inviting, Expanding, Reasoning and Metadialogical) are marked as of high
relevance when their dialogical transactivity is manifested. The passage from a textual to a
dialogical level is decided following this rationale:
1. Expanding. If a move expands the viewpoint proposed by the SAME speaker (expands
his or her own move) without considering the other moves that have occurred after his
or her stating it, then it is Expanding with a low relevance (-). So, the criterion of
relevance is: is the speaker considering what the others said after his or her
contribution?
2. Reasoning. It is always relevant (+), as it includes the possibility of a doubt (another’s
mind). If an opinion is expressed without a reason, it is Stating.
3. Meta-dialogical. It is relevant when it addresses the previous move. When the MD
move refers to the dialogue process or activity itself without any connection with the
moves performed previously, then it is irrelevant (-). When a MD move refers to the
dialogue process without the intention of a genuine reflection on the dialogue goals,
then it is irrelevant (-).
The same excerpt presented above is now coded on terms of the identified transactive moves and
their relevance.
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Table 52. Relevance degree of high-dialogical moves.
Line

Speaker Transcription (translated from PT)

Code

Relev.

1

T2

IN

+

You said something quite interesting a while ago, you
identified Aladin…

2

S2

ALADIN, DUMBO, RED RIDING HOOD {unclear}

EX

+

3

T2

In the middle of all this diversity, are there any things

IN

+

in common? Where does Aladin story come from? Is it
from Europe? No?
4

S3

It is from the Arabia

ST

+

5

T2

But it forms part... of the children tales of the whole

EX

+

world, isn’t it curious?
6

S3

This one here is Romeo and Juliette! (risos)

ST

-

7

S2

NO, THIS IS JUMANDJI!

DC

-

ST

+

ST

+

ST

+

8

{Off task}

9

T2

Do not only... {unclear}

10

S5

I don’t know, this is a quite strange scene, when I see
this scene it reminds me of the Asians, but when I see
the ox, it reminds me of Egypt. I don’t know […] I
don’t know why

11

S2

But the ox is up there. I don’t know, I think there are
more than one things on the, on the same page

12
13

{off task}
S5

I REALLY think that this part here is the most recent
and that it later passes on to […] on something older

14

S1

I think NO-

DC

+

15

S2

BUT WATCH what the teacher SAID

MA

-

2.1. A specific case. Relevance of the Inviting moves
The level of relevance is low (IN-) when it is an invitation for someone to say what (s)he thinks,
without a clear manifestation of the speaker’s interest to better understand the other’s opinion. High
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relevance codes (IN+) usually refer to a previously stated contribution which needs to be further
explained, clarified, justified, etc.
Table 53. Relevance degree of Inviting moves.
Move

Code Explanation

Example 1
T

What’s more?/Anyone else

IN+

would like to add something?
S

What can also be differences

Teacher’s questions are highly relevant, as she is
inviting a dialogue on a specific issue.

IN-

The student is only repeating a question, without

between humans? (re-voicing

opening a genuine dialogue. While it is still an

teacher’s question)

Inviting move, it is not relevant (without it, the
dialogue would have followed in the same way).

Example 2
T

Let’s now look at the book’s

IN+

cover. What does it mean for

The Teacher is Inviting the Student to provide an
opinion. It is highly relevant.

you?
S

But, actually that is not that

ST-

important, is it?

The Student is not answering the question; rather,
she uses a rhetorical question (a ST move) to
avoid it (low relevance).

Example 3
S1 This image represents a fairy

ST+

tale.
S2 What do the others think about IN+
what S1 suggested?

S1 advances a viewpoint (relevant to the
discussion).
S2 is opening a dialogue, highly relevant to the
viewpoint advanced by S1.
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EXAMPLES
Table 54. Excerpt of peer-to-peer discussion among Portuguese 14/15 year-old students.
Line

Speaker Transcription (translated from PT)

1

S3

Code

Ahm[…] values […] for example you may think ST

Rel.
+

that something is correct and not, like, is wrong,
the value, see? [… ] But this has also to do with
education actually
2

S4

Ya {unclear} with education

AC

+

3

S3

You don’t get born like hum I think this is bad, EX

+

like you don’t get born already thinking like that
4

S5

Difficulties?

EX

+

5

S3

Exactly […] but this also has to do with difficulties EX

+

like {unclear} family and social class {unclear}
6

S5

BUT NO- but this can be just financial difficulties ST

+

like in the case, I don’t know
7

S3

But that’s already there, social classes

DC

+

8

S5

But it is not always related. Imagine you can be of RE

+

a quite high social class and suddenly have a
financial problem because I don’t know – you
turned out with a debt for a reason{unclear} but
{unclear} high class
9

S1

Yeah or you committed a fraud

EX

+
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Table 55. An example of coding with all the seven presented categories from the German data.
Line Speaker Transcription (translated from German)

Code

Rel.

1

S2

What can also be differences between humans?

IN

+

2

S3

The appearance.

ST

+

3

S2

Yes.

AC

+

4

S3

Shall I write “appearance”?

MA

-

5

S2

But, actually that is not that important, is it?

ST

+

6

S3

Yes, but then rather skin colour for differences.

EX

+

7

S2

NO.

DC

+

8

S3

Yes. They differed with regard to this aspect in the past. RE

+

9

S2

Yes, in the past. But we not in the past anymore.

RE

+

10

S3

But still, however. I’ll write this in brackets.

MA

-

11

S2

That’s racist, S3. They are not other people.

RE

+

12

S3

Yes, but I already wrote it. Tell me something different

IN

+

I can write in brackets instead.
13

S2

But, actually it is not really racist.

ST

+

14

S3

Yes, that’s why...

AC

+

15

S2

But one shall not MAKE A DIFFERENCE between

ST

+

people because of their different skin colour.
16

S3

Yes, but some people do it anyway.

RE

+

17

S2

Yes, but if we do not write it down, that it might not be

RE

+

like that, you know? (laughing)
18

S3

But it is still like that. I do not know how to explain.

MD

+

19

S2

This does not make sense.

DC

+

20

(off-task)

21

S2

Well, what are the differences?

IN

+

22

S4

What have you written down so far?

MA

-

23

S2

Yes, but someone is not simply a different person,

ST

+

RE

+

because he has a different skin colour.
24

S4

See, a light egg and a dark egg, but from inside they are
all the same.
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DECISION TREE
Figure 1 shows the decision tree applied for deciding between categories throughout the coding
process.
Figure 1. The coding decision tree.
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APPENDIX E.
Statistical Validation of the Coding Scheme
HUB – Elisabeth Mayweg-Paus (main author)
NOVA – Fabrizio Macagno, Chrysi Rapanta
UB – Mercè Garcia-Mila
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1.

Introduction
A very basic criterion of the validity of a coding scheme for measuring qualitative data is its

capability to orient coders towards the theoretical grounding that it is intended to refer to (Poole and
Folger 1981). Thus, besides the challenge of translating theoretical concepts into categories to grasp
manifest content, a detailed description of a coding scheme needs to be provided, defining the relevant
categories and the rules applied for associating such categories to the textual units. The process used
for establishing validity is highly intertwined with the process of developing a scheme, and benefits
strongly from a thorough and transparent procedure underlying it (Potter and Levine‐Donnerstein
1999). In particular, theory-driven approaches that deconstruct existing theories into codes need to
be based on a standard “correct coding” procedure (for instance, by providing a typology of examples
for making coding decisions), which should guide coders. Furthermore, complying with and
integrating expert feedbacks (or alternatively an expert standard) into the validation process can add
incremental value to the scheme by strengthening its ties to the underlying constructs. Thus, the
involvement of additional expertise can provide evidence for drawing inferences on the validity of a
coding scheme as it is suggested in Kane’s Four Validation Inference Framework (Kane, 2006; see
also Cook et al., 2016).
The entire validation can be understood as an iterative process aiming at continuously
improving not only the validity but also the reliability of the scheme. In general, reliability is
conceptualized as the consistency of a measure across multiple assessments or multiple ratings of the
same event (T. Cook and Campbell 1979). In the context of coding qualitative data, interrater
reliability is the widely used term for the extent to which independent (or blind) coders evaluate a
characteristic of a coding unit in the same way, that is, if all coders make comparable judgements,
then the data is regarded as reliable (Krippendorff 2004; Lombard, Snyder-Duch, and Bracken 2002).
Consequently, high reliability of a scheme that has been well-grounded on theory would be the most
important prerequisite to allow for its wider use in other contexts and with other samples.

2.

Sample
The sample for the validation was taken from the transcribed data from four DIALLS

countries partners, namely England (UCAM), Germany (WWU), Portugal (NOVA) and Spain (UB).

1

The data were collected in the classrooms of urban and suburban schools during the first phase of the
programme (from September to December 2019). Student-student and student-teacher interactions
stimulated by text and film materials on social and cultural topics were videotaped and transcribed.
Out of a total of 21 transcribed in-class discussions of the four countries, until the time of the
validation, 31 excerpts ranging from 42 to 174 units (turns) were randomly chosen for the validation
process. To ensure a high degree of variety in the data sample proportion of whole class and small
group discussions, the three age groups were balanced within countries. Table E1 presents a summary
of the sample data.
Table E1. Sample data for coding.
Country

Experts´ feedback
England

Total number of units Number of units in Number of lines in
for coding
Whole Class or Small age group 1 (preGroup discussions
primary), 2 (primary)
or 3 (secondary)
229

95 (WC)
134 (SG)

50 (1)
128 (2)
51 (3)

Germany

366

125 (WC)
239 (SG)

Portugal

199

117 (WC)
82 (SG)

Spain

345

164 (WC)
181 (SG)

Total (pilot)

910

406 (WC)
502 (SG)

77 (1)
150 (2)
139 (3)
74 (1)
42 (2)
83 (3)
68 (1)
103 (2)
174 (3)
219 (1)
295 (2)
396 (3)

Germany

330

200 (WC)
130 (SG)

Portugal

198

109 (WC)
89 (SG)

Pilot test (first phase)

Final test
(second phase)

87 (1)
76 (2)
167 (3)
40 (1)
93 (2)
65 (3)

Spain

198

124 (WC)
74 (SG)

Total (final)

726

433 (WC)
293 (SG)

Total (overall)

1363

840 (WC)
796 (SG)

3.

67 (1)
69 (2)
62 (3)
194 (1)
238 (2)
294 (3)
413 (1)
533 (2)
690(3)

Development of the codebook
A first version of the codebook was given to two experts in the fields of Education, Dialogue,

and Argumentation in order to receive detailed feedback on the appropriateness and usability of the
scheme. The experts, two of the DIALLS consultants, were asked to blindly code a randomly chosen
sample of 229 units out of the English data corpus (see Table E1). To provide guidance throughout
the feedback process and to make feedback comparable across experts, they were provided with a list
of questions concerning distinct dimensions of the codebook, namely content-related issues (e.g.
description of the categories), functional aspects (e.g. clear assignment to the categories), and general
recommendations. The feedback thus focused on the following elements: the use and the coherence
of the terminology; the sufficiency and exhaustiveness of the coding categories; the description of
the coding categories; the dimensions of relevance and otherness; the disambiguation of coding
categories; the appropriateness of the segmentation rules. The expert feedback, after being integrated
in the codebook, enriched the validity of the scheme. Table E2 shows the main integration decisions
taken by the coding scheme developers based on the expert feedback received on an initial
underdeveloped version of the codebook.
Table E2. Addressing expert feedback in the final version of the Oral Discussion Coding Book
(ODCB).
Scopes

Feedback Experts (E1 and E2)

Feedback addressed in the
ODCB (see Appendix D).

Use of terms

Clearer distinction between the category
Relevance/Transactivity: non-transactive
and potentially transactive (vs.) irrelevant/
low transactivity and relevant/high
transactivity

Degree of Relevance
(low/high) applies to all
types of moves

Demand for clearer assignment of
Relevance/Transactivity to each type of
moves (both)
Dialogical transactivity: The term is not
explained and does not appear in table for
Relevance/Transactivity. Replace term or
make it more explicit (what is a more
dialogical vs. less dialogical move)
Use of technical terms is highly dense,
especially in the section of Relevance/
Transactivity. Clearer and more
operational without using technical terms
which are not defined or explained
Content and
elements

More explicit distinctions and defining
differences between codes, especially for:
−

−
−
−
−
−

EX and RE (both) (including special
cases like anecdotal evidence,
dialogical intent, examples)
EX, RE and IN
RE and ST (both)
EX, ST and IN
ST, MA and AC/DC
MA and MD

Further explanation needed for examples
given in coding manual (E1) vs.
Need for more examples: not necessarily
require commentary, only providing
samples of coded dialogue (E2)
AC/DC as one category or two?
Differentiate degree of agreement or
disagreement (simple or more elaborated
through e.g. paraphrasing)
Removing the option “Neutral” in AC/DC
since it does not appear as an option in the
transcription sheet and is only mention in
one example
Dimensions of
Relevance/
Transactivity

Demand for making differences between
the 3 categories for Relevance/
Transactivity explicit (for ST, AC/DC,
MA; for IN; for EX, RE, MD)

Distinction between lowdialogical and highdialogical type of move

The term dialogical
transactivity is defined in
relation to low-dialogical
moves (ST, MA, AC/DC)
and high-dialogical moves
(IN, EX, RE, MD)
Explanation and
definitions are clearer and
more explicit
Distinctions between each
code categories are
defined in additional
subchapters, especially
for:
−
−

EX and RE
RE and ST

Explaining examples for
each code category are
given. Additional
examples are added to the
end of the codebook.
Choice of having AC/DC
as just one category.

2 dimensions of
Relevance: low-dialogical
moves and high-dialogical
moves.

Allocate specific term for each category:
e.g. using the term transactive for only one
category; for the other irrelevant/relevant.
Need for simpler and more homogeneous
criteria (both)

Relevance of IN is defined
as a specific case

Clearer distinction of high/low
transactivity

Extra chapter for the
introducing the dialogicity
criterion added

Remove neutral category for IN moves.
Better if it is defined and differentiated
through low and high transactivity

Extra subchapter for IN as
specific case

Clearer description for establishing MA
Relevance/Transactivity. Specifying MA
rules related to general activity, small
group activity, specific theme under
discussion or previous turns

Disambiguation
of codes

Specify transactivity rule concerning
revoicing an utterance: repeated utterances
are actually as transactive as the original
prompt?

Extra chapter for
repetitions and same codes
including several
examples

Specify rules if one utterance corresponds
to more than one code. Difficult to
establish hierarchy between codes. Which
code prevails another? Is the given
predominance (e.g. IN prevails over EX
and RE) always the case? (predominance
vs. choice of using own criteria)

Code predominance with
subchapters “Dialogicity
criterion” and “Clarity
criterion” are defined in
the codebook

More explicit predominances: current
Predominances are
predominances lead to confusion: Does
explained for each code
MA predominate over ST? Does IN always category
predominate over RE? (both)
Demand for having a more salient section
for clear predominance/ prevalence of IN
towards other code categories

Extra subchapter for each
code predominance

Define MA. Does all talk which establish a
task fall under MA?

MA explained in an own
chapter with additional
distinction rules

Clearer IN definition when inviting a
student by calling his/her name, e.g.
“John?”

Need for convention for request to repeat,
e.g. “What?” as MA? How to code the
repetition of request?
Disambiguation
utterances

Code 0: Guidance on what to do with
unintelligible utterances. Recommendation
to implement Code 0 for such cases
Not assignable codes: Codes that do not fit
into any of the categories. Examples
already given for exact repetitions. Any
other cases?
(Brief) interruptions or overlapping
utterances: How to code those? Code as an
own statement or do not code at all as it is
simply a continuation of the speaker’s
previous utterance

Transcript

Brief description at the beginning of each
transcript segment of general content,
activity, discussed topic to facilitate
interpretation, coding and establishment of
relevance
Demand for access to text and discussion
prompt to understand the context of
discussion

Recommendations Training periods for coding dialogues and
discussing discrepancies with an (expert)
coder

Additional chapter for
“Not coded moves”, if
they are: inaudible,
incomplete, off-task, noise
without meaning
Explained in subchapter
“Clarity criterion”

Explained in subchapter of
“Moves continued in
another turn”
These difficulties were
expected as the two
experts were blind to the
data coded. The coders
used later in the actual
coding were all
researchers of the WP5
partners, therefore, they
were familiar to the
context and contents of the
discussion coded.

Notion system which accompanies the
transcript
Revise table of Relevance/Transactivity: A
table for all possible combinations of
transactivity (2x2 scheme)

Removed table of
transactivity, defining only
Relevance

The codebook was given to six coders involved in the reliability analysis (two coders in
Germany, Portugal, and Spain). To increase objectivity, all the coders were “blind” to the coding
scheme, namely they had not been involved in the designing of the coding scheme, nor had they

received a previous specific training on this coding system. The codebook was discussed in detail and
initial questions were addressed within the teams in each country. Upon reaching a common
understanding of the codebook, the coders began to code a representative sample of units to test for
reliability. The sample size was between 199 and 366 units across countries and was not part of the
sample used for final reliability tests. Coding was done independently and without any consultation
or guidance. Since interrater agreement within and across counties in the pilot test was rather low
(see Table E2), the codebook was refined before conducting the final reliability tests (see below).
This refinement took into consideration both the experts’ and the coders’ feedbacks.

4.

Interrater reliability

To determine the valid reliability indices for the coding scheme for dialogic empathy, the final version
of the codebook was tested in a series of interrater tests in the different countries. Due to the extremely
detailed information provided in the codebook, which was designed to be self-explanatory, the coders
did not receive any additional training or instructions from the authors of the coding scheme. Coders
were instructed to study the codebook carefully, bringing to light possible unclear issues or
inconsistencies which were then discussed and resolved within their teams. After this phase, coders
in each team started to code a new randomly chosen representative sample out of full data set of their
country (Table E1). The size of the sample ranged from 198 to 330 units across countries (Neuendorf,
2002; see Lacy and Riffe, 1996 for a discussion). Also, this second coding was done independently
and without any consultation or guidance. In order to prevent coder drift during coding (namely the
raters’ tendency to veer away from each other in their interpretations of the codebook over time, see
Wolfe et al., 2001), agreement was checked informally and only between coders after coding the first
30 units in each team. Interrater agreement in the final test between and across countries was moderate
to good as indicated by the reliability indices on the categorical level (see Table E3). For a detailed
presentation of the interrater reliability scores obtained in the final phase of the validation process see
Figure E1.

Table E3. Interrater reliability scores (averages) in pilot and final tests.
Krippendorff‘s Alpha (categorical)
Pilot Test

Final Test

Portugal

.36

.67

Spain

.55

.68

Germany

.41

.85

All countries

.46

.77

Notes: The reliability measures were based on the categorical variable level, because an even distribution could not be
guaranteed across the eight categories of the scheme (e.g. some of the categories were expected to emerge more often
than others, see also the paradoxes of kappa, Feng, 2015; Warrens, 2010). Thus, reporting kappa measures (such as
Krippendorff’s alpha for nominal data or Cohen’s Kappa) could hold the risk of underestimating the reliability of some
of the distinct categories of the scheme. Instead, Krippendorff’s alpha for categorical data is used as an overall interrater
reliability index for the entire scheme (see also Krippendorff, 2004).

Figure E1. Interrater reliability scores (detailed) in final tests.
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APPENDIX F.
Additional examples of dialogical sequences1
NOVA – Fabrizio Macagno, Chrysi Rapanta, Beatriz Gil, Cláudia Gonçalves,
João Pereira, Dilar Cascalheira

1
England is not included in these examples as all nine identified high dialogical sequences for this country are already
presented in the main text of the Deliverable.
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1. Portugal
1.1. 5-6 years old (classroom ID: PT_6_A_KL1)
Line Line G

1

240

F

S

T2

2

241

U

Ss

3

242

F

S1

4

243

F

T2

5
6

244
245

F
F

S6
T2

7

246

F

S6

8
9
10

247
248
249

F
F
F

S1
T2
S6

11

250

F

T1

12
13

251
252

U
F

Ss
S5

14

253

F

S6

15

16

17

254

255

256

F

F

F

Speech
Olhem, e, e, e a formiga diferente,
que a S1 tava a dizer que era
diferente, essa não estava a
trabalhar?
Tava.
Tava, mas tava a trabalhar diferente
dos outros.
Tava a trabalhar diferente dos
outros.
Tava a trabalhar a brincar.
Mas tava a trabalhar?
Sim. Tava a trabalhar mas tava a
brincar.
Tava a trabalhar brincar.
Não podia estar a brincar. Era isso?
Pois.
Mas não se pode estar a brincar e a
trabalhar ao mesmo tempo?
Não!
Temos que trabalhar em silêncio.
E não- E não se pode brincar senão
ninguém tem tempo pra fazer nada.

E, e não brincar com o colega do
S5
lado.
Mas… ainda voltando à formiga que
estava a BRINcar, e a trabalhar, ela
T2 conseguia fazer as coisas, não
conseguia pôr a folha lá como as
outras?
Porque ela, ela fez um trampolim, se
S6 calhar não conseguia. Depois pôs a
folha a voar e já conseguiu.

Translation
Look, and, and, and the different ant,
that S1 was saying was different,
wasn't it working?
It was.
It was, but it was working differently
than the others.
It was working differently than the
others.
It was working playing.
But it was working?
Yeah. It was working, but it was
playing.
It was working playing.
It shouldn't be playing. Is that so?
Yeah, that's it.
But you can't be playing and working
at the same time?
No!
We have to work quietly.
And no- And you can't play,
otherwise nobody has time to do
anything.
And, and not play with your
classmate.
But... still going back to the ant that
was PLAYing, and working, it could
do things, couldn't it, put the leaf
there like the others?
Because it, it made a trampoline,
maybe it wasn’t able to. Then it flew
the leaf and it managed.

Code

5
2
4
3
4
5
4
3
5
3
5
3
4
7
4

5
7

1.2. 5-6 years old (classroom ID: PT_6_A_KL1)
Line Line G
1

265

F

S

Speech

Translation

T2

Ah! Então ela inventou uma coisa,
foi? Pra poder descer, foi isso?

Ah! So it invented something, didn’t
it? So that it could get down, wasn’t
it?

Code

5

1

2
266
3
4
5

6
7
8
9
10

F

267
268

F

269

F

270
271
272
273

F
F
F
F

274

F

275

F

11

12
13

Sim, porque ela era muito pequena,
então pegou numa folha, e depois
S6
pôs-se em cima dela. [E depois pôs
{unclear}]
S
[Não, no rabo!]
S5 As formigas nãoSim. E depois ela foi a voar, e já
conseguiu meter no monte. E depois
S6 foi fazendo sempre isso e as
formigas imitaram a formiga
sempre. Depois umas três a saltar.
T2 Ali a…
T1 A S13.
T2 A S13.
S13 A formiga tava distraída.
Tava distraída a formiga. Achas que
T2
elaS6

276

F

T1

277

M

S4

278

F

T1

15
16
17

279
280

M
F

S4
S6

281

M

S4

18
19

282

F

T1

283

F

S6

14

20
21
22

23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

284
285

F
F

T1
S6

286

F

T1

287
288
289
290
291
292
293
294

F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F

S6
S1
T1
S6
T1
S6
T1
S6

Yes, because it was too small, so it
took a leaf, and then it got on top of
it. [And then it put {unclear}]

[No, on the tail!]
The ants don'tYes. And then it went flying, and it
finally got up to the hill. And then it
did it all the time, and the ants always
imitated the ant. Then there were
about three jumping.
There the...
S13.
S13.
The ant was distracted.
The ant was distracted. Do you think
sheIt is! Because it was just playing.
E tá! Porque ela tava só a brincar. Se
Maybe it was distracted, couldn't hear
calhar tava distraída, não ouvia o, o
the, the teacher (referring to the ant
professor.
boss).
Diz S4.
Say it, S4.
Mas o professor tava em cima da
But the teacher was up in the tree and
árvore e tava trabalhar.
he was working.
Quem estava em cima da árvore
Who was on the top of the tree was
estava a trabalhar?
he working?
Sim.
Yes.
Tava a dizer se era bom ou não.
He was saying if it was good or not.
Que é pra ver quem trabalha e
Which is to see who works and
{unclear}
{unclear}
Ok.
Okay.
E depois, quem trabalhar muito vai And then whoever works hard is
ganhar um prémio, e ele tava só a
gonna win a prize, and he was just
brincar porque o, aquela
playing because that, that little
formiguinha malandra não fazia.
naughty ant didn't do it.
(giggles)
(giggles)
Portava-se mal.
She was misbehaving.
A formiguinha era malandra e
The little ant was naughty and
portava-se mal, e como é que- a
misbehaving, and what was the other
outra era qual, a outra formiga? […] one like, the other ant? [...] The one
A que era malandra portava-se mal, that was naughty, that was
era a qual?
misbehaving, which one was it?
Era a pequenina.
It was the little one.
Tinha uma risca no rabo.
She had a stripe on her tail.
A que tinha uma risca.
The one with the stripe.
Sim.
Yes.
E a outra era a qual?
What was the other one?
A formiga grande?
The big ant?
Sim.
Yes.
Uhhh, o professor.
Uhh, the teacher.

7
4
0

4
0
1
0
2
3

7
1
4
5
2
2
4
3

2
0
4

5
2
4
3
3
5
5
3
2

2

1.3. 8-9 years old (classroom ID: PT_24_B_KL2)
Line Line G S

Speech
Queres Terceira ou queres a escola?

1

1915 F S2

2

1916 M S5 Não, mas escolhe.
É porque eu não- não sinto feliz cá. Só
1917 F S3 sinto com os amigos e pronto.

3

Translation
Do you want Terceira (an island in
Portugal) or school?
No, but choose.
It's because I don't- I don't feel
happy here. Only with friends and
that's it.

Code
5

1
7

4

S3, pensa tipo AQUI tu 'tás com os teus
amigos, estás-te a divertir. Na Terceira
1918 F S2 tu 'tás com a tua família e 'tás-te a
divertir.

S3, think like HERE you’re with
your friends, you’re having fun. In
Terceira, you're with your family
and you're having fun.

2

5

E é melhor. Com a família é melhor.
1919 M S5 Muito melhor! […]

And it's better. With Family is
better. Much better! […]

4

6

Tá bem, é aqui. Mas na escola não! Eu
1920 F S3 quero Lisboa porque não é só na escola!
E também {unclear} em casa!

Okay, it's here. But not at school! I
want Lisbon because it's not just at
school! Also {unclear} at home!

7

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

1921
1922
1923
1924
1925
1926
1927
1928

Então Lisboa é isso tudo!
Sim, eu sei.
Por isso…
Mete Lisboa.
Lisboa?
Hmm hmm. (afirmativamente)
Lisboa ou um sítio de Lisboa?
Pronto, escola, pronto.
Não, mas é Lisboa ou um sítio de
1929 F S2 Lisboa?

So Lisbon it's all that!
Yes, I know.
So…
Put Lisbon.
Lisbon?
Hmm hmm (affirmatively)
Lisbon or a place in Lisbon?
Okay, school, okay.
No, but is it Lisbon or a place in
Lisbon?

4

1930 F S3 Escola!
Só que tipo tu em Lisboa podes arranjar
{novos} amigos, {unclear} mas na
escola tu 'tás com os teus amigos, tu
1931 F S2
conheces pessoas, tu divertes-te, tu tens
pais…! Esco- escola ou- escola ou
Lisboa?
1932 F S3 Escola.
1933 F S2 Ok! {unclear}

School!
Just like you in Lisbon you can get
{new} friends, {unclear} but at
school you are with your friends,
you meet people, you have fun, you
have parents ...! School or school or
Lisbon?
School.
Okay! {unclear}

2

15
16

17

18
19

M
F
M
F
F
F
F
F

S5
S3
S5
S3
S2
S3
S2
S3

3
0

1
5
3
5
2
5

5

2
3

1.4. 8-9 years old (classroom ID: PT_23_B_KL2)
Line Line G
1

S

Speech

Eu acho que ele se arrependeu de ir
199 F S24 para a lua.

Translation
I think he regretted going to the
moon.

Code
2

3

2

200 F T1

Ele?

3

201

Arrependeu

4

202 M S3

Arrependeu-se

5

203 F T1

Arrependeu-se de ir pra lua e porquê?
O QUE- PORQUE É QUE dizes isso
que ele arrependeu-se de estar na lua?

6

Porque… […] porque ele 'tava a tocar
trompete […] parece que estava a
204 F S24 chamar as pessoas na Terra.

7
8

9

10
11

12

13

S

He?

5

Repent

2

Regret

4

He regretted going to the moon,
why? WHAT- WHY DO YOU say
that he regretted being on the moon?

5

Because… […] because he was
playing the trumpet […] it seems
like he was calling people on Earth.

7

Did you feel that? That he was
Sentiste isso? Que ele estava a [chamar calling with his music
205 F T1 com a sua música
and also he was crying!
206 M S15 E também estava ]a chorar!
E estava a chorar. Viste o teu colega o He was crying. Did you hear what
que disse- o que- o que o S15 acabou
your colleague said? what S15 just
de dizer? Vês também? Ele 'tava a
said. He was crying and that means
chorar e 'tava com- pronto- e isso quer something. Okay, you can go and
dizer alguma coisa. Então vai lá pôr.
put your idea on the board. […]
207 F T1 […]
Because he couldn't {get} out of the
Porque não {conseguiu} sair da lua. Ele moon. He needed to be alone. He
precisava de estar sozinho. Ele ficou
was left without parents.
208 F S
sem pais.
Okay.
209 F T1 Pronto.
I think he was left without his
Eu acho que ele ficou sem pais porque parents because he was crying and it
ele 'tava a chorar e parecia que ele 'tava looked like he was calling
210 F S
a chamar
Call someone. And you thought
Chamar ALGUÉM. E tu pensaste logo about his parents right away. Did
nos pais. Alguém pensou assim como
anyone think like her? […] No?
ela? […] Não? Alguém- não? {unclear} Someone- no? {unclear} Say.
211 F T1 Diz.

5
4

1

7
1

7

3

1.5. 14-15 years old (classroom ID: PT_15_C_KL1)
Line Line G S

Speech
{unclear} tem que ser
255 F S5 necessariamente MÁ? {unclear}

Code
Translation
{unclear} does it have to be necessarily
5
BAD? {unclear}

2

Tipo não sei, não sei como explicar
[…] {unclear} quando eu era criança
256 F S4 passei por experências MÁS a minha
personalidade vai mudar […] tipo
[…] as atitudes {unclear}

Like I don't know, I don't know how to
explain [...] {unclear} when I was a
child I went through BAD
experiences my personality will
change [...] like [...] attitudes {unclear}

7

3

( a responder a S5) TÁ bem- NÃO
[…] mas tipo […] imagina que eu só
me dou tipo com os meus pais, os
257 F S3 meus irmãos e são todos […] sei lá
[…] ahm traficantes é um bocadinho
difícil eu sair […] tás a ver?

( answering S5) ALL right- NO [...] but
like [...] imagine that I only hang out
like with my parents, my brothers and
sisters and they're all [...] I don't know
[...] ahm drug dealers it's a little hard
for me to get out [...] you know?

7

1

4

Não mas se desde pequenina te
incentivarem a ser e sempre te
258 F S5 ensinaram que isso é bom[…]farias!
{unclear}

No but if from an early age you were
encouraged to be and were always
taught that this is good[...]you would
do it! {unclear}

7

5

EXATO SIM mas é isso que estou a
dizer se eu desde pequena me dou
259 F S3 com eles vou ser […]

EXACTLY YES but that's what I'm
saying if I've been hanging out with
them since I was a little girl I’m going
to be [...]

7

6

Mas atualmente se calhar {unclear} e But now maybe {unclear} and you
260 F S5 não eras!
weren't!

7

7

Mas o que eu tou a dizer-se desde
261 F S3 pequena me dou com eles-

But what I'm saying- if I hang out with
them since I was little-

0

262 F S5 EDUCAÇÃO então! ]
263 F S3 Educação! Educação, exato!

EDUCATION then! ]
Education! Education, that's right!

4

8
9

2
3

1.6. 14-15 years old (classroom ID: PT_28_C_KL2)
Line Line G S

Speech

1

270 F S3 Porque é que ele está na Lua?

2

Porque é que ele está na Lua? Temos
271 F S5 de chegar a uma conclusão-

3

272 M S4 Eu tenho a minha teoRIA!

4

5

273 F S5 Que é o quê?
Eu tenho uma teoria que é... Os
humanos estão a estragar a Terra,
então mandam um babuíno para
274 F S3 testar-

6

Eu acho que não. [se não o babuíno
275 M S4 não teria saudades da Terra.

7

276 F

8

277 F

9

278 M

10

279 F

11

280 M

12

281 F

13

282 M

14

283 F

Translation
Why is he on the moon?

Code
5

Why is he on the moon? We have to
come to a conclusion-

1

I have my theORY!

6

Which is what?

5

I have a theory that is ... Humans are
destroying the Earth, so they send a
baboon to test-

7

I don't think so [otherwise the baboon
wouldn't miss the Earth.

7

but the baboon [inaudible] turns on the
mas o babuíno [inaudible] ligar a Lua] moon] to save the Earth.
S3 para salvar a Terra.
Yah, good good, turned on the moon.
Good, good.
S Yah, boa boa, ligou a Lua. Boa, boa.
YAH! Ele foi para lá para
YAH! He went there to WORK! He
TRABALHAR! Ele foi para lá para
went there to turn on the MOON!
S4 ligar a LUA!
To LIGHT the Moon! Didn't you see
Para ACENDER a Lua! Não viste que that it gave light?
S5 dava luz?
The moon did: tuc-tuc-plim!
S4 A Lua fazia: tuc-tuc-plim!
Yah.
S5 Yah.
It was like (makes a lot of mechanical
sounds)
S4 Fazia tipo (faz vários sons mecânicos)
Yah, good good, turned on the moon.
Good, good.
S Yah, boa boa, ligou a Lua. Boa, boa.

7
3
4

6
4
3

4
3

5

6

2. Spain
2.1. 5-6 years old (Classroom ID: ES_12_A_KL2)
Line

Line

G S

1
2

4808 F
4809

3

4810 F

4

4811

5
6
7

4812 F
4813
4814

8
9
10
11

4815
4816
4817
4818

12
13

4819 F
4820

1415 4821 F
16
4822
17
18
19
20
21

4823
4824 F
4825
4826 F
4827 F

4828
4829
4830
4831
4832

4833
4834
4835
4836

Speech
A veure us vaig a fer una pregunta.
Qui pensa que baboon vivia a la terra?
T
Que el baboon la seva casa era la
lluna?
[...]
Llavors perquè estava trist? Jo no
T
entenc res.
Perquè volia anar a la terra per veure
S44
animals.
A veure... tu coneixes el planeta
T
Mercuri?
S45 Sí
S46 Sí? com és?
S47 Mmm no m'enrecordo del color
S48 [Blau]
S50 [Vermell]
S51 [Verd]
T

Vale no ho sabem, no he estat mai.

S52 Jo crec que era més o menys marro...
Sí jo ara us passo aquí a la pantalla
T
Mercuri, us possareu tristos?
Ss
No.
No perquè com vivim aquí no estarem
S53
tristos.
T
On està casa vostra?
Ss
Aquí
T
Aquí a on?
{unclear}
Llavors perquè baboon es possa trist
quan veu el planeta terra? Perquè
creus S7 que es possa trist? Perquè
T
plora no? Tothom l'ha vist plorar a
Baboon?
S1 Jo ho sé.
Pues espera't, aixeca el dit. Si ho saps
T
aixeca el dit.
{unclear}
T
S1.
Que també al igual està... com estava
sol sense amics ni res.. perquè al igual
S1 els seus amics s'havien enfadat amb
ells...y los echaba de menos...i per
això estava plorant
Però quins amics? si no té amics a la
T
lluna.
S54 {unclear}
S55 Potser són els seus germans

Translation
Code
Ok, I'm going to ask you a
question. Who thinks that Baboon
lived at the Earth? That Baboon's
house is on the moon?
5
[…]
0
So why was he sad then? I am at
loss.
5
Because he wanted to go to Earth
to see animals.
7
Let's see... do you know the planet
Mercury?
5
Yes.
2
Yes? How is it?
5
Mmm I don't remember what
colour it is.
2
[Blue]
4
[Red]
2
[Green]
2
Okay you don't know, you've
never been there.
6
I think it was kind of brown.
2
If I show you Mercury here on the
screen, will you feel sad?
5
No.
2
No, we won't get sad because we
live here.
7
Where is your home?
5
Here.
2
Here, where?
5
{unclear}
0
So then why does Baboon get sad
when he sees planet Earth? S7 why
do you think he gets sad? Because
7
he cries, right? Did everyone see
Baboon cry?
I know.
2
Then raise your hand and wait. If
1
you know it, just raise your hand.
{unclear}
0
S1.
1
Maybe he was alone there with no
friends or anything... because
maybe his friends got mad at him...
7
and he missed them... and that's
why he was crying.
But what friends? If he has no
5
friends on the moon.
{unclear}
0
Perhaps they were his siblings.
4

7

4837

T

Who were his siblings?
Maybe the rocket... the alien's
Pot ser el coet va... als extraterrestres
S56
rocket... exploded when they were
va explotar i anava cap a la terra.
travelling to earth.
Si va explotar tindria que anar cap If it exploded it would have fallen
S1
abaix.
down.
Of course, it would have to go
Clar tindria que anar cap abaix, no
S57
down, and wouldn't be able to get
podria anar cap a la terra.
to Earth.

4838
4839
4840

Qui són els seus germans?

5
7
7
7

2.2. 5-6 years old (Classroom ID: ES_12_A_KL2).
Line Line
1

G S

Speech

Translation

Què està fent ara?

What's he doing now?

Code

4726 F

T2

4727

S22 Esta fent... ara estava fent... que He's... he was... turning on the light.
hagi llum

2

3

4728

S23 Que hagi llum a on?

Light, where?

5

4

4729

S24 A la lluna.

The moon.

2

4730

S25 Ara, si ha possat llum a la lluna So if he just turned the moonlight on,
com està la lluna?
how's the moon now?

5

6

4731

Ss

Lighted.

2

7

4732

S26 Com una làmpara.

Like a lamp

4

8

4733

S27 I ara tindria que ser de nit.

And it should be nighttime now.

4

9

4734

S28 Ara no està en el planeta Terra.

He's not on planet Earth now.

4

10

4735

S29 Ara està plorant.

Now he's crying.

4

T

Hey look, look at planet Earth. S5, if
you lie down you're missing on all
the details, we're not on the beach...
sit straight.

1

2

5

11

F
4736

Encesa.

Tu mira, mira el planeta Terra. S5
t'estàs perdent un munt de detalls
estirant-te que no estem a la
platja... ben asseguts.

5

2.3. 8-9 years old (Classroom ID: ES_6_B_KL1)
Line Line G S

Speech

Translation

Code

1

1037 F T

Una palanca tocava i s'encenia la
llum. I al final de la història què
passa? Eh...S12, què passa al final de
la història del curt?

He pulled a lever and a light went on.
And what happens at the end of the
story? Eh... S12, what happens at the
end of the film?

5

2

1038 M S12 Que tocava la trompeta.

He played the trumpet.

2

3

1039 F T

Tocava la trompeta mirant cap on?

He played the trumped looking at
what?

5

4
5

1040
Ss
1041 F T

Cap a la terra.
Cap a la terra. S13.

Towards the Earth.
Towards the Earth. S13.

2
3

8

6

Jo crec que com ell...la seva família
potser esta a la terra i ell vol anar a la
terra, però no sap com fer que..que...el
1042 F S13
vegin, llavors encén les llums de la
lluna, comença a tocar perquè
l'escoltin i vegin la llum.

I agree with him... his family may still
be on Earth and he wants to go to the
Earth but he doesn't know how to...
how... how to be seen, so he turns the
moonlight on and starts playing music
so that can hear him and see the light.

7

7

1043 F T

Molt bé. És una bona idea aquesta. Very good. That is a good idea. Very
Molt bé, podria ser. Digues, S4.
good, this could be possible. S4, tell us.

3

8

1044 F S4

Jo crec que la màquina és com una
màquina per anar a la terra, d'aquestes
que tenen els extraterrestres per tornar
a la terra.

I think that the machine is like a
machine to travel to the Earth, like
those machines aliens have to go back
to Earth.

2

9

1045 F T

Una maquina potser per tornar a la A machine to go back to Earth. Go
terra. Digues, S10.
ahead, S10.

3

10

Pos que dos...una cosa, pos que pot
ser que sigui el sistema solar, que
sigui el seu treball perquè pot
1046 F S10
encendre la lluna amb aquella palanca
que hem vist i la lluna li dona a la
terra.

11

Well that ... one thing, perhaps it's the
solar system, that's his job because he
can turn the moonlight on with that
lever we saw and the moonlight is seen
from Earth.

7

1047 F T

Vale, que estigui fent un treball del Okay, so he's doing a solar system's
job?
sistema solar?

5

12

1048 F S10

No, o sigui, per la nit està a la lluna, No, I mean, he's on the moon at night,
right?
no?

5

13

1049 F T

Sí.

2

14

1050 F S10

Pos potser que a la terra sigui de nit, So maybe it's night time on Earth and
he does so for the moon to be seen.
llavons ell fa que es vegi la lluna.

7

15

1051 F T

Vale, pot ser que il·lumini la lluna Okay, so he turns on the moonlight so
perquè es vegi des de la terra, això people can see it from Earth, is that
what you mean?
vols dir?

5

16

1052 M S9

Nosaltres sabem que la llum se We know that the light comes from
reflecting the sunlight.
reflexa per la llum del sol

4

Yes.

2.4. 8-9 years old (Classroom ID: ES_7_B_KL1)
Line Line G S
Speech
1 725 F S17 Alegria. Alegría, ¿qué más?
2 726 M S22 També una mica enfadat

3
4

Translation
Happiness. Joy, what else?
Also a little angry

727

O decepcionado. Decepcionado
F S18 porque quería que su hijo fuera
boxeador.

Or disappointed. Disappointed
because he wanted his son to be a
boxer.

728

M S22 No se li veia molt enfadat.

He didn't look very angry.

Code
5
2

7
7

9

729
5
6

7
8

11
12

It is worth, then, at first anger and at
the end joy. I’ll do it, I’ll do it.

730

F S18

Sentía rabia. Y tenemos que explicar
por qué, ¿no?

731

F S21

Well, it's a happy story, because your
Pues es una historia feliz, porque su
son saved you. And in the beginning
hijo le ha salvado. Y en el principio...
...

He felt angry. And we have to explain
why, right?

732

M S22 Estaba enfadado.

733

Que al principio estaba enfadadito. Al That at first he was angry. At the
F S18 principio, y al final… {noise.
beginning, and at the end noise
unclear}
{noise. unclear}

9
10

Vale, entonces, al principi ràbia i al
F S17 final alegria. Ya lo hago yo, ya lo
hago yo.

He was angry.

734

F S17

Pues porque su hijo quiere ser
valiente.

Because your child wants to be brave.

735

F S18

Enfadado porque su hijo [quería ser
bailarina. S21.]

Angry because his son [wanted to be
a dancer. S21.]

736

F S21 [Lo dices tú.]

[You say so.]

4
6

7
4

4
7
7
3

2.5. 14-15 years old (Classroom ID: ES_23_C_KL2)
Line Line G S
1

814

2

815

Speech
Coneixeu algun cas de gent que
F T
hagi hagut de marxar corrents de
casa seva?
F S10 El que inmigren.

3

816

F T

4

817

5

818

6

Translation

Code

Do you know any case of people who
had to flee from their homes?

5

People who migrate.

2

And what do you think they migrate?

5

F S12 Per guerres.
[Perquè tenen perill de morir i
prefereixen donar-lis un futur al
F S10
seus fills aquí que no... que no els
hi pot passar res]

Because of wars.
[Because they are in risk of dying, and
they rather give a future to their children,
who have not, where...here nothing [bad]
can happen to them]

2

819

F S12 [Anar a un altre país]

[Go to another country]

4

7

820

F T

Will they miss their home forever?

5

8

821

Maybe their children not that much,
since they grew up here, but them...

7

9

10

I perquè creieu que inmigren?

Sempre trobaran a faltar la llar?

Possiblement els seus fills no tant
S17 perquè ja han crescut aquí però
ells...

822

Claro. Pot ser els seus fills no tant
perquè ja han crescut aquí però ells
F S10 sí, pot ser s'enrecorden de gent que
no saben res d'ella que potser s'ha
mort...i no saben... no estan segurs.

823

És el seu lloc d'origen. És com si
neixes a un poble i ho tens que
F S12
deixar per treballar millor en una
ciutat, doncs és lo mateix.

Of course. Maybe their children not so
much because they have grown up here,
but they do, perhaps they think of people
who they know nothing about, people
who could be dead, and they don't
know... they are not sure.
It is their place of origin. It is as if you
are born in a village and you have to
leave for a better job in a city, it is the
same.

7

4

4

10

2.6. 14-15 years old (Classroom ID: ES_21_C_KL2)
Line Line G S
1 123 F S1

Speech
Nosaltres no ho sabem, és que
tenim dues idees diferentes .
F S13 No enciende la luna porque es de
noche .
F S16 Trabaja de encender y apagar la
luna como...

Translation
We do not know yet, we have two
different ideas here.
He doesn't turn the moon on because it's
night-time.
He works turning the moon on and off,
like.
All views must be accepted and respected,
S7

Code
6

2

124

3

125

4

126

F S1

Totes les opinions han de ser
acceptades y respectades, S7

5

127

F S1

Mira, aquí tenim dues opinions: o Look, here we have two opinions: either
que esta sol a la terra i vol cridar he's alone on Earth and wants to draw the
l'atenció dels de la terra o...
attention of people on Earth or ...

2

6

128

F

Per a que vagin a buscar-lo...

4

7

129

F S1

Clar, perquè es sent sol en aquella Of course, because he feels lonely in such
casa tant depriment.
a depressing house.

7

8

130

F S2

O que en el seu treball es sent sol
i a través de la música doncs
expressa el que sent.

Or he feels lonely in his job, and through
music, well, he expresses his feelings.

2

9

131

F S16 Sí, jo crec que és més la segona.

Yes, I like the second option better.

3

10

132

F S1

Jo me decanto per la primera.

I opt for the first

3

11

133

F S2

Clar, porque yo creo el tío no es
tonto y sabe que con la trompeta
no le puede oir...

Of course, because I think the guy is not
stupid and knows that by playing the
trumpet he cannot be heard (from the
Earth).

7

So they come and get him...

7
2
6

11

3. Cyprus
3.1. 5-6 years old (Classroom ID: CY_19_A_KL2)
Line Line G

S

Speech

Τ

Συμφωνείς με τους φίλους σου και;
Πως το σκέφτεσαι κι εσύ; Πώς το
σκέφτεσαι αυτό.

Translation
Do you agree with your friends and?
How do you think about that? How
do you think about that?

1

887

2

888

S11 Επειδή βλέπει τη γη και κλαίει.

889

Ναι και κάτι άλλο εισσε πάνω στην
ταπέλλα. Πάνω που την Αφρική είσσε
ένα δασούι; Επειδή ήταν δέντρα.
Είσσε ένα δάσος για να το θωρεί να
S13
ξέρει ότι κάτω στη γη, η στην Αφρική
εσσιει πάρα πολλά ζώα και παρακαλεί
καμιά φορά να έρθει κανένα να τον
πιάσει να πάει κάτω στη γη.

4

890

Τ

Άρα συμφωνείτε με τον S13 ότι νιώθει
ότι ανήκει εκεί στο δάσος με τα πολλά
ζώα [κάτω στη γη, συμφωνείτε] ή
διαφωνείτε;

5

891

Ss Συμφωνούμε.

6

892

Τ

7

893

Συμφωνώ επειδή θέλω να προσθέσω
S8 κάτι και εγώ. Μπορέι να είναι καλός
εξωγήινος.

8

894

Τ

Ναι; Που ανήκει τελικά;

9
10
11
12

895
896
897
898

S8
Τ
S8
Τ

Στη γη.
Ανήκει στη γη.
Μπορει να εν ο {unclear}.
Δηλαδή;

Yes? Where does he finally belong?
To earth.
He belongs to earth.
He may be {unclear}.
That is?

13

899

S8

Να εγε […] εγννήθηκε κάτω και
μπορεί να τον {unclear}.

He was bo […] born down and
maybe he {unclear}.

14

900

15

901

3

S8; Θέλω να μου πείτε, να κτίσουμε
πάς την ιδέα του S13 όμως. Τί έχετε
προσθέσετε.

Because he sees the earth and cries.

Yes, and something else was on the
sign. On top of Africa was there a
forest? Because they were trees.
There was a forest to see it so to
know that down to earth, in Africa
there are too many animals and
sometimes he begs for someone to
come and get him and bring him
down to earth.
So do you agree with S13 that he
feels he belongs there in the forest
with the many animals [down to
earth, do you agree] or do you
disagree?
We agree.

5

7

7

5

2

S8? I want you to tell me, let's build
on S13's idea though. What do you
have to add?

5

I agree because I want to add
something too. He may be a good
alien.

2

Hmm. Εγεννήθηκε δηλαδή κάτω στη Hmm. Was he born down to earth?
γη; Άρα ανήκει εκεί. Εκεί εγεννήθηκε, So he belongs there. There he was
Και τώρα;
born, And now?
S8 Πάψαν τον.
They stopped him.
Τ

Code

5
2
3
0
5
4
5
4

12

Επάψαν τον δηλαδή τί του είπαν; Του
είπαν;

So they stopped him, what did they
tell him? They told him?
To leave.
To leave and to go where?
To space.

16

902

Τ

17
18
19

903
904
905

S8 Να φύγει.
Τ Να φύγει και τί να πας;
S8 Στο διάστημα.

20

906

21

907

Να πάς εκεί στο φεγγάρι για να κάνεις
τί;
To go there to the moon, to do what?
S8 [Να το ανάψει].
[To light it].

22

908

Τ

23

909

S8 Γεννήθηκε.

24

910

Τ

25

911

Ss Ναι.

5
4
5
4

Τ

Να το ανάβεις. Άρα πιστέυεις κι εσύ
ότι ανήκει στην; Γη. Γιατί εκεί;
Γεννήθηκε. Γιατί εκεί γεννήθηκε.
Συμφωνείτε;

5
4

To light it. So do you believe that he
belongs to the? Earth. Why there?
He was born.

5

He was born. Because he was born
there. Do you agree?
Yes.

5

2

3

3.2. 5-6 years old (Classroom ID: CY_19_A_KL2)
Line Line

G

S

Speech

Translation

Code
1

1

8843

Τ

Hmm. Μάλιστα. Λοιπόν S9;

Hmm. Okay. So S9?

2

8844

S9

Συμφωνώ με τους φίλους μου, αλλά
θέλω να προσθέσω και κάτι άλλο.
[…] Πώς θα είναι, πώς θα δουλεύει
με το φεγγάρι όταν φύγει όμως;

I agree with my friends, but I want 5
to add something else. […] How
will it be, how will he work on the
moon when he leaves though?

3

8845

Τ

Α. Εξήγα μας το λίγο αυτό που λές;

Ah. Explain it to us a little, what 5
you are saying?

4

8846

S9

Μπορούμε να βάλουμε άλλο We can put another alien, and he 2
εξωγήινο, τζαι να πάει κάτω στη γη. can go down to earth.

5

8847

Τ

Hmm. Άρα; Γιατί το λές αυτό; Γιατί Hmm. Therefore? Why do you say 5
να βάλουμε άλλο τζαι να πάει αυτός this? Why to put another one there
ο παμπουίνος κάτω στη γη;
and to get this baboon down to
earth?

6

8848

S9

Επειδή εκεί [γιατί εκεί] εγεννήθηκε Because there [because there] he 7
και εκεί είναι οι γονείς του.
was born and there are his parents.

7

8849

Τ

Α! Άρα για τον παμπουίνο τί είναι Ah! So what is home for the 5
σπίτι;
baboon?

8

8850

S13 Οι γονείς του!

His parents!

2

9

8851

Τ

[They are his parents]

3

10

8852

S13 Η ζούγκλα.

The jungle.

2

11

8853

Τ

12

8854 M

13

8855

[Είναι οι γονείς του]

[Είναι εκεί που εγεννήθηκε] είναι η [It is where he was born] is the 3
ζούγκλα. [Άλλο τί είναι σπίτι για τον jungle. [What else is home for the
baboon?]
παμπουίνο;]
Είναι το σπίτι του.

S13 Αφού εκεί κατοικεί.

It is his home.

2

Since he lives there.

4

13

14

8856

Τ

Εκεί κατοικεί! Και; Τί άλλο είναι He lives there! And? What else is 5
[για τον παμπουίνο][for the baboon] -

15

8857 F

Εκεί είναι η πόλη του.

There is his city.

2

16

8858 M

[Εκεί είναι το φαγητό του].

[There is his food].

2

17

8859

Τ

A! Εκεί του αρέσει πιο πολύ και το
φαγητό εκεί. Τον είδαμε να τρώει
αλλά εκεί είναι το φαγητό του. Άλλο
τί είναι το σπίτι για τον παμπουίνο;

Ah! There he likes it more and the 5
food there. We saw him eating but
there is his food. What else is the
house for the baboon?

18

8860 F

S33 Να φορεί ρούχα.

To wear clothes.

19

8861

S13 Έν φορεί ρούχα ο παμπουίνος.

The baboon is not wearing clothes. 7

20

8862 F

S33 Κάποιοι
παμπουίνοι,
κάποιοι Some baboons, some green 7
παμπουίνοι πράσινοι φορούν.
baboons are wearing clothes.

2

3.3. 8-9 years old (Classroom ID: CY_12_B_KL1)
Line Line G S

1

2

5082 F

5083

Τ

Speech
Ε. Εγώ πιστέυω, εγώ συμφωνώ με τον
S10, όπως είπε ο S7 είσσε αποφασίσει
ήδη ο μπάμπάς του όμως εν έμπορούσε
να τον καταπιέζει. Ο μπαμπάς του
ενόμιζε ότι τζίνος είσσε το δίκαιο ενώ ο
ποντικός είσσε το δίκαιο.
Α! Να σας ρωτήσω κάτι σ αυτό το
σημείο. Εσείς, εσείς σκεφτείτε τώρα
S14, συμφωνείτε ή διαφωνείτε με την
στάση του πατέρα; […] Και γιατί; S1.

Translation
Er. I believe, I agree with S10, as S7
said, his dad had already decided, but
he could not oppress him. His father
thought that he was right, while the
mouse was right.
A! Let me ask you something at this
point. Do you, you think now S14,
agree or disagree with the attitude of
the father? […] And why? S1.

3

5084 M S1 ΔιαφωνΩ!

I disagree!

4

5085

You disagree. Why?

5
6
7

8

9

Τ

Διαφωνείς. Γιατί;

Γιατί το ποντικάκι ήθελε μπαλέτο ο
παπάς του του στέρησε το δικαίωμα να
5086 M S1
δαλέξει ότι ήθελε και γι αυτό και
τελικά τον έσωσε.
Και τελικά τον έσωσε κιόλας.
5087
Τ
Μάλιστα. Άλλο επιχείρημα.
Εγώ διαφωνώ με την [στάση] του
πατέρα του γιατί εν ημπορείς να
5088 M
στερήσεις που κάποιον κάτι που θέλει.
[…]
Εγώ διαφωνώ με τον πατέρα γιατί στην
αρχή είσσε αμφιβάλει με το μπαλέτο
5089 M S4 αλλά στο τέλος το μπαλέτο έσωσε του
την ζωή.
5090

Τ

Μάλιστα κρατούμε αυτή την άποψη.
Μάλιστα.

Because the little mouse wanted
ballet, his dad deprived him of the
right to choose what he wanted it and
that's why he finally saved him.
And finally he even saved him.
Indeed. Another argument.
I disagree with the [attitude] of his
father because you can't deprive
someone of something they want.
[…]
I disagree with the father because at
first he doubted about the ballet but
in the end the ballet saved his life.
Indeed, we keep this point of view.
Ok.

Code

7

5
2
5

7
3

7

7
3

14

4. Israel
4.1. 5-6 years old (Classroom ID: IL_2_A_KL1)
Line Line G S
Speech
1 107 F S34 שלא חושבת אני, אממ, תמיד, אה אמ,
אה אמ צריך תמיד שלא חושבת אני,
בסרטון שראינו כמו לכללים לעשות
עכשיו, ו- וגם- טיפה עושים לפעמים
ו שטויות- להגזים לא רק אבל בסדר וזה
זה עם.
2 108 F S35 ש אומרת אני- לעשות טיפה בסדר שזה
שטויות. אממ אבל אבל... להיות צריך
ה עם זהירים טיפה- שלנו השטויות הם
3 109 F S36 חושבת גם אני, צריך גם, אמ, מתי לדעת
אה אמ, נעים לא שזה זה עם להפסיק
לאחרים.
4 110 F S35 וגם- שטויות קצת עושים אנחנו אם וגם
נורא לא זה, זה עם להפסיק יכולים אנחנו

Translation
Code
I think that not, emmm, always, em eh, I
2
think you shouldn't always em eh, obey to
the rules like we saw in the video now,
and- and also- sometimes we do a bit of
goofing around and- and that's ok but just
not to exaggerate with it.
I say that- that it's ok to goof around a bit.
2
But but emmm… you should be a bit
careful with the- them our goofs.
I also think, also should, em, know when
2
em eh, to stop it that it's not nice for
others.
and also- and also if we goof around a bit
4
it's not too bad, we can stop it.

5

111

F S36 אז לו נעים לא שזה לך אומר האחר אם
זה עם להפסיק צריך גם אתה.

if the other tells you that it's not pleasant
for them so you should also stop it

4

6

112

F S35 קל יותר לך יהיה זה ואז.

and then it's easier for you

4

7

113

114

it's not easy. [for example she tells me- for
example she tells me] for example she
says I was five now, what? She told me to
go to the gym, what?
[but thi- mum and dad, listen!]

7

8

M S37 קל לא זה. [לי אומרת היא למשל- למשל
אני אומרת היא למשל ]לי אומרת היא
חמש בן עכשיו הייתי, לי אמרה היא ?מה
כושר לחדר ללכת, ?מה
F S35
[תח אבל- ואבא אמא,
]!תקשיב

3

4.2. 5-6 years old (Classroom ID: IL_18_A_KL2)
Line Line G S

Speech Translation

1 620
2 621
3 622

F T
Ss
Ss

, האם, אבל. רגע.כמו שאתם עושים בבית
 זה באמת שזה,התחושה שלו של הבבון
?הבית שלו
לא
כן

4
5
6
7

F
F
F
F

 תפסיקי,? דיS10...מה אתם חושבים? אה
 נו.לדבר
{}לא ברור...רציתי לומר
?שמה לא שמעתי
רציתי לומר משהו אחר

623
624
625
626

8 627
9 628

T
S10
T
S10

Code

same as you do at home. Wait. But, is
it, the baboon's feeling, is it that it's
really his home?
no
yes

5
2
2

what do you think? Eh… S10? Stop,
stop talking. Well
I wanted to say… {unclear}
that I didn't hear what?
I wanted to say something else

5
0
1
2

F T
[ ]אני אתן לך לדבר, אז תאמר אתה, אה אוקיeh ok, so you(m.), [I'll let you talk]
M S15
[ לא,]לא
[no, no]

1
0

15

10 629

F T

11 630

F S10

but ex… ex… explain why {unclear}
{ תסביר למה }לא ברור..ת... אבל תand refer please also to the… the video,
 כן. די,לסרטון.. ותתייחסו בבקשה גם לstop. Yes
that's not his home… because he's a
כי הוא בבון... זה לא הבית שלוbaboon

7

because he feels that he's not really
home and he wants to go back to his
family
and he wants eh… eh…
wait I'll let you talk too

7
0
1

he wants eh… he thinks that… the…
he thinks that… the… the Earth is
more fun because there there's light and
there there's it's darkn, [and there it's
always dark and there]
[{unclear}]

7
0

כי הוא מרגיש שהוא לא כל כך בבית והוא
רוצה לחזור למשפחה שלו
..אה...והוא רוצה אה
רגע אני אתן לך גם

12 631
13 632
14 633

F S16
F S10
F T

15 634
16 635

הוא חושב..ה..הוא חושב ש..הוא רוצה אה
שכדור הארץ זה יותר כיף כי ששם...ה..ש
 ]ושם יש תמיד חושך,יש אור ושם יש חושך
F S10
[ושם
F S16
[{]}לא ברור

17 636

F S10

18 637

F S16

19 638

F T

5

it's sometimes dark and sometimes
 יש לפעמים חושך ולפעמים אורthere's light
and not always… em… [there's]
there… it's not always dark there…
{unclear}
[ok] no but on the moon most of the
time there's no… it's dark there. Yes

לא תמיד יש...]יש[ שם... אמ...ולא תמיד
{ }לא ברור..שם חושך
.חשוך שם..לא אבל בירח רוב הזמן אין
[כן]אוקי

4

3
3

4.3. 8-9 years old (Classroom ID: IL_10_B_KL1)
Line Line G

S

1 2658 F S47

Speech

 כיייי, שזה נכון,אז אני בעצם חושבת ש
 זה נכון וקצת לא.שזה נכון משתי צדדים
אני אעשה מה שטוב לי, כי זה נכון ש.נכון
חברים,ומה שנוח לי ואני לא אעשה מה ש
 אבל זה גם לא נכון כי י.שלי אומרים לייכול להיות מצב שאני לא אסכים עם משהו
 והחברים, והח, להתפשר,ואני לא אסכים ל
 אז.שלי פשוט יעשו את העבודה בלעדי..

Translation

Code

So I actually think that, that it's right,
becauuuuse that it's right from both
ends. It's a bit right and a bit wrong.
Because it's right that I'll do what's
good for me and what's comfortable
for me and I won't do what my friends
tell me. But it's also wrong because ththere could be a situation that I
disagree with something and I won't
agree to, to compromise, and my f, and
my friends will just do the work
without me. So...

7

 כי אני אעשה,אני מסכים עם המשפט הזה
 ולא מה, מה שאני רוצה ומה שכיף לי איתוI agree with this statement, because I
שאחרים יגידו לי. will do what I want and what's fun for
2 2659 M S11
me doing, not what others tell me.
 אם אתה תעשה רק מה שאתה. יש לי שאלהI have a question. IF you only do what
 וזה פוגע, רוצה וטוב לך וכיף לך איתוyou want and what's good and fun for
 תחשוב על זה אתה לא חייב. במישהו אחרyou, and it hurts someone else. THINK
לענות. ABOUT THAT you don't have to
3 2660 F T
answer.
לא חשבתי על זה.
4 2661 M S11
I didn't think about it.

7

5

6

16

5 2662 F T
6 2663 F S54
7 2664 F T
8 2665 F S54

9 2666 F S1
10 2667 M S56
11 2668 F S55

12 2669 M S56
13 2670 F S1
14 2671 M S56
15 2672 F S1

16 2673 F S55

17 2674 M S56
18 2675 M S57

 כשאני,גם אני לא חשבתי על זה ילדים
 מה אני, אוקי, כתבתי לכם את המשפטI didn't think about it either chidlren,
 אז.[ עושה...] when I wrote that statement for you,
ok, what do I do. So […]
אניIתחשבו.
Think.
לא יודעת.
dunno.
I in the meantime differ in opinion
from both of you because, the truth
 ]…[ אני בינתיים חולקת כמעט על שני הדעותif I ha- I should do what good for
 אני כן-[ אם אני צכ...]  האמת, שלכם כיme, but sometimes my friends, the
 אבל לפעמים, צריכה לעשות מה שטוב ליothers, want me to maybe help them
 רוצים שאולי אני, האחרים, החברים שליwith somwthing else that maybe you
 אעזור להם במשהו אחר שאולי גם אתם לאdidn't think about it either which is
 באמת, ו. חשבתם על זה שזה בסדר גמורfine. And, really wi should eh, for
 כתוב )קוראת( אנו, למשל, צריך אהexample, it says (reads) we should do
 צריכים לעשות מה שנכון בשבילנו ולא מהwhat is right for us and not what the
 אמ.שהחברה או האחרים רוצים שאעשה, society or other want me to do. Em, I
 אני כן צכה, אני כן צריכה שיעשו לנו משהוdo need that something will be done, I
 אבל לפעמים, להסכים עם מה שאני עושהshould agree with what I do, but
 גם החברים האחרים רוצים שאני יעשהsometimes also the other friends want
 שזה דעה, משהו איתם שזה משהו אחרme to do somethin' with them that's
 אחרת שאולי אני לא כל כך מסכימה איתהsomethin' else, which is a different
 זה בסדר. אבל אני כן רוצה לעשות אותהopinion that mayebe I don't agree with
 !גמורso much but I do want to do it. That's
fine!
אני פחות מסכים איתך ויותר מסכים איתם
כי אני צך פשוט לעשות מה ש- I agree less with you and more with
them because I should jus' do what the מי זה איתם? אני ועםS11?
whose with them? I and with S11?
YES. What's good for me and
[ כיייי..]  מה שטוב לי ונוח לי וכיף לי. כןcomfortable for me and is fun for me
 יכול להיות שגם,[ אבל כן...]  אממ- ]…[ יכbecauuuuus cou- emmm […] but
 לפעמים אה חברים שלי נותנים לי גם עצהYES, it could also be that sometimes
נכון בשבילי,כאילו שהיא טובה מה ש. eh my friends give me also an advice
like that's good that's, right for me.
אמממ
emmm
איתך אני קצת מסכים
I do agree with you a bit
[כאילו הסבר ]יותר טוב
Like a better [explanation]
[why do you agree] with
me
a
bit?
What
what what MADE
]למה איתי אתה[ מסכים קצת? מה מה מה
YOU
agree
with
me? And why not
?גרם לך להסכים איתי? ולמה איתה לא
with her?
 כי אתם צודקים שאתם אההמ שצריךbecause you(pl.) are right that you
[ אין...] , ו, אממ. לעשות מה שנוח וטוב לנוehhhm that we should do what's
 לי כאילו איך להסביר את זה )צוחקcomfortable and good for us. Emmm,
 )במבוכהand, […] I dunno like how to explain it
(laughs embaressed)
[אז אתה מסכים ]איתם
so if you agree [with them]

6

0
5
2
8

6
5
7

0
3
4
6

2

2

17

4.4. 8-9 years old (Classroom ID: IL_19_B_KL2)
Line

Line

G

S

1

6725

F

T

2

6726

M

S9

3

6727

F

S14

4

6728

M

S9

5

6729

F

S14

6

6730

F

T

7

6731

F

S14

8

6732

F

T

9

6733

F

S1

10

6734

M

S9

11

6735

F

S1

12

6736

M

S9

13

6737

M

S16

14

6738

F

S1

15

6739

F

T

Speech

Translation

 מה אתם אומרים על מה שאמרהwhat do you think about what S1
שהצורה.. איילה? שהיא אומרת שהsaid? That she says that the… that the
החיצונית לא משנה כל כך. external appearance doesn't really
matter.
 כי גם אם,אני מסכים איתה
בבית יהיה ממש ממש קטן..בבתי, I agree with her, because even if in the
א..אה..ו... ho… the house is really really small,
and… eh… eh…
וצפוף
and crowded
 אז עדיין כל המשפחה תהיה,וצפוף
מגובשת. and crowded, then still the whole
family is unified.
דווקא אני לא מסכימה עם זה כל
כך. I actually don't agree with that so
much.
?שמה
that what?
 שבית הוא צריך להיות יפהthat a house it should be pretty inside.
 בית צריך גם להיות יפה. מבפניםA house should also be pretty outside,
 כי אם עכשיו אנשים זרים,מבחוץ, because if now strangers, not us, are
 רואים את הבית שלנו,לא אנחנו, seeing our house, and from outside it's
 לא, ומבחוץ הוא הכי מכוער בעולםthe ugliest in the world, not pretty,
 }לא ברור{ הוא הכי, מגעיל, יפהdisgusting, {even if inside} it's the
 הם לא ירצו להיכנס,יפה בעולם. prettiest in the world, they wouldn't
 כי אם הבית מכוער מבחוץ בטחwant to come in. Because if the house
 לא צריך. הוא מכוער גם מבפניםis ugly outside it's probably also ugly
 שהבית יהיה הכי יפה מבחוץinside. The house doesn't have to be
[]הקירות מתקלפים...אם..אם.. אבלthe prettiest outside but... if... if... [the
walls are pilling]
מה.. ש,[]היא מתכוונת איילה
[[ תסבירי למה את ]מתכוונתshe means S1,] that… what explain
what you [mean]
[ אני חושבת שאם,]בניגוד לאופק
 אז,מושלם..ו...[ הבית יהיה יפה וunlike S14, I think that if] the house
[אמ שודדים ]יכנסו.. כל, כאילוis pretty and… and… perfect, then
like, all… em thieves [will come in]
[]נכון

[that's right]
 אם הבית, כאילו.יקחו לכם כסף
 שודדים יחשבו, יהיה כאילו יפהthey'll take your money. Like, if the
 יש שם, שמה שבפנים יש שם כסףhouse is like pretty, thieves will think
לגנוב.. משהו לthat there's money in there, there's
something in there to… to steal
אני מסכים עם איילה
I agree with S1
[]גם אני מסכים עם איילה
[I agree with S1 too]
[כאילו אני חושבת
 חברים שלנו,סתם..כאילו..אם..[[ שlike I think that…] if… like… just,
 הם פעם אחת יבואו וירגישו כברour friends they'll come over once and
[.. בנוח ]בביתwill already be comfortable [in the
house…]
]אבל למה[ את התכוונת שבעצם,
[ הפנימיות של הבית? למה אתbut what] did you mean that actually,
 ?התכוונתthe interior of the house? What did
you mean?
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אני חושבת שהבחוץ לא כל כך
 אם,למשל..משנה כמו שאומרים ש
 את כן,אופק היא לא יפה בכלל,
 אם, אני לוקחת סתם דוגמא,סליחה
 היא,למשל אופק היא לא יפה
יכולה להיות יפה מבפנים שהיא
 היא, היא טובה,חכמה והיא טוב
 לזה אני מתכוונת,עוזרת,
[שהבית..]

I think that the outside doesn't matter
so much like people say that… for
example, if S14 wasn't pretty at all,
you are, sorry, I'm just taking an
example, if for example S14 isn't
pretty, she can be pretty from inside
that she's smart and she's go, she's
good, she helps, that's what I mean,
[that the house...]

מה אתם מבינים[ את זה על..]ומה
 ?הבית? כןand what… what do you(pl.)
undestand] that about the house? Yes?
 כמו שאופק אמרה,הבית עוזר לנו,
 הוא מגן עלינוthe house helps us, like S14 said, it
protects us
[{]}לא ברור.. אני יודע..נו
well… I know… [{unclear}]
]מה אתה[ אומר על זה? על מה
[ ?שאיילה אומרתwhat do you] think about it? About
what S1 is saying?
 כי נגיד אם,אני מסכים איתה
יובל לא כל כך יפה מבחוץ...אה.. I agree with her, because if let's say
eh… S16 isn't so pretty outside…
 עכשיו, לא דוגמא של ילד,לא
תסביר על הבית.. no, not an example with a child,
explain about the house…
אני.. אני.אממ..
emm. I… I…
 תן, מה מה הדבר היפה בבית,מה
 לי דוגמאwhat, what is the pretty thing about
the house, give me an example
 שכל המשפחה תהיה מגובשת תמידthat the whole family is always
 לא צריך. ולא תריב אף פעםunified and never fights. You don't
 צריך, שהבית יהיה מפואר ויפהneed the house to be splendid and
שהמשפחה תהיה מגובשת. beautiful, you need the family to be
unified.
אני חושבת שהייתה לכם הבנה
מההשוואה הזאת ל.. מה,יפהEO. I think you had a beautiful
 ?נכוןunderstanding, from the… from this
comparison with EO. Didn't you?
כן
yes
תראו איזה שיח נוצר פה
 מההשוואה לעוד עבודות של ילדיםLook what discourse was created here
אחרים. from the comparison to works by
other children.
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4.5. 14-15 years old (Classroom ID: IL_17_C_KL1)
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Speech
 האבא. עכשיו הם באים.יש לו חתול
!והבן עולים ומפליגים על ציפור
[!]תנין
[!]אבל פה יש תנין
אלאדין

Translation
He's got a cat. Now they're coming. The father
and son are going up the sailing on a bird!
[aligator!]
[but there's an aligator here!]
Aladdin

Code
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 האמא. הם מפליגים על ציפור,חכו
 שמוכרת בגדים פתאום התחילהwait, they're sailing on a bird. The mom
 לציירselling clothes has suddenly started drawing
! נייסnice!

ההוא שהרים דברים עכשיו הוא
 וההוא שהסתכל על עצמו,עובד
 הזוג,הנה.במראה הוא עכשיו מנגן
. לא משנה-שהם תנשקו הם עברו ל

the one who lifted stuff is now working, and
the one who looked at himself in the mirror is
now playing. Here, the couple that kissed have
now moved to- never mind.

4
2

2

 כיפה אדומה, כיפה אדומהlittle red riding hood, little red riding hood

2

he went to sleep, and the cat turned into an
aligator
nice!
ok now the- the boyhere he's on eh, a rope

2
2
2
2

 והחתול הפך לתנין,הוא הלך לישון
!נייס
- הילד-אוקי עכשיו ה
 חבל,פה הוא על אה

13 82

F S1

[ עכשיו ]הילד שהפך לציפור גדולהnow [the boy who turned into a big bird]

2

14 83
15 84

F S5
M S4

[ .[ ]שתוק זה }וטרינר{ שתוקshut up it's a veterinarian, shut up]
? איך וטרינרhow a veterinarian?

3
5

16 85
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 צודקת, אה! נכון, זה חבל, לאno, it's a rope, oh! Right, you're right

3
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,עכשיו הילד שהפך לציפור גדולה
[...}
יש מצב שזה עץ
נכון
?איפה את רואה עץ
-לא יודעת אולי פה זה הגזע
 זה חבל כזה,לא זה

now the boy who turned into a big bird,
{unclear}
it could be a tree
right
where do you see a tree?
dunno maybe here is the trunknot that, that's a rope like
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23 92

F S1

 את לא רואה שהוא.לא זה ציפור
{...} no it's a bird. You can't see he's {unclear}

3

24 93

M S2

 רואה גם את המקור, אה וואי נכוןoh wow right, see its beak too. There's that
 הנה המקור הזה. שלוbeak.

4
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4.6. 14-15 years old (Classroom ID: IL_20_C_KL2)
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Speech

 עוד? עוד. תודה, אוקי.געגוע
אמרתם... אה, בעצם.[ אוקי...]?רעיונות
 וזה מוביל,פה דברים מאוד מאוד חשובים
שראינו.... אה,לשאלה השניה..אותי ל
,בסרט איזושהי התייחסות לנושא של בית
 מה הופך,ואני רוצה שתחשבו..אוקי? אה
 ולא סתם למקום שאנחנו ישנים.בית לבית
 מה הופך בית,בו ושאנחנו אוכלים בו
? כן.בעיניכם... אה,לבית

{}לא ברור
בקול בקול
משפחה או חברים
. תודה,משפחה או חברים

Translation
longing. Ok, thank you. More? More
ideas? […] ok. Actually, eh… you said
here very very important things, which
leads me to… to the second question,
eh… that we saw in the movie some
dealing with the subject of home, ok?
Eh… and I want you to think, what
makes a home into a home. And not just
a place where we sleep and eat at, what
makes a home into a home, eh... to you.
Yes?
{unclear}
aloud aloud
family or friends.
family or friends, thank you.
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6 620

F S5

 מקום שאתה מרגיש בו בנוחa place where you're comfortable.

2

7 621

F T

a place where you're comfortable, thank
 תודה, מקום שאתה מרגיש בו בנוחyou

3

8 622

M S45

the man who lives there makes the home
 האיש שגר שם הופך את הבית לביתinto a home

2

9 623

F T

 למה, האיש שגר שם הופך את הבית לביתthe man who lives there makes the home
? אתה מתכווןinto a home, what do you mean?

6

10 624

11 625
12 626

 אני, אם אני גר באיזשהו מקום,אני...ש
 לא,מכל מני בחינות...אמ..מעצב את הבית
M S46
...רק מבחינת אה
 לא,אתה מעצב את הבית מכל מני בחינות
 אתה יכול קצת לפרט,רק מבחינת ריהוט
? על איזה בחינות אתה מדבר,יותר
F T
M S47
{}לא ברור

that… I, if I live somewhere, I design the
house… em… in different ways, not
only by eh…
you design the house in different ways,
not only furniture-wise, can you be a bit
more specific, what ways are you talking
about?
{unclear}

{ אני אחשוב...}לא ברור.... אני לא ממשI don't really… {unclear...} I'll think
 על זהabout it

13 627

M S46
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F T
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 גם,{אני רוצה ל}התייחס למה שהוא אמר
, זתומרת שאני ישנה שם,כשאני גרה בבית
 ושיש שם דברים שהם,ואני אוכלת שם
 זה מה, או שאני מסדרת את הבית,שלי
 לבית שהוא,שהופך את הבית לבית שלי
F S49
. יותר מסתם חלל,סתם מקום...יותר מ

16 630

F T

 עוד מישהו או מישהי רוצה,אוקי
 להתייחס? כן בקשהok, anyone else wants to talk? Yes please

I want to {refer to what he said}, also
when I live in the house, that means that
I sleep the', and I eat the', and there're
stuff there that's mine, or that I tidy the
house, that what makes the house into
my home, a home which is more that…
just a place, more than just a space.

 רוצה להתייחס? כן, אוקיok, so you want to say something? Yes
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5
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21

17 631

18 632

M S8

 אתה מרגיש, מקום שאוהבים אותך בוa place where you are loved, you feel
 נאהב, אהובloved, beloved

4

F T

a place where you feel loved, beloved.
. תודה. נאהב, מקום שאתה מרגיש אהובThank you. Do you want to refer to what
? אמרS512 אתם רוצים להתייחס למה שS52 said?
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22

5. Germany
5.1. 5-6 years old (Classroom ID: DE_17_A_KL2)
Line Line
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S
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Also das ist ein Pavian und ihr habt
gesagt es geht um den Mond! Was war
da noch los, S29. In dem Film. S31,
was war in dem Film noch los?
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{nach seinen Geschwistern gesehnt}?
S63 Weil , ehm, weil er sie vermisst.

Translation
So this is a baboon and you've
said that it's about the moon!
What else was going on, S29. In
the film. S31, what else was
going on in the film?

Code

5

{pined for his siblings}? Because,
um, he misses them.

7

How could you tell that he might
be pining for them?

5

Because, uh he maybe hoped that
they could hear his trumpet and
could pick him up.

7

Aber warum glaubst du, dass er
jemanden vermisst?

But why do you think he was
missing somebody?

5

Weil er geweint hat.

Because he cried.

Du glaubst, er ist da garnicht ganz
glücklich, wo ist er denn? S19.

You don't think he's at all very
happy there, where is he then?
S19.

5

S51 Er ist allein.
T Und wo?

He's alone.

2

And where?

5

S51 Auf dem Mond.
Und du glaubst er vermisst seine
Geschwister, was glauben die Anderen?
T S29! Denk mit. Psst. S15.

On the moon.

2

And you think he's missing his
siblings, what do the others
think? S29! You think too. Psst.
S15.

5

T

Woran hast du denn erkannt, dass er
sich nach denen sehnen könnte?

Weil, eh er vielleicht gehofft hat, dass
S63 die das Trompeten von dem hören und
sie ihn abholen können.

T

7

S47 Eltern?
Seine Eltern. Diese Geräusche, die hat
man nicht so gut gehört, das Mikro war
T nicht so ganz gut. Habt ihr so
Geräusche erkannt? S19.

Parents?

2

His parents. Those sounds, it
wasn't very easy to hear them, the
mike wasn't very good. Did you
recognise some sounds? S19.

5

S51 Schnarchgeräusche.

Snoring sounds.

2

At the start he was sleeping and
snoring.

4

And um, the alarm.

4
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Den Wecker.

The alarm.

3

18
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M

S

Vielleicht wollte er auch auf den
anderen Planeten {unclear}.

Maybe he also wanted {unclear}
on another planet.

2

T

Am Anfang hat er geschlafen und
geschnarcht.

S52 Und ehm, den Wecker.

23

F

T

Was war denn der andere Planet, den
man da sehen konnte? Wer ist dnen
unser Planet? Wo sind wir hier? Auf
der?

19

5708

20

5709 F/M Ss Erde.

What was the other planet that
you could see there? What is our
planet? Where are we here? On
the?

5

Earth.

2

5.2. 8-9 years old (Classroom ID: DE_5_B_KL1)
Line Line G
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Translation

T

[Ja]. Da gibt es einige Parallelen, ne.
GIBT ES EIGENTLICH AUCH
PARALLELEN ZU UNS? Das ist ja ein
Tierfilm gewesen, {keiner}
Zeichentrick, Tierfilm. Kennen wir das
bei uns, dass jemand anders ist, oder,
dass man Erwartungen hat, dass man
eigentlich ander sein soll, aber man will
garnicht so sein? [...]S.

[Yes]. There are a few parallels,
aren't there? ARE THERE
ACTUALLY PARALLELS
WITH US TOO? That was an
animal film, {not an} animated
film, animal film. Have we
experienced that ourselves, that
someone is different or that people
expect you to actually be different,
but that's not how you want to be
at all? [...] S.

5

Ja, das gibt ja auch zum Beispiel Leute,
die dann sagen. Also es gibt ja auch
Kindern, die zum Beispiel von ihren
Eltern, das talent {herhaben}, aber das
eigentlich garnicht machen wollen und
deswegen da eigentlich, einfach so
hingehen, obwohl die eltern das nicht
erlauben.

Yes, there are for example people
who say. Well, there are also kids
who for example have {got} the
talent from their parents, but
actually they don't want to do it at
all and so they actually just go
even though the parents don't
allow it.

7

1719 F

T

Ja,hm. Es waren gerade mehrere
Meldungen. Gib mal den Ball
weiter. (S passes the ball on to S5)

Yes, hm. There were lots of
answers just now. Pass the ball on.
(S passes the ball on to S5)

1

1720 M

Zum Beispiel, weil in Deutschland
tanzen ja nicht ganz viele Menschen,
S5 aber in Lettland tanzen ganz, ganz viele
Jungs zum Beispiel. Weil ich, bin ja
auch ein Junge und tanze ja auch und-

For example because in Germany
not a lot of people dance, but in
Latvia lots of lots of boys dance
for example. Because I am also a
boy and I dance too and-

7

Ja, {ist das in} Deutschland nicht so
"normal" und das es das nicht so häufig
gibt, deswegen bei uns etwas als anders
aufgenommen wird oder empfunden,
[ne]? Und bei euch, ist das was ganz
normales. Genau, hm. […]

Yes, {so in} Germany it's not so
"normal" and doesn't exist that
often, so here it is seen differently
or perceived differently, [right]?
And in your country it's something
completely normal. Right, hm.
[…]

8

S

[Ja].

[Yes].

3

S

Ehm, ich bin auch S5's Meinung, weil
das gibt’s ja auch in Familien, dass dann
die Eltern etwas anderes wollen, als die
kinder und das die eltern {dann} einen

Um, I also agree with S5 because
that happens in families too, that
the parents want something
different to the children and that

1717 F

1718 M

1721 F

1722 M
1723 F

S

T

Code

7

24

anderen Sport machen und das die
Kinder dann eben das auch machen
sollen, aber es eigentlich garnicht gerne
möchten, sondern was anderes, was die
Eltern aber nicht so gerne wollen. Das
gibts eben auch in Deutschlan.
{unclear} {ganz viel sogar} Glaub ich.
That happens in Germany too,
{unclear} {a lot even} I think. (S passes
the ball on)

8

9

10

11

12

1724 F

Man hat ja auch am Ende gesehen, wie,
als die, als die Maus den Kater ablenkt,
die Katze abgelenkt hat, weil der ist ja
{geflogen}, weil der ist ja, der war ja in
der Luft und {nicht} auf dem Boden,
dann hat {versucht den zu schnappen},
dann ist der Vater wahrscheinlich zu der
Mutter gerannt und dann am Ende
standen sie alle vor der Tür, zusammen.

In the end you also saw how,
when the, when the mouse
distracted the tom cat, distracted
the cat, because he {flew},
because he is, he was in the air
and {not} on the floor, then {tried
to catch him}, then the dad
probably ran to the mum and then
at the end they all stood in front of
the door together.

T

Zusammen, hm.

Together, hm.

3

S

Ich schließe mich da S's Meinung an,
weil manchmal ist das ja so, dass man
das nicht machen möchte, was die
Eltern machen möchten und denen das
dann nicht erlauben zu machen.

I agree with S because sometimes
you don't want to do what your
parents want to do and then don't
allow them to do it.

7

T

Hm, S.

Hm, S.

3

S

Das war auch so mit meinen Eltern,
weil die wollten unbedingt, dass ich
ehm, mein Schwimmabzeichen mache,
aber {unclear} ich wollte Turnen
machen. Dann haben wir uns auf
Turnen geinigt. Dann wollt ich das nicht
mehr machen, dann haben sie mich
abgemeldet und dann haben wir uns auf
Musikschule geeinigt und das bleibt
jetzt so.

That was what it was like with my
parents because they were
determined for me to um, do my
swimming badge but {unclear} I
wanted to do gymnastics. Then we
agreed on gymnastics. Then I
didn't want to do it anymore and
they unregistered me from that
and then we agreed on music
school and that's the way it will
stay now.

7

S

1725 F

1726 F

1727 F

1728 F

the parents {then} do a different
sport and the children are
supposed to do it too, but they
actually don't like it at all, instead
they like something else that the
parents don't really want. That
happens in Germany too,
{unclear} {a lot even} I think. (S
passes the ball on)

7 (-)

5.3. 8-9 years old (Classroom ID: DE_4_B_KL1)
Line Line G

S

Speech

Translation

(Liest laut) Wie fühlt sich die Maus in
ihrem Schlafzimmer, [als der Vater
kommt?]

(reads out loud) How does the
mouse feel in its bed, [when the
dad arrives?]

5

I think this is work we should do
on our own.

1

1

1437 M S8

2

1438 M S11 Ich glaub das ist eine Alleinarbeit.

Code

25

3

1439 M S10 Ne.

4

1440

5

1441 M S11 Also sie fühlt sich, sie fühlt sich?

6

1442 M S8

7

1443 M S11 Als der Vater kommt.

8

1444 M S8

F/
Ss
M

Nah.
{unclear}

{unverständlich}

So it feels, it feels?

Die hat doch, die hat doch den Boxsack
weggeboxt-

It had, it had punched away the
punching bagWhen the dad arrived.

3
0
5
2
4

Yeah. How does someone feel
when their dad suddenly comes
in?

5

9

Ja, wie fühlt man sich, wenn der Vater
1445 M S10 dann da einfach so reinplatzen und dann
AHHH.

Yeah, how does someone feel
when their dad just bursts in and
then AHHH.

4

10

1446 M S11 Ist halt echt so.

That's just how it is.

11

1447 M S8

Blöd.

Silly.

12

1448 M S10

Eigentlich hat sie es dann gemacht weil
die ist TRAURIG-

Actually it did it because it's
SAD-

13

1449 M S11 Ne, die ist doch nicht traurig.

No, it's not sad.

14

1450 M S8

Hey, the it is a HE.

15

Die konnte nicht weitertanzen, weil der It couldn't dance anymore because
1451 M S11 Papa, weil die Boxhandschuhe da waren, the dad, because the boxing
{unverständlich}.
gloves were there {unclear}.

7

16

Ja und der Vater hat das gesehen. Und
1452 M S10 dann hat der Sohn so (macht ein
erschrockenes Gesicht).

4

17

1453 M S8

18

Aber dann hat er so traurig geguckt,
1454 M S11 dann macht er so (macht das Gesicht
nach).

Ja. Wie fühlt man sich da so, wenn der
Vater aufeinmal reinkommt?

Ey das ist ein ER.

Yeah and the dad saw it. And then
the son went (makes a startled
face).

(macht ebenfalls ein erschrockenes
Gesicht)

(also makes a startled face)
But then he looked sad, then he
went like this (copies the face).

3
2
7
3
4

0

4

5.4. 14-15 years old (Classroom ID: DE_11_C_KL1)
Line Line G S Speech
1

176

{unclear} und seine Schere, oder Edward
und seine Scherenhände oder ein Krebs.
F S2
[…] Was gibt’s denn noch? Angeln. Der
Typ angelt da.

Translations
{unclear} and a pair of scissors or
Edward and his scissor hands or a
crab. […] What else is there?
Fishing. That guy is fishing there.

Code

2

26

2

177

F S2 Ja, aber was hat das- zu tun- .
Und vielleicht, dass mit dem, mit dem
Kochen und Essen? Also Essen gehen
und.
Restaurant?
Ja, Restaurant.
Wieso nicht angeln?
{unclear}.

3

178

F S3

4
5
6
7

179
180
181
182

F S5
F S3
S1
F S4

183

Ehm, achso. Das gleiche [Recht]!Ehm,
ja also. Obwohl nicht überall, ne, also,
wenn man jetzt in Deutschland nguckt,
dann ja, dann haben wir alledas gleiche
F S3
Recht. Aber wenn man weiterguckt,
dann haben die ja andere Rechte, als wir
hier. Wenn wir jetzt weltweit gehen,
dann schonwieder unterschiedlich.

8

9

10

11

12

184

185

186

187

Yeah, but what does that have- to
do-.
And maybe the thing with the, with
the cooking and eating? So going to
eat and.
Restaurant?
Yeah, Restaurant.
Why not fishing?
{unclear}.

Um, ah, right. The same [rights]!
Um, yeah, so. Not everywhere there
though, yeah, I mean, if you look at
Germany then yes we all have the
same rights. But when you look
further then they have different
rights than we do here. If we go
worldwide, then it's different once
again.
[Ja]. Aber es hat ja trotzdem jeder ein
[Yeah]. But everyone still has a
recht auf zum Beispiel Essen. Muss ja
right to food for example. It doesn't
F S1 jetzt nicht Essen gehen sein, aber es hat have to be going out to eat exactly,
ja jeder ein Recht dazu, {sich} essen
but everyone has a right to prepare
zuzubereiten.
{themselves} food.
Yeah, and actually you can see that
Ja und eigentlich sieht man das ja auch
too, that {everyone has the same
F S3 so, dass {alle das gleich Recht haben},
rights}, it's just some people have
nur manchen wird das Recht genommen.
those rights taken away.
Yeah. I'm not going to say anything
Ja. Ich sag jetzt einfach nichts, weil sonst
because otherwise there'll be an
gibt’s gleich ne Diskussion und da hab
argument and I can't be bothered
F S1 ich keinen Bock drauf. Wir respektieren
right now. We respect each other,
uns, okay, wir respektieren uns. Wir
okay, we respect each other. We
hören einander zu.
listen to each other.
Du kannst ja auch aufschreiben, die
F S3 Erfahrungen, die man mit Rechten
gemacht hat.

You can write that down too, the
experiences that you've had with
rights.
{unclear}.

13

188

F S5 {unclear}.

14

189

F S1

15
16
17

190
191
192

F S3 Wo war denn ne Katze?
F S1 Da! (S1 zeigt auf Leperello)
F S2 Da, beim ersten Bild sofort.

18

193

F S3

19

194

F S1 Voll geil. Die chillt richtig fett ihr Leben. So cool. It's just chilling the hell out.

20

195

F S3

Ich will irgendwas über die Katze
schreiben- ich mag Katzen.

{unclear} Ach da, in dem Kamin! In
dem Ofen.
{unclear} Aber sturr. Die will nicht
mitkommen.

I want to write something about the
cat - I like cats.
Where was there a cat?
There! (S1 points to the leporello)
There, right in the first photo.
{unclear} Ah there, in the fireplace!
In the oven.
{unclear} But stubborn. It doesn't
want to follow.

0
2
4
3
2
0

7

4

4

6

4
0
2
5
0
2
4
2
4
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5.5. 14-15 years old (Classroom ID: DE_24_C_KL2)
Line Line
1
464

G
F

S Speech
S16 Was ist n hier?

Translations
What's this here?
{I click on it}, but that's not the
main point: Africa. {Then}
Africa would be here. […] Is that
Iceland?

2

465

M

{Draufklicke}, aber das ist nicht hier
S10 Mainpunkt: Afrika. {Dann} wär
Afrika hier. […] Ist das Island?

3

466

F

S14

4

467

F

S16 {unclear}, moin.

5

468

F

6

469

M

7

470

F

8

471

M

9

472

F

10
11

473
474

M
M

12

475

M

13
14
15
16

476
477
478
479

F
F
F
M

Sieht generell nicht wirklich so aus,
als wäre da irgendwie.

It generally doesn't really look like
there's anything there.
{unclear}, hey.

Und neu, oder? [{Nicht} als Antwort], And new, right? [{Not} as an
S14 sondern neu. (S14 points to a tool on
answer], but new. (S14 points to a
the platform)
tool on the platform)
S10 Ja, als [Antwort].
No, as an [answer].
Haben wir eigentlich alle Sachen
Have we actually answered
S16
beantwortet?
everything?
Das sind doch nur so Anregungen
Those are just suggestions, aren't
S10
oder? […]
they? […]
{Ich üwrd das gerne mal aus deren
{I would like to see this from their
S14
Sicht sehen}.
point of view}.
S10 Hä?
Huh?
S15 Was denn?
What?
Würdest du sagen, dass eine Person
Would you say that a person is
S10
Zuhause ist?
home?
S14 Ja, kann so sein. Find ich schon.
Yeah, could be. I think so.
S16 Und meine Eltern und so.
And my parents and so on.
S14 Ja, also ich find schoYeah, well I think sS10 Aber SIND die Zuhause?
But ARE they home?

17

480

F

Ja, also, stell mal vor, du bist zum
Beispiel auf der Flucht, {dann hast du Yeah, so, you're fleeing for
S14
die Person, mit der du gerade flüchtest example, {so then you have the
eben}person who you're fleeing with}-

18

481

M

S10 Dann ist die nicht dein Zuhause.

19

482

M

S15 {Du wohnst ja irgendwo alleine}.

20

483

F

S16 Dann nimmst du die Person mit.

21

484

M

S15 Jo, ich nehm meine Eltern [mit-].

22

485

F

S14

[Ich find] schon, [dass ne Person, das
sein kann].

23

486

F

S16

[Du nimmst ne Tasche, packst die
Person da rein].

24

487

M

S15 {unclear}.

Then that person isn't your home.
{You live somewhere on your
own}.
Then you take the person with you.
Sure, I take my parents [with-].
[I think] so, [a person can be that].
[You take a bag and put the person
in it].
{unclear}.

Code
5
5

2
0

1
3
1
5

6
0
5
5
2
4
0

6
4

7
2
4
4
3
4
0

28

F

{Unclear} Eltern gehört zu meinem
Bestand, ich nehm euch jetzt auch mit.
S16
Warte ich hol mal Styropor ich muss
euch einpacken.

25

488

26

489 F/M Ss (S15 und S14 lachen).

27

490

M

S15

Ja, aber ich find eher, dass das
Ortsgebunden ist. {unclear}.

{Unclear} parents are my
belongings, I'll take you with me.
Wait, I'll grab some Styrofoam, I
have to package you up.
(S15 and S14 laugh).
Yeah, but I feel more like it's
connected to a place. {unclear}.

4
0

6

29

6. Lithuania

6.1. 5-6 years old (Classroom ID: LT_1_A_KL1)
Line Line G
1

111

F

2

112 U

3

113

F

4

114

F

S

Speech

Translation

Why do you think he followed
O kam tau atrodo jis laikėsi
susitarimų ir taisyklių? Ar nesilaikė? agreements and rules? Or maybe he
didn't?
Ss [Ne nesilaikė!]
[No he didn't!]
T

S2 Bet paskui ir visi pradėjo nesilaikyti. But later everyone else started not to
follow.
S3 Taip, nes ir parodė pavyzdį.
Yes, because he set an example.

5

115

F

T

O kaip ten po to jiems sekės
visiems? Ar jie išdykavo? Ar jie
kažkaip susikaupė? Vieningai
pradėjo daryti darbus.

6

116

F

S2

Aš žinau ((raise hand)) jie žaisdami
darė darbus.

7

117

F

T

Taip.

I know ((raise hand)) they did their
work while playing.
Yes.

8

118

F S3

Nes jie norėjo pasiekti kažkokį gal
tikslą ?

Because they wanted to reach some
goal?

9

119

F

Aš žinau, nes jis paimė lapą paskui
trys irgi palaukė dar dviejų ir pasakė
S8 gal ten šokam? Tai jie sutiko ir įšoko
į vandenį ir visus nustūmė su
vandeniu.

10

120

F

T

11

121

F

S9 Nežinau.

F

T

Kaip elgėsi tas skruzdėliukas, kuris
turėjo švilpuką? Ts visiems aiškina
ką reikia daryti.

Kaip elgėsi tas skruzdėliukas su
švilpuku? Ar jis maloniai, džiugiai
buvo nusiteikęs? Ar jam labai
patiko, kad niekas nesilaiko
susitarimų ar kaip tik nepatiko?

12

122

13
14

123 M S6 Nepatiko [...]
124 F T Kodėl nepatiko?

15

125

F S10

Todėl, kad skruzdėliukai maži
nesilaikė taisyklių...

Code
5
2
2
4

How did it go for them later? Were
they naughty? Or maybe somehow
concentrated? Started to work all
together.

2

2

I know, because they took a leaf then
three waited for two more and said let's
jump there maybe? They agreed and
jumped into water and pushed
everyone with water.
How did the ant that had a whistle
behave? Told everyone what to do.
I don't know.
How did the ant with the whistle
behave? Was he happy, in a good
mood? Did he like that nobody was
obeying the agreements or maybe he
didn't like it?
He didn't [...]
Why?
Because little ant did not obey rules...

5

3

4

5
2

5

2
5
2

30

16

17
18
19

126

F S3

Aš žinau. Jis padėjo grybą ant žemės
ir pradėjo šokinėti ir tas vyras
skruzdėliukas pasiemė lapą ir
išskrido, o tas pasidėjo grybą, o
paskui lentelę pasidėjo.

I know. He put the mushroom on the
ground and started jumping and this
man ant took a leaf and flew away and
that one put the mushroom down and
later put the board down.

Tai jūs nusprendėte, kad tam
skruzdėliukui su švilpuku buvo kaip? So you decided that the ant with the
Linksma ar liūdna?
whistle felt how? Happy or sad?
128 F S3 Liūdna.
Sad.
129 M S1 Linksma.
Happy.
127

F

T

2

5
2
2

6.2. 5-6 years old (Classroom ID: LT_1_A_KL1)
Line Line G

S

Speech

Translation

T

O kaip visiems pavyko sutarti?

And how did everyone manage to find
a compromise?
And that [...]
That everyone carried a leaf.

1

132

2
3

133 M S11 Ir kad [...]
134 F S5 Kad visi neštų po lapą.

4

135

F

T

Taip. Jie visi ką padarė? Susitarė?

5

136

F

S3

Taip. Ne jie visi komandas padarė.
Vieni tris, kiti tris.

T

Tai ką tai reiškia? Pasiskirstė
darbus, susitarė ir kartu dirbo vieną
darbą. Nešiojo pačioje pabaigoje
lapus. Ar matėte kokai reakcija buvo
to skrzdėliuko su švilpuku?

6

137

7
8

138 U Ss [TAIP!]
139 F S6 Labai pikta.

9

140

F

F

T

Ne pačioje pabaigoje jis kažkaio net
pasimetė aš mačiau. Jis nustebo, kad
visi daro darbus ir jam nebereikia
švilpauti.

10

141

F

Gal jis numetė? Aš atsimenu [...] Jis
numetė tą švilpuką, o paskui įsidėjo
į burną, nes jis paksui galvojo, kad
S3
jis negalėjo pašnekėti. Ir nesuprato
tie skruzdėliukai ką jis šneka, o tada
pasakė ir vėl įsidėjo.

11

142

F

T

Yes. What did they all do? Agreed?
Yes. No they all made teams. Some
three, others three.
What does that mean? They divided
their work, agreed and did the same
thing together. At the very end they
carried leafs. Did you see the reaction
of that ant with a whistle?
[YES!]
Very angry.
At the very end he was sort of confused
I saw. He was surprised that they all
did their work and he didn't need to
whistle.

Maybe he threw? I remember [...] He
threw the whistle and then put it into
his mouth, because he later thought that
he couldn't talk. And those ants didn't
understand what he was saying and
then he said it and put it in again.

Ar tu sutinki, kad filmuko pabaigoje Do you agree that at the end of the film
tas skruzdėliukas su švilpuku tikrai that ant with the whistle was really
buvo nustebęs?
surprised?

Code
5
0
2
5
4

5

3
2
7

4

5

31

12

143

F S12 Aha.

13

144

F

14

Nes jie išskrido su lapais ir susitarė,
kad dirba ir po to tas skruzdėliukas
145 M S10 su švilpuku galvojo kur nusileisti ir
galvojo, kad jie užduotį kažkokią
daro. Bet visi daro ką sako ir viskas.

15

146

F

T

Yeah.

O kaip tau atrodo dėl ko jis nustebo?
Why do you think he was surprised?
Kas pasikeitė? Kodėl jis nustebo?
What changed? Why was he surprised?
Nežinai?
You don't know?

Because they flew away with leaves
and agreed that they’ll work and later
that ant with the whistle thought where
to land and he thought they were
working on some kind of task. But
everyone does what they're told and
that's it.

Maybe one was allowed and others
Gal vienam leido, o kitiem neleido
S3 susitarimų? Vienam leido, o visiems weren’t allowed to make agreements.
Perhaps one was allowed, but not
ne, gal?
everyone else?

3
5

7

4

6.3. 8-9 years old (Classroom ID: LT_5_A_KL1)
Line Line G

S

Speech

Translation

Code

F

S1

Ar pastebėjote ką nors išskirtinio apie Have you noticed anything special
berniuką?
about the boy?

5

F

S1

Taip, aš pastebėjau, nes berniukas
dažniausiai nenešioja sijonų.

Yes, I noticed, because a boy
normally doesn't wear skirts.

7

1

1497

2

1498

3

1499

M

S3 Nenešioja ir češkių.

He also doesn't wear ballet shoes.

4

4

1500

F

S4 Taip, bet filmuke nešioja.

Yes, but he does in the film.

4

5

1501

F

S2 Ir aš pagalvojau, kad čia mergaitė.

I also thought it was a girl.

2

6

1502

M

S1 Aš irgi pagalvojau, kad čia mergaitė.

Me too, I thought it was a girl.

3

F

Iš pradžių pagalvojau, kad čia
S4 berniuko kambarys – tai kiek čia
bokso pirštinių.

At first I thought it was a boy’s
room, full of boxing gloves.

2

F

T

Should it be like that?

5

F

Aš nemanau, kad taip turėtų būti, nes I don't think it should be like that,
S1 berniukas nelabai galėtų nešioti
because a boy couldn't really wear a
sijoną.
skirt.

7

M

S3 Nes berniukas nėra mergaitė.

Because a boy is not a girl.

4

F

S2

Maybe in other countries it could be
[...]

7

7
8
9

1503
1504

1505

10

1506

11

1507

Ar taip ir turėtų būti?

Kitose šalyse gal galėtų būti [...]

32

6.4. 8-9 years old (Classroom ID: LT_5_B_KL1)
Speech

Line Line G S

Translation

Code

What can you say about the father, how
is he? I can say that he likes boxing,
and he is a person who I guess has a
hobby of boxing. And what do you
think?

5

I think maybe the same because he
liked boxing.

3

how did you understand that he likes
boxing?

5

Because the room is full of punching
bags, boxing gloves [...]

7

Yes, and on the bed too [...]

4

1

Ką galite pasakyti apie tėtį, koks jis?
Aš galiu pasakyti, kad jam labai
1468 F S1 patinka boksas, o jis yra toks, kad jo
kaip ir hobis yra boksas. O kaip jūs
manot?

2

1469 F S2

3

1470 F S1 iš ko supratot, kad jis mėgsta boksą?

4

1471 F S3

5

1472 M S4 Taip, ir ant lovos ten visi [...]

6

1473 F S3

Net ir čempiono plakatas buvo
pakabintas [...]

There was even a champion's portrait
[...]

4

7

1474 F S2

Man atrodo, kad jis yra žymus, labai
turtingas.

I think that he's famous, very rich.

2

Aš manau, gal taip pat irgi, nes jis
mėgo boksą.

Nes kambary pilna bokso kriaušių,
bokso pirštinių [...]

6.5. 14-15 years old (Classroom ID: LT_12_C_KL1)
Line Line G
7
F
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

8
9

F
F

10

F

S Speech
S2 Nėra lengva juos suprasti, su jais
bendrauti.
T Kodėl?
S2 Nes jie yra kitokie, turi kitus
papročius, [kurie]
T Kas dažniausiai skiriasi?

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

F
F
M
F
F
M
F
M
F

S4
S2
S1
T
S2
S4
T
S1
S4

13

14

20

apranga, [šventės],
[Šventės], maistas,
Papročiai.
Papročiai, teisingai.
Religija.
Kūno spalva. {Unclear}
Kodėl mums tai nepriimtina?
Nes mes kitokie, [mes]
[Mes] pripratę matyti vienaip, o
jie atrodo kitaip, mes atkreipiam
į juos dėmesį, mums atrodo
keista.
M S1 Mums smegenis blokuoja tai
kaip kažką ne tokio, kažką
kitokio, keisto, nepriimtino.

Translation
It’s not easy to understand them, to
communicate with them.
Why?
Because they're different, they have
other customs (which)
What are the most common
differences?
clothing, [celebrations],
[Celebrations], food,
Customs.
Right, customs.
Religion.
Body color. {Unclear}
Why is this not acceptable for us?
Because we’re different, [we’re]
[We] are used to seeing things one
way, and they look differently, we pay
attention to them, we think it’s strange.

Code
2

Our brains block it as something
wrong, something different, strange,
unacceptable.

4

5
7
5
2
4
4
3
4
4
5
2
7

33

15
16
17

21
22
23
24

18

19
20

25
26
27

21

F

S4 Sugyventi su kitų kultūrų
žmonėmis sudėtinga, nes, taip,
jie kitokie, mums atrodo keista.
F T Kodėl tai mums trukdo?
F S4 Nes prie jų paprastai jaučiamės
nejaukiai, kažkaip ne taip.
F S2 Ir mes bijome kad jie galbūt
mums primes savo kultūrą ir, bet
turime suprasti ir juos, nes, ypač
gyvenant užsienyje, yra sunku ir
todėl norisi išsaugoti kažką savo.
Mm.
M S1 Jie tuo tarpu gyvendami irgi
bando išsaugoti savo kultūrą.
F T Kodėl tai svarbu?
F S4 Tai jų savimonė kad jie, nu kad
ir religija, jie tiki, vienais
dalykais, kurių pavyzdžiui, mes
ne, turi savo šventes, jiems tai
atrodo labai svarbu ir jie turi.
(Noise). Jeigu jie nesaugos savo
kultūrinio palikimo, [jis išnyks].
M S1 [iš esmės] dėl to jiems labai
svarbu, todėl nenori to palikti.

To get along with people from other
cultures is difficult because yes, they're
different, we think it's strange.
Why does it bother us?
Because next to them we feel
uncomfortable, weird.
And we're afraid that they might
impose their own culture upon us, but
we have to understand them because,
especially if you live abroad, it's
difficult and you want to have
something of your own. Mm.
They are also trying to maintain their
culture.
Why is thid important?
It’s their self-awareness, let's say
religion, they believe in some things
that, for example, we do not, they have
their own celebrations, they think it's
important to have them. (Noise). If
they do not protect their cultural
heritage, it will disappear.
[essentially] it’s because they consider
it important and do not want to leave it.

4

If they don't cherish it, it’ll disappear.
Yes, and also they want to tell their
children about the culture, most even
choose to educate according to their
traditions, culture, they invite teachers
to teach at home. Yes.

4
4

They just think, because they’re born
in some different country, since they’re
babies, maybe in childhood religion is
more imposed, along with all the other
important things. That’s why they are
practicing it when they grow up, and
don't want to accept others.

4

22

28

23
24

29
30

F
F

25

31

F

S4 Jeigu to nesaugos , tai išnyks.
S2 Taip, ir taip pat jie nori savo,
apie savo kultūrą papasakoti
savo vaikams, dauguma net
renkasi juos mokyti pagal savo
papročius, kultūrą, kviečiasi
mokytojus į namus. Taip.
S4 Jiems tiesiog tai atrodo, nes jie
būna gimę kitoje šalyje, nuo pat
kūdikystės, nu gal nuo vaikystės
daugiau yra diegiama ta religija
ir visi kiti svarbūs dalykai. Dėl
to jie ir užaugę stengiasi jos
laikytis ir nenori paimti kitų.

5
2
7

2
5
7

4

6.6. 14-15 years old (Classroom ID: LT_12_C_KL1)
Line Line
66

G
F

S Speech
S2 Manau, kad daugelis iš mūsų, jeigu
reikėtų
piešti
savo
dieną,
pieštumėm mokyklą, ėjimą į ją ir iš
jos, veiklą ir užsiėmimus joje ir po
jos, žinoma.

Translation
Code
I think that most of us, if we had to 2
draw our day, we’d draw our school,
going to and from school, our
activities there and of course after
school.

67

F

S4 Ką darom savaitgaliais.

What we do during weekends.

68

F

S2 Nes tai sudaro labai didelę mūsų Because it's a big part of our day.
gyvenimo dalį.

1

2
3

4
7

34

69

M

S1 Galbūt dalintume lapą į kelias dalis, Maybe we’d divide the sheet of
kuriose pavaizduotume skirtingus paper into several parts, and we’d
etapus gyvenimo.
show different parts of life.

2

70

F

S4 Jo, jeigu tu kažką veiki po Yes, if you do something after
mokyklos, tarkim, aš jodinėju.
school, for example, I go horse
riding.

2

71

F

S2 Taip pat galėtume pavaizduoti savo
bendravimą su kitais, savo santykį
su kitais žmonėmis, su draugais,
kaip mes su jais bendraujame.

We could also show communication
with others, our relationships with
other people, friends, how we
communicate with them.

2

72

F

S3 Aš turbūt jei pieščiau, tai pieščiau
save su šypsena, nes aš visada kai
einu pro nepažįstamą žmogų, aš
jam nusišypsau.

I think, if I were drawing, I’d draw
myself with a smile, because
whenever I walk past a stranger, I
smile at them.

7

73

F

S4 Hmm. Geras tu žmogus (to S3)

Hmmm. You're a good person (to S3)

6

74

F

S3 Kodėl, nežinau, bet man tiesiog taip I don’t know why, I just find it
maloniau.
pleasant.

6

75

F

S4 Man tai viskas priklauso nuo For me it all depends on my mood, if
nuotaikos, jeigu žinau, kad diena I know the day is going to be
bus sunki tai arba jau buvo.
difficult, or already was.

2

76

M

S1 Aš tai turbūt pieščiau, kaip I would probably draw the way life
pasikeitė gyvenimas, gyvenimo changed, the mood of life since I was
nuotaika nuo kūdikystės iki šių a baby until today.
dienų.

2

77

F

S2 Kaip pasikeitė mūsų požiūris How our attitude changed towards,
tarkim prieš metus, ar kad ir prieš for example, a year ago and a month
mėnesį, savaitę, tai galėjo.
ago, a week ago, possibly.

4

78

F

T

Have you thought about what to
draw? What to draw?

5

14

79

F

S4 Mokyklą, turbūt daugiausia.

School, mostly.

2

15

80

F

T

School? Why school?

5

81

F

S2 Nes vien mokykla, daugiau nieko, Because it's just school and nothing
ji užima labai didelę dalį.
else, it takes up the bigger part.

7

82

F

S4 Aš beveik nieko daugiau nedarau, I don't do anything else, just dance
tik šoku daugiau ir dar jodinėju, more and ride a horse, nothing else.
daugiau nieko.

4

83

F

T

5

84

F

S3 Nes mokykloje mokosi skirtingų
tautų žmonės.{Unclear} Mes
mokomės
bendrauti,
bendradarbiauti .

4

5

6

7
8
9
10

11

12
13

16
17

18

19

Ar sugalvojot ką piešti? Ką piešit?

Mokyklą? Kodėl mokyklą?

Gerai. Bet kaip mokykla susijusi su Good. But how is school connected
skirtingomis kultūromis? Jūs tą with different cultures? You explain.
pasakykit.
Because there are people of different
cultures at school.{Unclear} We
learn to communicate, to work
together.

7

35

